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FOREWORD
The First International Conference on School and Popular
Meteorological Education was held at Lady Margaret Hall,
University of Oxford, England, from 2nd to 4th July 1984.
It
was organised by the Royal Meteorological . Society and
co-sponsored by the American Meteorological Society and the
World Meteorological Organization.
As the list of participants
shows (pp 253-257) the conference attracted support from more
than twenty countries.
The goals of the Conference were to:
bring into view the need for the general public to be
educated in science and mathematics in order to live in
today's high technological society;
note special attributes that meteorology possesses as a
vehicle to teach mathematics and science to students at all
levels, but especially to very young children just
peginning their education; and
tliscuss methods and programs already underway in
meteorology that would increase scientific and mathematical
literacy.
During the past several years, there has been growing
concern about the inadequacy of science and mathematics
education in countries around the world.
The crux of the
problem seems to be that it is difficult to link the
science-rich sectors of our societies (universities, colleges,
and national and corporate laboratories) with the science-poor
sectors (elementary and secondary schools).
Somehow these two
sectors must be brought together.
Professional and scientific
societies are in a good position to help because they can draw
from a broad spectrum of scientists and educators, and so can be
instrumental in forging the links.
Meteorologists have some advantages over other scientists
because they have a subject well suited to teaching science and
mathematics at primary and secondary levels. Meteorology
touches upon an extremely wide range of subjects and many of
today's children watch TV weather programs .
In general they are
more cognizant of weather than were their elders at a similar
age.
In many places in the world the weather is very variable,
and even if it is relatively settled the few exceptions that
occur are usually important and interesting. As a result,
meteorology offers an excellent basis for communicating
knowledge of natural and social sciences as well as the
humanities.
The papers presented at the Conference began with an
opening session that presented the case for scientific and
specifically meteorological literacy. What the World
Meteorological Organization, the Royal Meteorological Society,
including its Australian Branch, and the American Meteorological
Society are doing about meteorological education followed.
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Case studies of teaching meteorology at various school
levels, ranging from primary schools to college, were presented.
The use of media in meteorological education, be it radio, TV,
observational data, or photographs, was discussed.
Microcomputers, weather watchers networks, field courses, and
nature's various phenomena can all be used to teach meteorology
to a myriad of people. Some of those in use at present were
discussed. Communicating meteorological knowledge in developing
countries may be different from spreading it in developed
nations:
this problem was also identified and possible
solutions suggested .
The Conference concluded with a call for another conference
to be held in about two years, that is about July, 1986.
Meanwhile, Mr Malcolm Walker, presently Education Secretary of
the Royal Meteorological Society, will head a working group that
will keep its members aware of educational activities
worldwide.
The subject of this Conference is potentially important to
all nations.
The papers presented were only a sample of
activities already under way in many countries.
Reading these
Proceedings will provide information on many different types of
activities, but it is only the beginning:
school and popular
meteorological education will increase in coming years and to do
a good job will take the time and resources of many.
The Royal
Meteorological Society, the American Meteorological Society, and
the World Meteorological Organization will do all they can to
help.

Eugene W Bierly
President
American Meteorological Society
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EDITOR'S PREFACE
The opening ceremony of the Conference was performed by the
Presidents of the Royal and American Meteorological Societies,
Professor H Charnock and Dr E W Bierly respectively , after which
the Keynote Address was presented by Professor G 0 P Obasi,
Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization .
There followed the first technical session, on "What is Done Now
and Why - A Survey of General Meteorological Education
World-wide".
On the second day of the Conference attention
focussed upon "Communication, and Teaching and Learning
Techniques", and on the third day the subject was "The Future".
An informal technical session was held after dinner on the
evening of 2nd July, when a panel chaired by Mr S G Cornford
(United Kingdom Meteorological Office) discussed with
participants questions from the floor on various aspects of
school and popular meteorological education.
In addition, there
were two formal social events
Before dinner on 2nd July there
was a Reception, attended by Dr F Garside, Lord Mayor of Oxford;
and on 3rd July there was a Conference Dinner, at which the
Guests of Honour were Mr and Mrs D M Stewart, Principal of Lady
Margaret Hall and his wife.
Workshops and exhibitions were important elements of the
Conference.
These included:
displays of books, slide sets and
film-strips;
demonstrations of films and video material;
demonstrations of microcomputer packages and other teaching
aids;
displays and demonstrations of commercial and home-made
equipment typically used on field courses;
exhibits and
displays by manufacturers of meteorological equipment ; and live
reception of satellite pictures . A list of contributors to the
workshops and exhibitions appears on pages 258-263.
Without the backing of the Royal Meteorological Society's
Council and the generous support of the co-sponsors the
Conference would not have taken place.
Without the help of Stan
Cornford, Michael Hunt, Geoff Jenkins and Ross Reynolds and
without the assistance of the Royal Meteorological Society's
permanent staff , particularly Linda Moses and Donald Grant, the
task of organising the Conference would have been wellnigh
impossible.
To all concerned , grateful thanks are accorded .
Mrs Sian Poppleton and Mrs Tracy Shellard typed the Proceedings.
Mr Bryan Turnbull and other members of the staff of the
University College Cardiff Press provided much helpful adv i ce
and assistance.
They are all acknowledged gratefully too.
Malcolm Walker
Cardiff
January 1985
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SCHOOL AND POPULAR METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION AND THE
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (WMO)
Keynote address delivered by
PROFESSOR G 0 P OBASI,
Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization
Monday, 2 July, 1984

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Let me say at the outset that I am both pleased and
honoured to have been invited to present the Keynote Address at
this important international conference.
Speaking on a personal basis, I should tell you that
meteorological education and training is a subject very dear to
my heart, having been associated with it for many years in
various capacities.
As Secretary-General of WMO, I wish to let you know that
the Organization is very glad to be associated with this
Conference since meteorological training and education is one of
our priority activities.
I should like to congratulate the organizers on their
initiative in organizing this Conference which may well prove to
be an important milestone in the popularizing of meteorology
among the general public.
Please permit me to start by posing the question - "Why
focus on school and popular meteorological education at this
point in time?" I wish to dwell on this topic and also relate
meteorological education to one of the key issues of today development.
I believe we can place the particular topic at hand in the
context of the general symbiotic relationship between science
and society.
The progression as well as the development of
science and society are intertwined.
Science has helped pave
the way for the development of society.
In turn, society has
been responsible for nourishing science.
This general schema is
amply represented in the history of meteorology.
Where society
was ready to support it, meteorology flourished and provided
benefits for society. Meteorology can trace its beginnings to
the time of Aristotle (who lived from 384 to 322 BC) particularly
to his treatise entitled 'Meteorologica' and further work of his
student Theophrastus.
However, there was really no significant
development until about the time of heightened scientific
consciousness in the 17th century.
At that time, society was
ready for the advancement of science. Of the numerous
developments in that era, the invention of the thermometer and
1

the barometer proved to be the most important in the furtherance
of meteorological instrumentation and observation. On the
theoretical side, the discovery of the gas laws added to our
understanding of the atmosphere.
Another significant invention was that of the telegraph.
Due to the relatively greater mobility of society, there arose a
need for communications over vast distances.
The availability
of the telegraph system provided a way for the exchange of
meteorological observations across frontiers.
The link~ge between the development of meteorology and the
state of society is clearly shown during the First and Second
World Wars.
At these times, the great importance of weather was
more clearly recognized.
There were distinctive advancements
made during these periods in the theory and practice of
meteorology.
The concept of frontal structure of extratropical
cyclones was developed during World War I.
During World War II,
new regions became subject to meteorological observations.
The
development of radar during World War II also allowed for cloud
and upper air observation with their consequent effect on our
understanding of the atmosphere.
The story continues on in modern times.
Man's requirement
for more accurate data, for greater access and faster processing
of information showed the way for the use of satellites and
computers.
And the story will continue on.
How does all this
relate to our topic in this Conference? The connexion lies in
the fact that when we speak of school and popular meteorological
education, we do not do so in the abstract.
But rather, we
speak of the meteorological education of people, people who in
the final analysis have been, are and will be the most decisive
factor in the history and development of science and society.
The turn of the century, the year 2000, is not so far away.
We can perhaps turn our thoughts regarding our concepts and
views on school and popular meteorological education with the
horizons for the year 2000 in our minds.
And there is no better
time to prepare for the future than now.
We should indeed turn our attention to school and popular
meteorological education because it will eventually redound to
the benefit of our society and the science of meteorology.
The benefits that can accrue to society from the optimal
utilization of meteorological products and information are
numerous.
Presently, meteorology means to many people only
weather forecasts on the radio, television and in the newspapers
involving some terms such as isobar, anticyclone, depressions
and fronts.
There is only some awareness that many
Meteorological Services have the capability of providing a wide
range of services to the various groups of users in the
community.
The identification of these areas of user services,
in addition to some understanding of meteorology, should be an
area of concern for those who wish to 'popularize' meteorology.
Meteorological applications may range from specific services
such as specialized forecasts for farming activities, flood or
drought forecasting, as well as forecasts for marine interests.
2

The applications could also involve activities of strategic
planning importance such as land use, urban planning, design of
airports, land transport systems, reservoirs and even the
estimation of potential renewable energy sources such as solar
and wind energy. Much of these have already been sufficiently
discussed and I shall not belabour the point.
However, what I would wish to emphasize is that the
popularization of meteorology ought not to be limited to some
understanding of meteorology and its application, but very
important, it must aim towards the appreciation of meteorology's
role in the lives of individuals, communities, institutions and
societies.
Meteorological awareness should become part of the
collective consciousness of the people.
By way of example, we can call to mind the relatively
higher level of environmental consciousness that we have today.
This did not come purely by chance.
It came about because of
increased public awareness of the delicate balance in nature,
the possible effect of man on nature and the realization that we
are all co-travellers on Spaceship Earth.
And out of this
consciousness has been generated collective action by peoples,
governments and institutions.
At the present time, there are many issues which have arisen and
for which people, especially those in government authorities,
must have access to meteorological information and advice.
We
can mention, for instance, the concern over the ozone layer in
our atmosphere, for which an Ozone Convention is being worked
out. Climatic change and variability, with their resulting
effects on man and effects by man, need to be a topic of concern
to people in general.
After all, climate ought to be considered
as a resource.
In the context of the changing situation and in the
development of nations and societies, it is then clear that the
preparation for the twenty-first century requires not just more
education, but also different types of education of the right
kind.
Part of the challenge is really the transformations
impinging on every aspect of society.
The challenge is to be
creative, innovative and relevant. Only through such an
approach can society truly benefit optimally from the potential
uses of meteorological information.
In turn, we can state that where there is a better
appreciation of the role and contribution of meteorology, there
shall also be a faster pace of development for the science and
practice of meteorology.
It is therefore in such a context that
the World Meteorological Organization is showing a keen interest
in the popularization of meteorology.
Of the WMO major programmes, the Education and Training
Programme bears the closest relevance to the theme of this
Conference.
This Programme has been designated as a high
priority Programme by the Congress of WMO which is the supreme
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legislative body of the Organization.
In addition, the WMO Long
Term Plan for the period 1984-1993 envisages further
strengthening and development of education and and training
activities in the years to come, including those relating to the
optimal use of meteorological information, products and
applications by all potential users as well as the
popularization of meteorology.
The implementation of the Education and Training Programme
involves the Organization in various activities such as in the
preparation and the publishing of training material in
meteorology and hydrology, organization of training seminars,
courses, symposia and workshops, arrangements for training
meteorological and hydrological personnel, including providing
fellowships, support to Regional Meteorological Training
centres (of which there are 16 sited over the world) and
provision of advice and support to Member countries in education
and training matters.
While these activities have centred on
the training of meteorological personnel, there appears to be no
difficulty to try and reach a wider spectrum of society which
includes potential users of meteorological and hydrological
information and services.
On occasions, WMO has had some success in arranging for
non-meteorologists to be involved in its activities, such as the
World Climate Conference, Regional Climate Conferences,
Technical Conferences on Agricultural Meteorology and within the
framework of the Tropical Cyclone Programme.
It is clear that
there is much scope for improvements in the implementation of
the WMO Education and Training Programme and I will assure you
that no opportunity will be permitted to escape us in the
pursuit of our common goals.
The important role which might be played by schools in
popularizing meteorology has been recognized both by the WMO
Congress and the WMO Executive Council who have strongly
supported the idea of introducing meteorology or atmospheric
science and hydrology into the curricula of secondary and high
schools.
Even now some of our Member countries have already
taken some steps along this line.
I can then assure you of WMO's keen interest in the subject
of this Conference.
In fact, the Organization has supported the
attendance here of representatives of WMO Regional
Meteorological Training Centres in the belief that they will
learn much from the Conference and will be able to pass on to
their students ideas and methods which will be discussed here.
In turn, their students will be able to spread this information
in their respective countries.
We are interested in what we can
contribute to the popularization of meteorology and how that, in
turn, can help further develop the science and practice of
meteorology.

4

The task at hand requires a multilateral but integrated
approach.
It will require the expertise of our meteorological
personnel, the experience of our educators, the pragmatic wisdom
of our national authorities, the communication skills of the
media and the guidance of our colleagues in the social sciences.
This task is not an easy one but I am confident that we will
find the necessary set of optimum conditions to produce the
synergy required to advance the objective we have set forth to
discuss in the Conference.
Let me therefore wish you, Ladies and Gentlemen, complete
success in your deliberations.
Thank you.
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METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION AS A WINDOW ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
ACTIVITIES OF THE AMS BOARD OF SCHOOL AND POPULAR METEOROLOGICAL
AND OCEANOGRAPHIC EDUCATION
by
H A FRIEDMAN
Chairman, Board of School and Popular
Meteorological and Oceanographic Education
American Meteorological Society
Hurrican Research Division/AOML
4301 Rickenbacker Causeway
Miami, Florida 33149
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1.

INTRODUCTION

Today, this international conference formally recognizes,
perhaps for the first time, that meteorological education exists
for purposes beyond the need to train professional
meteorologists at the university level. More important, we also
recognize that, since weather plays such an important role in
our daily lives, meteorology offers us a unique opportunity to
awaken the scientific curiosity of school-aged children and the
general public, to enhance their scientific literacy, and to
heighten their enthusiasm for continued learning.
In the United States, the American Meteorological Society
(AMS) and other professional scientific organizations have
recently undertaken educational activities to promote awareness
of science, mathematics and technology.
These activities are
designed to provide our children with the knowledge and skills
they need to live and compete in today's technological society.
Through its Education and Manpower Commission (EMC), the
AMS has, for many years, played an active role in meteorological
education. A primary goal of the EMC's Board of Meteorological
and Oceanographic Education in Universities (BMOEU) is to
promote the teaching of meteorology at the undergraduate and
full professional levels.
The other two EMC boards are also
concerned with meteorological education in the United States.
The Board on Women and Minorities (BWM) develops programs that
seek to increase the participation and numbers of women and
minorities in meteorology by opening up educational and
professional opportunities in the field.
The Board of School
and Popular Meteorological and Oceanographic Education (BSPMOE)
is responsible for promoting an aggressive program for
meteorological education that is designed to increase
appreciation of the importance of meteorology in everyday life.
Recent activities, accomplishments, and goals of the BSPMOE and
others are discussed in this paper.
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2.

ACTIVITIES OF THE BSPMOE-AMS

2.1

Speaker's Bureau and Community Outreach Education

The activities of the BSPMOE are focused on school-based
and community outreach education programs.
In 1983, active
chapters of the AMS were sent a questionnaire concerning their
involvement in educational programs in their loc~l schools and
communities.
Local AMS chapters that did not have an ongoing
speaker's bureau or were not participating in other types of
educational outreach programs were asked to consider the need
for such activities.
Assistance in developing new or improving
existing programs was offered by the BSPMOE .
Only 10 (out of a possible 90) chapters replied to the
questionnaire.
Of these, 7 acknowledged that a need for
increased meteorological awareness existed in their local
schools and communities.
The remaining respondents were either
"not interested", or "unable to get involved" in educational
outreach activities at the time.
Despite the relatively few responses received, the BSPMOE
is continuing its effort to form a network of local groups
around the US who are willing and able to serve as focal points
for school-based and community-wide "popular" meteorological
education.
In part, this effort is based on the experience
gained, over the last 8 years, by the Speaker's Bureau of t h e
Miami Meteorological Society, a local AMS chapter (Friedman ,
1981).
Further, the AMS will soon be able to offer a written
guide to its local chapters and others interested in becoming a
part of this network.
(The design and content of the guide a r e
discussed later in the paper.)
In 1976, when the Miami Speaker's Bureau was formally
established, the chapter's group of 15 volunteer speakers
presented 50 meteorological awareness programs.
Twenty-six of
these were in local schools and most were hurricane
(preparedness) related.
Since that time the bureau's area of
interest and community involvement has increased. Much of its
present efforts are directed toward creating science awareness
in local schools, conducting orientation and training fo r
science teachers and the media, participating in career
counseling and career day programs, and judging exhibits at
local, regional and state-wide science fairs.
In 1983, for
example, the Miami group participated in more than 2300 programs
- 743 were in local schools at all levels.
And, in 1984 (by
mid-June), over 930 educational contacts were made on behalf of
the Dade County (Florida) School Volunteer Program and the
Broward County (Florida) Schools Community Resources Program.
These figures are presented to show what can be done by a
volunteer organization committed to furthering the goal of
improving weather awareness education in local schools and the
community.
2.2

Educational Programs in Local Schools and Communities

AMS chapter members and NOAA/National Weather Service
meteorologists are often called on to speak at school programs
7

and community functions.
Meteorologists usually welcome these
opportunities.
However, in many cases they feel hampered by a
lack of suitable audio-visual aids and descriptive handout
materials.
At the 64th Annual Meeting of the AMS in January 1984, the
BSPMOE and BWM collaborated, under the auspices of the EMC, to
develop a strategy which would encourage AMS chapters to
participate in local educational outreach programs.
We
hypothesized that such programs could be effective in improving
science and mathematics literacy, especially in local schools.
Since this was our goal, we set about the task of helping local
groups to help themselves.
In this regard, our mission is the development and
distribution of a resource guide that will contain basic
information for groups interested in using meteorology to
establish or improve local educational outreach programs.
guide will explain how to:

The

Establish a local speakers' bureau
Use the electronic and print media to further popular
meteorological awareness
Enlist local volunteer experts in the program
Participate in science fairs and encourage students to
undertake meteorological projects for these fairs
Establish a "master/apprentice" program in local
schools to encourage students to participate in
science fairs and enter projects that show a knowledg e
of the scientific method of investigation
Develop school contacts and get the support of local,
regional and state education officials
Participate in career counseling and career day
programs
Locate and obtain books, films, brochures and other
materials useful for meteorological education
programs.
Under the direction of Jack Williams, Weather Editor, USA
Today (a nationally distributed newspaper), the first editi~o f
the guide is nearing completion.
2.3

Other Activities in Support of School and Popular
Meteorological Education

In addition to undertaking a minor role in helping the
Royal Meteorological Society (RMS) to coordinate US
participation at this conference, the BSPMOE, in conjunction
with RMS, WMO and others, is developing plans to conduct a
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workshop/conference on school-based and popular meteorological
education in 1986.
It has been proposed that the venue for this
conference be in the United States.
Further, we hope to play an active role in the programs of
the recently established Working Group on Pre-College Science
Education.
This group seeks to use meteorology as a unifying
educational strategy for improving science, mathematics and
technology education in US schools.
Initial support for this
AMS program has been provided by a grant from the National
Science Foundation. The group includes educators, scientists,
and media representatives from the public and private sectors.
Though not specifically an AMS program, an honours workshop
for outstanding secondary school general science and earth
science teachers has been developed by Dr Ira Geer at the State
University of New York College at Brockport, New York.
This
program, which deals with observing, analyzing and forecasting
the weather was supported by the National Science Foundation
with the assistance of the National Weather Service.
(The
workshop was held at the National Weather Service Training
Center, Kansas City, Missouri, July 30 - August 10, 1984).
Through the continuing efforts of the members of this
conference, our professional societies, and our respective
national and international organizations, meteorological
education can serve as a window on science and technology and be
a positive factor in developing scientific literacy for our
children in years to come.
REFERENCE
Friedman, H A (1981) Meteorologists
community : Local Speakers Bureau
Chapter, American Meteorological
American Meteorological Society,
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THE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
by
J M WALKER
(Education Secretary of The Royal Meteorolog~cal Society)
Department of Maritime Studies
University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology
Aberconway Building
Colum Drive
Cardiff CFl 3EU
UNITED KINGDOM

I begin with an acknowledgement - maybe even a dedication to the late Professor Gordon Manley, who might almost be
regarded as the Father of the Royal Meteorological Society's
educational activities, for it was he, during the 1940s, who
provided the enthusiasm and the drive to initiate and and foster
many of the educational activities we take for granted today.
There were educational activities of various kinds long before
Professor Manley was a force in the Society, but it was he who
supplied the inspiration for various enterprises which continue
today and who enthused others to play leading roles in the
Society's educational expansion in the 1940s and 1950s.
In
1946, for example, Gordon Manley helped launch the journal
Weather, which most certainly has an educational function.
Moreover, Gordon Manley was the initiator of the Society's first
field course, which was held in the north of England in 1950
(see Walker and Riddaway, this volume, pp 98-105).
I should not
be surprised if he also conceived the idea of holding Popular
Lectures.
Be that as it may, Popular Lectures for Sixth Form pupils
(aged 16 to 19 years) were held annually in London from 1950 to
1970; and for twelve of these years, from 1959 to 1970, a second
public lecture was sponsored by the Society, this one
specifically for Sixth Form pupils studying mathematics and
physics.
In 1971, because of declining audiences, the two
lectures were combined to form a lecture of general scientific
interest for the 16 to 19 age group.
The Sixth Form Lecture for
London Schools, as it is now called, has been given every year
since 1971 .
The subjects of the lectures given since 1950 and
the names of lecturers are listed in the Appendix (ppl8-19).
On
a different scale, and mindful of the fact that many of its
members are amateur meteorologists, the Society has arranged
two-day Summer Meetings since 1954.
To some extent these are
social in nature, providing opportunities for members to meet
each other, particularly amateurs to meet professional
meteorologists, but they are mainly part of the Society's
calendar to acquaint amateur meteorologists, and the general
public should they choose to attend, with the latest
developments in meteorology.
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In the 1950s some leading members of the Society were
clearly much interested in meteorological education, witness:
the theme of the speeches after the Society's Annual
Dinner on 20th November 1953, 'Meteorology in
Education';
the Editorial in the October 1956 issue of Weather
(page 304);
the article entitled 'Meteorology in Secondary
Schools' in the same issue (pages 305-318);
the essays on 'The Place of Meteorology in Liberal
Education' (Kraus, 1957; Green, 1957);
and the Presidential Address on 'Education and
Research in the United Kingdom' (Sheppard, 1959).
For anyone concerned with school and popular meteorological
education these articles should be required reading.
In the early 1960s there was evidently some emphasis upon
meteorological education in schools, because 'Schools
Supplements' were published in Weather every month from October
1961 to September 1963; and David Pedgley's article Running a
School Weather Station was published in 1962. As a booklet this
is still available from the Society (Second Edition, 1980), and
a new series of Schools Supplements is soon to appear in
Weather.
The emphasis in the 1960s was not entirely on
education in schools, however, for in 1964 and 1967 C E
Wallington published in Weather several articles which were
reprinted as Your Own Weather Map, a manual on how to draw,
using a form called 'Metmap', a weather map based upon
information broadcast by the BBC in their Bulletins for
Shipping.
For yachtsmen, glider pilots and, indeed, anyone
wishing to obtain an up-to-date weather map, 'Metmap' is
invaluable; it is also recommended as a teaching/learning aid in
schools and colleges.
In 1974, thanks to the enthusiasm and foresight of
Professor Robert Pearce, who was then President of the Royal
Meteorological Society, and Dr James Milford, one of his
colleagues at the University of Reading, the educational
activities of the Society received a further boost with the
reactivation and reconstruction of the Education Committee,
which had last met in 1956 and had, moreover, never concerned
itself with school and popular meteorological education.
The
idea of forming a broadly-based education committee was put to
the Society's Council by me on 18 October 1972, and
implementation was carried out by Professor Pearce and Dr
Milford.
An educational policy for the Royal Meteorological Society
was set out by Professor Pearce in a paper presented to and
adopted by Council on 20th March 1974. This was reiterated,
together with some views on the aims and objectives of the new
committee, in the papers prepared by Dr Milford for the first
meeting of the Education Committee, held on 9th October 1974.
It is worth blowing the dust off these papers to see how far we
have strayed from the intended course in the ten years of the
committee's existence.
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Broadly speaking, the business of the first meeting was to
identify the groups of people in need of meteorological
education of some kind or another and to discuss a range of
possible activities for the Committee .
The following groups
were identified:
(1)

Professional meteorologists
Generally, it was felt that the Quarterly Journal of
the Royal Meteorological Society and learned meetings
of the Society catered for them; and it was also felt
that the formal education of such meteorologists
should be the responsibility of universities and state
meteorological services.
However, it was recognised
that some people who might consider themselves
professional meteorologists may be out of touch with
the real atmosphere, particularly some of those in
administrative jobs.

(2)

Professional workers in other fields who might use
meteorology
Here it was felt that the Society has a role to
fulfil, principally by arranging short courses for
civil engineers, builders, architects, offshore
engineers, farmers, hydrologists, people in the gas
and electricity supply industries, and so on.

(3)

Those in tertiary education
For those specialising in meteorology or allied
subjects, such as hydrology or oceanography, it was
considered that the Society probably had little to
contribute.
For those in teacher training, however,
the view was that the Society had an important
function.
Future generations of meteorologists and
meteorologically-aware citizens will have been
subjected to at least a decade of schooling; they must
be taught in a way which interests them in the
atmosphere and its behaviour and they must be taught
correct concepts.
Furthermore, teaching aids need to
be improved.

(4)

Those in secondary education (11 to 19 years of age)
It was agreed that the Society should cater for
physical scientists, geographers, and possibly
biological scientists too, by means of field courses
and other courses, lectures, publications, and so on.

(5)

Children in primary education (up to 11 years of age)
This group has emerged in recent years as a major
source of enquiries to the Society.
A letter
typically begins with:
"Dear Sir, I am nine years old
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and I am doing a project on the weather".
Not
infrequently it continues with something like:
"Please will you tell me all you know" or "Please will
you send me any information you have" (and ends with
"Love from Mandy")!
Belatedly, we have now recognised
the considerable importance of this age group and the
need to cater for it, and we are now taking steps to
remedy the situation, mainly by preparing leaflets,
booklets and book lists.
In their primary school
children are passing through their formative years.
The opportunity to mould sensible attitudes to the
natural environment should certainly not be missed.
(6)

The general public
Potentially, this is another group which the Society
should cater for.
The general public is extremely
interested in the weather, especially abnormal
weather.
As Dr Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) noted:
"When two Englishmen meet, their first talk is of the
weather"!
Unfortunately, though, the general public
do not seem to want explanations of the weather, and
they seem to want to cling to misconceptions and
superstitions. Now, British people spend many hours
per week, about twenty per person on average, supine
before their television sets. Two or three years ago
we thought television companies might be interested in
weather documentaries or perhaps "fillers" lasting
five or ten minutes on specific topics, such as 'What
causes fog?'
Attempts to interest Channel 4 TV in
s·uch ideas proved fruitless.
In view of this, and the
apparently indifferent attitude of most broadcasting
companies to weather bulletins on radio and television
as judged by the ludicrously limited amounts of time
allocated to them, particularly in comparison with the
amounts of time devoted to programme trailers, the
only possible conclusion is that the companies
generally do not feel any obligation whatsoever
towards popular meteorological education.
This is
somewhat curious, because the atmosphere is vital to
mankind and the vagaries of weather affect humans in
so many ways.
Furthermore, programmes about the
natural environment are among the best produced and
most popular on British television.
The problem may
be that television producers believe that
meteorological programmes lack popular appeal, that
they will not make "good television", because they
cannot always be as colourful or spectacular as
programmes about animals, birds or plants. Whatever
the problem, the Society must rise to the challenge
and strive to alter the attitudes of radio and
television companies.

So much for the aims and objectives of the Education
Committee, what of the committee's work since 1974?
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At an early stage the committee was strengthened by the
appointment of representatives of the Association for Science
Education and the Institute of Physics, thus recognizing that
meteorological education and science education cannot be
divorced and that meteorology is a branch of physics.
Both
representatives take their membership of the Education Committee
seriously; they contribute in varions ways, particularly by
providing valuable advice and making available advertising space
in their respective journals. There is also now a
representative of the Associated Examining Board, thus providing
a formal link with the body which administers the
recently-introduced public examination known as the General
Certificate of Education (Ordinary Level) in Meteorology (see
Milford, this volume , pp 73-78).
It is intended that the
committee will soon be strengthened further by the appointment
of a representative of a geographical society.
Since 1974, the policy of organising field courses and
Sixth Form Lectures has continued.
One-day workshops for school
teachers have also been organised , and instructors have been
found for residential courses sponsored by other organisations.
For example, in 1982 the Society helped to find instructors for
two courses arranged specifically for intellectually-gifted
children.
On a very limited scale the Royal Meteorological Society
retails books, wall charts, maps and slides useful in secondary
level teaching programmes.
Although the majority of these items
have been published by commercial organisations and only a few
of them by the Royal Meteorological Society , the advisors and
authors have mostly been members of the Education Committee or
other members of the Society.
Notable among recent educational
publications involving Society members are:
a review of meteorological films suitable for use in
higher education and in school sixth forms (published
in Physics Education in May 1980) and a supplement
containing reviews of meteorological films suitable
for use in secondary schools (published separately by
the Society);
Meteorology from Space, a set of slides and
explanatory text prepared by Ross Reynolds and
published by Space Frontiers Ltd;
Satpack I and Satpack II, two exercises concerned with
the interpretation and understanding of satellite
imagery in terms of surface data, upper-air ascents
and synoptic analyses (prepared by Ross Reynolds and
James Milford and published by the Royal
Meteorological Society); and
a new edition of Your Own Weather Map, written by
Martin Stubbs and published by the Society.
In addition, a series of booklets entitled 99 Questions and
Answers on the Weather for ... is planned.
The booklets, for
gardeners, yachtsmen, bird-watchers, motorists, hill-walkers,
etc. , are intended for the railway station bookstall kind of
market , at a price of about £2 per copy.
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The Society has recently introduced School Corporate
Membership.
This carries a number of advantages:
the nominated representative receives a copy of
Weather each month;
any member of the school (teacher or pupil) may attend
Society meetings on the same basis' as Fellows;
any member of the school (teacher or pupil) may attend
Society field courses at reduced rates;
the Society undertakes to provide advice, as required,
on matters concerning careers and education in
meteorology; and
the Society undertakes to supply, as required, the
names of lecturers willing to speak on various
meteorological topics.
It is a further benefit of personal and corporate
membership that the Society is able to grant small sums of money
(normally up to about £200 per project) to support
scientifically-based meteorological activities which are
deserving of support but cannot attract financial sponsorship
from other sources.
The Society can also help such activities
by lending from its stock of instruments and apparatus. Over
the years a number of schools and youth organisations have
received support for projects, particularly for small
expeditions.
Finally in this review of the Society's educational
activities since 1974, it is worthy of mention that, in
collaboration with the Editorial Board of Weather, an Essay
Competition for Schools was held recently.
There were
disappointingly few entries. However, the prize of books to the
value of £50 for the winning author was awarded, and the winning
essay will be published in Weather in late 1984.
The Education
Committee, the Editorial Board of Weather and the Society's
Council have agreed to sponsor another competition and hope the
number of entries will increase substantially.
The rules will
be the same as those published in the September 1983 issue of
Weather and the closing date for entries will be 28th February
1985.
For the future, the Education Committee is currently
considering a number of potential developments:
(1)

Efforts are being made to persuade examination boards
to offer meteorology or atmospheric physics as an
option within Advanced General Certificate of
Education Physics syllabuses.
Response has so far
proved lukewarm.
The Education Committee is
particularly keen to impress upon schools that
meteorology is a branch of physics and should not be
regarded as solely the province of geographers.

(2)

Plans are in hand to develop Computer Aided Learning
Packages for implementation on microcomputers.
It is
intended that these packages should contain exercises
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useful for the teaching of meteorological principles
in school physics and geography courses.
(3)

The Education Committee is continuing to consider ways
of improving the teaching of meteorology in schools.
There is a need to ensure that those who teach the
subject have a thorough grasp of concepts and there is
scope for improving material available to teachers.
When tackling these matters it is necessary to bear in
mind that meteorology is taught for public examination
at various levels and occurs in various subjects, in
particular, geography, physics, general science, earth
science and environmental science.
The Committee is
also conscious that the teaching of meteorology in
schools involves not only meteorological concepts but
also applied meteorology.
Furthermore, meteorology
abounds with examples of environmental physics and
also provides much scope for consolidating fundamental
principles of statistics.
In general, meteorological
topics should be included in school science curricula
because they serve to stimulate observation and
scientific reasoning among pupils and because they
help bring physics and everyday life together.

In conclusion, I think I can say that we have not strayed
too far from the aims and objectives set out ten years ago or,
indeed, from the educational philosophies presented in the
articles mentioned near the beginning of this paper (Anon, 1956;
Green, 1957; Kraus, 1957; Sheppard, 1959 - and see also Shaw,
1917). Within the Royal Meteorological Society, education is a
"growth industry".
There are many, many things we could do.
However, the limiting factors are time and goodwill~most
without exception, those who serve the Society are allowed time
off work to attend committee meetings but, as a general rule,
they are otherwise expected to work for the Society in their
spare time.
In my opinion, to expand much more will require not
an increased membership of the Education Committee, which is
already large, but a move towards the American Meteorological
Society's system of separate boards with specific
responsibilities.
Moreover, as Dr Milford noted ten years ago,
it may be desirable for the Society to appoint an Education
Officer to its headquarters staff in the fairly near future.
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APPENDIX
Subjects of lectures for schools and names of lecturers
POPULAR LECTURES
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Wireless in weather watching
The optical properties of the atmosphere
The upper atmosphere - from 10 to 100 miles up
Weather forecasting
Weather forecasting (the 1953 lecture repeated)
Clouds
Fog and atmospheric pollution
Aviation meteorology
Weather in the polar regions
Thunderstorms
Meteorology in Antarctica
Meteorology, locusts and Africa
Meteorology and gliding
The upper atmosphere
Radar meteorology
The origin and growth of ice in our atmosphere
The use of satellite observations in meteorology
Meteorology and agriculture
Meteorological services to the public
Underwater mixing observed by skin-divers
World Weather Watch and the new horizons of meteorology
Clouds, rain and rainmaking

Sir Robert Watson-Watt
J Paton
G M B Dobson
J S Sawyer
J S Sawyer
F H Ludlam
P J Meade
N Bradbury
H H Lamb
E T Pierce
J MacDowell
R C Rainey
C E Wallington
R Frith
R F Jones
J Hallett
D G James
L P Smith
G J Evans
J D Woods
P A Sheppard
J T Bartlett

LECTURES FOR SIXTH FORM PUPILS STUDYING MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Heat phenomena in the atmosphere : the atmosphere as a stage for the
demonstration of the laws of heat
Electrical phenomena in the atmosphere
Clouds, rain and rainmaking
Exploring the air near the ground
Optics in the atmosphere
Dynamics applied to weather forecasting
Computers in weather forecasting
Bubbles, drops and thunderstorms
Weather from satellites
Radar observes the weather
Weather and Concorde
Motions in planetary atmospheres

P
T
B
J
C
P
A
J
K
K
W
R

A Sheppard
W Wormell
J Mason
L Monteith
D Walshaw
Graystone
Woodroffe
Hallett
J Bignell
A Browning
T Roach
Hide

D
F
K
M
E
S
B
R
J
A
A
C
R
R
F

M
B
A
J
C
A
J
A
S
J
I
G
E
M
B

GENERAL LECTURES FOR SIXTH FORM PUPILS

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

Weather and sailing
Pollution and weather
Fronts, waves and turbulence:
radar reveals some of their mysteries
Aspects of public service forecasting
Climatology from satellites
Below the waves (investigations in Loch Ness)
Climatic changes - natural and man-made
Climate past and present:
is our climate changing now?
Physics and mathematics in the open air
Has technology improved weather forecasts?
The use of satellites in weather forecasting
The measurement and forecasting of rainfall using a radar network
Measuring the weather from the ground - today's techniques
Forecasting tor the public - general and specialised services
Acid rain

Houghton
Smith
Browning
Fish
Barrett
Thorpe
Mason
S Ratcliffe
A Green
Gadd
Johnson
Collier
W Pettif er
Morris
Smith

GENERAL METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA
by
MS M E VOICE
Bureau of Meteorology
GPO Box 1289K
Melbourne
Victoria 3001
AUSTRALIA
(PUBLISHED WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE DIRECTOR OF METEOROLOGY)

THE AUSTRALIAN SCENE
The Education Sub-Committee of the Royal Meteorological
Society Australian Branch was formed in 1978.
The Australian
Branch itself was established officially in 1973. Australia is
40 continuous hours driving time across its breadth (if that
feat were possible by road), 18 hours continuous flying time
from the west coast of the USA and 24 hours continuous flying
time from the UK.
Thus, as in so much else of Australian life,
youth and distance are the catchcries, and sometimes also the
excuses.
Australia's meteorological records and institutions are
relatively young.
Compare the first observing stations in
Europe with the first in Australia, Fig.1.
Australia's earliest
regular weather records were started in 1839, compared with 1664
in Europe.
More importantly, the establishment of some formal
meteorological institutions is compared in Fig.2.
Australia has
embarked on co-ordinated attempts at popular meteorological
education only in the last decade or two.
So much for the excuse of youth. Our other burden is the
"Tyranny of Distance", which was the title of a book published
by one of our historians, Professor G Blainey, in 1966 and used
as a catchcry ever since. However, in terms of the problems
faced by the meteorological community in providing a service
for, or in educating a broad spectrum of our population, the
book's message is relevant still.
Fig.3 shows the major
population centres of Australia, the USA and the U.K., on maps
of the same scale and at the corresponding latitudes poleward
for both hemispheres.
The size of the population centres is
alluded to by the size of the circles.
The almost impossible
task for Australian meteorological educationists is clear from
this map.
With around 250 professional meteorologists in the Bureau
of Meteorology, a handful of full time lecturing staff at
universities around the country, and a membership of the RMSAB
of some 400, we stretch ourselves amongst the tasks or
attributes shown in Table 1.
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A final emphasis to the costs of distance is given in Table
2, where Australia's Gross National Product per sq. km. of
country is compared with a §election of eleven other countries
around the world.
The Australian community paints a thin veneer
of human resources, infrastructure, community services and
meteorological services across a continent which is about one
half desert, and two thirds unsuitable for farming.
A strange piece of folklore once prevailed that Australia
had a terrible harsh interior climate, a variable coastal
climate but relatively benign weather.
Of course, Melbourne has
5 seasons in one day but who would be silly enough to live in
Melbourne anyway!
Elsewhere, the extremes weren't as extreme as
the USA, no tornados?, while tropical cyclones were troublesome
on our northern coastline but most of the population lived on
the southern and eastern coastlines.
This folklore made
education about daily weather for the general public a mundane
affair because somehow the drama was missing - the human
relevance was remote.
That folklore (such as it was) has faded as the evidence
builds up that Australia is a significant tornado area of the
world, perhaps second only to the USA, with severe storms as
damaging as in many other parts of the world, and with disasters
such as cyclone Tracy hitting Darwin in 1974.
Popular
meteorology education is now more popular.
Even though the variability of Australia's climate has long
been appreciated, education about the statistics of climate,
i.e. the past, is not particularly successful unless some
relevance to the future can be demonstrated.
Until recently,
that relevance has not been apparent to farmers.
Two things
have changed that.
One was the horror drought of 1982/83 and
the other the increased understanding and publicity to the
El Nino/Southern Oscillation phenomenon.
Nevertheless, it is clear that we are still not reaching
the farming community to anywhere near the extent that we
should.
A survey of a group of farmers from one district at the end
of the 1982/83 drought revealed that 7% of them had not even
seen the monthly drought summaries issued by the Bureau and
featured in the press . Fortunately, of those who did see them,
38% said they were interested and would have liked more
background information on the statistics of past droughts.
Two major outlets for feeding research information to the
farming community in Australia are the CSIRO publications "Rural
Research" and "Ecos", the latter having a broader environmental
focus.
Only 53% of the farmers surveyed read "Rural Research"
and only 11.5% read "Ecos". While 53% coverage for "Rural
Research" might at first sight appear satisfactory, up-to-date
climate research in Australia has been channelled to the rural
population of Australia primarily through these two publications
(apart from abbreviated reports in the media). Consequently, if
Australia's fragile topsoil is to be preserved throughout our
continuing sequences of drought and flood, the meteorological
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community must expand its methods of getting information to
those who should have it.
Future possibilities in this
direction will be explored at the end of the talk/paper.
AUSTRALIAN METEOROLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS
A summary of institutions involved in meteorological
education will now be given.
The RMSAB
The RMSAB has an Education Committee and a Publications
Committee, both of which are enthusiastic and active.
The
Publications Committee produces "Meteorology Australia" which is
aimed at the weather or climate enthusiast and at secondary and
tertiary level educationists.
"Meteorology Australia" suffers
from a limited distribution list, and despite some effort to
publicise it in schools, the number of subscriptions outside
RMSAB membership is less than 100.
It is a financial burden to
the RMSAB currently, and is under constant threat of extinction.
If anyone at this conference has any suggestions on ways of
reaching a wider audience and netting extra subscriptions I
would be most interested to hear them.
The Education Committee was formed in 1978.
Until its
formation, very little had been undertaken in the way of formal
or semi-formal popular education, and meteorology in the school
curriculum had been confined almost exclusively to the geography
syllabus.
Consequently, three high-priority goals of the committee
were:
(i)

the establishment of adult education courses;

(ii)

introduction of a meteorology component into the final
year (Higher School Certificate) Physics syllabus; and,

(iii)

strong support for production of an indigenous
meteorology publication catering for members of the RMS
and for the Australian public.

These three goals have now been achieved, although the
first two only in the State of Victoria and the third largely
confined to Victoria . The enormous challenge for the Australian
Branch of the RMS is to distribute these successes throughout
the nation.
A very successful solution to the problem of organization
and resources for the adult education courses has been found by
running the courses in conjunction with the Council of Adult
Education (a government supporte0 provider of a wide range of
further education courses).
Table 3 lists the 10 lectures given
in the course.
The meteorology component in the final secondary school
year physics syllabus is called the "Physical Meteorology
Option".
It is designed to occupy four hours per week for five
25

weeks, or equivalent.
The course background and syllabus
outline are given in Appendix 1.
Since its introduction 4 years ago, the Option has
attracted a growing number of teachers to teach it, with now
about 10-12 teachers providing the Option for small classes of
5-15 students.
The content of the course (see Appendix 1) is
being reassessed this year with a view to piloting it eventually
in other States of Australia besides Victoria.
The Bureau of Meteorology
The Bureau of Meteorology in Australia has responsibility
for in-house training of meteorologists, also for "the promotion
of the use of meteorological information" and "the promotion of
the advancement of meteorological science".
The Public
Relations Unit is about to be expanded under an overall
reorganization of the Bureau.
This expansion should allow a
more focussed approach to the provision of information
pamphlets, booklets and publicity of Bureau services.
This
material has the advantage of the Bureau's nationwide
distribution network, already in existence.
The Central Training School (CTS) is the main arm of the
Bureau's training program and trains the following categories of
Bureau personnel:
Meteorologists
Technical Officers (Meteorology)
Radio Technical Officers
Observers
Additionally it provides specialised courses for Antarctic
Expeditioners and Computer Systems Officers (short induction
courses in meteorology).
Under agreed working arrangements CTS also provides
meteorological training for Department of Aviation personnel
(Air Traffic Controllers and Flight Service Officers) & for
Defence Forces personnel (mainly RAAF pilots).
The School also has the responsibility for the setting and
marking of Flight Crew Licence Examinations in meteorology at
the Commercial and Senior Commercial Pilot levels.
Recently, CTS has developed a new course for training
Accredited Observers and is now in the process of documenting a
special course for Co-operative Observers.
Overseas students attend CTS courses, and their presence is
of great value in fostering the Bureau's international
reputation and image.
Bushfire (Wildfire) Weather Education
Bushfires (generally known as wildfires or forest fires in
other parts of the world) claim more lives in Australia than
tropical cyclones or any other weather related phenomena.
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The three worst outbreaks of bushfires this century are listed
in Table 4.
Currently, Bureau responsibility for bushfire
education is less clearly defined than for tropical cyclones.
Education on bushfire prevention and on control (the very
dangerous task of fighting the fires in strong and variable wind
situations) has been a long and slow process.
The unique
Australian conditions have produced particular research needs
and extensive public education requirements.
Bushfire and grassfire danger ratings are given on
television in the weather forecast segment, every night during
the bushfire season in parts of Australia.
Public talks (by
Bureau staff) are the other major education process.
Universities and Colleges of Advanced Education
Only a few Universities in Australia support Meteorology
Departments or Faculties. However, several Geography
Departments teach geographical climatology and some satellite
meteorology (visible and IR picture interpretation, LANDSAT
interpretation etc). A surprising number of Colleges of
Advanced Education, on their own volition, incorporate units or
electives in meteorology or climatology into physics, remote
sensing or geography syllabuses, or as part of the broad
education of Student Teachers.
Some of these units arise from a
long-standing interest in meteorology established by members of
the Air Force during the Second World War who subsequently
entered education careers.
However, these programs are relatively uncoordinated and no
national plan for meteorological education exists.
CSIRO
CSIRO (the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation) has a unique public relations machinery within the
scientific establishment in Australia.
It has established the
Science Communication Unit within the Bureau of Scientific
Services which fairly successfully publicises the work of CSIRO
through information pamphlets, displays etc.
The Division of
Atmospheric Research within CSIRO has provided educational
material in meteorology for distribution through the information
pamphlet series.
The Australian Numerical Meteorology Research
Centre, a cooperative venture between CSIRO and the Department
of Science and Technology (Bureau of Meteorology) has also
supported these ventures strongly.
Both these arms of CSIRO
have also contributed actively to the CSIRO Science Speaker's
Scheme which is promoted vigorously through the Science
Communication Unit.
As mentioned previously, CSIRO devotes considerable effort
to colourful, informative "popular science" periodicals such as
ECOS and RURAL RESEARCH.
These two periodicals contribute
significantly to public education on climate research (while the
Bureau remains the main source for weather related education).
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As a regular speaker through the CSIRO Speaker's Scheme who
particularly enjoys careers education work in schools, I find
that a personalised touch makes meteorology more meaningful and
more accessible to school children.
This includes, if the
children can ' t visit the workplace and meet the people involved,
taking photographs of the workplace and the Bureau staff to the
school. Without this humanizing touch, children find it
difficult to relate to meteorology as a career which might be
suitable for them.
Another area which we sometimes neglect is
to interest potential administrators , engineers, etc in
meteorology in order to attract top people to all areas of the
weather service.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The "Tyranny of Distance", the resource problems and the
coordination requirements which have been discussed in this
paper are not going to disappear for Australia.
AUSSAT,
Australia's communication satellite, is planned for some 18
months hence. Videotex is also to be introduced and may provide
an avenue for meteorological education which is not untenably
expensive.
Education departments in the various Australian
States are aware that expertise can be dispersed more readily
(and often with considerable cost savings) via satellite. They
are considering setting up study centre complexes to serve the
various education sectors, primary, secondary and tertiary, · to
cover large geographic areas.
Dr James Lang from the University
of Western Australia estimates that a school could establish an
earth station, videotex terminal and staffing requirements for
$A30,000 to $A40,000 per school.
Sharing between 3 or 4 schools
would make the cost comparable to a couple of microcomputers.
For a small subject following such as meteorology, with the
difficulties already outlined , such developments (VIDEOTEX and
AUSSAT) are the most promising possibilities yet to heretofore
intractable problems.
Realisable goals for the future for the RMSAB will be to
put "Meteorology Australia" on a sound and secure footing, to
widen its readership to make it a truly useful educational tool,
and to include a meteorology unit in the secondary school
syllabus in every State in Australia.
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APPENDIX 1:
PHYSICS OPTION, PHYSICAL METEOROLOGY, YEAR 12, AUSTRALIA
1.

INTRODUCTION
The time required for this course is equivalent to
approximately four hours per week for five weeks.
The course might be spread over a longer period to enable
observation of a range of meteorological conditions.
Students would need access to data and reports from the
Bureau of Meteorology, equipment and a scope for outdoor
observations.

2.

BACKGROUND TO THE COURSE
Need for the Course
Observation of the weather has been a pursuit of mankind
since before the development of science. Not only is
weather of interest for reasons of personal comfort, safety
and convenience, it has value to many people for economic
reasons.
I
The very nature of the processes involved in the atmosphere
provides an excellent vehicle to show practical
applications of physical principles to the real world.
The understanding gained in the course will be of value in
interpreting ever present phenomena even for those who do
not pursue the subject of physics beyond Year 12.

3.

COURSE OVERVIEW
Aims and Objectives
The student will understand some of the major physical
processes of the atmosphere.
The student will be able to describe and interpret
weather phenomena in terms of physical processes.
The student will be introduced to some of the simpler
techniques of observation of the weather and analysis
of the data.
The student will be provided with an opportunity to
apply principles of physics to the environment.
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4.

COURSE DETAILS
4.1

Energy in the Atmosphere
Blackbody radiation;
The Solar Spectrum;
Attenuation
of solar radiation;
Absorption;
Scattering;
Reflection;
The Greenhouse effect;
Surface albedos.
The Energy Balance of the Earth
The radiation balance;
Transfer of heat by sensible
and latent heat;
Transfer of heat by the atmosphere
and oceans.

4.2

The Air in Motion
Introduction
The hydrostatic equation.
The equation of state.
The first law of thermodynamics.
Vertical Motion in the Atmosphere
Lapse rates:
Environmental, Dry adiabatic, Saturated
adiabatic; Stability;
Temperature inversions.
Horizontal Motion in the Atmosphere
Anticyclonic and cyclonic circulations.
Forces acting on a particle of air.
The geostrophic wind;
The gradient wind.
Local winds.
The Aerological Diagram
Introduction to the use of radiosonde data to plot
aerological diagrams and to assess the stability and
instability of the atmosphere, the heights of clouds.

5.

REFERENCES
5.1

For the Student
Australia:
Department of Science and the Environment,
Bureau of Meteorology, Manual of Meteorology Part 1,
General Meteorology, Canberra, A.G.P.S., 1977.
Australia:
Department of Science and the Environment,
Bureau of Meteorology, Manual of Meteorology Part 2,
Aviation Meteorology, Canberra, A.G.P.S., 1977.
Battan, Louis J., Fundamentals of Meteorology,
Edgewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1979.
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Gardiner, E.D., Problems in Physics, Melbourne, Angus
and Robertson, 1971.
Mason, B., Aspects of Physical Meteorology, South
Yarra, Heinemann Educational, 1971.

5.2

For the Teacher
Australia:
Department of Science and the Enviroment,
Bureau of Meteorology, Use of the Aerological
Diagram.
Iribarne, J.V. and Cho, H.R., Atmospheric Physics,
Holland, Reidel, 1980.
Pettersen, S., Introduction to Meteorology, N.Y.,
McGraw-Hill, 1969.
Wallace, J.M., and Hobbs, P.V., Atmospheric Science:
An Introductory Survey, N.Y., Academic Press, 1977.

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF "EFFORT" FOR METEOROLOGISTS IN
AUSTRALIA

TYPE OF METEOROLOGIST

STATISTICS

One potential educator* in
meteorology per:

15 400 sq km of country
$296 million of GDP produced
30 400 of population

One public sector
meteorologist per:

2.86 million kgs of wool
produced
65 300 metric tons of wheat
produced
$593 million of GDP produced

* One potential educator in meteorology is defined as any of the
following : a public sector meteorologist, a tertiary education
lecturer in meteorology, or a member of the RMS Australian
Branch. There are very few private sector meteorologists in
Australia.
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TABLE 2

RANK

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER AREA

COUNTRY

GNP/AREA
($US/sq km)

1

JAPAN

2

UK

922 745

3

FRANCE

629 274

4

USA

178 012

5

SWEDEN

158 422

6

CHINA

35 149

7

MEXICO

33 452

8

USSR

31 612

9

CANADA

17 454

10

INDONESIA

16 905

11

ARGENTINA

14 360

12

AUSTRALIA

10 854

1 463 333
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TABLE 3

RMSAB COURSE

THE WEATHER

(in conjunction with Council of Adult Education)

TITLE

LECTURE NO.

..

1

Introduction

2

Wind

3

Temperature

4

Rain

5

The Atmosphere in 3

6

Climatology

7

Local Phenomena

8

Forecasting 1

9

Forecasting 2

Dimensions

Visit Bureau/National Meteorological
Analysis Centre

10
EVERY WEEK

TABLE 4

-

CHART DISCUSSIONS

BUSHFIRE STATISTICS FOR THE WORST EVENTS IN
AUSTRALIA THIS CENTURY

DATE

LOCATION

DEATHS

HOMES LOST

Southeast Australia

70

1000

Tasmania

62

1400

Southeast Australia

71

2000

-·

13 January 1939
7 February 1967
16 February 1983
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METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION IN MALAYSIA

by
DR K U SIRINANDA

School of Humanities
University of Science
Penang
MALAYSIA

Malaysia is a rapidly developing country on the threshold,
in terms of per capita income (around US$ 2,000, representing a
leap of 450% since 1970), of moving above the cut-off point
between developed and developing countries.
Economic growth and
structural transformations in the economy have been particularly
evident during the last two decades, especially in the 1970s,
with the annual growth rate at 5.4 per cent (World Bank, 1982).
Much of this is owed to the richness of her natural resources land, water, energy, forestry and weather and climate.
With the
availability in relative abundance of the greatest renewable
natural resources of sunshine and rain, Malaysia does not
experience any major constraints in its atmospheric environment
as far as economic and social activities go.
This is, however,
not to discount the occasional occurrence of abnormal weather
aberrations resulting in floods, droughts and also storms which
have wrought heavy damage to property, and the more recent
phenomenon of deterioration of air quality over cities and
industrial areas.
Traditionally Malaysia has been dependent on primary
commodities such as rubber, tin and timber as foreign exchange
earners, whereas the subsistent sector is devoted mainly to the
production of rice and other food crops.
This dual economic
pattern has broken down considerably in recent years as has the
dominance of the agricultural component in the economy.
The
traditional food-producing agricultural activities have been
very much conditioned by the vagaries of the weather especially
before the advent of modern irrigation facilities.
Farmers and
fishermen were particularly at the mercy of the weather,
although they had their own adaptations to face inclement
weather conditions guided by their own assessment of the
atmospheric environmental characteristics; there was however
very little formal meteorological information available.
The
British who introduced plantation agriculture made conscious
efforts to utilise the climatic resources in an organised manner
by setting up weather stations first in the main plantation
areas and in hospitals and later to cover the country as a
whole. The weather observation network and functions were
widened with the setting up of the Malayan Meteorological
Service based in Singapore and, since 1965, the Malaysian
Meteorological Service.
With the increasing tempo of
development in the 1960s and 1970s, particularly in industrialisation, urbanisation, large land development and regional
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development programmes, aviation and petroleum industries, the
meteorological organisation has had to be further developed and
updated.
As far as the formal meteorological requirements go,
Malaysia can be said to possess a comprehensive Meteorological
Service well equipped and organised especially in terms of
scientific and service functions.
The public at large in Malaysia have remained indifferent
to weather and climate, until very recently at any rate.
This
may be attributed to several things.
One reason is the relative
monotony of the thermal climatic environment which makes people
have very strong notions of stability and uniformity of weather
and climate in spite of a fairly distinct seasonal rhythm in the
rainfall patterns.
Furthermore, the hydro-climatic environment
is by and large a non-limiting factor in human activities,
economic or social.
Until recently, the population of Malaysia
was predominantly rural and living in conditions fairly
harmonious with nature, and their attitudes to their environment
were very much a reflection of this. Moreover, there was not
much exposure to what was happening in lands that frequently
suf~er from weather hazards such as sub-Saharan Africa,
Bangladesh and certain parts of India until the recent
revolution in mass communications. Perhaps more important than
all these, there was very little or no attempt to 'educate' the
average public about their atmospheric environment nor has there
been any concerted attempt to introduce the rudiments of
meteorology or the basic concepts of weather and climate in the
school curriculum except at a very general level.
PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE WEATHER FACTOR
However, of late there has been an increasing awareness
among the public of the weather factor in their life and
activities.
Several developments may have contributed to this.
(a)

Air Pollution:

The population of Malaysia has traditionally been
predominantly rural.
But during the last two decades the
percentage of the people living in urban areas has increased to
28.8 per cent by 1970 and 35 per cent by 1980 (Government of
Malaysia, 1981). This rapid rate of urbanisation is
attributable to the growth of the construction, manufacturing,
utilities and service sectors which afforded increasing
employment opportunities.
The manufacturing industry sector
grew at an annual rate of 12.5 per cent and its share of the GDP
rose to 20.5 per cent by 1980.
It would be interesting to note
that 87 per cent of these manufacturing industries are in a few
localised areas, with Klang Valley (with a population of over
one million) accounting for nearly 51 per cent of total
manufacturing in Malaysia.
The consumption of energy rose at an annual rate of 9 per
cent between 1971 and 1980, and 95 per cent of the energy
requirements are from petroleum products.
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An inevitable accompaniment of the growth of urban
agglomerations and industrial centres was the increase in
motorised traffic.
The motor vehicle population of Malaysia
rose from 870,000 in 1974 (Gill, 1974) to 1.7 million by 1978
(Tan, 1978) and to around 3 million by 1983 (New Sunday Times,
Malaysia, June 5, 1983).
Until recently much of this industrial and urban
development was unplanned or improperly managed, especially
before the enforcement of the various provisions of the
Environmental Quality Act of 1974 and the various anti-pollution
regulations in the late 1970s.
The net result of the above
developments in the industrial sector, urbanisation, transport,
population distribution is air pollution. According to one
survey (Division of Environment, 1975; Goh & Soong, 1976; Tan,
1982) over 600,000 tons of pollutants are emitted to the
atmosphere due to fuel combustion alone.
At a conservative
estimate of 10 per cent annual increase the atmospheric
pollutant load would have increased to around 1.3 million tons
by 1983, if 1no measures were taken to arrest it . .

I

Studies by various scientific and environmental groups have
highlighted · the extent and dangers of such pollution.
These
studies have contributed in no small measure to the increasing
awareness and recognition of air pollution as a problem,
especially among the decision makers.
The efforts of the
environmental groups such as the Consumer Association of Penang
(CAP), Friends of the Earth, Malaysia, Environmental Protection
Society of Selangor have promoted awareness among the public of
the dangers of air pollution and the need for maintaining air
quality at a particular level.
The Government on its part has
enunciated a definitive environmental policy (Government of
Malaysia, 1976) and passed enabling legislation (Environmental
Quality Act, 1974) under which various regulations were
formulated and enforced.
Regulations such as the Clean Air
Regulations of 1977, Motor Vehicles (Smoke and Emission control)
regulations and the Guidelines for the Siting and Zoning of
Industries (Di~ision of Environment, 1978, 1979) have
particularly been made clear and understandable to the public.
But still in the absence of any major episodes of people being
adversely affected by carbon monoxide, lead, sulphur or other
gaseous or particulate pollutants the public at large are still
not very enlightened on air pollution as something which could
potentially be hazardous. The inadequate emphasis given to
environmental education in schools may further contribute to
this state of affairs.
However, at least in high places there
is recognition that the weather and climate should no more be
considered 'free goods' to be used as one wishes and that in
certain areas in Malaysia atmospheric pollution has become a
source of potential hazards if the atmospheric resources are not
managed properly. With the expansion of the activities of the
Air Pollution Unit of the Division of Environment and the
enforcement of the regulations over the country as a whole
directly or indirectly the people will come to appreciate the
need for maintaining a clean atmospheric environment and be more
aware of the nature of the air resources themselves.
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(b)

Land Use Changes

An important strategy in the efforts to induce greater
economic growth in Malaysia has been the extensive land
development projects undertaken during the 1970s.
It has been
estimated that under the Federal Land Development Authority
(FELDA), Rubber Industry Small Holders Development Authority
(RISDA), Federal L~nd Consolidation and Rehabilitation Authority
(FELCRA), the Regional Development Authorities, State Agencies
and private sector, nearly 866,000 hectares of land were
developed (Government of Malaysia, 1981). Besides, over the
last twenty years the Malaysian rain-forests have been logged at
the rate of 220,000 hectares per year (Business Times, Kuala
Lumpur, February 24, 1978). Additionally in urban areas
extensive housing development has led to the clearing of vast
tracts of land.
All these have directly or indirectly led to
disruptions of the hydrological cycle and erosion which in turn
have given rise to flash floods in Kuala Lumpur, Penang and
other urban centres.
Further, that such changes in land use
would have some impact on weather patterns cannot be denied but
there has been no study to ascertain the extent of the impact of
such changes.
Nevertheless, some people have complained that the
extensive land clearing is the main cause of abnormal droughts
and floods, urban 'heat islands' and climatic desiccation in
certain areas although they do not say it in so many words.
Some of them feel that the rainfall pattern itself has changed
although there is no scientific evidence to back it up. Many
people, especially the city dwellers and farmers, are rather
worried that land clearing for large-scale agriculture,
industrial, housing or logging purposes have had a negative
impact on their atmospheric environment.
(c)

Unusual Weather Conditions

During the last few years several unusual atmospheric
events occurred.
During September-October 1982 and MarchApril 1983 extensive haze covered most of Peninsular Malaysia.
September-October and March-April are normally months of
relatively stable atmospheric conditions in this part of the
world due to intermonsoonal circulations with general dry
weather being interrupted by convectional thunderstorms.
During
the said periods in 1982 and 1983, the turbidity of the
atmosphere over Malaysia was recorded to be around 240mg/m3
whereas the normal particulate content is found to be only
around 100 mg/m3 (Friends of the Earth, Malaysia, 1983).
Unusually hot, dry conditions accompanied these haze episodes,
and air traffic was adversely affected.
Being a phenomenon that
they rarely experienced, the public were quite interested to
know what was happening.
Some blamed the industries which
pollute the atmosphere as being the main culprits, while others
pointed an accusing finger at large scale land clearance and
fires.
The mass media, especially the newspapers carried writeups about the causation of haze, its effects on man and how to
prevent or minimise them.
The Division of Environment and the
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Meteorological Service were hard put to explain what it is that
causes haze, what is the role of industrial pollution in
exacerbating haze, when was it going to clear up and so on.
Some basic concepts of energy and heat balances, reflectivity,
temperature inversions and the role of dust were explained in
some papers for the benefit of the public.
Also, the Division
of Environment and the mass media made efforts to track down the
source of particulate matter which caused the haze.
It turned
out that the bulk of it came from forest fires and from
volcanoes in Indonesia and that the local pollutants would have
been a supplementary source.
These haze occurrences, however,
led to a greater public awareness of the dangers of letting out
pollutants into the atmosphere in excessive amounts and awakened
them out of their complacence.
(d)

Artificial Stimulation of Rainfall

In the 1970s Malaysia turned toward artificial stimulation
of rainfall as a means of alleviating droughts in the rice-bowl
area of Kedah in the northwest, reducing the intensity of
northeast monsoon rain in the east coast, augmenting the water
supply in the Muda, Pedu and Temenggor reservoirs for
irrigation/hydro-power purposes and for stabilising urban water
supply in the Klang Valley.
The first trial was done in 1971
immediately after a major flood in the east coast State of
Pahang and was claimed a success. Later, in the years 1976/
1977/1978 cloud-seeding was done in the Muda area over several
months in order to alleviate a drought situation.
These
attempts were given wide coverage in the mass media.
Some
fantastic claims of success were made, some sources quoting the
amount of excess rainfall so 'created' to the last acre-foot.
But, there was very little or no reaction at all from the public
nor the scientific community as to the veracity of these claims.
In the absence of any idea as to the nature of 'cloud-seeding'
and the working of the atmospheric systems the public were
merely following the events without being able to comment on
them.
However, an awareness of the possibilities of human
intervention in the weather systems, especially in the
precipitation processes can be said to have been created among
the public.
Some sections of the public were not at all
favourable to the whole idea of human interference in the
natural processes because it was contradictory to their
traditional culture or religious beliefs.
There were also some
humorous cartoons and jibes in the newspapers.
Lately, however,
although the topic of 'cloud-seeding' crops up occasionally it
has more or less ceased to be a subject of public interest.
Nevertheless, it is reliably learnt that 'cloud-seeding' is
being carried out regularly even now by a private Air Charter
Company for clients in the Malaysian Government sector.
(e)

Petroleum Industry, Aviation and Tourism

Malaysia is now a net exporter of petroleum products.
During the 1970s crude petroleum production rose by 31.6 per
cent.
In 1976, the total production was 17,969 bpd which rose
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to 97,838 in 1975 and 280,000 in 1980 (Government of Malaysia,
1981). Much of this was in offshore fields in Trengganu in the
East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia and in Sabah and Sarawak.
All
the fields are located in the South China Sea which is the scene
of frequent tropical storms.
The stepping up of the pace of
development in the petroleum industry has provide9 a stimulus
for meteorological studies and research.
Much of this is,
however, undertaken by the multi-national corporations such as
ESSO, SHELL, BP which have large concessions in the area.
These
activities in turn helped create a greater awareness of the role
of the weather factor in economic development and a greater
interest in knowing more about the atmospheric environment.
Besides being an important centre of international air
transport, Malaysia, especially Sabah and Sarawak, has a good
network of domestic air services.
Several weather-related air
accidents have occurred from time to time and hence the public
are more aware now of the need for more and better information
on weather conditions; that as development proceeds man
encroaches more and more into the realm of natural processes
which calls for a greater understanding of these natural
phenomena so that the benefits can be maximised and adverse
effects can be minimised.
Tourism, both domestic and international, is another
industry which Malaysia is developing very seriously.
During
the last decade there has been a lot of promotion both by the
Tourist Development Corporation of Malaysia and other relevant
Government agencies as well as by the private sector.
Many
beach resorts and hotels have been developed in the islands and
in the Peninsular.
Besides the traditional hill stations of
Penang Hill, Maxwell Hill, Frazers Hill and Cameron Highlands, a
modern hotel-cum-casino complex has been developed in close
proximity to Kuala Lumpur:
the Genting Highlands.
Many other
tourist resorts and holiday complexes have been developed or
planned.
Most of these tourist attractions depend on favourable
weather conditions and keep to a seasonal pattern guided mainly
by the monsoonal rhythm.
Generally, the East Coast is avoided
during the northeast monsoon season due to the inescapable heavy
rains, flooding and rough sea conditions.
The local people have
a good idea as to when and where to go during a particular
season, and consciously or unconsciously they assess the weather
conditions in planning their vacations .
METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES
The awareness of the role and the influence of weather and
climate in economic and social activities in Malaysia as well as
the need for better and more accurate information on weather
patterns in particular and atmospheric environment in general is
something which has increasingly grown during the last few
years.
Unfortunately, however, the meteorological and
climatological information available to the public is lamentably
inadequate, or is not in a form intelligible to them so that
many misconceptions and beliefs about weather and climate still
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persist. Hence there is still no proper appreciation of the
atmosphere as a resource.
This may also be attributed to the
very insignificant place accorded to meteorological education in
the school curriculum and even in the institutions of higher
learning.
Probably due to the general lack of interest in knowing
about the weather and climate and because weather and climate do
not pose major problems in Malaysia, meteorology and climatology
are relatively neglected aspects in all stages of education in
Malaysia except as minor components in Geography or Physics
courses; even in instances where provision has been made for
instruction in climatology and meteorology these subjects do not
seem to generate much interest or enthusiasm.
(a)

Schools

Climatological concepts, classifications, and climatic
influence on agricultural activities are frequently discussed in
school textbooks in Geography in a very descriptive manner with
very little or no attempt made in explanation and analysis.
Due
to the streaming of students into Arts and Sciences, it is
mainly the Arts students who take Geography as a subject at the
Secondary school level who have exposure to a little bit of
climatology and elementary meteorology.
H.S.C. is the
culminating point in school education; those who offer Geography
as a subject at the H.S.C. have 4 written papers to answer, one
of which is Physical Geography.
The experience is that, in this
paper which normally contains about 15 questions on different
aspects of geomorphology, hydrology, elementary meteorology,
climatology, soils and biogeography, questions on elementary
meteorology and climatology are rarely answered. Geomorphology
questions are invariably popular with the students.
The few who
answer questions pertaining to meteorology and climatology score
very low marks.
This state of affairs perhaps reflects the
emphasis in teaching.
Although most of the teachers in
Geography are University graduates in Geography, many of them
have not had more than a first year level exposure to elements
of meteorology and climatology, and, further, many of them do
not teach aspects of climatology and meteorology due perhaps to
the nature of the syllabus which encourages the teaching of and
preparation for geomorphology.
Many teachers complain that climatology and elementary
meteorology are difficult and since the education system is too
much examination oriented, teachers as well as the students
tread the path of least resistance and drop the meteorology and
climatology sections; the students need not know any meteorology
or climatology at all to do well. Moreover, most of the
textbooks which are available are loaded with principles of
meteorology and climatology applicable to mid-latitudes and
there has been very little or no attempt to familiarise the
students with aspects of tropical meteorology.
For instance,
students might know everything about temperate fronts and
cyclones but nothing at all about convectional thunderstorms or
monsoons.
They may know all about conditions leading to air
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pollution in mid-latitudes without realising that such
conditions may not occur in tropical areas.
Furthermore, with
the switchover to Bahasa Malaysia as the medium of instruction
right up to the Universities, the problem has become even more
complex.
There is a general paucity of reference and r e source
material in Bahasa Malaysia.
It will be quite sometime before
teaching material is produced in Bahasa Malaysia to suit local
conditions and experience.
In most schools in Malaysia, it is a rare sight to see a
weather station or at least a few meteorological instruments
such as rain gauges or thermometers as components of the
teaching resources.
This again reflects the very low priority
given to meteorological education.
Even in the school outings,
visits to meteorological stations are not apparently considered
relevant, or perhaps it does not cross the minds of the teachers
that a visit to a meteorological station could be an important
experience to the students.
Lately (within the last year), however, the Malaysia
Meteorological Service has initiated a programme to popularise
and promote meteorological education in schools (Malaysian
Meteorological Service , 1984).
In the words of the
Meteorological Service , 'the main aim is to make known to the
students the functions of the Service, the impact of weather on
human activities and some basic knowledge of weather processes'.
This programme is handled by the Training Unit of the
Meteorological Service and consists of lectures accompanied by
films and video presentations.
The response of the schools is
said to be 'very encouraging'.
Twenty-four schools in the
Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur and the State of Selangor were
involved in the first part of the programme and it is expected
that eventually it will be extended to the whole country.
The
lectures are on the following aspects:
functions of the
Malaysian Meteorological Service , how weather is forecast, use
of forecasts, meteorology and human activities, and the various
other activities of the Malaysian Meteorological Service.
Films
on 'cloud seeding', understanding storms, how weather is
forecast and clouds are shown .
Each lecture is of two hours
duration.
Besides the direct involvement of the Malaysian
Meteorological Service, certain schools have taken the
initiative of borrowing films and film strips on weather
phenomena from University libraries for use in classroom
viewing.
In this connection the Media Unit of the University of
Science Malaysia Library is offering films and video tapes to
schools in the vicinity and many schools have availed themselves
of this facility .
It can, therefore , be said that the interest
is potentially there if only the authorities like the Ministry
of Education and the Meteorological Service or the Universities
care to foster and promote it so that at least an informal
meteorological education gets across to the school children.
In
view of the current attempts to instill healthy notions about
the environment and natural resources and the need for their
judicious management and conservation, it is likely that
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meteorological education in schools will receive a boost since
the atmospheric environment is increasingly perceived as being a
vital element of the total environment.
(b)

Universities

Four Universities in Malaysia offer courses in meteorology
or climatology.
The Arts, Humanities and Social Science
students are offered elementary meteorology or climatology
courses in the Geography Departments at University of Malaya,
University of Science and National University of Malaysia,
whereas the Science students have advanced meteorology courses
at University of Science, University of Agriculture and at
National University of Malaysia.
Climatology is a basic component in Geography courses being
incorporated in compulsory or required courses in Physical
Geography or Environmental Systems at the first or second year
levels but is optional at the third or fourth year levels.
In
the third and fourth year course in climatology - Applied
Climatology, agro-climatology, advanced climatology - an attempt
to emphasise special features of tropical and south and
southeast Asian weather and climate is evident. Most students
take climatology at the first, second or third year levels and
only those who specialise in Physical Geography (a very small
number) take more advanced courses.
Teaching of meteorology and
climatology in the Arts stream is made all the more problematic
because of the liberal arts background of the students.
The
performance of many of these students in climatology and
meteorology is found to be rather unsatisfactory.
Very little
or no extra reading is done and even the printed notes given in
certain universities, e.g. Off-campus Unit of the University of
Science, are not read and studied.
The students just follow the
courses to fulfill the requirement and show little or no
interest in them as a way of understanding a vital component of
their environment. Once these university students graduate and
go out and start their careers, mostly as teachers, few of them
have the ability or the inclination to promote a greater
understanding of the atmospheric environment among the people
with whom they come into contact.
The Science students in the University of Malaya were
offered meteorology as a special Fourth Year Honours Package
between 1970 and 1976. This course was open to those students
who passed the Pass Degree Examinations in Mathematics and/or
Physics at the end of their Third Year (University of Malaya
Calendar, 1975/76).
It was quite a comprehensive programme
consisting of four theory papers and one practical paper.
This
course was, however, discontinued as from 1976 probably because
of low student enrolment.
This is perhaps to be expected since
the job opportunities for a specialist in meteorology were
limited in Malaysia, and at any rate having a degree in
Mathematics or Physics was good enough to be employed in the
Malaysian Meteorological Service.
Usually, Physical Science
graduates are recruited to the Malaysian Meteorological Service
and given a postgraduate training in meteorology.
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The Geography Department of the University of Malaya had a
course in meteorology from 1974 to 1977 but this had to be
suspended for lack of students interested in the subject.
About
the time that the course in meteorology was dropped from the
Science Faculty in the University of Malaya, courses in
meteorology began to be offered as electives in the Geophysics
Programme in the School of Physics, University of Science,
Malaysia, either as components in such courses as Environmental
Geosciences or as specialised Meteorology courses (Calendar,
School of Physics, University of Science, 1983/84).
This
programme is still on, but signs are that there are not many
students.
For one thing, the teaching of these courses is
conducted in English because the lecturer concerned is an
expatriate; hence only those students who are really interested
and those who have a good command of English sign up for these
courses.
In the University of Agriculture, aspects of Meteorology
and Climatology are taught to students taking various
specialised courses in agriculture, veterinary science, marine
biology, forestry, physics and environmental studies.
In the
Department of Environmental Studies, climatology and meteorology
are taught whereas the Department of Physics has a specialised
course in Atmospheric Physics (University of Agriculture,
Calendar 1981/82).
As far as the Universities are concerned, it would be fair
to say that course offerings in atmospheric sciences are quite
sufficient for a country like Malaysia, but lack of student
interest may be said to be quite evident.
This may again
reflect the general thinking in the country at large regarding
the role of meteorology and meteorological education in national
development and, also, the limited openings available to those
specialised in meteorology.
It is hoped that with the expansion
of the meteorological services and rapid developments in such
agencies as the Air Pollution Unit of the Division of
Environment, Town and Country Planning Department, increasing
openings in the private sector in agricultural research, oil
exploration, and engineering services and also the increasing
interest in environmental management, environmental impact
assessment etc., and the interest in environmental education in
the schools, more and more university students will take courses
in meteorology and climatology.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MOVEMENT
The occurrence of unseasonal floods and droughts, haze
episodes, flash floods and erosion in city areas in Malaysia
have made weather and climate something the public talk about.
To the population in the East Coast of Malaysia floods from
November to February form an almost annual hazard.
There are a
large number of flood relief and action committees.
The people
are kept informed of the rainfall amounts and river levels
though people on their own know what to do in the event of a
flood.
As a result, loss of life due to these flood occurrences
is very small but damage to property is still very extensive.
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In the city areas public are now more aware of the conditions
which lead to flash floods.
Most of the affected people either
on their own or through the various environmental associations
vehemently protest against the urban development which causes
these flash floods.
They do not accept that floods are
altogether inevitable and that heavy rainfall is the only
factor.
The same goes for air pollution also; the vast majority
of the urban dwellers are aware of air pollution as a problem
but it is only a vocal minority who advocate the need for
greater control of industrial activities.
But most people
expect the authorities to take the initiative in controlling it
but are not prepared to bear any costs.
In most urban-industrial centres in Malaysia polluting
industries exist cheek by jowl with residential areas.
As the
people become more aware of the hazards of air pollution such as
smoke, dust, odours etc and also the increase of the avenues for
them to channel their grievances, more and more people have
begun to perceive of air pollution as a problem affecting their
health and daily lives.
This is perhaps borne out by the
increasing public complaints and press reports about air
pollution. For instance, public complaints to the Division of
Environment about dust, grit, smoke, gases and odours in the air
have risen from 32 in 1972 to 100 in 1979 (Ong, 1979; Abu Bakar,
1976).
In fact, the Division of Environment, in the absence of
a strong organisation and manpower during its formative stages,
had to depend on such public complaints for monitoring the air
pollution problem.
Another case in point was the rock blasting at Batu Caves,
close to Kuala Lumpur.
Part of the limestone crop in the Batu
Caves was leased out by the Selangor State Government to two
quarrying companies and they carried on rock blasting without
much concern about dust pollution in the area which was found to
be more than three times the proposed Malaysian standard (Ong,
1979). However, the public, spearheaded by the various
environmental groups, had a long campaign against the blasting
operations and finally in 1981 the State Government had to order
the quarries to close down and move to an alternative site
elsewhere.
Consumer associations and environmental protection groups
like the Consumer Association of Penang, the Environmental
Protection Society of Malaysia and Friends of the Earth Malaysia
publish news letters and information sheets on most
environmental matters including the atmosphere, weather and
climate but still their circulation is very limited and the
average public are very much ignorant of most environmental
matters including atmospheric pollution problems.
MASS MEDIA
In the mass media especially the newspapers there is very
little coverage of day-to-day weather conditions.
This again
reflects the general thinking that weather in Malaysia is too
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'commonplace' to be worthy of public discussion.
On the radio
and television, of course, daily weather forecasts are broadcast
immediately after the main evening news.
Weather and sea
conditions are summarised for 24 hours effective mid-night with
the television carrying maps showing the weather patterns in
symbols.
Until about three years ago the television had a
'weather man' appearing with the forecast; this 'forecaster'
was, however, not a professional meteorologist but a news
reader.
This practice was discontinued for reasons best known
to the television authorities.
Anyhow, it is doubtful if most
people understand the jargon used in the weather forecast or if
they care to pay attention at all.
Therefore, an effective way
of educating the public on the facts of weather and climate in
Malaysia has to be found so that weather and climate become
something the public is familiar with.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The conclusion is inevitable that popular and school
meteorological education in Malaysia is a relatively neglected
aspect.
Plentiful sunshine and water supplies and the monotony
of the weather have perhaps dulled the sensitivities of the
people to the role of weather and climate in their life, and its
place as a natural resource like any other resource.
The
various stresses now being felt through flash floods, unseasonal
droughts, air pollution and the expansion of such activities as
air transport, petroleum production and refining, and also
energy considerations have made the decision makers more aware
of the need for initiating measures for the management of the
atmospheric environment. But even the most thought out and
well-meaning measures in that direction would fail if a broad
awareness is not implanted and nurtured in the society as to how
best to make optimum use of the atmospheric resources and how
not to misuse them.
In this connection the vital role that popular and school
meteorological education can play cannot be over-emphasised.
The initiative taken by the Malaysian Meteorological Service in
promoting meteorological education in the schools is most
commendable.
The mass media on the other hand should take more
interest in educating the public.
The Universities have the
facilities to impart a formal meteorological education if the
students are properly exposed to elements of weather and climate
and other basic concepts in schools and their interest is
whetted and they are equipped to take advanced studies in
Universities.
There is a crying need for setting up of school weather
stations so as to familiarise the school children in the
rudiments of weather observation, measurement and data
processing so that they get some idea as to the functioning of a
very important component of their natural environment.
In this
connection the teachers should be properly motivated. The
schools should be provided with visual aids and other resource
materials to enable the teachers and students to maintain an
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abiding interest in the subject, not merely in an academic sense
but as something which can help them in fashioning their life
and the socio-economic life of the country at large.
The
Ministry of Education could perhaps join hands with the
Malaysian Meteorological Service and the Universities in drawing
up a meaningful course in elementary meteorology suited to
Malaysian schools.
The textbooks on meteorology and climatology
which are now available are long on theory and short on facts
and tend to over-emphasise concepts which are alien to the
Malaysian or the tropical environment.
The production of
scientific literature in Bahasa Malaysia to reach school
children is something which has to be given serious thought.
It has been shown that the Malaysian public view the
subject of weather and climate with equanimity but that under
certain situations of stress they spring to action.
The stress
situations are bound to increase in future unless the
Government's policy of 'Development without Destruction' is
implemented in full.
The public will have to be more and more
alert and vigilant if they are to continue to live in an
environment of clean air, plentiful water and sunshine, and make
maximum use of the 'climate of abundance' that they are bestowed
with.
The public will have to be familiar with the nature of
their atmospheric environment, and should know how to manage and
maximise on its resource component and minimise the hazard
component.
Aspects of weather and climate should be explained
to the public in simple, matter-of-fact language. Right now,
most people think of meteorology as something alien and
mysterious. The Malaysian Meteorological Service can perhaps be
a little less 'closed' in this respect.
It should let the
public know of its activities and its services especially in
such projects as 'cloud-seeding' without keeping it a top
secret. Sometimes even University students collecting data for
their term papers and assignments or academic exercises have
complained of lack of cooperation from some staff in the
Service. No doubt, there should be some control but not to the
point of discouraging the people who are interested in the
subject.
Mass media can play a more meaningful and effective role in
this connection.
The newspapers can perhaps publish weekly or
monthly columns written by experts but meant for the laymen
explaining the 'facts of the weather' in general and Malaysian
weather and climate in particular.
The Environmental
Regulations regarding air pollution can be better understood by
the public if these are explained in straightforward and simple
terms through the mass media.
The radio and television could
also be even more effective media in this connection. A weekly
15 minute programme on various aspects of meteorology could be
broadcast for the benefit of children as well as adults.
Even
the weather forecast could be made more interesting if the
people are told of the procedure leading to the forecast and how
to interpret the forecasts.
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The government's interest in promoting environmental
education in schools and among the public would be a golden
opportunity to popularise meteorological education. Whereas
Malaysia has abundant solar energy and moisture resources, this
endowment could be more fully utilised for maximum benefit if
only every stratum of society is taught to appr~ciate the nature
of these atmospheric resources.
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As a geographer working in Britain, I have been able to
combine a special interest in both Africa and climatology.
I
studied as a post-graduate in East Africa and was subsequently
able to visit most countries of east and north-east Africa and
to teach climatology to African students for short periods of
time.
More recently I have taught as a visiting lecturer at the
University of Sierra Leone and at the University of Fort Hare in
Ciskei. None of this qualifies me to comment on the teaching of
African climatology by others and this short paper is certainly
not intended as an indictment of the teaching of meteorology and
climatology in schools and universities in Africa.
On the
contrary, it reflects the questions and criticisms I have
directed at my own approach.
I believe that the geographer
climatologist, trained in middle latitudes of the northern
hemisphere, may make inappropriate assumptions in the teaching
of African climatology, whether teaching in Africa itself, or
elsewhere.
There is of course a very real concern in geography to
understand the variation in climate from place to place and
there is much good literature available to help us to do this
(Jackson, 1961; Kendrew, 1963; Thompson, 1965; Griffiths, 1972;
Trewartha, 1981; Leroux, 1983; Pearce and Smith, 1984).
Meteorology and climatology can also be given local
application and relevance by the running of a school or college
meteorological station, by encouraging students to keep weather
diaries, collect newspaper weather reports and follow radio or
television weather forecasts, all of which encourage them to
watch the weather. When teaching in southern Africa, I found it
quite exciting that we should see clear evidence of a westerly
jet stream in high cloud, soon after I had explained the
importance and characteristics of upper westerlies.
The
students were then able to relate their own observation of the
jet stream to the surface conditions depicted by the published
weather maps and television reports.
The expatriate, teaching in a new environment, can utilise
his or her strangeness to heighten the student's awareness of
their own differing environmental experience.
In Sierra Leone,
the students were bemused that, although I was at least able to
escape a northern winter, I had been invited for a term in the
dry season, when my special interest was in rainfall!
At Fort
Hare, teaching for the first time in the southern hemisphere,
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I had to call on the students to remind me that movement around
a low was clockwise, whilst, in return, I was able, teasingly,
to correct a misuse of English, when the class puzzled over a
group report in which a front was said to "subside" - "shifted
south-eastward over the southern ocean" was what was meant!
But how seriously was I to take the suggestion that I might
shorten a course by cutting out warm-sector depressions, because
"we don't have them here"? How should I reconcile the need to
teach a general understanding of meteorological science with the
students' need for local knowledge?
In many, widely-used text-books of elementary meteorology
and climatology there can be a bias towards consideration of
conditions in Europe and North America.
This is not surprising
in view of the origin and training of many authors in those
areas and in view of the development of many concepts of modern
meteorology there.
Furthermore, I believe that we are
influenced in our teaching, not only by the style and format of
available text-books, but also by the way that the curriculum
has evolved in Europe and North America in recent generations,
not always ensuring the most relevant approach for the present
day.
It has been said that science is organised knowledge, but
its very organisation can sometimes blind us to the need to
explain to each new generation and to each community, in
whatever part of the world, the full context of the knowledge
that we have to pass on.
Teaching in, and about, a part of the
world other than our own can jolt us into a reappraisal of our
approach to teaching, of the foundations on which our knowledge
is based and of the sometimes quite basic problems it should
seek to answer, and into a reassessment of how little we do know
- for it may be important to convey the gaps in scientific
knowledge rather than obscure those gaps through the pseudocomplexi ty of our models and concepts.
Unless we make the context of our present knowledge clear,
even at an elementary level, we can fail to convey the nature of
scientific enquiry and its history and fail to inculcate
enthusiasm in the quest for further knowledge and understanding.
The following themes relate to teaching experience in East, West
and Southern Africa, but could be applied to any part of the
world.
1.

The History of Ideas in Meteorology and Climatology

Climatology courses given by geographers generally include
something on the history of instrumentation and of concepts in
meteorology, for example those relating to warm-sector
depressions and the work of the Norwegian school, and, as
regards tropical meteorology, to developments in understanding
since World War II.
An early post-war phase, devoted mainly to
the interpretation of weather systems over the tropical oceans,
can be distinguished from the more recent awareness of important
links between conditions over the continents and oceans, for
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example through research on West African disturbances and their
relationship with hurricane development over the Atlantic, and
research on the low-level cross-equatorial jet over East Africa
and its relationship with the monsoon circulation of the Indian
Ocean and South Asia.
But we may pay insufficient attention to stages in the
understanding of local conditions, because these are seldom
considered in standard text-books.
Yet some idea of the
questions asked about the local climate by earlier generations
could help even quite young pupils to be, themselves, more
questioning and observant.
The following illustrate the sorts of themes which might
serve to add interest to what we know of climatic conditions in
West Africa:
that the use of the English word tornado to describe a
squall in West Africa, dates back to the sixteenth century,
when mariners seem to have adopted the word from the Spanish
tronado (a thunderstorm).
The Oxford English Dictionary
indicates the first recorded English usage of the term, with
the spelling ternado, to be by navigators referring to
violent thunderstorms of the tropical Atlantic, with
torrential rain and often with sudden and violent gusts of
wind.
Its meaning was narrowed to designate a rotary storm
during the nineteenth century.
- that the use of the word hivernage to describe the summer
rains in parts of French-speaking West Africa probably arises
from a comparison with the wint~r rains of the Mediterranean:
"L'hivernage, c'est, dans la zone soudano-sahelienne, la
saison des pluies. Au Senegal, elle commence en juin pour
s'achever dans la deuxieme quinzaine d'octobre.
Le mot a ete
forge par l'armee coloniale qui, comme l'armee romaine,
hivernait pendant la mauvaise saison (L.S. Senghor, 1964).
- that the first thorough study of climate in West Africa was
made by a Sierra Leonian, Dr James Africanus Horton, from
whose Physical and Medical Climate and Meteorology of the
West Coast of Africa (1867), comes the following vivid
depiction of a wet season in Sierra Leone:
"Allowing
Freetown to be about three miles square, it will contain one
thousand nine hundred and two acres; and, therefore, the
quantity of rain which fell in all Freetown for ... three
months in 1829, if measured, will not be less than twelve
billions six hundred and seventy-eight millions six hundred
and forty-eight thousand three hundred and twelve gallons of
water ... what an enormous quantity for only eighty days of
rain!!!"
In East Africa, an interesting story can be made of
attempts to clarify the role of the north-east and south-east
monsoons and the influence of westerly winds on rainfall
patterns.
I remember a young forestry trainee, at Londiani in
1965, illustrating the need to relate such teaching to basic
questions, when he asked why Kenya was drier than Uganda,
although Kenya was nearer to the sea.
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Awareness of fluctuations in rainfall in East Africa did
not await the development of modern meteorology.
As early as
1910 Eastwood could write of Nairobi, "Amongst the natives of
this part of the country there is a tradition that there is a
cycle of 9 or 10 years, each of which cycles terminates in a
drought".
2.

Methods of Observation

It is usual to teach the essential features of a
representative meteorological site, the standardisation of
instruments and the need for regulated weather observations.
But even in Britain, it is all too easy to take for granted the
inheritance, from the enthusiastic men of science of the midnineteenth century, that has made possible the complex network
of observations by amateurs as well as by professional
meteorologists.
In Africa, histories could be set out to show
how information has been obtained by travellers, engineers and
farmers as well as by established meteorological services.
The
first Director of the Joint Meteorological Service for British
East Africa, which was inaugurated in 1929 left accounts of his
journeys by road and by air to survey possible sites for weather
reporting stations (Walter, 1932). Such accounts might add a
sense of adventure to the dry science of weather reporting.
What about the logistics of running a network of
meteorological stations and rain gauges and processing the data
today? What about sources and availability of instruments? We
might think that the average student of geography need know
little of such problems, confident that somewhere experts are
coping.
Indeed, as networks of ground stations are reduced in
density in many countries and radar and satellite observations
become increasingly important, we run the risk of producing a
generation of young people who consider that the observation of
the weather is no concern of theirs. Yet might it not be
important to ensure that rather more of the population
understand what is involved in the official collection of
weather data? Should we go further than that and devise popular
and cheap methods of obtaining basic measurements to encourage
more widespread enthusiasm for observation, particularly of
rainfall? These are themes I have never adequately tackled in
teaching.
3.

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Throughout the world there is indeed a growing danger that
the average citizen will become more and more detached from the
processes involved in understanding weather and climate.
The
use of computer storage for data and, paradoxically through lack
of funds, delays and reductions in published data can mean that
it becomes less and less easy for the average citizen to look up
details for a place of interest.
I have tried various exercises
with students to illustrate how to identify meteorological
stations nearest to their home area in appropriate official
publications, and how to plot the position of the
meteorological stations on a map.
University students can cope
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with this with guidance, but one is left with the impression
that, all too often, publications by meteorological services
are prepared for use by meteorologists, with little explanation
for the amateur to show how the data collected over many years
can be used.
A descriptive approach to climatology has its own pitfalls.
Some fault lies in the urge to classify. Koppen, Thornthwaite
and others had good reasons for seeking to identify climatic
types of ecological and agricultural relevance.
But how often
does the text-book summary leave the student with the impression
that classification is an end in itself? It may be so much more
valuable to study runs of data for selected places, to identify
variability and to look at spatial variations on a local scale
in order to examine the adequacy of single station data.
With
some first-hand experience of variability students are more
likely to understand the limitations of summary descriptions of
climatic types.
4.

Appropriate Scales in Space and Time

Important details in regional climatic variation may be
obscured through over-emphasis on the broad categories used in
many text-books.
In Kenya, for example, it is particularly
important that the complexity of local detail is emphasised in
teaching.
The contrasts in climate within the Kenya Highlands
were of continuing concern to former European farmers.
Clearly
it is most important that in Kenya today schoolboys and girls
and students should know about the wide variations from place to
place in temperature, rainfall and even in the seasonal
occurrence of rainfall and know something of the variability of
the seasonal occurrence of rainfall from year to year, for the
Kenyan economy depends greatly on agricultural production from
the Highland areas (Kenworthy, 1984). How sad if such detail
was neglected because of the modern tendency to distrust a
descriptive approach to climatology and to leave too little time
for it in the syllabus.
There is yet another challenge, however, on a broader
regional scale, and that is the need to break down barriers
imposed by the political/language divisions, which tend to set
artificial limits to our regional studies and which have
influenced the regional organisation of meteorological services.
Leroux (1983) includes a fascinating critique of the spatial and
thematic disparities in studies of climate in tropical Africa.
He points to a particular oddity in our tendency to distinguish
East Africa, looking towards the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean,
from West Africa, looking towards the Atlantic, as though in
meteorological terms they were worlds apart and with rare
efforts only to evaluate the interrelationship between their
atmospheric circulations.
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5.

The Distinction Between Description and Explanation

Leroux (1983) explores the variety in methods of analysis
and the sometimes opposing hypotheses current in African
climatology and meteorology.
One danger is that descriptive
models may not be clearly distinguished from explanations for
phenomena.
This problem is of course to some extent evident in
studies of weil known situations in middle latitudes of the
northern hemisphere - the traditional model used to show the
characteristics of a warm-sector depression does not in itself
explain why such depressions develop in the first place.
Yet
the habit of teaching in terms of models has not only been
extended to other regions, but has been especially hallowed in
recent years as a technique for teaching and analysis in
geography.
Moreover, the preference for a dynamic, as opposed
to a descriptive approach to climatology, can lead us to rush
into the use of models to "explain", when they should be
introduced as a technique for exploratory description.
Thus a model depicting the weather zones of West Africa can
seem to be an "explanation" for the sequence of weather that
occurs.
The more complex details of storm occurrence and
consequent rainfall variability can then be under-estimated.
This sort of over-simplification, if not introduced in a proper
context, can lead to fixed notions of so-called normal weather
patterns and to misleading assumptions of climatic change when
reality is perceived to depart somewhat from the model.
6.

The Study of Climate as a Resource

Concern to increase food production in countries with evergrowing populations has given agro-climatology a particularly
important status in the modern world.
International
organisations, conferences and publications allow the exchange
of information between experts, but there is still much to be
done to ensure that the actual producers of food fully benefit
from the knowledge that is available.
In a recent publication
(Cusack, 1983), reference is made to "two kinds of users for
agroclimatic data: researchers, including government decision
makers, and farmers".
The plea is made that "both user groups
must be kept in mind in preparing and producing published
agroclimatic information.
There is a great need to interpret
agroclimatic data that goes to farmers, and agroclimatologists
and professionals in related disciplines must begin to make data
interpretations that will be useful to them".
When teaching climatology in Britain, it seldom occurs to
me that I am teaching about survival in a directly applicable
sense.
As an expatriate trained in northern mid-latitudes , I am
conscious when teaching in Africa of the need for text-books and
class materials to help schools, colleges and universities teach
a thorough understanding of the range of climatic behaviour, an
evaluation of risk and an understanding of climate not only as a
limiting factor in development but also as a resource.
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At the same time there is need to exploit traditional local
knowledge to the full.
Meteorology is essentially an
international discipline and the training of professional
meteorologists must take into account the needs of an
international science. But in more general education, midlatitude bias may lead us to over-emphasise principles and
theories at the expense of local knowledge.
In any community,
in whatever part of the world, there is need for a restatement
of local knowledge for each generation, whether the educational
process takes place in traditional societies or in the schools
and universities of the modern world.
In the long run the world
of learning and scholarship should also benefit. What has been
said about area studies in another context seems relevant here
in its distinction between studies by 'Africanists', that is
from the outside, and those that are by 'Africans', that is
studies emanating from within the continent:
" ... area studies, as undertaken by 'Africanists', are
made not for their own sake but for something else as an appendage to some other interest - chiefly,
perhaps .. , to confirm or disprove a theory, to
sharpen or refine a tool of investigation or to devise
new tools.
The primary concern of 'Africans' in
conducting area studies in Africa would be to
accumulate knowledge, to give a local environment to
the educational process and to seek the practical
implications, wherever possible, of the knowledge
acquired" (Carney, 1967).
Developments in meteorology and climatology in the midlati tude environment of the northern hemisphere have given much
of value to the educational process, but examination of what is
most relevant in Africa, where the role of climate as a resource
for development is particularly crucial, may likewise in time
contribute to the educational process in ways that are of
universal value.
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SUMMARY
The American Meteorological Society believes that the
subject of meteorology can serve as the most interesting,
relevant, and effective vehicle for stimulating young people to
the study of science, mathematics and technology.
Indeed,
weather and climate are fundamental aspects of everyone's life.
Interest and sensitivity to weather begins well before first
grade and lasts throughout an entire lifetime.
There is no
other branch of physical science which is so visible, so
accessible, so immediately relevant to human endeavour.
We believe that the subject of meteorology
can serve as a unifying element in science,
math and technology education in this nation.
The AMS wishes to stimulate a major effort to improve
primary and secondary science education in response to the
challenge to action made by the National Science Board's
Commission on Pre-College Education in Mathematics, Science and
Technology.* Our starting point is to conduct a "sleeves up"
workshop to map out a strategy for improving the quality of the
Nation's pre-college science and math education through
innovative involvement with meteorology.
We plan to identify
educational goals and strategy in close harmony with the
remarkable meteorological information collection and
dissemination system in place in this country, and to define
realistic goals for resource development, teacher training, and
program implementation. Workshop participants are to be drawn
from the educational, institutional, and private sectors. We
expect that our emerging framework for action will involve a
unique partnership between the public and private sectors.
* Educating Americans for the 21st Century - A Report to the
American People and the National Science Board.
September 12,
1983.
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GOALS OF THE WORKSHOP
There must be a clear and careful definition of realistic
goals of an initiative which ambitiously hopes to influence the
quality of primary/secondary education in the Nation. The
educational system of the United States is so large and complex
as to require as much attention to implementation as might be
given to educational concepts.
It is by no means clear that the traditional approach to
science education (e.g. modular or topical curriculum
components) is the optimum approach to incorporating meteorology
into the science-math-technology education mix.
Because of the
pervasive involvement of humans with the weather, it may well
turn out that ongoing study, projects, and activities which
support rather than supplant traditional curriculum components
is a more stimulating and innovative approach.
The virtues of
such an approach have been demonstrated* in a pilot project in
the New York City public school District 11. Further
development of this pilot project now incorporates weather
awareness and study from grade 1 through grade 7.
We need to develop a general concept of
optimum educational strategies at the
school district, schoolhouse, and classroom
levels.
It is also not clear that an effective, new, national
involvement with science and math education, through
meteorology, can be implemented without burdening school budgets
for unique equipment and data resources.
Yet, we believe that
this is both possible and feasible if we capitalise on well
established and unique public and private sector meteorological
activities, such as governmental weather service data and
publications, broadcast meteorology, newspapers, and university
public service programs. We need, then, to also develop a
general concept of materials requirements for the conduct of
meteorological study in the classroom.
To be effective on the
national scale, we need to develop a plan which minimizes
capital outlay by school systems, yet maximizes educational
value.
We believe that the subject of meteorology is ideally
and uniquely suited for this owing to the flood of data and
information readily available to schools.
We need to develop a strategy whereby educational
enhancement in science and mathematics may draw
upon the vast weather information networks which
already exist in this country.
A strategy for implementing improvements in science and
math education on a large scale must be developed.
This will
involve defining areas of cooperation between the private sector
(publishing houses, information industries, equipment vendors,
* See Richards, S J (1982), Bulletin of the American
Meteorological Society, 63, 1390-1393.
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etc.) and the public sector (state school directorates, school
systems, colleges of education, etc.).
We need to develop strategies for materials
development, teacher workshops, and field testing.
The plan should inspire a spirit of cooperation
between public and private sectors.
These are ambitious goals indeed.
The role of the workshop
is to define these goals in more detail and to map out a plan of
attack.
Proceedings of the workshop will be carefully
documented and given wide dissemination.
The resulting
Framework for Action will serve as a guide for coherent and
coordinated development of programs.
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SUBJECT
(1) Meteorology as a Vehicle for Primary and Secondary
Education
The subject of meteorology provides an excellent basis for
education in science, mathematics, computer science, geography,
and supportive involvement with economics, history, even art and
humanities.
Following are a few selected examples to show how
meteorology can factor into education in traditional subject
areas.
Physics - The absorption, reflection and transmission
of solar radiation and its influence on driving the
atmospheric engine.
Emission, absorption and
transmission of infrared radiational energy.
The
mechanical behaviour of air:
from Newton's Laws to
convection and winds, to cyclones and hurricanes to
the large scale general circulation.
The
thermodynamics of gases:
from the First Law to
turbulence and convection to storms.
Condensation and
evaporation:
from molecular principles to storm
energetics to large scale, atmospheric energy budget.
The exciting part of physical meteorology is that
physics is coupled together so that one can deal with
the interplay between the traditionally separated
topics of mechanics, thermodynamics, radiation, etc.
Chemistry-Acid rain.
Air pollution, its chemical
character, and effect on human health, degradation of
buildings and structures, and on solar radiation
transfer.
Mathematics and Computer Science - The need for
mathematics in the development of theory and
understanding of atmospheric physical behaviour.
The
need for computers in weather analysis, modelling, and
forecasting, in meteorological satellite data
analysis, in weather and satellite graphics, in
collection, storage, and dissemination of weather
information.
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Biology - Sensitivity of flora to weather:
agricultural productivity in relation to weather
stress.
Sensitivity of fauna to weather: weather
stress on animals; milk, meat and poultry production
related to environmental stress.
Human disease and
disorders:
respiratory and cardiovascular problems
related to weather stress; psychological disorders
related to weather.
Physical Geography - The spatial scale and coherence
of weather and climate requires an involvement with
regional, national and global geography. Map skills
and world geography are supported by classroom
activities involving weather and climate analysis.
Cultural Geography, Economics, Etc. - Community
development and political structures related to
weather; economic impact of weather on industrial and
agricultural businesses; world food, water and energy
supplies and demands related to weather; weather
sensitive architecture; religious symbols (sun gods,
rain gods, rainbows) in relation to weather.
English, Journalism - Weather in prose and poetry;
English skills in preparing and disseminating weather
information; communication skills in translating
technical data into information for human planning and
decision making.
(2)

Available Grist for the Educational Mill

Virtually every commercial television station in the US
presents daily weather programming. Most newspapers carry data
summaries, maps, forecasts, or satellite photographs.
Recent
years have seen a remarkable increase in weather related stories
in American newspapers and magazines. Many are well researched
and written, and portray meteorology as an element in the
complicated mix of life, rather than isolating it into a
capsulated scientific topic.
The dramatic increase in the
amount of weather information thrust onto the public owes not so
much to an increase in unusual weather phenomenology, but
rather, to a keenly increased public awareness to and interest
in the impact of weather and climate to human endeavour. The
public is excited that meteorological science is unraveling
these relationships as well as monitoring more closely the
development of weather systems and solving the mysteries of its
physical behaviour.
The public are participants in the meteorological
revolution.
School children and adults alike may sit in their
own homes and watch the weather develop via television, their
personal "video terminal link" to the world's most sophisticated
mix of sensors, satellites, radars, computers, graphics
generators, and communications channels.
They may just as
easily open their newspapers and touch the data log books of
thousands of experimentors scattered over the world measuring
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the weather and environmental conditions of Earth.
In every
major US city, they can dial a local telephone number to access
the most current scientific observations taken by the National
Weather Service. At some cost, they may link personal home
computers to private sector data banks containing weather and
weather impact data virtually tailormade to suit their needs and
interest.
Indeed, they may make and archive their own
experimental meteorological observations using basic level
scientific apparatus and materials available from the nearest
department, hardware or variety store.
School children and adults are also flooded subliminally
with weather information.
The use of rain, clouds, fog,
sunshine, sunsets to establish mood in paintings and motion
pictures is common.
Commercial art and advertising make profuse
use of clouds, sky, weather, rainbows to communicate their
various messages.
Fine art and music have used weather as a
central theme or ancillary symbols of familiarity.
Our very
activities and daily agenda are subject to the vagaries of the
weather.
It would be entirely incorrect to believe that the
engulfing exposure to weather and weather information has had a
direct impact on the quality of science and mathematics
education in this country.
The growth of news, magazine,
broadcast, advertising, commercial and fine arts industries were
not motivated by science educational goals.
Yet, it would be
foolish to overlook the fact that an enormous resource of
weather information, and a vast and efficient network of
dissemination is in existence and lies readily available to
innovative educators of school children from grades 1 to 12 and
beyond.
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A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF WEATHER EDUCATION IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS
IN ONE LOCAL EDUCATION AUTHORITY
by
MRS M M ILSLEY
Nene College
Moulton Park
Northampton NN2 7AL
UNITED KINGDOM
In recent years, a number of articles have encouraged the
teaching of weather at various levels in education. The
inclusion of weather studies in primary schools received
particular attention in the March 1970 edition of the Royal
Meteorological Society's Journal 'Weather'.
Fisher (1970)
observed that 'weather study makes a good and sensible
introduction to the important disciplines of careful observation
and careful recording, both of which lie at the root of
scientific method', while Rowley and Spencer (1970) commented
that introducing primary school children to weather study has
proved most suitable for helping them to acquire a habit of
clear sighted objective enquiry, and for providing basic
knowledge as a foundation for scientific work later on.
Since
then, we have seen a number of articles examining the teaching
of meteorology (Foskett and Foskett 1981, Floor 1983), the
introduction of an '0' level examination in meteorology, and
pleas for better education of the general public. Relatively
little attention has been given, however, to the role of
foundational teaching of weather studies in the primary school.
Young (1983) said that 'if a basic grounding is given in the
subject then one is on a sort of exponential curve to
considerable understanding later'.
Though he was speaking of
older students, the same principle applies if one can start even
earlier, for example in the primary or middle school.
In June 1982, the Department of Education and Science
Consultative Paper, 'Science Education in Schools', stated that
every primary school should aim to provide work in science which
introduces, as one of four themes, the weather and seasonal
changEs.
This work is intended to accustom pupils from an early
age to observing, looking for patterns and relationships,
generalising and testing their ideas. There seems, however, to
be little knowledge of the actual pattern and content of weather
studies currently taught at this level.
The survey described below therefore examines the present
existence and nature of weather studies in primary (7-11 years)
and middle (9-13) schools in one Local Education Authority,
Northamptonshire.
The investigation was by questionnaire to a
range of schools in both rural and urban areas (Fig.1), from
village schools with fifty pupils on roll to urban schools with
several hundred children.
In each case individual teachers
replied with respect to their particular teaching situation and
background, no attempt being made to examine the pattern for a
whole school.
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OCCURRENCE OF WEATHER STUDIES
Twenty-five of the thirty-one teachers responding to the
questionnaire usually included weather studies in their teaching
programme during the year. Of these, 42% gave it a regular
place, the remainder giving it an occasional place.
Time
allocated was not related to its regular or occasional nature,
and varied from one hour a month for a series of regular
readings to an eight session occasional topic.
The children
taught ranged in age from 7 years 6 months to 10 years, with an
average of 8 year 9 months.
Fig.2 shows the context in which weather studies is taught
by the teachers questioned. Regular and occasional teaching are
taken together as being more deliberately planned than the
incidental occurrence.
They indicate (Fig.2i) that the most
common occurrence for weather studies is within an environmental
studies programme (24% of responses).
The next most frequent
occurrence is in science (17%).
Geography, art, writing, and
general topic work each contribute 12-15% to the total.
Other
occurrences specified were drama, religious education, and as a
humanities topic. Where weather studies is an incidental part
of the programme (Fig.2ii), the most common stimulus was a
particular weather event (47% of occurrences) and was expected
to occur about once a term.
CONTENT OF WEATHER STUDIES
The varied content of weather studies in primary and middle
schools in Northamptonshire can be seen in Fig.3.
The most
common activity involved is the explanation of weather phenomena
(in 87% of sample), closely followed by the use of both standard
and home made instruments, and the written or diagrammatic
recording of weather.
Fig.3ii shows the relative frequency of
explanation of various phenomena. The most common topic is
clouds, but wind, temperature, precipitation, and British
weather are also relatively frequent.
Bearing in mind the ages
of the children involved, it is not surprising to find that
atmospheric pressure and other climates receive rather less
attention.
A second type of activity is experimental work to
demonstrate weather processes.
This was found in 39% of the
sample.
The most common experiments were those to demonstrate
the condensation, evaporation and freezing of water.
Equipment
used was generally basic everyday items such as kettles, ice
cubes, and saucers.
Air pressure and thermals were also
demonstrated by experimental work.
Only two teachers in the sample include investigative work
in their weather studies programme.
One of these did not give
details, but the other explained that they examine the effects
of the wind and the sun on a variety of materials.
Perhaps surprisingly, only one teacher included computer
work in weather studies.
Despite the encouragement of computer
usage at this level, none of the others had seen the potential
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link between computer work and weather studies to the advantage
of both in the primary child's education.
The teacher who
includes this type of activity works in a school which has a
teacher with a particular interest in computer applications in
primary schools and access to a computer based data bank for
weather records.
PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED BY TEACHERS

An analysis of the background of all teachers
questioned showed that for 52% of the sample, their training had
not included any aspect of weather studies.
However, further
analysis showed that there was no significant correlation in
this sample between the presence of weather studies in a
teacher's training and their inclusion of it in their teaching
programme, whether on a regular, occasional, or incidental
basis. Of those omitting it, in three cases it was because it
was not part of an agreed syllabus; two of these teachers had
included it in their training.
In two other cases, it was
included by other teachers at a different stage in the school
curriculum structure, and in the final case, the teacher
declared a lack of confidence to teach it as it had not been
part of his own training.
Fig.4ii shows the problems identified by teachers as
proportions of the total responses to the questions, some
teachers identifying several problems. Six of the sample said
that they had not found any problem in teaching weather studies.
The four of these who did not have personal background in the
subject said that they found general knowledge, books, teachers'
courses, and other resources to be adequate.
An analysis of the
resources used by all the teachers showed greatest reliance on
general knowledge and on books (27.5% on each), with 14.5%
support coming from previous study at school and from help from
other teachers.
Teachers' courses had given only 9.5% of the
support used, and other resources such as local weather centres
provided 6.5% of the resource support.
The analysis of the problems identified suggests, however,
that teachers see practical issues as being of most importance.
As already noted, the measuring and recording of the weather are
common activities, and similar numbers of teachers use standard
instruments (55%) as make their own (58%), yet the leading
problem identified is the lack of a weather station (32% of the
sample). Analysis showed that 60% of the teachers identifying
the lack of a weather station as a problem actually used both
standard and home made instruments in their work.
One wonders
whether it is the range of instruments, their accuracy, or some
other factor which is felt to be the problem.
At the other end
of the scale, 12% of the total sample teaching weather studies
had neither standard nor home made instruments but did not
perceive the lack of instrumentation or weather station to be a
problem.
It is interesting to note that the teacher's
background in each case is in the arts (two in Art, one in
Music), and that their teaching concentrates on descriptive
recording and on the explanation of a few weather phenomena.
Opportunities for the development of measurement, graphical, and
allied skills are clearly being missed here.
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Also perceived as important problems are access to
supporting equipment, the availability of books at the pupils'
level and the availability of preparation time.
Next most
frequent are lack of personal background knowledge and access to
supporting courses.
Availability of teaching time was perceived
as a problem by only 13% of the teachers, and seems to be less
important that the provision of practical support and
encouragement.
THE FUTURE
Clearly a number of considerations must be borne in mind in
planning any response to the present situation. Weather
education in the primary and middle school can be a valuable
tool to equip children with the basic scientific skills of
observation, recording, questioning, and testing, and with an
awareness of the nature of weather as a foundation for later
work.
This preliminary survey suggests that practical support
services in the fields of both equipment and personal education
might be welcomed to alleviate the major perceived problems, and
that stronger encouragement should be given to enable teachers
to realise the potential contribution of weather studies to the
7-11 years curriculum as a whole.
However, further
investigation is needed to identify teachers' present perception
of the nature and potential of weather studies for the primary
and middle school child; the extent and specific nature of
associated problems; and to review the support services and
materials already available, the use which is made of these, and
the possibility of wider publicity for them.
One must also remember that the primary/middle school
curriculum does not usually have a strong subject emphasis.
Indeed, the guidelines recently published for Northamptonshire,
the Local Education Authority studied here, list five basic
needs of children which the curriculum should be designed to
meet. They state that 'the total curriculum ..... is concerned
with inter-related experiences rather than discrete and isolated
subjects or skills' (Northamptonshire 1983).
This reflects the
broad educational aims stated in various recent government
documents (DES 1980, 1981). One would not, then, be arguing for
the inclusion of a particular subject in the curriculum, but for
the greater use of the atmospheric environment in the teaching
of primary age children and in the development of their
environmental awareness, their thinking, and in their practical
skills.
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HOW CHILDREN ACQUIRE METEOROLOGICAL STANDARDS
by
R J STIRLING
Deputy Headmaster
Wallop School
Weybridge
Surrey KT13 9YD
UNITED KINGDOM

Before meteorological and climatological information in
atlases and textbooks can mean much to a pupil it is helpful if
he or she appreciates how averages are made and what they tell
us and what they don't.
Averages of the sort given in books do
not for example tell us that we, in Britain, have occasional
severe winters such as 1947 and 1963 and hot summers - 1959,
1975 and 1976, all of which form a part of our climate.
A standard of comparison is also most important.
In the
English lowlands the average rate of rainfall from layer clouds
is about lmm per hour.
With this in mind pupils can become
quite accurate in guessing the total rainfall after a wet day,
particularly if the catch in the gauge can be checked.
In
storms heavier falls will happen - such as 25mm in an hour.
One
August Hampstead in NW London had over 150mm in two hours, with
much flooding.
But storms of this intensity occur regularly
each rainy season in parts of the tropics with consequent severe
erosion, and so well described by Paul Harrison in his book
'Inside the Third World'.
An appreciation of average annual totals helps to give
meaning to rainfall maps.
Places shown on the map can be
compared with the home area.
In Britain extremes of heat and
cold, of heavy rain and snow often receive considerable media
coverage and advantage should be taken of this, for standards of
comparison are available.
In southern England temperatures over
27-30C are not very common, but they are common enough to be
used as pointers to conditions in the Mediterranean and tropics.
Similarly England's -20C in the early morning in the West
Midlands in December 1981 and January 1982 can be compared to
the January average for Winnipeg, slightly nearer the equator
than the south of England.
In conclusion teachers and writers of textbooks should be
encouraged to make climatic data more interesting and
intelligible to children. The unusual is more interesting than
the normal; so it is with the weather, so why not capitalise on
this?
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COURSE IN METEOROLOGY
DEVELOPED IN WILLIAM PARKER SCHOOL, HASTINGS
by
L A W BOWMAN
William Parker School
Parkstone Road
Hastings
Sussex TN34 2NS
UNITED KINGDOM

A course for a Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE) in
Meteorology has been developed in this school for boys in the
4th and 5th year (from 14 to 16 years old).
They are boys whose
ability is average and below and who do not take Ordinary Level
examinations.
The course is approved by the local CSE Examining Board but
the course and its examinations have been planned by the staff
of the school.
Aims:

To help boys appreciate their meteorological
environment; to develop an empathy with other life
styles; and to acquire some basic weather skills.

Syllabus has two themes:
the science of Meteorology; the
implications to life of Meteorology.
Science of Meteorology
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Elements and instruments
Local weather
Lapse rates and trigger actions
Forms of precipitation
Air masses
Anticyclones and depressions
Synoptic charts
Pressure and wind belts
The nature of the atmosphere
Major world climates
Urban climates
Hurricanes
Satellites

"Human" Meteorology
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Weather and housing
Weather costs
Social life
Art and weather
Sport and weather
An individual project involving an aspect of human
meteorology
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The Teaching Approach
The pupils are not academic and therefore a great variety
of teaching methods have been used.
These include: much
practical work; audio visual resources; much data response; and
reference to all that is exciting, dramatic and immediate in the
weather.
The End Product
The CSE board assesses and moderates all the work done in
the two year course.
Nearly half the final grade is based on
continuous assessment of the work done by each pupil.
The grades range from Grade 5, whose criteria are "The
candidate has very limited knowledge and understanding with
resultant lack of application.
He sometimes shows ability and
interest in one aspect of the subject'', to Grade 1, for which
the criteria states "Work is of a high standard; candidate is
able to understand, express and apply ideas systematically using
the relevant meteorological skills.
The ideas are comprehended
well enough to make judgements which can apply to new
situations". Grade 1 has equivalent status to a GCE "O" Level
pass.
Meteorology in the Rest of the School
The school has been preparing groups for the Associated
Examining Board's Ordinary Level in Meteorology since it was
introduced 5 years ago.
The Geography Department find the
Meteorology is a stimulating aspect of their subject throughout
this boys comprehensive school of nearly 1500 pupils.
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METEOROLOGY FOR THE GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION
by
DR J R MILFORD
Department of Meteorology
University of Reading
2 Earley Gate
Whiteknights
Reading RG6 2AU
UNITED KINGDOM

INTRODUCTION
There can be few meteorologists who do not accept that
there is a need to improve the appreciation of our subject among
the general public:
after all, every member of the public is a
potential user of our advice or our forecasts, and their demands
will be realistic only if they have some idea of what can be
done, and what cannot. At the same time, many teachers have an
informed enthusiasm for meteorology (or "weather studies"):
this may be because they are involved in pursuits such as
sailing or climbing or because they see it as a good vehicle for
observational activities and for encouraging an enquiring
approach to our environment.
Although individuals will have a
wide variety of motives, both teachers and meteorologists share
a common aim, that of promoting the science of the atmosphere,
and its applications.
It is therefore sensible to look to the
schools when we seek areas where we are likely to be able to
spread the gospel.
Next, we may observe that if a topic is to make much impact
in schools it has to be included in the syllabus; only then will
the majority of pupils, teachers and administrators take it
seriously and allow it time and resources.
Only then shall we
be able to reach a substantial audience.
This paper briefly
discusses the alternative ways and educational levels at which
this may be done, and the current practice within the General
Certificate of Education in the United Kingdom.
METEOROLOGY IN THE GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION
In Britain the General Certificate of Education covers both
Ordinary level examinations, normally taken by pupils around the
age of 16, and the Advanced level, normally taken around 18.
There have been no serious suggestions that a Meteorology A
level should be offered, because on average only three subjects
are taken at this stage.
Students who reach science A levels
are likely to continue as scientists, and they will need all the
basic science that they can get.
For entry to a Meteorology
course at university, for example, physics and mathematics are
the prerequisites. While the third subject can be further
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mathematics, or chemistry or geography, taking meteorology would
imply excessive specialisation, and would not help the
university to plan a more advanced course unless all the
entrants could be guaranteed to have taken similar courses.
In
the future the structure of the examination is quite likely to
be changed to enable students to avoid as much early
specialisation as they have now, but the usefulness of a
separate meteorology syllabus would still be open to question.
At 0 level the situation is different. Candidates take
many more subjects, up to nine or ten, and a wider choice of
subjects is welcomed. Some schools include the available
0 level Meteorology among the options in the fifth form, which
is the time when most 0 levels are taken.
It is at least as
common for students to take the examination after another year
in the school, when they are half way to their A level
examinations; this is a popular time to add one or two further
subjects to one's certificates .
We should remember that in Britain the G.C.E. is offered by
a number of totally independent Examining Boards, each with
their own syllabuses, examiners and so on.
At present only one,
the Associated Examining Board offers Meteorology, but minority
subjects such as this may also be 'lent' to other boards:
it is
thus available to all schools or examining centres without the
waste of setting different sets of papers.
The examination
consists of two written papers, and is therefore classified as
'Mode 1'. Other Modes include some continuous assessment and
the possibility of some project work, which would clearly have
educational advantages but organisational difficulties, as will
be discussed later.
METEOROLOGY AS AN ORDINARY LEVEL SUBJECT
The Meteorology 0 level has now been examined for five
years, with the first papers set for 1980.
The Associated
Examining Board has a duty to ensure that its activities are
financially sound, and therefore prepared the syllabus and
specimen papers and carried out some market research well before
the examination was launched.
The decision to go ahead seems to
have been right because up till now there has been an increase
in the total number of candidates each year, as Table 1 shows.
This also shows that the examination is taken at an increasing
number of centres each year.
Table 1
ASSOCIATED EXAMINING BOARD
048 METEOROLOGY
1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

26

42

61

66

80

Total number of
candidates

181

361

453

575

737

% of ABC grades

59.7

75.6

57.6

53.9

55.8

Number of centres
entering candidates
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Statistics of the candidates and centres do not seem to
show any particularly significant factors, but the males
outnumber the females by about 2.8 to 1 (compare Physics where
it is nearer 4 to 1 and Geography, 1.4 to 1). Many candidates
have taken the examination after one year of an A level
Geography course, while others take it at the same time as the
majority of their subjects, or from within the Royal Navy or
from the Air Cadets as part of their technical training.
Exact
numbers for the different categories are not available, and
would certainly show rather large statistical fluctuations, with
a total of only 1570 candidates over the first four years.
We
may note that it was the enthusiasm of the Air Cadets which
actually triggered off the whole development in the first
place.
SUBJECT DEVELOPMENT
To a greater extent than is usual, this examination is
meant to encourage a new approach.
Those who constructed the
syllabus hoped to combine the best from the traditions of both
Geography and Physics teaching, and provide an occasion for
teachers of both subjects to come together, apply physical
reasoning to events in our environment, and interpret the
observations which have been analysed for so long under the
heading of climatology. Setting up the 0 level in Meteorology
was an innovatory step by the Associated Examining Board.
By
its nature, however, an Examining Board cannot be far ahead of
current practice in the schools or it will lose its customers.
The situation is also unusual in that the subject is largely
taught by people with no specialist training in the subject.
It
has been fortunate that there has been good liaison between the
A.E.B. and the Royal Meteorological Society from the start, so
that the Society has been able to play some part in helping
interested teachers.
This has been through workshops, and
through providing information about resources which are
available to the teachers, and in some cases developing new
teaching material itself. This is certainly not part of the
Board's business, but is entirely appropriate for the Society.
The workshops also provide some feedback and it has been
significant that some three-quarters of teachers on them have
been geographers.
The remaining quarter have included both
physics teachers and instructors from Air Cadet groups.
It has
been extremely rare to find cases where physics and geography
teachers in one school have combined to teach the subject as was
the original hope:
perhaps this was too idealistic, but we
should encourage any trend in this direction which we see in the
future.
Establishing a separate syllabus and examination is not the
only way to introduce meteorology into school science at the
stage where pupils are facing up to their GCE examinations.
The
alternative is to encourage the use of meteorological phenomena
to provide illustrations of the classical physics which is
already in the syllabus. The approaches are complementary
rather than competitive, and this alternative is indeed being
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followed to some extent in the UK.
One suggestion was that
meteorology might be introduced into some of the more flexible
A level syllabuses, where special topics are allowed, but
response has been slight. More hopeful is our participation in
a scheme called Physics Plus which was set up by the Schools
Council. Broadly, the aim of this is to produce leaflets which
can be used in schools and which show the applications of
physics in industry, technology and everyday life. Clearly
meteorology can provide a number of interesting topics.
Such
leaflets will provide additional material for pupils and
teachers to use, but it will still be up to individual Boards to
include the topics in their examinations, or not, as the case
may be.
At this point we have to face some of the real educational
problems involved in trying to present meteorology at school
level as a science rather than as a climatological description.
Modern science teaching tries to include experiments to ensure
that the foundations are rooted in the pupil's own experience:
this heuristic approach was pioneered by the Nuffield and
Physical Science Study Committee projects thirty years ago, and
projects such as the Physics Plus are trying to maintain and
improve this.
In synoptic scale meteorology, of course, no one
person can make all the observations, and teachers and pupils
have to rely on the observations collected and distributed by
the professional network.
More can be done by individuals or
small groups on the microscale, but here it is often hard to
isolate a single cause and effect, and it is impossible, in our
latitudes at least, to plan a particular experiment for a
particular day:
you must have available the experiments which
need sunshine, or perhaps the wind, or you may even be reduced
to measuring the size of the raindrops.
This does not mean that
useful work cannot be done outdoors, but that it needs more
organisation than indoor experiments and flexible scheduling.
An even more difficult problem is that so often the
explanation of a meteorological phenomenon requires a number of
physical concepts, some of which are complex and not otherwise
met until much later stages - perhaps even university level (for
example, the Coriolis effect).
Consider a full explanation of
the formation of convective cloud:
this must include the first
law of thermodynamics, the gas laws, Archimedes' principle,
hydrostatic pressure in a gas, stability, cooling by adiabatic
expansion, saturated and unsaturated vapours and latent heat of
condensation.
Each of these concepts is in the physics 0 level
syllabus, and each can be explained in simple terms if the class
has temporarily forgotten it.
But it will be only a minority
who have a good enough grasp of all the component ideas to be
able to follow the complete argument.
The same difficulty comes
in translating a foreign language if you have to look up eight
words in one sentence:
by the time you look up the last you
have forgotten the first, and the gist of the sentence never
surfaces at all. Only a genius can put more than three new
ideas together at one time, and we are not teaching genii.
The
construction and pace of any course must allow for this.
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CAN WE EXAMINE WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT?
In addition to the technical problems of the subject
itself, we should consider the educational problems of defining
aims and objectives, and then writing both the syllabus and the
examination papers so that these aims and objectives may be met.
To particularise we must once again turn to the Associated
Examining Board (Wellington House, Station Road, Aldershot,
Hants), as the only publishers of an attempt to solve this
problem.
Copies of the syllabus, and of recent examination
papers are available on request from the Board.
In reviewing an examination in a fundamental way one looks
at the objectives which have been declared and tries to see
whether the whole procedure is likely to meet these.
I suspect
that the practising teacher uses more immediate criteria:
can
this be made into an interesting course, and will it give a high
success rate? It is not possible for me to generalise about the
teachers' view, but a few thoughts on matching the methods to
the objectives may be in order.
The objectives published by the A.E.B. are as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

To develop observational skills concerning weather;
and the measurement of its constituent parts.
To foster an understanding of the interrelationships
of the observed phenomena.
To deploy the skills involved in the analysis of
synoptic material to produce simple forecasts.

In this particular case, assessment is by two examination
papers, and it is worth setting out the list of 'abilities to be
tested':
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Ability to demonstrate familiarity with the use of
meteorological instruments in common use.
Ability to recall facts and details related to
meteorological observations.
Ability to interpret and draw conclusions from
information presented by surface weather charts and
simple meteorological data.
Ability to relate the appropriate facts and details to
situations in everyday life, e.g. shipping forecasts
and weather forecasts for farmers.

One paper includes short, mainly factual questions, while the
other includes a more open-ended type.
As in all educational assessment, the most valuable
abilities are those that are hardest to test, and to
standardise:
these are the interpretation, and also under-
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standing.
It is for this reason that there is much to be said
for more flexible forms of assessment, with project work, and
also some continuous assessment.
The problems (and cost) of
providing assessors from outside the schools, or for ensuring
uniformity of standards between schools are formidable.
The
part-time students may also be at a disadvantage, and it seems
inevitable that the Mode 1 examination should be the main one
for the foreseeable future.
Given this constraint, there should
be as much discussion as possible between those who devise the
syllabus and the examination and those who do the teaching.
They should try to improve the definition of the educational
aims, and to ensure that the examinations which are set help
students and teachers to meet these aims better.
Of course,
this applies not only to meteorology, and not only to 0 level:
nearly all teachers I have met from nursery to university could
be more explicit on their aims and methods with advantage.
CONCLUSION
Within the structure of the General Certificate of
Education in this country, one particular group has made a start
on introducing meteorology as an individual examinable subject.
A particular target has been chosen, and it appears that good
progress has been made towards that target.
The fact that
eighty centres are entering candidates for the current
examination means that meteorology is being taken seriously as a
recognisable scientific subject at this number of institutions,
or more.
We would all admit that we hope the numbers will
continue to grow, and that the quality of the science involved
can be improved but there is a sound basis on which to build.
There is also an established market for educational aids and
texts, which can only improve the quality of what is available.
And once the 0 level is recognised the input to other courses,
geographic or scientific, will also improve.
A complication which we can foresee is that in the future
the Certificate of Secondary Education may be amalgamated with
the General Certificate of Education.
The CSE is designed for
the next ability band below that expected to take GCE (which is
around 20% of the population).
All subjects face great
difficulties over examining such a wide range of abilities, but
none more so than an applied and complex science such as ours.
If the amalgamation does come about I hope that we shall face up
to the new challenges:
we shall have to decide how far we can
go with a descriptive account before the physics and the numbers
can no longer be avoided, how to introduce and to evaluate
practical work, and many other educational problems.
They are
present already, of course, but will become more acute as we
expand the ability range we face.
It will also be well
worthwhile if in the end the public and the practical and
political decision-makers know more about meteorology, its
applications and its fundamental limitations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Natural disasters can be defined as rare or extreme events
in nature that adversely impact human life, destroy property,
and disrupt normal activities and commerce. We accept the
notion that almost no human settlement is ever totally free from
the potential risks to life and property that one associates
with natural disaster events.
Literally billions of dollars and thousands of lives are
lost each year as a result of natural disasters.
In particular,
tropical cyclones have created widespread destruction and caused
significant loss of life, even in highly developed industrial
nations.
Tropical-cyclone-associated damage to developing
countries can eradicate much of the progress, made over a long
period, toward improving their living standards and, hence,
their ability to attain a competitive economic position in the
world market.
Only recently have such realizations awakened public
officials, scientists, educators, and others to the need for
improved public information and systematic tropical cyclone
education programs.
This need has been created by natural
disaster events and the recognition that public information and
education are critical elements in the implementation of
effective tropical cyclone warning systems.
The goals, strategies and current status of three programs,
two ongoing and one proposed, designed to create tropical
cyclone awareness and enhance existing preparedness and
prevention (mitigation) measures are described.
Programs that
are focused on local, regional, and international interests are
discussed in order of increasing geographic scope.
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2.

CALM:
A LOCALLY FOCUSED PROGRAM TO CREATE AN AWARENESS OF
THE HURRICANE PROBLEM IN AT-RISK COASTAL COMMUNITIES OF
SOUTH FLORIDA

A rate of population growth equal to about 7 times the
national average has resulted in "hurricane-aware-less-ness" for
80% of South Florida's population . This growth rate, the
burgeoning of capital developments along South Florida's
hurricane-vulnerable coasts, and past coastal mismanagement
practices, has stimulated the development of a two-phase
instructional model designed to create an awareness of the
area's hurricane problem (Friedman, 1982).
The model,
identified by the acronym CALM, for Cognitive and Affective
Learning Model, is undergoing development and proof-of-concept
testing at the Hurricane Research Division (HRD).
Improvement of the public's ability to prepare for a
hurricane and respond to a call for action is but one objective.
Increased hurricane awareness is expected to encourage an
informed citizenry to participate in certain precautionary
community, state, and national governmental processes.
Such
processes, for example, would be the limiting of development of
coastal and ecologically sensitive storm-vulnerable areas,
strict enforcement of "hurricane" building codes, zoning, and
setback requirements, and the provision of local facilities for
disaster prevention and public safety.
CALM incorporates techniques to develop skills in both the
cognitive and affective learning domains.
The cognitive phase
of CALM employs a modified Keller-Plan personalized system of
instruction (Keller and Sherman, 1974), mastery learning (Block,
1971; Bloom, 1968; Bloom, 1976), Piaget's concepts of "concrete"
and "abstract" reasoning (Karplus et al., 1978) and
computer-assisted instructional methods to develop an awareness
of the hurricane as a major geophysical event.
Social aspects
of the hurricane problem are developed in the model's affective
phase using a simulation/role-playing strategy (Friedman,
1976).
Students complete the cognitive phase of the instructional
model before moving on to the affective phase.
In the latter,
students assume roles and act out a situation where there are
competing (parochial) interests present. The aggregate of
individuals that start the role-playing develops into a true
group, one that must function effectively to aid its members and
the community during a hurricane crisis situation.
Here,
students are actively involved in the learning process.
Many
become caught up in the experience cognitively, emotionally, and
even physically.
The person who facilitates this learning process must
communicate an unconditional positive regard for the learner,
empathy for his/her feelings, and acceptance of the learner as a
person.
This is quite important, and is especially highlighted
during the analysis portion of the module after the students
have stepped back from their respective roles.
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New understanding is retained by students who have
participated in the role-playing exercise. Hence, the
facilitator may use this understanding as a bridge to other new
learning (in both the cognitive and affective domains).
Learning here is a function of the interpersonal relations
experienced by the students during the role-playing situation.
This educational strategy is one that offers educators a rich
opportunity to regain the natural tendency for students to learn
by enjoyable involvement.
The two-phase CALM model, initially designed for use with
students in South Florida schools, provides a framework for
implementing community-wide hurricane awareness and preparedness
instructional programs.
3.

AN APPROACH TO REGIONAL TROPICAL-CYCLONE-RELATED PROBLEMS
IN THE CARIBBEAN BASIN: A PROPOSAL IN SUPPORT OF THE
PCDPPP

Decision makers and citizens of tropical cyclone-prone
regions must not only have a clear understanding of the dangers
associated with these systems, but should also be aware of the
socio-economic and psychological aspects of these natural
disaster events .... aspects that so often determine the
response-to-warning behavioral patterns observed during and
following tropical-cyclone-related crises. Otherwise, even in
nations that enjoy a high level of preparedness, citizens may
not take all measures necessary to protect themselves from , or
to mitigate against, the destructive effects of landfalling
storms.
Disaster preparedness is a national responsibility.
While
several Caribbean countries have developed programs to enhance
their disaster preparedness, most of these were initiated in the
absence of regional or international support or mechanisms for
the systematic exchange of tropical-cyclone-related information
and experience.
On a regional level, the Pan Caribbean Disaster
Preparedness and Prevention Project (PCDPPP) was "designed to
assist governments to better prepare for, and to protect their
population against, disasters and disaster threats" (PCDPPP,
1982). This project also provides an exchange mechanism for
establishing national programs or strengthening existing
preparedness and prevention programs.
The social and economic ramifications of hurricane losses
are borne out by a review of such losses in the Caribbean Basin
where, during the 30 years from 1950 through 1979, a significant
loss of life occurred.
More than 75% of the almost 22,000
(estimated) fatalities were caused by only three hurricanes Flora (1963), Fifi (1974), and David (1979).
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Honduras, the country most affected by Fifi, sustained
approximately a 30% immediate loss of its gross domestic
product.
This loss, unfortunately, was not limited to
short-term impact, as evidenced by the subsequent multi-year
decline in the export levels of its principal export
commodities.
When David struck Dominica in 1979, nearly 70% of
its housing and 80% of all its agricultural crops were
destroyed.
Resources needed in the area for rehabilitation were
estimated at $1.5 billion (A.I.D., 1979).
HRD has proposed a program to address the hurricane
preparedness and education needs of Caribbean nations (Friedman,
1984). Specifically, HRD's proposal emphasizes the development
and testing of an instructional model to promote understanding
of the hurricane as a major geophysical phenomenon.
Equally
important is the introduction of methods, with the model, for
reducing loss of life and mitigating property damage from future
hurricane events.
The proposed educational model incorporates several unique
concepts.
These innovations give the model durability,
versatility and a scope that extends beyond hurricane
preparedness.
Further, the applied hurricane education model
wi 11 serve as a "window" on science and t~chnology.
In doing
so, HRD's program will begin to provide a ' base for the
acquisition of knowledge that has relevance, in the near term,
for hurricane preparedness and, later, for socio-economic
development in the Caribbean Basin.
As such, the approach
should help the PCDPPP to meet its long-term goal of
contributing to "socio-economic development and environmental
protection by developing the individual and collective capacity
of the participating countries to mitigate the disastrous
effects of natural hazards and to cope effectively with
disasters when they occur" (PCDPPP, 1982).
HRD has proposed a 1-year effort to develop and test, with
the assistance of experts from Caribbean nations, program
concepts and an educational model.
A pilot project, to be
conducted in an English-speaking Caribbean host nation, has also
been proposed as a major component of the test and evaluation
phases of the program.
Long-term follow-on activities will be
proposed later.
4.

AN INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC INFORMATION AND EDUCATION PROGRAM:
TROPICAL CYCLONE PROGRAMME PROJECT NO. 14

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the Office of
the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNDRO), and the
League of Red Cross Societies (LRCS) are joint sponsors of
Tropical Cyclone Programme (TCP) Project No. 14:
"Public
Information and Education".
This project is an international
effort to promote all aspects of tropical-cyclone-awareness,
preparedness and prevention and to enhance existing warning
systems for UN Member countries in tropical-cyclone-prone
regions.
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The author, presently serving as a seconded expert to WMO
for TCP Project No 14 , has developed an overview for this
program (Friedman, 1983a). During 1983, representatives of WMO,
UNDRO and the LRCS agreed to a work plan for the project
(Friedman, 1983b).
This plan generally provides for the
implementation of project goals and the production of a number
of "deliverables" for use by UN Member nations of
tropical-cyclone-prone regions in new or enhanced local public
information and education programs. Perhaps the most important
of these deliverables will be a resource guide and generic
and/or region-specific materials for use in such local programs.
The developmental phase of this project should be completed
during 1984-85 .
5.

SUMMARY

The goals and strategies of programs to promote tropical
cyclone preparedness and enhance awareness for decision makers
and citizens of South Florida, the Caribbean Basin, and UN
Member countries in tropical-cyclone-prone regions have been
discussed.
These projects represent, respectively, programs
with local, regional and international scopes of interest.
While much of the background material that is developed
will find common usage in the three programs, strategies for its
implementation in educational programs will vary greatly due, in
part, to factors such as the cognitive and communication skill
levels of the participants.
Meteorologists and educators will have to be innovative
toward countries where literacy is not the norm and where
language or dialect differences, superstitions or religious
beliefs tend to complicate and preclude the use of standard
educational strategies . Such problems are commonplace and have
been cited in the literature by:
Southern (1973), for rural
communities of developing countries; Bowden (1974), for the
Virgin Islands; Lewis (1975), for the Bahamas; Islam (1979), for
Bangladesh; and Amadore (1980), for the Philippines.
Clearly, the importance of these programs to national
warning systems throughout the tropics warrants the continued
support and participation of scientists, educators, and national
and international organizations such as those mentioned in this
paper.
6.
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In this paper I would like to describe a course in weather
literacy which is offered at the college level. Directed toward
freshmen, the course attempts to acquaint students with the ways
by which weather and climate affect their everyday lives and
activities, and to provide a basic understanding of these
relationships.
To preface my remarks, I would like to cite first an
editorial which appeared recently in the journal Science,
authored by Richard C Atkinson, Chancellor of the University of
California at San Diego, and formerly Director of the National
Science Foundation.
Entitled "Education for an Age of Science",
the editorial, in commentary on the Coleman Commission Report,
stressed the critical need to convince both parents and students
of the need for scientific and technological literacy, and of
the necessity of science and technology as part of "the very
core of a liberal education".
Secondly, I would like to paraphrase the remarks of NOAA
Administrator John Byrne last January at the Annual Meeting of
the American Meteorological Society in Miami, Florida.
"Never
before" he stated, "have the populace been so weather aware;
have they been so well educated about meteorological events.
People are recognising how weather affects them, and have some
knowledge as to why".
Based on this statement, apparently the
meteorological community has been doing something right in terms
of imparting weather literacy.
In the early 1970s I was asked to introduce a course on
weather into the undergraduate curriculum at Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo, that would meet the objective of the
University's General Education Curriculum.
The stated objective
of this program is "to extend the undergraduate requirement
beyond the student's area of concentration and to provide
students with the data necessary for synthesizing their
experience into an understanding of themselves and their
world".
All students are required to complete 35 semester hours of
approved General Education courses.
These can be satisfied by a
distribution program including a number of courses offered by
various departments within the University.
Five areas are
recognised including Humanities and Fine Arts (Area I), Social
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and Behavioral Science (Area II), Natural Sciences and
Mathematics (Area III), Non-Western World (Area IV) and Optional
Electives (Area V).
At least 6 hours must be completed in Areas
I, II, and III, and one approved course in Area IV.
The
Atmospheric Environment and Man, offered within the Department
of Geography, would satisfy 3 of the 6 hOUfS required within
Area III, Natural Sciences and Mathematics.
In keeping with the tenets of the General Education
Curriculum I began to formulate basic goals for the course. My
ultimate objective was that students should achieve an
understanding of the role of the atmospheric environment as it
interacts with them and the world in which they live.
Realizing
that the students would lack a broad scientific background, and
that the course would most likely be the student's only exposure
to formalized meteorological education, it was decided that the
major thrust of the course should be directed toward the effects
of weather and climate on humans and society, rather than the
dynamics of atmospheric behaviour per se.
The dynamics would be
emphasized only to the degree necessary to explain the specific
interaction or series of interactions.
The following course goals were adopted:
- The students should achieve a level of understanding of
weather so that they may make rational societal decisions
when called upon to do so in the future.
For example, future
decisions regarding operational weather modification efforts
are likely to involve grass-roots electoral participation.
In order to make rational decisions, the electorate must be
informed of the technological limitations of weather
modification, the unsureties, the likelihood of adverse or
undesirable effects, and the economic, legal, and social
consequences.
- The students should become aware of the impact of weather and
climate on national and international decision making, and
the amplification of this role in recent decades.
The effect
of weather variability on global grain reserves in 1972, and
the sequential chain of events involving US-Soviet grain
deals and escalating food prices is an example, as is the
acerbity currently between the US and Canada regarding
legislation and measures aimed at controlling emissions of
sulfur dioxide, the major contributor to acid rain, into the
atmosphere.
- The students should become aware of the role of weather and
climate in affecting the successful outcome of plans and
economic decisions.
As an example, this past winter, a US
airline (Republic) began offering plane fare rebates to
certain winter vacation spots when measureable rain occurred
on more than one half of the vacation days.
And Toro, a
major manufacturer of snowblowers, offered a 50% rebate of
the purchase price should the total snow for the ensuing
winter be less than half the seasonal average (an event,
which by the way, had an extremely low climatological
likelihood of occurrence).
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- The students should gain an appreciation of the dynamics of
changing climates, their role in affecting the course of
history, and on planning for the future.
- The students should become aware of human physiological and
psychological responses to weather and climate, and of the
role of clothing and housing in modifying these responses.
- The students should become familiar with the basic techniques
of weather forecasting, with effective dissemination
procedures, and with the value of the forecast to the general
public and to special interest groups.
- The students should recognize the hazards to life, health,
and property posed by severe weather events.
They should be
familiar with precautionary measures and warning systems for
such events, their proper utilization and interpretation, and
the limits of forecast information.
In the organization of the course, an introductory section
entailing the initial two weeks of the semester was developed to
spark interest and provide preparatory information. The first
day of the course has been devoted to selected illustrations of
weather and climate impacts on man.
The illustrations are
presented by the use of visuals with accompanying discussion of
events.
The events are changed and updated each year and have
included such items as the Black Hills flood of 1972 (236 lives
lost, $100 million in damages), Hurricane Agnes ($3.0 billion in
damages in the middle Atlantic area), the role of ENSO in
affecting global weather and economies (severe coastal damage in
California during the winter of 1982-83, hurricanes in the
eastern Pacific), the severe winters of 1977, 1978, and 1979 in
the eastern United States, and the jumbo tornado outbreak of
April 1974. Particular emphasis has been given to local events
that may have been experienced by students, such as the big
blizzards of 1967 and 1978 in southwestern Michigan and the
Kalamazoo tornado of 1980. Accompanied by statistics on loss of
life and economic impacts, the illustrations have had the
purpose of introducing the course and of informing students of
the profound effects these events have on their lives and
pocketbooks.
A weather literacy quiz has been given during the second
class meeting.
The purpose has been to measure weather
awareness, introduce various course topics, and reveal some
prevailing misconceptions by students concerning weather.
The
quiz has called for both opinion and factual response.
Frequency responses of the students are then tabulated and the
results of the quiz discussed at the next class meeting.
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The quiz has revealed some interesting facts regarding the
weather literacy of incoming students:
- Weather forecast information is often used by students, with
TV the main source of forecast information.
Students are aware of current newsworthy weather issues, such
as the carbon dioxide increase, acid rain, and ozone
depletion.
But they are unsure of the processes involved,
the implications, or the degree of certainty with which
scientists view the problem.
- Students accept weather modification as being technologically
feasible.
They are not aware, however, that it has occurred
for years in the area in which they live, and are surprised
and concerned to learn this fact.
- Students, during the past two decades, have become much more
knowledgeable regarding climate change, and are generally
aware of the trends that are occurring in their own area.
- Misconceptions of the meaning of such forecast terminology as
"partly cloudy" or "40% probability of rainfall in the area"
are widespread.
Old myths, such as taking shelter from
tornadoes in the SW corner of the home, still persist.
- Students have a limited awareness of inadvertent modification
of weather and climate.
They are not aware that man has the
capability of altering weather and climate accidentally.
Most had never heard of the La Porte Anomaly even though the
city is located only 75 miles from Kalamazoo.
- Most students are aware of their various weather induced
psychological moods, and many state that weather physically
affects them.
Following discussion of the weather literacy quiz, from two
to three days have been spent providing an overview of
atmospheric behaviour.
The purpose is to provide the student
with some basic familiarity with the atmosphere and the
terminology used so that a framework is established within which
the topics selected for discussion may be presented.
The
component gases of the atmosphere, vertical zonation, the causes
of winds, basic circulation patterns, the role of moisture
within the atmosphere, and the concepts of fronts and cyclones
are briefly introduced.
Further and more detailed discussion
may occur later, when needed, as topics are discussed in the
main body of the course.
For example, the structure of
hurricanes and tornadoes are further elaborated on during the
section on severe storm impacts, and atmospheric inversions are
reintroduced during the discussion of air pollution.
The main body of the course has then followed, beginning
with the historical perspective - the role of changing climate
and weather and possible effects on the course of history.
Topics currently discussed in the course are as follows:
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1.

Changing climates
- past climatic change and its relation to
historical events
current climatic changes - what do they portend
for the world?
the future; warm-up or deep freeze? What
preparation should we be making? What are the
limitations to forecasting of future climates?
what changes have occurred in the Michigan area?
What are the implications?

2.

Inadvertent climatic changes and their implications
- global, regional, and local modifications
- the climate of cities
- inadvertent modifications in Michigan
- what, if any, preventative measures should be
employed?

3.

Deliberate weather modifications
- technology of cloud seeding
- legal, political, social, economic implications
- future decisions facing informed citizens

4.

Severe storms and man
- their nature
- forecast accuracy and shortcomings
- potential for death and destruction
- benefits
- precautionary measures
- possible modifications

5.

Weather forecasting and man
- data gathering
- forecasting techniques
- presentation of forecast - media techniques
- meaning, value, and accuracy of forecasts

6.

Weather and man
- measures of heat and cold stress
- physiological adaptive mechanisms
- comfort and discomfort indices
- sunburn and suntan
- altitude hypoxia
- acclimatization

7.

Weather, health, and human behaviour
- weather, climate and the spread of disease
- mortality, morbidity rates and weather
- sociological behaviour, riots, crime etc and
relation to weather

8.

Weather and clothing/housing
- role of clothing in modifying climate
- functional clothing for weather types
- design of housing for climatic compatibility
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9.

Atmospheric pollution
- sources of pollution
- atmosphere factors affecting pollution hazards
- costs of pollution, health hazards, environmental
effects

10.

Weather and agriculture
- agricultural climates
- extending the growing season - frost preventative
measures
- irrigation - meteorological vs. agricultural
drought
- predicting crop yields

11.

Weather and manufacturing, construction,
transportation
- weather, climate, and energy systems

12.

Weather and sports and Recreation
- vacation planning and travel

Considerable difficulty was encountered in selecting an
appropriate text for the course. No existing text seemed, in
itself, suitable, reflecting the custom design of the course and
possibly suggesting that there were few similar courses offered.
Several paperbacks were selected to provide assigned and
recommended reading material.
In the early 1970s W J Maunder's
The Value of the Weather, D M Gates' Man and His Environment:
Climate, and Nigel Calder's The Weather Machine were used along
with supplemental readings placed on library reserve. More
recently, Calder's The Weather Machine has continued to receive
usage, due to its well written narrative and superb
illustrations.
In addition, Louis J Battan's Weather in Your
Life and Walter Orr Robert's and Henry Lansford's The Climate
Mandate have been required.
All of these books are available in
paperback. Oliver's Climate and Man's Environment, Claiborne's
Climate, Man and History, and Landsberg's Weather and Health
have been most often used for supplemental readings.
Audiovisual aids have been more readily available. Those
used more consistently with the course have included The Cooling
(filmstrip on climate change), The Tornado (film) and Tornadoes
in the United States (filmstrip and tape), When Lightning
Strikes (slides), Lessons from Hurricane Eloise (slides), Winter
Storms:
The Deceptive Killers (slides and tape), Rivers i~
Sky (film), A Lady Called Camille (film) and Formation of
Raindrops (film).
In addition, numerous overlays from various
sources have been used with an overhead projector.
Four hourly exams, consisting of a mixture of short essays
and multiple choice questions, have been given at approximately
3~ week intervals and a two hour final exam, comprehensive in
nature (as mandated by the University) has been given during the
final exam week at the end of the semester.
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In summary, the course has attempted to prepare students
for a world increasingly attuned to weather and climate
happenings.
Its success in inculcating meteorological literacy
is difficult to judge. My observations over the past decade
suggest that the course has indeed increased weather literacy,
it has met the goals of the University General Education
requirement, it has often spurred interest among students in
taking other courses in meteorology (although such has not been
its purpose), and, above all, it has been a lot of fun to
teach.
On the negative side, suitable textual material has been
difficult to find, most available audiovisual materials have
dealt with severe storms and aids for other topics have been
difficult to locate, and although the course has been designated
for freshmen and sophomores, juniors and seniors seem to have
been most interested and have profited more from the course than
undergraduates.
I look forward each year to offering the course, and
welcome suggestions for improvements.
REFERENCE
Richard C Aikinson,
Education for an Age of Science Science
Vol. 223 No. 4643 (30 March, 1984) p 1355 .
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EXPERIENCES WITH A LABORATORY CLASS OF 300 AGRICULTURAL
STUDENTS IN METEOROLOGY
by
PROFESSOR I DIRMHIRN
Institut filr Meteorologie
Klimatologie und Grundlagen der Physik
Universitat fur Bodenkultur
Gregor Mendelstrasse 33
A-1180 Wien
AUSTRIA

INTRODUCTION
Due to the opening of the universities in Austria to a
large number of young people each year students of the second
semester from three colleges (Fachgruppen) of the Agricultural
University in Vienna take the introductory class and lab in
Meteorology.
During the last year approximately 400 students of
the second semester enrolled in the courses. No rooms to
conduct lab classes in meteorology are available in the historic
building.
Not even seminar rooms were available for that
purpose.
This talk reports on an experiment to teach problem
solving to 30 groups of 12 students each.
The topics were
either suggested by the teacher or selected by the groups
proper.
The lab closed with a poster session at the end of the
semester that was very well received.
Involvement of the
students was remarkable in what well might have been their first
encounter of scientific problem solving. Modus operandi and
several posters are discussed.
EXPERIENCES
The course program of students in agriculture in Austria
includes a one semester mandatory class and lab in meteorology
during their first year.
Since no laboratories are available,
the one weekly hour of lab was previously used to extend the
lectures. But this approach was unsatisfactory because the
students needed practical applications and, thus, were deprived
of a hands-on experience.
The situation is particularly difficult as enrolment is
high and continuously increasing (see page 95).
In 1983, group teaching was started as an experiment.
It
was well received and continued during this academic year.
A
They either suggest
maximum of 12 students belong to one group.
a topic or pick one of several supplied by the advisor.
Each
group then works toward the production of a poster under
intensive continuous guidance.
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The advisors have to trim the topics to a size that is
easily accomplished within the allotted time:
the main
objective is a positive feedback from the first encounter with a
meteorological project.
The advisors also introduce the
subject, distribute relevant literature, hint at cross
connections, and generally tie the problem into the wider
aspects of the subject.
If measurements are involved the advisors provide the
instruments, help with the setup and the investigations, and
explain the data acquisition and playback. They show the role
of the computer, the printouts, and the plotter.
Already during the first session, the layout of the poster
is discussed, though more generally.
Towards the end of the
semester the poster is designed during several sessions.
The students organize the work among themselves:
Some
write the general introduction, others collect the data, again
others reduce the data (if experiments are made), use the
computer, draw the graphs and make the layout on the poster.
The advisor makes suggestions but does not enforce the
distribution of the work within the group.
For most of the
students this is a first encounter of team work.
During the data collection students frequently get in
contact with agencies, experiment stations, and industry while
collecting information for their posters.
These contacts have
for some proved beneficial for their future professional
career.
Since the contacts of the students with the advisor have to
meet the demand of the individual project the students
themselves have to organize the times to be convenient for all
of their peers.
The advisor is not concerned with this matter,
and no check of attendance is made.
The advisor, in turn, has
to arrange the time according to the lecture-free time of the
students, to be available at their need.
The objective remains
the production of the poster in the best way possible.
To foster creativity no strict sizes of the posters were
demanded during the first year.
However, for reasons of better
arrangement of the exhibit, this was changed to one
(approximate) poster size the second time.
The poster session is arranged during the last week of the
semester and open to anyone interested.
Every group met the
deadline, if even in last minute in a few cases.
Two examples of the posters will be introduced to provide
an idea of the frame of the experiment:
1. Thermography of objects buried in the ground
Question: Can objects buried in the ground be detected by the
thermovision method?
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does not have a numerus clausus.
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Reason for study:
In archaeology, walls of buried structures
could be detected from the air by these methods, if the surface
temperature resolution is sufficient.
Four objects, two each of different heat conductivity (wood
and brick) were buried in two depths (2 and 5cm) in a field
during early spring. The soil was left to settle. On a clear
day in May during late morning, the surface temperature of the
field was imaged with an AGA thermovision camera. The location
of the objects could clearly be seen.
The students studied heat conduction in the soil and the
functioning of the AGA thermovision camera.
They learned to
interpret the pictures.
2. The ideal tobacco climate
Tobacco is planted in four states in Austria.
Farmers
deliver their crops to the tobacco-industry, which is a
monopoly.
Yield varied 1:2.5 within 10 years observed.
Question:
Are there phenological periods of the tobacco plants
that are especially susceptible to climate?
Reason for study:
To find the critical periods and determine
the ideal climate for maximum yield.
This study required heavy interaction with the tobacco
industry.
Students got maximum help by personnel of the
monopoly and plenty of exposure to the subject. Literature was
supplied and questions were answered.
The product was a poster
that compared the best and worst year within the period and
suggested the "ideal tobacco growing climate".
One master's
thesis resulted from dealing with the subject.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiment of working with individual groups of 12
students each on a topic of their choice met with remarkable
involvement.
Input was generally larger than according to the
demanded hours.
It is obvious that there exists a desire for
personal involvement and for an opportunity for own initiative.
There was remarkable pride in accomplishment through independent
work.
Benefits for the students beyond the positive feedback of
the accomplishment through this effort were contacts with
agencies and individuals within their own circle of interest
which can prove valuable for their future professional
development.
Several got motivated to working on one of the
started subjects towards a (MS or PhD) degree.
The group approach fostered the idea of team work.
Several
shy students who were previously isolated started lasting
contacts with others.
The adoption of foreign students was
stressed and accomplished.
Last not least, the advisors were by chance made aware of
several unsolved questions that we are pursuing in our own
research.
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Problems showed in some groups by lack of communication :
some students lost contact for some time, but usually got
integrated again.
Due to the minimum of control by the advisor within the
group, individuals not willing to work can get away with it and
still receive good grades: Students are loyal and will not
exhibit those goofing (we were told though, that those refusing
to contribute are getting rejected in future teamwork!).
The obvious problem for the advisors is the additional work
load created by this approach.
Several of the projects are time
intensive, expecially if measurements have to be done at
specific days or times of the day (as in projects involving
atmospheric irradiance). An obvious problem lies in the
grading:
only group work can be judged (the poster) and all
students within the group receive the same grade, regardless of
their involvement.
The good acceptance and fine results,
however, seem to justify the effort and the minor injustice in
the grading procedure.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF LEWIS FRY RICHARDSON
by
0 M ASHFORD
L F Richardson is best known to meteorologists
as the first person to use numerical methods
for weather prediction but as a lifelong Quaker
he was committed to pacifism and his arms race
model has been widely used.
This biography, consisting of 304pp in a hard
cover, published by Adam Hilger, is available
from the Royal Meteorological Society,
James Glaisher House, Grenville Place , Bracknell,
Berkshire, for £18 plus £1.60 p&p or £14
plus £1.60 p&p for Members of the Society.
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ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY FIELD COURSES
by
J M WALKER

Department of Maritime Studies
University of Wales Institute of Science and Technology
Aberconway Building
Colum Drive
Cardiff CFl 3EU
UNITED KINGDOM
and
DR R W RIDDAWAY
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
Shinf ield Park
Reading
Berkshire RG2 9AX
UNITED KINGDOM

To study any natural science - and the weather is certainly
one of these - no place is better than 'the field'.
These are
the opening words of an article in the November 1950 issue of
the magazine Weather . The words were written by C D Ovey,
describing the Royal Meteorological Society's first field
course, held at Malham Tarn Field Centre, from 6th to 13th
September 1950. There were three instructors and 43 students,
who, according to Mr Ovey, "lived together for a week in an
atmosphere of true democracy - happy, cheerful and intensely
enthusiastic - to make the weather a living interest to them"!
Of the work, Mr Ovey wrote:
"The physical aspects of meteorology - energy, radiation .
water vapour, stability and instability, pressure and cloud
forms - were dealt with by Mr Paton, the chief lecturer;
temperature and wind measurement, frost and micro-climatic
effects were largely the responsibility of Mr Pye together
with the major instruction on instrumental work.
The
present writer dealt with the application of physics to the
actual phenomena of the present weather, and described the
uses of information and synoptic reports in the
construction of weather forecasts.
Towards the end of the
course the students were plotting charts of their own and
some were so rapid in learning to interpret the codes that
they were able to complete a chart in an afternoon, while a
few even attempted forecasting.
The latter half of the
course was mainly devoted to current weather, and all
routine work came to a standstill when features of the sky
were at their best to demonstrate any particular point.
What more perfect a setting could be afforded to watch the
processes of radiation and convection at work than this
tranquil highland-scene to the accompaniment of the
curlew."
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During the 1950s the number of courses held each year
increased gradually, to 4 in 1959 (Table 1, page 103).
Then, in
1960, with the addition of a week-long course on 'Weather and
Bird Movement' and no fewer than three weekend courses on
'Weather and Gliding', there was a sudden increase to 8.
Since
1960 the number of courses per year has fluctuated between 4 and
8, and a wide range of courses has been offered (Table 2, page
104). The title of Malham's meteorology course was changed to
'Understanding Weather' in 1977, but the course has,
essentially, remained the same in concept since 1950; and it has
run every year since 1950, except 1971, when most Society
courses were cancelled owing to a lack of bookings, probably a
result of that year's postal strike (again see Table 1).
As can be seen from Table 3 (page 105), the number of
students attending courses is very variable.
Unfortunately, a
feature of recent years has been the cancellation of courses
which have failed to attract sufficient support to justify
running them.
The reasons for the lack of support have been
much discussed at Society committee meetings.
For many years,
attention has focussed upon advertising, but there are other
factors.
The major one is almost certainly cost, over which the
Society has no control.
The charge for a course is determined
by the organization which administers the field centre at which
the course is based.
During the 1970s, the costs of courses
increased steeply, and to such an extent that a package holiday
for a week at a Mediterranean resort is now cheaper than most
Society field courses. Most people tend to regard a field
course as a second holiday.
They attach a high priority to the
family holiday and economise by staying away from field courses.
And even if the money is available, which, in these days of
recession and unemployment, it may not be, they probably do not
feel inclined to spend a week getting wet and cold in the
mountains of North Wales when for a comparable sum of money they
can bask in the Mediterranean sun for a week.
The comment about the weather in the mountains of North
Wales is not inappropriate, because the mountain weather
courses, which were once popular, are evidently no longer
attractive and, as Table 3 shows, several have been cancelled in
recent years.
Yet, there are weather-related tragedies in the
mountains of the British Isles every year.
Why support for
these courses has declined is a mystery at present.
It may be
significant that the two courses which concentrate upon
meteorology for its own sake continue to prove attractive,
whereas, with the exception of 'Weather and Bird Movement', the
courses which relate weather to outdoor activities generally do
not.
It is possible that 'Weather and Bird Movement' survives
largely because the number of bird-watchers in Britain is so
large, but even this is debatable, because the numbers of
yachtsmen and mountaineers in Britain are also large. Maybe
yachtsmen and mountaineers are generally complacent and believe
themselves to be sufficiently expert on atmospheric behaviour.
If so, their attitude is deplorable. Most yachtsmen and
mountaineers receive very little formal tuition in meteorology.
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The Society's field courses are intended for anyone with an
interest in the weather; and, indeed, people from all walks of
life do attend.
This being so, no-one should think that the
courses are too erudite for them.
Instructors cannot presuppose
that students know anything at all! On the other hand, people
with some prior knowledge of meteorology should not consider
that the courses are too simple for them.
The behaviour of the
atmosphere is a great deal more complex than text-books and
school geography courses suggest.
Thus we come to the content of the Society's field courses,
and we begin with a course regrettably now discontinued,
'Mathematics and Physics in the Open Air', a course which showed
just what could be done with simple equipment.
For example, on
the 1973 course, according to the Chief Instructor's report, the
parallax of the moon was measured using only a clock, a piece of
string and a tape measure! Other projects undertaken included:
studies of gust propagation along a line of anemometers set
along the wind; studies of wind variations with height up to 50m
using an anemometer mast and kite; studies of solar and
infra-red radiation; and studies of sunspot movements, including
estimation of the position of the sun's axis and the rotation
period of the sun.
In contrast, very little equipment is used on 'Weather and
Bird Movement' courses.
Soap bubbles are useful for studying
air motions in the boundary layer, but the main piece of
equipment used on the course is the human eye, aided by
binoculars or telescope.
'Weather and Bird Movement' courses
are intended for bird-watchers who wish to study the ways in
which bird migrations, populations, flight patterns and breeding
habits depend upon weather and climate. All scales of
atmospheric motion are considered, but emphasis is placed upon
the synoptic scale, as the principal interest is in the effects
of winds and thick cloud on migrating birds.
The aims of the
course are chiefly to relate the species seen and their numbers
to the current synoptic-scale weather patterns and to observe
birds actually exploiting air motions so that some idea of local
air motions may be deduced.
On 'Mountain Weather' courses a wide range of practical
work is carried out, again using simple equipment.
For example,
measurements are made of eddies at bends in valleys; studies are
made of anabatic winds on sunny afternoons and of katabatic
winds on clear nights; the behaviour of sea breezes is
investigated; and studies are made of the distribution, amount,
type and height of clouds on a wet afternoon.
The 'Weather under Sail' course provides yet another
contrast, for this is a course aboard the Medina Valley Centre's
45 ft Class I ocean racing yacht, Carillion of Wight, and it
takes place on the English Channel.
This is essentially a
course on marine meteorology, devoted largely to studies of
depressions and anticyclones, the use of Metmap, and studies of
waves and swell.
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We come now to the Society's courses which concentrate upon
meteorology for its own sake:
'Understanding Weather' and
'Weather Science and Forecasting'.
Participants have an
interest in the weather, though little knowledge.
Therefore,
the aim of the courses is to build upon their curiosity and
enthusiasm to make them more aware of the weather and, more
importantly, what causes it.
In both courses there are five
main components:
-

learning about synoptic meteorology and the physical basis of
the weather;
making observations of the weather;
performing experiments;
making weather forecasts;
discussing every conceivable aspect of weather and climate.

The main difference between the two courses is the emphasis put
on the various components; 'Understanding Weather' emphasises
the physical aspects of meteorology, whilst the other course
concentrates more upon weather forecasting.
It is hoped that,
after attending either of these courses, participants will be
able to look at the sky or the weather forecast on the
television and not be totally bemused.
Lastly, we mention 'Weather and Plant Ecology', a course
offered every few years for people with an interest in the
micro-climatology of plants and in how weather and climate
influence the distribution and growth of plants.
Among the
topics studied on this course are:
radiation fluxes in the open
and in canopies of plants (for example, nettles); the energy
balance of individual leaves; and wind, temperature and humidity
profiles in and above vegetation.
In conclusion, we should mention that the ability to
sustain a programme of field studies depends upon the support of
co-sponsoring organisations and upon the existence of suitably
qualified, enthusiastic and dedicated instructors.
The Society
has always been fortunate in these respects.
Perhaps we may end
by thanking co-sponsors, particularly the Field Studies Council,
and acknowledging all those who have, over the years, given of
their time to teach atmospheric science in the field.
REFERENCE
Ovey, C D (1950) The Pioneer Course in Meteorology at Malham
Tarn Field Centre, 6-13 September 1950; Weather, Volume 5,
pages 389-392
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APPENDIX 1
Some Information About Administrative Arrangements
For each course there is a Chief Instructor appointed by
the Royal Meteorological Society.
The Chief Instructor is
responsible for agreeing topic, title and dates with the Warden
of the Field Centre at which the course is to be held.
The
Society's Education Committee and Council approve the programme
of courses to be offered in any given year.
New courses
considered viable by Warden and Instructor are normally
supported by the Society.
If cancellation of a course is
necessary it is usually by mutual agreement between Warden and
Instructor.
The Royal Meteorological Society advertises courses in
Weather and prints leaflets containing course details.
Co-sponsoring organisations advertise courses in their own
brochures.
Chief Instructors are responsible for arranging
special advertising but are required to agree expenditure with
the Society's Education Secretary in advance.
Individual
enquiries and bookings are addressed to the Field Centre
concerned.
Normally each course is run by two Instructors.
The Field
Centre provides accommodation for both; the honoraria and travel
expenses of the instructors are shared between the Society and
the Centre.
The cost of an additional Instructor may be met by
the Society, but such expenditure is normally sanctioned only if
the Instructor is attending to gain experience which would
enable him/her to direct a course in the future.
From 1960 to
1974 the Society's courses were supported financially by
generous annual grants from the Carnegie Trust.
Since 1974 the
Society has received no financial support, except that the
Society now receives a capitation fee of £10 per person
attending· a course held at a Centre run by the Field Studies
Council.
Instructors can borrow from the Society's stock of
equipment if they so wish.
In practice they obtain equipment
from a variety of sources, the Society included.
Several
Instructors possess their own collections of slides.
Instructors are expected to submit a written report
promptly after each course.
They are asked to enquire where
participants saw the course advertised and to encourage
participants to become members of the Society.
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APPENDIX 2
The 1984 Programme of Courses
WEATHER UNDER SAIL 2-9 June Fee £185
Medina Valley Centre, Isle of Wight, southern England
Directed by Mr Graham Parker, London Weather Centre
WEATHER IN THE HILLS 4-10 August Fee £105
Betws-y-Coed, Gwynedd, North Wales
Directed by Mr Terry Spalding, Meteorological Office
UNDERSTANDING WEATHER 17-24 August Fee £114
Malham Tarn Field Centre, Yorkshire, northern England
Directed by Dr Keith Weston, University of Edinburgh
WEATHER SCIENCE AND FORECASTING 22-29 August Fee £115
Nettlecombe Court, Somerset, south-west England
Directed by Dr Bob Riddaway, ECMWF, and Dr Geoff Jenkins,
Meteorological Office
WEATHER AND BIRD MOVEMENT 8-14 September Fee £65
Gibraltar Point Field Centre, Lincolnshire, eastern England
Directed by Mr Malcolm Walker, the University of Wales Institute
of Science and Technology, and Dr Al Venables, University
College Cardiff

TABLE 1
Number of courses planned and, in brackets, the number of
courses which actually took place.
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

1
2
1
1
1
2
2

3
3
4
8
8

(1)
(2)
(1)
( 1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(8)
(8)

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

8
8
8
4
7
8
7
7
8
6
6
8

(8)
(7)
(8)
(4)
(7)
(7)
(5)
(6)
(8)
(1)
(4)
(8)
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1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

8
6
7
6
6
5
6
7
6
6
5

(8)

(5)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(4)
(5)

TABLE 2
Courses Offered
METEOROLOGY
from 1950 to 1976 and
UNDERSTANDING WEATHER
since 1977

at Malham Tarn Field Centre

WEATHER AND BIRD MOVEMENT
from 1960 to 1970
from 1972 to 1974
since 1975

at Dale Fort Field Centre
at Portland Bird Observatory
at Gibraltar Point Field Station

WEATHER AND PLANT ECOLOGY
occasional since 1966

at Preston Montford Field Centre

WEATHER AND MATHEMATICS
from 1967 to 1970

at Dale Fort Field Centre

WEATHER AND GEOGRAPHY
from 1967 to 1970

at Preston Montford Field Centre

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS IN THE OPEN AIR
in 1963
at Preston Montford Field Centre
from 1966 to 1968
at Dale Fort Field Centre
from 1969 to 1975
at Nettlecombe Court Field Centre
WEATHER SCIENCE AND FORECASTING
since 1972

at Nettlecombe Court Field Centre

PHYSICS OF SUN, WIND AND WATER
from 1964 to 1967

at Preston Montford Field Centre

WEATHER AND SAILING
from 1962 to 1981

first at Falmouth and
subsequently at Dodnor Creek,
Cowes and Surbiton

WEATHER AND CRUISING
from 1968 to 1970 and
WEATHER UNDER SAIL
from 1982 to 1984

on the English Channel

MOUNTAIN WEATHER
from 1970 to 1982 and
WEATHER IN THE HILLS
in 1984

at various centres

AIR POLLUTION AND METEOROLOGY
in 1973 and 1974

in Cardiff

METEOROLOGY AND GLIDING
from 1957 to 1964

at various centres in England and
Scotland

OCEANOGRAPHY
from 1959 to 1962

at Dale Fort Field Centre

WEATHER AND PHOTOGRAPHY
in 1976

at Nettlecombe Court Field Centre
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TABLE 3
Numbers attending courses since 1973 (C

WEATHER AND
SAILING

cancelled)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

6

8

14

6

14

23

12

11
11

11
13

5

c

1973
METEOROLOGY/
UNDERSTANDING WEATHER

=

1980

1981

6

9

c

5

WEATHER UNDER SAIL

1982

1983

1984

10

11

14

7

7

4

WEATHER AND BIRD MOVEMENT

11

9

21

15

21

c

11

12

11

11

16

9

WEATHER SCIENCE AND
FORECASTING

14

11

8

10

6

15

14

15

8

6

10

10

MOUNTAIN WEATHER/
WEATHER IN THE HILLS

13

13

18

13

14
11

6
10

c

18

c
c

3
5

c

6

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
IN THE OPEN AIR

10

8

c

AIR POLLUTION AND
METEOROLOGY

19

10

4

- -- - - - --

WEATHER AND PHOTOGRAPHY

6
10

WEATHER AND PLANT ECOLOGY
TOTALS

100

83

61

55

54

73

c

9
53

37

42

42

44

43

USE OF THE MEDIA FOR METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION
by
PROFESSOR I W GEER
Department of the Earth Sciences
State University of New York College at Brockport
Brockport
New York 14420
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The revolutionary advances in technology in recent decades
have set the stage for restructuring the teaching of weather at
all levels.
The potential now exists to teach many aspects of
weather as they happen by combining readily available local and
broad-scale information.
Telecommunicated observational data,
map depictions, satellite pictures, and radar imagery can put
excitement, a feeling of urgency, and the real world into school
weather studies.
The science of meteorology is almost totally dependent on
the use of modern technology.
The sensing of the atmospheric
environment, the collection, transmission and analysis of data,
and the forecasting of weather routinely involve sophisticated
electronics, computers, satellites, and telecommunications.
This same technology has brought dramatic changes in the kinds
and amounts of current weather information which can be
delivered to the public.
Within the last few years, satellite
and radar imagery, up-to-the-minute observational data, maps,
and forecasts have become available throughout most of the
United States through public and private efforts.
The teaching of weather in schools has always been hampered
by the lack of current weather information.
Such knowledge can
now be acquired in many locations via radio and television at
little or no cost.
In the United States, there are numerous
sources of quality weather information within the reach of
practically every school.
Several of these sources are
especially noteworthy.
Public television's A.M. WEATHER program began nationwide
broadcasts in 1978 and is carried by nearly 250 stations each
weekday morning.
The live, 15-minute broadcasts feature
professional government meteorologists who use the latest
surface, upper-air, radar, satellite, and computer-generated
information to present the latest and forecasted weather.
The
program is an authoritative source of weather information never
before available to the public or schools.
A.M. WEATHER made
possible for the first time in schools the real-time study of
the atmosphere as a broad-scale three-dimensional phenomenon.
A
publication, entitled A.M. WEATHER for Teachers, was distributed
by the US National Weather Service to encourage the program's
use in school weather studies.
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
Weather Radio system became fully operational in early 1980.
Approximately 90% of the US population is within listening range
of its continuous, plain-language broadcasts.
Programming
orginates at local National Weather Service offices and includes
hourly updates of weather element readings, descriptions of
prevailing weather systems, forecasts, watches, and warnings.
Many stations transmit climatological summaries of the previous
day's weather and normals for the current day.
NOAA Weather
Radio broadcasts are especially useful as they are available day
or night practically anywhere.
A booklet, Increasing Weather Awareness with NOAA Weather
Radio developed with National Science Foundation support has
been distributed by the National Weather Service and others to
thousands of teachers throughout the United States.
Currently,
a sequential series of educational messages are being prepared
for airing over NOAA Weather Radio.
They are intended to
educate listeners, including school children, to become better
informed users of weather information.
Cable television's THE WEATHER CHANNEL went into operation
in 1982 to provide its millions of viewers the very latest
weather information.
Professional meteorologists and television
weathercasters team with graphics and media specialists to
report on weather non-stop around the clock.
While showing the
national weather with maps, satellite pictures, and radar views,
THE WEATHER CHANNEL displays the official National Weather
Service local forecast and current data once every five minutes.
The high-quality presentations of information are generally
recognized as the ultimate in public-oriented weather reporting.
A private commercial effort, THE WEATHER CHANNEL continually
updates its live broadcasting and has the capability of focusing
in on weather situations anywherB in the country.
It routinely
airs educational segments produced by its own staff.
The question of how useful telecommunicated current weather
information can be for school studies was examined by this
writer.
In a project supported by the US National Science
Foundation close to a decade ago, a teacher's guide was prepared
and distributed to over 20,000 secondary school earth science
teachers.
The guide described how copies of current weather
maps could be acquired from a popular morning television program
by a simple tracing technique.
Suggestions on how the maps
could be used in weather study were also included in the guide.
At the end of the school year in which the guide was
distributed, a questionnaire was sent to teachers to find out if
current maps were integrated into school weather studies.
Responses indicated that close to 70% of the teachers using the
guide made use of copied television weather maps for an average
of slightly over 6 weeks in their respective classrooms.
Comments from teachers provided ample evidence that awareness of
the prevailing broad-scale weather systems made for more
interesting and productive learning experiences in their
classrooms.
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Another study was undertaken several years later to
investigate the use of NOAA Weather Radio (NWR) transmissions in
secondary earth science classrooms.
Fifty radio receivers were
distributed to the teachers.
After six months, questionnaires
were completed by them and their students.
The results showed
that almost nine-tenths of the participating teachers tried NWR
in their classrooms for the first time because of the project
and 95% judged NWR to have excellent or good education value.
The same percentage combined NWR-derived information with direct
student observations in classroom activity.
An important finding of the survey was that 87% of the
teachers said they themselves had learned about weather through
listening to and utilizing NWR in their teaching.
Student questionnaire responses indicated that 95% of them
found NWR to be useful in their school-based weather studies and
82% said it made weather study more interesting.
Some 68% of
the respondents would like to own a NWR receiver and 72% said
they planned to listen to NWR on their own in the future.
Almost three-quarters said NWR caused them to have increased
interest in the weather and 82% said that the use of NWR
increased their understanding of weather.
Advances in telecommunications continue to occur.
In
addition to televised and radioed weather information, it is
already possible for any school in the United States with a
microcomputer, modem, telephone and modest funds to receive
National Weather Service observational data.
Before long,
programs will be written to treat and display these data in ways
appropriate for school use at different grade levels. Real-time
weather study will soon be limited not by lack of information
but by lack of suitable instructional material, curricula, and
adequately trained teachers.
Strategies need to be devised and
implemented to exploit these informational resources.
The time
has come to emphasize teaching and learning about weather as it
happens.
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Weatherwise,

PRESENTING WEATHER FORECASTS ON RADIO AND TV
The paper by Professor Geer was followed by a talk by
Mr W G Giles (United Kingdom Meteorological Office) about his
work as a presenter of weather forecasts on BBC radio and
television.
He spoke about presentation techniques and the time
constraints placed upon presenters, and he used video films to
illustrate his talk.
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COMMUNICATING WITH THE PUBLIC ABOUT THE WEATHER
by
MRS I HOLFORD
5 Oberfield Road
Brockenhurst
Hampshire S04 7QF
UNITED KINGDOM

Meteorologists seem to come in two species these days:
forecasters, benefitting from greatly increased sources of
information but otherwise pursuing their skills much as they
have always done; and physicists, mathematicians and
technicians, who feed abstruse formulae into mind-boggling
computers in attempts to determine weather patterns many days
ahead.
Forecasters and computer wizards do not always know what
each other is talking about.
Neither do forecasters and the
public, which is a pity because the whole meteorological
organisation only exists in order to serve people, to help them
cope with weather.
~~~
Neither forecasters nor physicists have time to talk
fundamental theory with the public. Moreover, they are often so
steeped in knowledge that they have forgotten how little they
once understood themselves.
It is high time that we established a third species of
meteorologist: people able to communicate the subject fluently
into school-room, journals, meetings.
Qualifications should
include a thorough understanding of as much physics as is
necessary to explain weather, but, more importantly, they should
be thoroughly skilled with words.
This species should not be
considered an inferior class, but an equal partner in the
business of weather.
Learned scientists deserve a good back-up
organisation, because they cannot always communicate
intelligibly themselves.
One of the best ways to reach the public is via journals
which people buy because of their hobbies or interests.
Any
article there about the weather will be read by thousands of
gardeners, yachtsmen, hikers etc.
To please an Editor enough to buy for his readers:1.

Study the journal's viewpoint and preferred length of
article and write accordingly about a weather related
matter (frost on plants, gales on lee shores, etc).
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2.

Write in a conversational rather than scientific
manner.
No 'Abstract' or 'Conclusion' headings,
otherwise that is all that will be read.
Instead a
catchy title and introductory paragraph, with humour
if possible, to attract attention to the problem under
discussion.

3.

Never flaunt meteorological knowledge by using
unnecessary technical words or mathematical formulae.
Theory must be simple but never wrong, which is the
time authors discover their own understanding is not
as crystal clear as they had thought!

4.

Never underestimate the difficulties of meteorology to
those who are not trained in the subject, but are
nevertheless probably quite intelligent.
You yourself
do not have to know how a car is built and moves in
order to drive it efficiently. Meteorologists should
proffer the minimum of knowledge to make people au
fait with the practical aspects of weather.

5.

Remember that words may have one meaning to yourself
and a different one to others. Models and contours
are different things to computer experts than to
artists!

6.

Write a first draft of an article straight off-thecuff as you get the inspiration.
Leave for a few
days, then re-read, wielding an eraser with ruthless
efficiency.
There is no merit in too many words and
it is better to make your own cuts than leave it to an
Editor who may distort meanings.

7.

Articles should be typewritten and sent to an Editor
accompanied by covering letter, stamped addressed
envelope, and any photographs which might help the
text.
Black and white are often best, since they can
be inserted alongside the words to be illustrated.

8.

Brace yourself for rejection slips, learn by them and
try again.
Eventually Editors may actually commission
you to write for them.

9.

Prepare talks about the weather on similar lines, but
chat to your audience rather than reading a script.
Prepare key words, printed large, as aide-memoires.
Arrange projection of illustrations on to a screen if
that helps the talk, but never project a page of textunless you want to escape the lecture room as a matter
of urgency!
Visual aids can be very simple and as
inexpensive as plastic drinking mugs or cardboard
wedges.
Their only function is to help the audience
get a mental picture of what you are saying.
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ABSTRACT ONLY
THE IMPORTANCE (AND DEARTH) OF VISUAL AIDS
by
CAPT J R C YOUNG
Brackenhill
Cotswold Road
Cumnor Hill
Oxford OX2 9JG
UNITED KINGDOM

It is generally agreed that Civil Aviation at the Private
Pilots' Licence level is faced with a cost crisis.
At the same
time, the teaching of meteorology at that level has to cope with
basic changes in the way forecasts etc. are disseminated to
users, with students whose schooling in mathematics and physics
reflects new knowledge and new usage, and who expect colour and
visual aids to play a large part in teaching material.
And
while this teaching must form a logical basis for higher
licences, it must harmonise also with that put forward with
great care and force by television.
In three words:
the
communication revolution.
Originally taught entirely by chalk and talk and general
texts, films were introduced during World World War II but these
have now physically worn out and their idiom become outdated,
while books produced in the recent past, to cope in words with
the volume of knowledge, have become unwieldy.
Holding that one must impart as much as possible in the
time available, the strategic aim must remain the ability to go
into any forecasting network and absorb the essential
information, and then decide what weather is flyable with the
experience and equipment available.
It's a high ideal.
It seems a multiple approach must be co-ordinated.
There
is a need for a basic reference to which all may adhere - an
Instructors' Bible of Meteorology, to use the modern idiom - and
a severely pruned students' guide of pocket book size (so that
surreptious reference may be made when in the great outside!).
So much for the written word.
There is also a need for a video
presentation of basic knowledge which can be used for self study
at home (and a carefully chosen background unconsciously
absorbed), perhaps a parallel slide programme too.
And there is
a need for a severely pruned lecture programme aimed at that
decision mentioned earlier:
what weather can and cannot be
flown.
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A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A REGIONAL TELEVISION WEATHER SERVICE
by
T L M HUNT
Anglia Television Ltd
Anglia House
Norwich NRl 3JG
UNITED KINGDOM

The following account of the development of a weather
forecast service for a regional commercial television company
represents an individual personal approach.
It must also be
remembered that nothing is static and that variations in the
form of the forecast presentation have taken place over the
years and further variations will almost certainly be introduced
in the near future.
Such modifications will represent the
additional types of information which have recently become
available . New technical resources, such as computer graphics,
should be taken into account and made use of as soon as
circumstances permit.
During the past 3-5 years computer forecast products have
become increasingly available from Bracknell and have caused
some very important changes in our approach to forecasting.
mention in particular the production of reasonably detailed
synoptic charts for 3-4 days ahead, and also fine-mesh forecast
charts of precipitation for up to 36 hours ahead.
I have been a
synoptic forecaster for many years and I consider that the
medium range forecast synoptic charts are a very valuable aid.
I find that I concentrate on deciding what weather sequence will
be associated with these series of forecast charts, rather than
query the possible accuracy of the charts themselves.
In 1961 Anglia Television, a regional commercial TV company
covering broadly the area between the north of the Thames and
the Wash, decided to present its own regional forecasts using
its own meteorological staff.
The total population of the
Anglia TV region is about 4,500,000, but the actual viewing
audience is, of course, much less than this.
There are no very
large towns or cities and agriculture is the main industry so
that interest in weather forecasts might perhaps be more marked
than in large urban industrial areas.
Anglia TV was the first
in the field of regional forecasts and I was recruited from the
British Meteorological Office to organise their new Weather
Department with the main source of basic information being the
facsimile broadcast channel issued by the Meteorological Office
at Bracknell and which was designed for Meteorological Office
outstation use.
At the time, and for many years afterwards,
Anglia TV was the only non-governmental organisation which was
connected to this broadcast.
Incidentally it has been the
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consistent policy of Anglia TV that their regional weather
forecasts should always be presented by a qualified forecaster
who has analysed his own charts and prepared his own material
for screen presentation.
It must not be forgotten that in
Britain there has never been the multiplicity of local or
regional TV stations presenting frequent weather forecasts such
as you find in the USA.
The reasons for this are many and, of
course, include a totally different system of regulation and the
very much greater area of the USA compared to that of Britain .
The availability of Bracknell facsimile broadcasts made it
possible for the Anglia TV forecaster to analyse his own
synoptic charts so that it was decided that the presentation of
the Anglia forecasts should be firmly based on actual and
forecast charts, albeit that details of the charts would
sometimes be simplified when presented on the screen.
The
regional nature of the forecasts was to be covered and
emphasized by a caption chart covering the actual geographical
area of the Anglia TV region.
From the beginning I was well aware that it would be very
easy for a presentation involving the use of synoptic charts to
take on the character of a meteorological briefing with strong
aviation overtones.
To counter this the current synoptic chart
included a selection of 'weather words' indicating the broad
areas of weather.
For example, an active warm or cold front
would have the word "rain" (perhaps "snow" in mid-winter)
repeated at intervals along its length.
The best thing I can do
is to show you examples of the three charts such as might appear
on an evening forecast in winter.
Incidentally weather symbols
have never been used by Anglia TV although I acted as 'midwife'
in the birth process of symbols at present used on the BBC
weather forecasts as presented by members of the staff of the
Meteorological Office.
I have already stated that forecast presentation must not
be dominated by technicalities if it is to have popular appeal.
I have always attached great importance to the words used when
explaining the forecast and the expected movement of the weather
systems must be closely linked to the expected sequence of
weather over the local region.
Over-confidence should be
carefully avoided and major uncertainties in the expected
development should be indicated.
The process of explaining the
synoptic charts gives the opportunity of educating the viewing
public since simple, but telling, points can be made e.g. the
cloud and rain indicated as being associated with a warm front
to the west of Ireland on the current midday chart can be
related to the absence of frost and ice the following morning.
In this way the interest of viewers without any knowledge of
synoptic charts can be maintained.
The late Professor Frank Ludlam, in addition to being an
authority on storm clouds and storms, was also a skilled
synoptic forecaster and in our salad days together he made the
point that a forecaster should be able to convince his public
that he was at least aware of the variation in the current
weather, even if the forecast element was both difficult and
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doubtful.
Such knowledge of the variations in the actual
weather over a given area is often not possible due to the
coarseness of the reporting network of official reporting
stations.
It was therefore decided to supplement the official
network by recruiting a corps of voluntary unpaid weather
correspondents who report both unusual current weather, and
changes therein, by telephone and supply weekly and monthly
climatological summaries, including extremes, by post.
It is a
truism to state that a regional weather service must demonstrate
clearly its individual regional character and reports from
weather correspondents can, if appropriate, be included in the
explanation of the weather situation.
Passenger and car ferries operating across the southern
North Sea are another source of up-to-date information with
reports of conditions encountered by ships en route from the
Continent being sent by VHF radio to their shore bases and
thence to Anglia TV.
Helicopters operating out to oil rigs and
gas platforms are another source of information concerning the
weather over the southern North Sea.
From the outset viewers were interested in their regional
weather forecasts and there has always been a steady stream of
letters asking for information about many facets of both weather
forecasting and meteorology in general. This led to the
compilation of a series of explanatory leaflets in which
technicalities were kept to a minimum, but which did not
underestimate the intelligence and interest of those who sought
information.
Some of the leaflets included lists of recommended
books and other publications which could be consulted for
further background knowledge at various levels.
The leaflets
eventually covered a wide range of weather topics and also
included tide tables, covering a year, for a number of locations
around the coasts of the region. Many letters from viewers can
often be dealt with by sending an appropriate selection of
leaflets, sometimes annotated to draw attention to the section
relating to the individual enquiry.
Requests for information also came, and continue to come,
from teachers and pupils from schools at all educational levels.
The range of leaflets was thus extended to cover this field
together with source lists of wall charts, slides, film strips,
etc for the benefit of teachers. Many teachers have expressed
the opinion that contact with a programme not specifically made
for schools was a source of added interest for their pupils.
This contact with schools led on to requests from various County
Education Authorities for help with in-service training of
teachers in the field of environmental studies and this help has
usually taken the form of organising and presenting half-day
courses held at Teacher Centres in different parts of the
region.
Requests for visits to schools are also received and
talks are given to pupils and students ranging in age from 7 to
18 years.
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To sum up, I have tried to present a picture of a regional
weather forecast service which resolutely uses no gimmicks, but
which nevertheless seeks to be aware of the varying requirements
of its viewing public, and also has extended its relationships
with the audience it endeavours to serve.

WEATHER and
ENVIRONMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION
attractively priced instruments
•
•
•
•

BAROGRAPHS •
BAROMETERS e AIR METERS
EVENT RECORDERS e RAINGAUGETIPPING BUCKET
CUP ANEMOMETERS e STEVENSON SCREENS
PSYCHROMETERS • ACTINOGRAPHS

Please write or phone:

GRADKO INTERNATIONAL LTD St Martins House,
77 Wales Street Winchester Hants S023 7RH, England
Tel: Winchester (0962) 60331. Telex: 477252
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HISTORICAL WEATHER SERIES AS AN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE
by
DR D J SCHOVE
St David's College
Beckenham
KENT BR3 3BQ
UNITED KINGDOM

INTRODUCTION
"Meteorology and Education" is the story of my life - my
double life, I should perhaps say.
Indeed, this gives me an
excuse for beginning with some autobiography, for a moral can be
drawn.
My interest began when I was seven years old.
Our holidays
were spent at a place called Sandgate, in Kent, where despite
its name the sandy patches on the beach are few.
I found that
the big boys got there first, but I also noticed that the site
of the sand depended on the wind, and I enlisted the help of a
local fisherman known appropriately as Old Moore, who was able
to tell me even how to predict the wind and current changes.
As
the tide went out I then waited in the right place, while the
big boys waited where the sand had been the day before.
In time
I grew bigger too.
I had learnt that Meteorology was of
practical importance in everyday life, and I recently met Old
Moore's son and explained that in this way his father had been
responsible for my doctorate on the topic of winds and
pressure.
When I went to boarding school at the age of 11, the school
was asked if there was a volunteer for recording the rain and
weather each day.
Up went my small hand, and, after a long
pause in which no older candidate volunteered, the job fell to
me.
It also involved putting up a forecast for each day, and
here I often differed from the newspaper forecaster because Old
Moore had taught me some of the tricks of single-observer
forecasting.
I soon found I was in trouble with my friends if I
had predicted fine weather for a cricket match and it proved
wet, so that I often predicted wet weather for Saturdays and
everybody was happy when I was proved wrong.
These experiences
proved useful later when I had to predict weather for flying
crews.
In the meantime, winning an inter-school prize for my
meteorological diary gained me friends at the Meteorological
Office, who advised me to take a Maths and Physics degree and
then take a Meteorological doctorate. However, after my degree
my strong views on Education led me to help a Headmistress run a
school when she was ill.
That school is now my own.
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I was nevertheless called up as a meteorologist to brief
air crews on training flights.
There is a moral about some of
my mistakes. One was when a warm wind blew over a snowcovered
surface - low cloud suddenly appeared and my pilot-friend nearly
hit the local steeple in trying to land after I had said 'No low
cloud anywhere in SE England'. Another day I was briefing in a
large hall with a tin roof.
I got as far as sayini 'Don't worry
about the hail showers that we have had all day.
They always
die out in the late afternoon and we won't have any more'.
However, the tin roof reverberated with the noise of hailstones
for the next five minutes while I sat there looking silly:
no
one would have heard even if I had tried to invent a 'Secondary
Cold Front'.
When I returned to become a Headmaster I continued to study
Climate and History.
However, my experience of single-observer
forecasting continued to have its practical use, although one
day when the Meteorological Office told me the cold front would
soon pass over as it was moving more quickly than expected, I
forgot my experience of waves on cold fronts and was
unsuspicious.
My boys thought me silly when I told them to
change for football and sillier still when heavy rain persisted
the whole afternoon.
The cold front had become quasistationary.
Meteorology proves useful in driving.
A meteorologist
knows where to expect valley and hill fog.
Valley fog often
occurs at the same places on the M40 from London to Oxford, and
hill fog with SW winds in the warm sector is normal near the
scarp of the North Downs.
Likewise I do not recommend going
south of the South Downs on a fine spring morning with SW winds,
which, over a cool sea, bring the sea fog inland. When the
temperature is near freezing it is important to remember that a
few metres uphill the roads become icy.
Meteorology proves useful in flying even as a passenger.
When coming back from New York, the plane on which we were
travelling went through such sudden turbulence that people
sitting near me thought the wings were coming off.
As I had
seen the weather chart, I was able to say in a loud voice "it's
only the cold front" and everybody laughed again.
Knowledge of
the jet stream enables us to estimate our times of arrival at
destination with some precision.
Meteorology is also useful in family life. When our three
daughters were born it was important to dry their nappies on the
line. My wife boasted that I had always given her ten minutes
to bring them in before the rain.
The secret I had learned in
West Africa where the yacht club had been angry at our failure
to predict a line squall that had capsized their whole fleet.
This was to find out what was on the Radar Screen, by then
obtainable from the official London forecaster by telephone.
Now no doubt this will soon be on local TV.
Nappies may now all be disposable, but all these other uses
of Meteorology should form part of our Education. My three
daughters, incidentally, took up History, Geography and Physics.
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The one who is here today is now in the Geography department of
this University and so does get involved in Meteorology (Dobson
1980, 1982 and in progress).
LOCAL METEOROLOGY BEYOND THE HORIZON:

RED SKY

Meteorology, like Charity, should b~gin at home.
Like
Charity it should not end there.
This is the main moral of the
first part of my talk and the study of sky colours at sunset
enables us to find out what is happening below the Western
Horizon.
I once wrote a little paper (Schove 1949) (the big one
was never published) on the results of a comparison between
measurements of sunset colours in the Alps and fronts in the Bay
of Biscay.
The rule:
Red sky at
Shepherd's
Red sky in
Shepherd's

night
delight
the morning
warning

is true in most temperate latitudes where the weather moves from
west to east and sloping frontal clouds can be illuminated by
sunlight from below.
However, this rule does go wrong
especially in Spring when SE England is affected by rain which
comes in from Belgium or Holland.

w

E

D J Schove 1984
Figure 1

Red sky at night means clear weather to the west.
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Figure 2

The Monsoon Summer of 1984 in northern Europe.
pattern lasted through July.

The

N.EUROPEAN MONSOON
June1984

BALTIC
USSR

THE MONSOON SUMMER OF 1984 AND WORLD WEATHER 1982-1983
The Red Sky rule went wrong this summer for instance when
rain edged into London from the east.
1984 gave what I call a
Monsoon summer in the North Sea area.
(Tree-rings enable us to
find earlier examples back to 1547, 1597, 1614, 1620, 1645,
1680, 1709, 1741.
The tree-rings were confirmed by pressure
maps for:
1805, 1821, 1844, 1849, 1869, 1892, 1903/4 and 1928.
Mr Folland of the Meteorological Office tells me that the
accuracy of even computer forecasts has been affected by the
abnormal negative Southern Oscillation of the El Nino years 1982
and 1983 and perhaps it is because of that that NW winds have
prevailed with drought in Wales, cloud in East Norfolk and East
Kent, and rain and cold in Norway and North Germany.
Occasionally several days of continuous rain occur in mid-June
in London. The Southern Oscillation (see Schove 1983,
231, 251, 279, 286, 292, 320) sometimes affects most of the
globe and as sunspots affect its sign it was possible in 1980 to
predict dryness about 1983 and 1987 in Ethiopia, India,
Australia and SSE Africa.
Moreover, as the sign is now becoming
positive, we can (Schove 1980, 89-90 cited 1983, 292) predict
for 1985 wetness in those regions and e.g. NE Brazil, and
droughts in the Central and coastal Equatorial Pacific.
This
theme is thus a useful one for Geographers in many parts of the
World.
1982-83 was similar to AD 1200, 1450, 1782/3, 1877/8,
1914 and 1940.
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WEATHER MAPS
Satellite photographs are useful in education but it is of
course the isobars and fronts of the weather map that are
essential.
In England The Times gives Weather Maps of the
weather expected at noon.
Those living in the London area can
check whether things are going to plan by checking whether the
pressure since its value the preceding evening (given also in
The Times) is greater or less than predicted from the map.
In teaching weather maps I find it useful for students to
cut out the Atlantic Maps from both yesterday's Times (which
tells you what was supposed to happen) and today's Daily
Telegraph (which gives what actually happened).
ISOTHERMS IN THE CLOUDS
Isotherms are no longer put on weather maps but the shear
of ordinary cumulus cloud and sometimes the orientation of
longitudinal cloud-streets provides isotherms in the sky.
On a
macroscale we can often see this on the satellite photos on TV.
If you are looking at clouds whose tops are being sheared
upwards to the right you are looking towards the colder air.
Motorists in unfamiliar terrain may find this a useful way of
finding the north.
I have certainly found that knowing the lie
of the isotherms has helped me to realise I was driving in the
wrong direction.
More important, especially for those who sail,
is when this shear from the south or west becomes suddenly more
pronounced:
this may be the only warning of a Cold Front squall
from the west or north.
WEATHER GEOGRAPHY AND WEATHER HISTORY
So far we have emphasized the Geography of Weather; we now
turn to its History. Geography students do usually learn
climatological principles from their text-books;
History
text-books pay too much attention to unimportant wars and
battles and too little to the history of weather and climate.
All Arts students should know of the popular books of Lamb
(1982), Goudie (2nd ed. 1983), Wigley et al. (1981).
LONG METEOROLOGICAL SERIES
Long meteorological series can be obtained from the many
volumes of World Weather records which extend to 1970 and which
can be updated using monthly data published internationally.
Many series are given by H H Lamb in 'Climate, Past, Present and
Future II', 551-652 (Methuen) and in the US the Historical
Climatological series (see US in Bibl.) are useful guides (for
temperature cf Groveman, University of Maryland Pub. 79-182).
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Much help can be obtained from Met 0 13 at the British
Meteorological Office at Bracknell or the Climatic Research
Unit at the University of East Anglia at Norwich.
Seasonal maps
of pressure anomalies from c.1947 to 1975 for the northern
hemisphere are available in a Californian fisheries publication
(ed. Namias 1975).
LONG TEMPERATURE SERIES
Long temperature series back to 1659 were thus constructed
(Manley, 1974) for Central England, and other good series for
Basel, Stockholm and Philadelphia go back to the eighteenth
century.
European records of outstanding hot medieval summers
and cold winters, etc.
(list of 1974 available) can be compared
with local wine- or corn-harvests, epidemics and, by
dendrochronologists, with tree-rings.
Tree-rings are now being used to construct proxy
temperature data for historical periods eg in New Zealand and
Scotland (cf. Schove and Frewer 1961. See IVT Chapter 7; cf
Schove and Fairbridge 1985). X-ray density measurements of
prehistoric trees in the Alps by Renner (1983) have enabled me
to use cross-dating methods based on meteorological principles
(SC 333-364) to date the cold summers of the second millennium
BC and to suggest that 1479 ± 3 BC was the cold summer after the
eruption of Thera in the Aegean (Schove 1984a and 1983b).
LONG RAINFALL SERIES
Long rainfall series for a region have also been
constructed for England back to 1769 but again proxy data from
tree-rings (Wigley et al., 1984) or varves help to carry the
story back through the centuries (Schove 1984b and 1978; also
Lamb 1982).
I have tentatively dated some of the Biblical droughts in
the Old Testament Book of Kings by using tree-rings in Asia
Minor (and varves in the USSR) (SC 361). Thus, in Ahab's day we
read (1 Kings 17-18) that the stream Cherish that flows into the
Jo~dan dried up and there was famine in Samaria, and after his
death there was a 'seven-year' famine (2 Kings, 2-8) in Elisha's
time, when even Jericho had no water.
These droughts can be
tentatively dated c.869 and 845 BC on the assumption that the
winter rains failed in the Black Sea area in the same periods.
LONG PRESSURE SERIES
Long pressure series for NW Europe have been studied
(SC 243-4) and annual data back to 1706 will soon be published
(Schove and Fairbridge 1985).
In the Tropics some data back to
1796 were constructed for the Indian Ocean area by Schove and
Berlage, 1965. Other data are available. Historical proxy data
for German summer pressures back to 1500 have been prepared
(Schove and Fairbridge 1985).
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A pressure series for a particular area or school can be
built up by using anomalies from interpolation between
neighbouring areas.
The use of Namias (1975) for the post-War
period has already been mentioned. Long series for NW Europe
have been studied (SC 243-4) and annual data will soon be
published (cf.
Schove 1963b and 1983a pp 243-246).
In lower
latitudes data back to 1796 for years and half-years were
tabulated by Schove and Berlage (1965).
The method used was as
follows:
Wind and barometric data have been accumulated as a
result of appeals e.g. through the WMO Bulletin (1959)
and the author's earlier papers.
Much use was made of
books and reprints (some of which have been destroyed)
formerly in the Royal Meteorological Society's library
in London.
Early records are not homogeneous so that
special methods had to be developed before they became
usable.
Pressure series were first grouped
regionally, and monthly values for each station in the
group were expressed as departures from the mean for
the year as a whole.
Comparisons made it possible to
interpolate missing values and to detect whether
temperature corrections were made (etc. etc.).
Regional means were then expressed as departures from
5-year means (e.g. 1840/46 to 1841/45).
The overlaps
then made it possible to plot maps of differences
between adjacent five-year periods. This method I
term the 'Panama Canal' technique as successive levels
of five-year means correspond to successive levels of
canal locks and long homogeneous series can be
prepared.
The eigenvector for the global maps is the
writer's Pressure Parameter (PP) (Schove 1983a,
p288).
(From the abstract of a talk given to the Royal
Meteorological Society's 'Association of British Climatologists'
in 1983.)
Documentary evidence can also be used and is the basis for
a proxy summer pressure series back to 1500 for Germany and
annual pressure for E England back to 1643 (Schove and
Fairbridge, 1985).
Examples of methods are given in Appendixes
A and B.
LONG WIND SERIES
Long wind series are not reliable unless combined from many
observers, but some have been compiled for NW Europe (cf.
Schove, 1962). Frequency tables need to be converted into two
components.
The simplest way to do this is by using the
approximation that sin 45 is 0.7. At boarding school without
knowing anything about trigonometry, I imagined that this was
precisely true, and it is certainly good enough for wind data,
as explained elsewhere (Schove 1963b), for percentages which can
be converted from an 8-point % frequency table very readily.
In
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New Zealand for instance variations in the N component of wind
records of the 1850s can be used as proxy data for the Southern
Oscillation.
The formula for the Southern component (frequencies in
percentages) is thus:
10 (S-N) + 7 (SW+SE-NE-NW)
10
A long wind series for NW Europe back to the seventeenth
century will be published as annual data in ed. Schove and
Fairbridge, 1985.
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE AND CONTENT ANALYSIS
There was once an Arts don at Oxford (Dr Jeffery) who
compiled in a MS at the Bodleian library records of abnormal
floods and droughts, etc. in historical sources, especially from
Central and SE England.
By tabulating some data and treating it
statistically I found in my 1953 thesis that a curve of English
rainfall could be produced that is very similar to that given by
raingauge records.
The method is shown below in the example of Wyatt's diary,
but similar analyses have been made of the diaries of Pepys (cf.
Latham 1970-1982 and Schove 1982), Evelyn and Josselyn in
seventeenth century England.
My tabulations were used very
effectively by Lamb in his analyses of decadal weather in Europe
(Lamb 1961), when he added also Hennig's data for Germany and
Buchinsky's for the USSR, which often gave similar results.
SUNSPOT NUMBERS
Sunspot Numbers have been constructed partly from the
evidence of aurorae back to 1500, and can be compared with
weather data. Most of the published work in this field is
useless for forecasting, as relationships are weak and complex
(see SC 10-11, etc.).
The manner in which they can be
investigated is set out in Schove 1983a where a seven-tier table
is shown on p280.
Strong cycles often have opposite effects
from weak ones (see SC 291).
COMPUTER ANALYSIS
Today when schools and families have computers it is easy
to obtain software that deals with time-series.
Students might
well start with ANNUAL data of Wind, Pressure, etc and find the
relationships between the anomalies of each element.
Thus, at a
Field Centre, arranged by the Meteorological Society, I provided
different rainfall series for each student and a base chart of
pressure and pressure gradient with wind anomaly vectors around
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dots for each year.
often fit a formula
A

( .6.p)

We found that rainfall anomalies would
+

B

(dp/dy)

In the British Isles B was positive in the West but
negative at some places in eastern England.
The standard programs yield means, deviations, moving
means, indices of persistence and so on.
The WEATHER MACHINE
works in SEASONS not YEARS and seasonal data should eventually
be the input.
Students can also look for periodicities, using
maximum entropy and other methods, but the results are usually
not significant.
'BICYCLES' AND 'TRICYCLES'
TWO and THREE year cycles do occur in seasonal meteorology
and in the Stratosphere;
these are linked with many and few
sunspots respectively (SC 271). Weather series can be
transformed to study these separately (SC 356).
These were the
first clues used to teleconnect varves from a dried-up lake in
the USSR with the tree-rings from the Midas kings tombs of the
Midas kings in Turkey, and ultimately to date (tentatively) the
Biblical droughts and the Thera eruption as suggested above.
CLOTHING THE STATISTICS
Statistics for the less numerate need to be illustrated
with anecdotal quotes, and much can be found from old
newspapers, old books and (sic) old men. Coloured paintings of
former glaciers, the aurorae and of different kinds of storms
stimulate the imagination, and enable us to bring even more
Meteorology into Education.
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APPENDIX A
CONTENT ANALYSIS:

OXFORDSHIRE, 1630s

Wyatt's diary, analysed by SC Porter (Porter and Schove
1982), provides an opportunity to illustrate the method of
Content Analysis used by the writer in connection with his 1953
thesis (See Table 1) .
A set of modified Beaufort letters adopted for summaries of
weather diaries includes the following:
a
c
d
e
h
m
n
r
s
t
w

Gale
Cold
Dry
Gale (at sea)*
Hail
Thaw-flood
Flood
Rain
Snow
Thunder
Warm

Such lists can be used as a check on the dating in
secondary sources - thus Anthony a Wood at Oxford was perhaps
one year out when he recalled in April 1667 the dry April '1633'
(recte 1634).
Annals and chronicles in the medieval tradition were not
normally continued after the sixteenth century but the Coventry
Annals MS B preserve a few references that confirm the dryness
of the decade.
1631

Scarcity in first half

1634
1635

Dry summer
Cold winter

'This year Corne being very
Deare . .. ' p.242
A dry summer MS B
Full details confirmed in
MS B

Dry January
1636
1637

A dry summer
A very dry spring

*
In the case of Wyatt's diary there were of course no 'gales
at sea' (e) but even in the similar analysis of the diary of
Pepys, it proved necessary to make the distinction between land
(a) and sea (e), for strong winds at sea seemed to Pepys to
reach gale-force!
It is meteorologically important to convert
the diarist's dates to New Style by the addition (in the
seventeenth century) of ten days.
Some help in interpretation
has been obtained from other sources, and this is often
necessary in the case of other diaries (eg Josselyn) where
ambiguous terms such as 'storm' may be used.
In this case the
sources included especially unpublished work kindly provided by
the late CF Britton. Some bracketed information, not mentioned
at all in the diary but no doubt applicable to Oxfordshire, has
been added.
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TABLE 1

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF WYATT'S OXFORDSHIRE DIARY, 1630-42
JAN

1630

FEB

APR

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

d

d

r

d

d

dr

wd

wd

d

hd

d

wd

d

(

c

)

ddr

s

d

rn

(

r

)

(

rdd

ddr

d

dw

dw

ddwr

wddr

wda

wd

dwr

wdr

r(d)

MAR

MAY

c

1631

(c)

1632

cw

1633

wd
(

raw

1634

c

)

1635

css

CS

ccm

dca

da

wd

d

ddrt

1636

scww

nt

t

d

d

dd

rrdw

r

d

d

wdd

wd

1637

dr

d

w

w

dr

(rw)

r

w

DEC

)

wdcs

wa
rr
nn

cd
am

WW

we

da

1638

ccs

rn

wd

d

CS

wd

WW

wddd

wdd

rws

dd
we

dwr

ddr

1639
1640

w
ac

d
sr

1641
1642

cd
nca

cd
ra

wd

era
sm

rn

rn
wd

sm

CS

mr

wed

th

rnc

wd

wd

WW

rn
w

At Chester the drought of 1634 and the cold of 1635 are
described in the Randle House Papers (Harleian MS 2125 in the
British Library, kindly transcribed by S C Porter:
1634:

This was a very hot summer which burnt up the grass
and corn growing.
All things very dear, but corn
reasonable.
Before Christmas such a hard frost that
Dee was frozen over, but continued not long.
5 Jan
1634/5 the frost began again.
The Dee was frozen
over, boys played football on it, bakers carried
gorse over it upon hurdles and drew it over from
Gorsty Leas.
21 February fell a great snow, 22 Feb
was such a great wind and snow together that blew in
drifts in the lanes and streets, 2 yards and 3 yards
in divers places and by Deeside 7 yards.
People
could not travel that day, few could open shops, the
rows were very deep with snow.
24 February it also
snowed all day and 25th all day.
The like was not
seen in Chester in memory.

Such tables can be used both qualitatively and
quantitatively. We can for instance specify the wettest and
driest years of each decade.
In SE England the wettest years
for the decades from 1531/40 to 1641/50 are thus
1539, 43, 60, 70, 79, 82, 94;
1609, 17, 25, 33, 48.
The driest years are 1540, 45, 56, 68, 80, 90, 91;
1606, 15, 24, 25, 41.
The seasons can be treated in the same way.
Thus winters
in the warm and cold sets are respectively 1538, 43, 58, 62, 74,
83, 93;
1609, 17, 30, 37, 48, 52, 62, 76, 82, 1700 and 1537,
46, 57, 65, 73, 87, 95;
1608, 16, 24, 38, 46, 58, 69, 79, 84
and 95.
We can compare such lists with sunspot dates (cf. SC 280
Table 2) or we can use them for studying the effects on prices
or mortality (Dobson, 1980, 1982 and in progress).
Decadal indices of various kinds can be derived by
combining tables of this type (cf. SC 245-246 cols. F and G),
and many examples are given in the works of Lamb (1982).
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APPENDIX B
REDUCTION OF EARLY BAROMETRIC RECORDS
Those who are interested in reducing early pressure records for any part of the world will
be very welcome to use my 'pressure anomaly' books and maps.
An early stage is combination and
interpolation (bracketed) for inaccurate monthly values as in the English series for the year
1724.
(Old Style dating, uncorrected for temperature - deviations in hundredths of an inch
from the mean for the whole year.)

OLD STYLE MONTHS:

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

N W Ireland

-47

- 1

+ 1

- 5

+13

+25

- 1

+ 5

+17

+23

+19

-49

S W Wales
or Plymouth

(-45)

(-10)

+ 0

+10

0

+ 4

- 5

+12

+16

+18

+16

-52

London and Kent

-42

-17

- 5

+ 9

+ 7

+11

- 1

+ 6

+13

+12

- 1

-51

Uppsala

-25

-18

+ 7

+35

+13

+15

-19

+ 9

- 9

+10

\- 2

-22

Units are inches x 100
London data used were from Hawksbee.

Jurin's data, however, are used in the next table.

NEW STYLE MONTHS
Similarly with New Style Months relative to Mean for Jan/Dec but with additional data
for December 1723 and January 1725

N Ireland
London
Netherlands

XII

I

-18
0

v

VI

VII

VIII

+12

+ 6

+12

+ 3

- 9

+18

+ 9

+ 6

-15

+12

+12

+15

II

II I

IV

-27

-27

- 9

- 9

-27

- 9

-27

IX

x

XI

XII

I

+ 3

+12

+18

+24

-27

-21

- 3

0

+18

+18

+15

-33

- 6

- 3

+ 9

+15

+ 9

+12

- 9

Jurin's series (kindly calculated by Professor Manley) 1723-50 fit well those of the N Ireland
(1722-25) and the Netherlands (1706-25) series .
In the period 1750-1850 differences between
summer and winter reveal whether corrections for temperature have been made. Results are then
expressed as deviations from 5-year means as shown.

E INDIA (SIMLA, MADRAS and "NE INDIA")
23°N

84°E

Units are inches x 100
I

III

IV

v

(- 1)

(+ 0)

- 2

+ 2

0

+ 5

- 2

+ 2

+ 3

+ 1

II

VI

VII

VIII

IX

0

0

0

+ 3

x

XI

XII

YEAR
INS.

REVERSED
S 0 INDEX

0

- 3

+ 1

(+ )

- 1

- 1

- 4

- 4

+.001

+ 2

- --- -- - -·- - - - - - --

1840

( +)

1841

- 1

( 0)

-10+

---------~------ - - - ----------- -

1842

- 0

- 1

- 1

- 2

- 0

- 1

- 2

0

- 0

+ 1

0

+ 4

-.002

- 5

1843

+ 1

- 1

- 2

+ 2

- 2

0

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

0

- 2

+ 3

.OOO

+ 1

- 2

- 1

+ 2

- 1

- 0

- 2

0

- 2

0

0

+ 3

- 1

-.003

- 3

+ 3

- 1

0

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

+ 2

- 1

+ 4

- 1

+.006

+ 4

+ 2

+ 1

+ 4

+ 4

+ 4

0

- 5

- 4

- 1

0

(+01)

+ 5

(-01)

- 2

1844
- - ---

1845

- - - --- - - - - - -----

+ 2

- 2

- - --- - - - - - --- - -

1846

+ 6

+ 2

-- -- - ------- --- - - - - - - - - -

1847

1841/5 very reliable.
1840 and 1845 based on miscellaneous overlapping
Mean of three consistent series.
series (not very reliable) useful for comparison with similar sets for 1836/40 and 1846/50.
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THE RAINBOW IN THE CLASSROOM OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
by
C FLOOR
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
P 0 Box 201
3730 AE De Bil t
THE NETHERLANDS

INTRODUCTION
The explanation of weather processes and of atmospheric
phenomena usually requires some basic knowledge of physics.
Therefore these subjects cannot be discussed in the classroom
until the later years of secondary school.
Nevertheless pupils
already show an interest in the weather when they are much
younger, as they know clouds, wind, rain and rainbows from every
day life.
In my opinion pupils should be stimulated to explore
the everyday life aspects of atmospheric phenomena long before
they are able to grasp the physical principles.
Some possible
activities in meteorology lessons for pupils aged 13-15 have
been discussed elsewhere (Floor 1983).
In this paper an example
of lessons on an atmospheric phenomenon for even younger pupils
will be described.
The subject was the rainbow and it was
treated at primary schools where pupils were in the age of
10-12.
The purpose of the lessons was to increase the pupils'
enthusiasm for rainbows and, more generally, for the beautiful
phenomena that can be observed in the open air.
The lessons
were also meant as an exercise in making careful observations.
The physical explanation, of course, was beyond the scope of
these primary school lessons.
The design of the lessons on the rainbow can be summarized
as follows.
First each of the pupils made a drawing (or a
painting) that showed, among other things, a rainbow.
Together
with the class I looked at the drawings.
In doing that we
noticed that the rainbows on the drawings were different from
each other in several aspects.
I continued by showing some
slides (or photographs) of rainbows, paying special attention to
the differences noted before.
At the end of the lessons we drew
some conclusions on the real appearance of the rainbow.
DRAWINGS
"Make a drawing or a painting showing a rainbow".
This
instruction should do to get a wonderful collection of rainbow
drawings.
More should not be said, except for asking for the
location and time of the drawings, if they can be given.
Pupils
enjoy executing the task and very interesting paintings and
drawings result.
In addition the teacher can see from the
pupils' work what they know about rainbows already.
All pupils
in my classes had seen a rainbow before and all could fulfil the
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instruction.
I collected the drawings and took them home to
check them against a list of rainbow characteristics. The same
list was used later on in the classroom discussions on rainbow
features.
These are the characteristics listed:
1.

The shape:
a bow, so a part of a circle.
This
characteristic is known to all children and can be
found on every drawing.

2.

The wealth of colours:
the most well known of all
characteristics and also to be found on each drawing.

3.

The number of colours; what colours:
Now differences
between the drawings can be noticed.
The number of
colours usually ranges from 3 to 8.
This, of course,
is a very difficult point.
Perhaps you heard about
the seven colours of the rainbow, but is this number
real? Rainbows in advertisements often show six
colours or less; on mediaeval paintings rainbows have
only two or three colours.
Some pupils have black
lines between he colour-bands of the rainbow.
Is
black one of the colours?

4.

The order of the colours:
Here different drawings
show also different results.
Besides, it is not
always easy to compare the order of four colours on
one drawing with the sequence of eight colours on
another one.
In this case, however, it is possible
for instance to notice that both rainbows have (or
have not) a red outer rim.

5.

Rain, dark skies or a dark raincloud can be seen on
some drawings, but are missing on others.

6.

The sun appears on quite a lot of drawings.
Sometimes
the sun is somewhat inside the rainbow, next it is
outside it, often in a corner of the sheet of paper.
On other drawings the sun is missing.
Has the sun
nothing to do with a rainbow? Has it been forgotten?
Or is it just sitting outside the field of view of the
artist?

7.

How big is the rainbow? Some pupils draw a very small
bow, that fits easily in the piece of paper they use.
Others draw a large bow,
that requires a wide field
of view.

8.

How far away is the rainbow? This also can be seen to
vary from one drawing to another.
On some occasions
the bow starts at or beyond the horizon.
In others it
is much nearer than the horizon and stands, for
instance, between the artist and a house or a tree on
the drawing.
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9.

Miscellaneous:
Sometimes the drawings show other
things that can be discussed, like the treasure at the
foot of the rainbow, holiday landscapes or short
poems.

CLASSROOM DISCUSSION
The characteristics of the rainbow that were mentioned
above were a guide for the classroom discussion.
When looking
at the drawings at home I noted the names of the pupils that had
accentuated a special feature of the rainbow.
Besides I used
the notes on location and time of occurrence that some pupils
had added to their work.
Examples of these notes are:
'it
rains and the sun is shining' or 'a summer evening'.
The
purpose of the discussions with the pupils was to make them
discover some rules that are valid for rainbows.
For example,
there always appear to be some children who know that a rainbow
is visible only with the sun in the back.
Also some pupils have
seen the rainbow colours, for instance in an aquarium in the
same order as in the real rainbow.
If one asks, some pupils
tell that they have seen a rainbow in a garden sprinkler, a
fountain or in waterfalls.
They therefore can agree if you
conclude that 'rain' is not necessary to create a rainbow, but
that any source of water droplets will do.
The classroom
discussion also serves to make the pupils acquainted with the
points in the list of characteristics, that will be used when
looking at the slides.
THE RAINBOW IN THE CLASSROOM
We would prefer, of course, to have a real rainbow in the
classroom, to be able to compare it with our drawings and to
decide which drawing corresponds best to a real rainbow.
But,
as this is impossible, we use photographs or slides of
rainbows.
1.

The shape of the rainbow on the slides can be seen
immediately to be a part of a circle.
(however, be
careful, do not take measurements, as photographic
perspective may cause distortions of the pure
circle).

2.

The wealth of colours can easily be seen on any
colour-slide, except for some special cases (red
rainbow, fogbow, lunar rainbow; see Boyer 1959,
Greenler 1980, Humphreys 1964, Minnaert 1954).

3.

How many colours? What colours? This is a difficult
topic.
It is seen immediately that different colours
can be discerned much easier on the drawings than on
slides.
In the latter the colours gradually fade into
each other (and they are never separated by black
lines, as on some drawings).
Sometimes it cannot be
seen if there is some 'orange' between the 'red' and
the 'yellow'.
Besides, in some photographs the 'blue'
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THE RAINBOW IN THE CLASSROOM OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
PAINTINGS BY DUTCH CHILDREN

"Make a cfJc.awbtg oJt a pa-in:Ung -&how-ing a Jta-inbow."
lphotog.1taph by J MWa.-lke.Jt)

I Above. I Note the. numbe.JL a.nd .the. OJtdVL o 6 .the. c.oloUJr..6. The. .6U.n ..i.-6
jw.,t ou.U-<.de. .the. bow. The. ba.c.kg1tound ..i.-6 a. c.le.a.Jt .6ky, wUhout JtcU.n
OJt da.11.k c.umul.on-i.mbw., c.loud.6. The. bow ..i.-6 a.t OJt be.h.lnd .the. ho1t-lzon.
I Be.low I The. .6Un ..i.-6 j w.,t ou.U-lde. .the. bow. Cloud/.> oJt JtcUn c.a.nnot
be. .6e.e.n. The. bow ..i.-6 ne.aJtVL .tha.n .the. hOJt-lzon.
lphotogJtaph.6 by C FlooJtl

(Above)

RaJ..nbow w-i.th c.hang-i.ng d-Wtanc.e to the ob-6eJtveJt.

TheJte

-<A a pot 06 gotd at the 6oot 06 the bow. (Be.tow) Ra-i.nbow -6een
when I00.-6h-i.ng c.aJt.
I photogJtaph-6 by C FtoOJt J

!Above) Note the oJtdvr. 06 .the c.o.louJL-6. The -6un can.not be -6een.
The bow l6 beh.<.nd the hoU-6e but neaJtvr. .tha.n the hoJt.lzon.
(Below) Sun and JtcU.n aJte -6hown. Note the oJtdvr. 06 .the c.o.louJL-6.
(photogJtaph-6 by C FlooJt)

.•. AND THE REAL THING •.•

!Above.I
!Be..t'.owl

Rahtbow -in .6e.a .6pll<UJ M .6e.e.n 6Jtom the. de.c.k 06 a .6h,lp.
Ra,lnbow -in the. .6pll<UJ above. a ~6aU.
(photogJtaph-6 by J MWalke.Jt)

SKY PHOTOGRAPHS BY ARJEN VERKAIK

(Above)

Rea1t vi..w 06 an i..l.>ota.:ted Wen.I.le t.hu.n.dvr.head -in eveni..ng

Ught:.. I Below l
c.wirulu..6.

F-i.n.ely t:.ex.twi.ed alt:.oc.wmtl.u.I.> c.loud-6 c.onbtMt:. wi..t:.h

SKY PHOTOGRAPHS BY ARJEN VERKAIK

(Above) App11.oa.c.h.W9 -!ltoJtm p11.ec.eded by bank 06 low c.lowi (a.Jtc.u.6) w-lth
a. -!lc.tdp:t.uJted 6Jtont -6wt6a.c.e. IBelow J Lent-lc.tda.Jt a.Uoc.wrulu.6 pa.tc.hu
m.<.m.<.c. the land'-6 6lO«J.Wg c.ontowt-6 .

and the 'violet' can easily been seen, whilst on
others they seem to be missing.
At the inner side
sometimes supernumerary bows can be seen, reiterations
of colours, usually in pink or green turquoise tinge.
The only conclusion we can draw from the slides on the
number of colours in the bow is that there is no fixed
number.
4.

The order of the colours is the same as the order of
the colours of the spectrum.
(If we explain the
spectrum as the colours of the rainbow, then a
circular argument results).
If there are
supernumerary bows then it is difficult to define the
order of colours, as some reiterations occur.

5.

Rain cannot easily be seen on photographs of the
rainbow, but dark skies or a cumulonimbus cloud
usually can be seen very clearly.
The contrast of the
photograph is best when the rainbow has a background
of dark sky.

6.

The sun never appears on rainbow slides. The
photograher always had the sun in the back. Sometimes
this can be seen from the shadows on the photograph:
they point to the centre of the rainbow-circle.

7.

The size of the rainbow can only be seen on slides,
taken with a superwide angle lens or a fish-eye lens.
In other words: the field of view must be extra large.
The size of the bow usually is expressed in degrees of
arc.
As the diameter of the bow is about 84°, its
size equals at low sun nearly a quarter of the
horizon.
Therefore we cannot place more than four
rainbows at the horizon.
Keeping this in mind, quite
a few of the rainbows on the drawings of the pupils
must be judged too small.

8.

At what distance is the rainbow? This question cannot
be answered uniformly.
The rainbow is seen in sunlit
falling rain, if the observer stands in the right
position.
If the rain is near, then the rainbow can
be concluded to be nearby, too.
If the rain is at a
great distance, then the same is true for the rainbow.
In fact, the rainbow is not at a fixed place, but is
everywhere in the direction where we see it, provided
that there are sunlit raindrops.
Sometimes some
remarks can be made on the distance of the rainbows
when studying the slides.
This is the case if there
is a building or another object on the photograph in
front of which the rainbow can be seen.
The part of
the rainbow with the object as a background then can
be seen to be less bright than other parts, where more
droplets contribute to its brightness.
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9.

Miscellaneous.
Some slides of the rainbow show that
the rainbow phenomenon is more than just one colourful
bright bow.
Besides the primary bow the complete
phenomenon consists of a secondary bow and a
characteristic dark area (Alexander's dark band) in
between the two (see references for detailed
description).
The primary bow is a half-circle when the sun is at
the horizon.
When the sun's elevation increases, the
rainbow sinks.
At higher solar elevations (more than
42°) the (primary) bow even disappears below the
horizon.
At moderate latitudes high solar elevations
occur mainly in summertime just around noon.
From the
notes the pupils give with their drawings maybe it can
be concluded that there are no rainbows around that
time of the day.
For the rest the occurrence of the
rainbow is not restricted to the summer season:
it
can be seen all year long.

CONCLUSION
The drawings of pupils, their notes on the drawings
together with slides or photographs of rainbows provide very
useful material to give some lessons on the rainbow for pupils
aged 10-12, for instance following the guidelines given in this
paper.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF WEATHER:
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO STIMULATING INTEREST IN METEOROLOGY
by
A VERKAIK
Skyart Productions
P 0 Box 342
Islington
Ontario
CANADA M9A 4X3
When you glance casually at the sky, you may experience
beauty or curiosity, sense a change of mood, or be inspired to
dream great dreams.
The ever-present, ever-changing skies and
weather events pervade every facet of daily life, but also
provide that common influence which links all peoples and all
places for all of time.
To reap the benefits of this natural treasure, you need to
get at sky information in one of two basic ways.
You can use
visual materials (such as sky prints) to stimulate an internal,
emotional response which will be supplemented and reinforced by
an intellectual opening-up of the subject.
In other words, the
photograph incites a positive response that facilitates the
learning process which, in turn, builds further interest.
The
second way to obtain sky information is to go out and experience
weather directly.
If this is not accompanied by an exposition
of the science involved (as on a field trip), knowledge is still
being acquired over time, but in a less conscious manner.
In
both cases, the understanding and the enthusiasm enhance each
other and their cumulative effect spills over to enrich other
areas.
My love affair with sky and weather began way back in
grade 3 when we kept a one month daily weather log using simple
symbols.
This tangible way of recording a common, natural part
of every day life appealed to me so I kept it up for five more
years and summarized various parameters in table form.
In this
way, I gradually integrated skills in math and art with an
interest in science and observing nature.
The subject of
weather provided limitless entertainment because of its endless
variety and ready accessibility.
It wasn't long before my friends and parents began to think
of me as a "weather-nut".
What is a weather-nut?
- A kid who spends more time staring at the clouds than
at the blackboard
- Who wakes up at the slightest distant rumble of
thunder or faint flicker of lightning
NB:

Illustrative slides used throughout presentation.
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- Who automatically draws weather maps when doodling
- Who associates the weather of that day with almost
every memory
- Who scans the sky in eager anticipation of that first
cloud on a totally clear day
- Who tunes in to static on the radio instead of the
latest rock and roll hit.
Sky photography began rather innocently as an attempt to
preserve or complete my memories of special weather events .
This situation did not change much through high school (there
were many other distractions!), but I continued to observe the
weather studiously. A serious accident at 21 years old left me
physically disabled and with only 10 percent vision in one eye.
During the recovery period I had plenty of time to think about
my life, ambitions, and abilities.
My love for weather was
stimulated by this new challenge and I was able to fall back on
a wealth of intuitive knowledge about sky to compensate for what
I could no longer see clearly or readily.
The camera became
like a new eye to me, and I began, more than ever before, to see
and use the resulting slides as full representations of my
experience with weather.
Each slide became a paradoxical nugget
of truth, coupling a soft, sensual familiarity with sky to the
powerful, fathomless secrets of science.
Each one was a
precious thing to me, a tribute to God and nature, a unique
excerpt from the flow of passing time.
As my knowledge and collection of photos grew, a whole
world of possibilities opened up.
I tried shooting to
illustrate rare phenomena and all the basic cloud types,
combining photos with detailed notes, and I travelled
extensively to increase the breadth and quality of my work.
Today, after 12,000 slides, thousands of feet of time-lapse
film, and countless pleasurable memories, I have achieved a
special insight into sky.
It is not just a theoretical or
factual understanding of meteorology, nor some mass of
associations arising out of repeated experiences, but rather a
deeper and more personal sense of the workings of weather.
It
is like feeling the pulse of nature, like reading the blueprints
of her handiwork in the sky.
These things are available to anyone and are equally
valuable at every level of involvement from casual sky-watching
to impassioned dedication.
Once curiosity, enthusiasm, and a
little basic information are focused on opportunity, a
fascination with weather will snowball and perpetuate itself.
Opportunity, as it applies to photographic documentation of
sky, includes having a plan and the means to carry it out.
This
plan should take into account the weather forecast of the day
and its probable results, an assessment of likely photos from
this, and some thought as to which sky scenes or situations
should be given priority.
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The means include choosing a location and having adequate
film and equipment on hand.
For daylight, most films and
cameras work fine, but with a 35mm single lens reflex camera, a
range of lenses can be used.
This is important since the sky
will not come down to you and the clarity or perspective desired
may only be possible by changing the angle of view.
For
instance, I prefer to use wideangle lenses (20-35mm) for most
mid or high clouds that fill the sky in an expansive but regular
arrangement.
Individual elements do not look like much, but
when the camera gathers them all together, the whole view
carries tremendous impact and detail, and often shows the
prevailing motions and forces that shape the clouds.
On the other hand, isolated distant events may be
overlooked unless a telephoto lens (100-200mm) is used to focus
on fine detail or cause the subject to fill and dominate the
frame.
Zooming into the distance can also distort perspective
by compressing foreground and sky into a contrasting
relationship.
But regardless of how extensive or complex the equipment
can get, the key to success rests with your devotion and
attentiveness to sky.
I discovered quite by accident that the
process of doing sky photography taught me more than any of the
results.
Only later could I reinject the value of the pictures
into my work, stimulating further efforts and perpetuating the
cycle.
The challenge, excitement, and success of sky documentation
all peak when I "chase" the weather.
The intention of a chase
is to stay near the most interesting weather event no matter
where it moves or how it changes, so that the vantage point
always yields the best time and place for the photos.
I first choose the general area for its high frequency of
some sky situation (eg. the almost daily thunder storms in the
midwest USA).
After consulting with the local weather office
about the day's forecast, I pick a spot in the countryside and
wait. Once clouds have formed, I need to "fine-tune" my timing
and position constantly based on what is most likely to happen
next.
For instance, if I see a couple of large cumulus towers
to the northwest whose tops fan out and lean toward me, I will
need to move west.
This puts the emerging storm to my north,
allows its top to blow past me to the east, and throws full
sunlight onto the cloud's side for best viewing.
A further
adjustment could be necessary if I notice that the storm's
inflow (that side where air enters the cloud) is not visible.
This is often the site of tall new convective towers and other
odd effects.
If viewed at right angles, the storm's entire
structure and history can be seen, with separate parts at
various stages of maturity.
Chasing weather is great fun because it combines total
freedom with the ultimate challenge. As I wander from day to
day, event to event, and moment to moment, watching every
detail, sensing every nuance in the unfolding drama before me, I
am humbled by the vastness, the complexity, and the majesty of
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it all.
In those times I can ride the wings of Nature, no
longer just an observer, but a participant whose strength is
drawn from Her might and whose moods are shaped by Her changing
faces.
Breezing around the countryside taking pictures may sound
easy and appealing but it has its frustrations as well.
Hazy
skies, poor visibility, the shadows of a low sun, or too many
extraneous clouds can all reduce my ability to read the sky
correctly.
Then you add in towns that impede your movement,
roads that go at every angle but straight for your subject, and
a landscape that will transform into a natural paradise, - with
lush forests and deep valleys - just when a barren open view is
essential!
But for me, ENEMY NUMBER ONE is the ugly telephone pole and
its dangling disgrace of wires.
Some roads have them on both
sides, filling the sky with unnatural lines and lifeless wood.
They will stand just far enough away from the road so I cannot
shoot under them and need to risk my life crossing deep muddy
trenches to get past them.
The perfect picture will invariably
have one slouching in a corner to thwart my finest plans for a
distraction-free sky.
On the other hand, they stand through
rain and shine, waiting and watching patiently, sharing the same
visual space with me.
They are, ironically, common to all my
travels and thus true companions through all my efforts.
You can be your own worst enemy too.
Excessive speeding
(the things I like always seem to be just beyond range in the
wide-open sky!) can draw the attention of the law, resulting in
costly delays and fines.
Although I'm usually in a rush to
catch the weather, I occasionally try to escape it.
I remember
a day last summer in Colorado when we had stopped to watch a
turbulent sky. A sudden bolt of lightning, uncomfortably close,
prompted us to jump back into the car and put it to the floor.
We were immediately pulled over by a state patrolman who very
politely but firmly listened to my less-than-believable excuse
for the ninety mile per hour speed.
Just as I finished, a quick
flash and instantaneous crack of thunder made him jerk nervously
to attention, then toss us a hasty warning before retreating to
his car.
I also make plenty of mistakes in judgement that put me too
close or too far or too late for an event.
Sometimes I chase
clouds that evaporate; with others I let them be, only to see
them explode into spendour on the distant horizon.
In my
moments of despair I think that almost every decision is wrong.
But this is a normal assumption and based on the illusion that
distant detail compressed by perspective is more desirable.
This is accentuated by the relative scale of distances which
gives far away objects the appearance of being close together,
and thus always in higher concentrations than those close by.
I
have found it necessary to accommodate this effect by exercising
much patience, by appreciating the total experience over
specifics, and by expanding my view point to allow a larger
time-space context for what I see.
I can then step menta~ly
from the isolated to the local to the regional, to an eventual
unification of all the weather events and processes.
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Another way to experience sky is through the photos
themselves.
Although less direct, it is equally effective
because the moment that has been extracted is highlighted and
can be viewed without distraction for as long as is necessary to
know its full effect and meaning.
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then a sky photo
says it in three languages.
The most obvious is the aesthetic
content which includes colour, design, and style.
The language
of science responds to the hows and whys in the photo but may
require interpretive input to bring it into focus.
The third
language brings the photo to life, and although subtle, is the
most basic of our responses.
Like reading between the lines, it
unifies the emotion and content and meaning into one cohesive
statement.
It is the spiritual, philosophical essence that
lends universal relevance to every sky photograph.
Clouds are the signature of the physics of the atmosphere.
Each one is a simple, beautiful, representation of complex
processes and many separate variables.
As these variables
change, the cloud's size, shape, and structure will also change .
Cloud photographs can be read and understood like 3-D maps of
the atmosphere, a handy key to the secrets of science.
In Figure 1 a photograph of cloud bands to the lee of the
Rocky Mountains is analyzed in schemata (front, top , side views)
to show how and why clouds appear as they do in relation to the
air flow and the topography.
The satellite closeup of the area
shows this event in a larger regional context.
Figure 2 shows a
photo and schemata (front, top) of a regenerating thunderstorm
complex.
It illustrates how a single moment out of a continuing
sequence contains all the clues of a storm's evolution and
stages of development .
These two exampl e s portray the three characteristics of
every sky scene, namely, air motion, temporal change, and cloud
anatomy.
Just as there is a reason for every cloud, there is a
cloud or sky scene to depict every meteorological parameter or
condition.
The sky photograph can, therefore, give the layman
and educator a convenient tool with which to explore weather,
and the meteorologist a practical reference to augment his
research.
It is more sensible to reach up to the complex principles
of physics from an understanding grounded in basic concepts and
familiar sights than to try to simplify theories or derivations
which often do not lend themselves to practical implications.
Our experience with sky, through pictures or outings, takes
advantage of natural emotions, likes, and curiosity to stimulate
an exciting learning adventure, engendering a genuine respect
and love for life and science.
It is available to all, offering
as little or as much as we want to know about meteorology.
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Figure 1 (a):
In this dry airmass, the sky would have remained clear
except for one extra factor, the presence of the Rocky Mountains about
60km distant. Strong southwest winds crossing these mountains set up
a lee-wave pat tern of alterna ting troughs and crests. At each crest
there was sufficient lift to cause condensation in the form of a
stationary, smooth, lenticular a ltocumulus band.
In this view westward,
three successively thinner bands are visible. The streaks alon g their
edges show that the air flowed through the clouds at a 45-degree ang l e
to their orientation.

Figure l(b):

Orientation of the cross-section.
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Fiyure 1 (c): A top view of the cloud bands shows how they lined up
parallel to the mountains;
but, with the air flowing through them at
a 45° angle, variations in shape were determined by height variations
along the mountains plus local changes in moisture.
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Figure 1 (d): A vertical cross-section of the same scene reveals the
lee-wave pattern induced by the mountains. Successive wave crests
amplified and broadened so that the third band was the thickest and
widest of all. The clouds appeared only where the loc al lifting in
a crest carried air above the condens~~ion level. Tufts of cloud
above the fi .i:s1: lee-crest were of a different origin and moved with the
wind-flow, unlike the bands, which were stationary.
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Figure 1 (e): This visible satellite photograph shows a well-organised
lee-wave pattern to the east of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta and Montana.
It was taken several hours after the photograph shown in Figure 1 (a)
[position shown by arrow] and gives a regional context to the cloud
pattern visible from the ground.

Figure 2(a): This is a wide view of a well-organised cumulonimbus
complex as it was moving away. Air drawn into the storm from both sides
converged and rose on a north-south line (left to right) along the axis
of the cloud bank. The air rose as separate cumulus towers (right).
These towers drifted left, matured into showers, and joined the parent
storm (at left) to keep it going. So, even though the clouds were
moving left, the main part of the storm shifted to the right.
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Figure 2(b):
This schematic shows how air was drawn into the storm in
successive stages. At (1) the main storm was in a process of decay.
At (2) it was at the mature stage;
this is where hail or lightning was
most likely.
It reached its prime about 15 minutes later and merged with
(1). - Rising warm air at (3) and (4) produced smaller but growing towers
that reached the shower stage over the next half-hour. The compact
appearance of (4) suggests that it would become a more intense phase in
the storm's overall evolution.

Figure 2(c):
A simplified overhead view of the cloud bank shows converging
winds along its axis (dashed line). Air rose in successive "bursts"
((2), (3) and (4)] that grew to great heights of maturity. Once heavy
rain began, cool air was dragged down with it, cutting off the warm
inflow and shifting it to the next stage. This has just occurred from
(1) to (2).
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ONE-WEEK COURSE ON MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS IN THE OPEN AIR,
FOR ABOUT 20 STUDENTS
by
DR J S A GREEN
Old House
Church Lane
Claxton
Norwich NR14 7HY
UNITED KINGDOM

Science of the schoolroom is related to that of the outside
world.
Such insight increases appreciation of our environment.
Fuller study demands further science.
Interesting phenomena are
often spontaneous so one must be similarly prepared to invent
useful equipment.
There is a need to recognise how difficult it
is to make precise outdoor measurements and how measurements
which are imprecise may nevertheless be useful.
We aim to achieve this, first by defining projects rather
loosely so that during a morning discussion with the students
useful contributions can be assembled, cooperation ensured,
areas of ignorance discovered and tangential projects
identified.
Subsequent practice with simple instruments helps
consolidate the skills available, assemble the skills needed to
invent similar instruments in appropriate circumstances, and
allows the instructors to take a break.
Parallel use of simple
and sophisticated devices emphasises the nature of errors, the
cost of accuracy, and satisfies those students keen on nicety.
Most students are at first sceptical over the use of simple
instruments but are astonished by the accuracy attainable.
During the execution of the project we covertly make
pivotal observations to reduce the effect of vagaries in
students' concentration, and ensure a satisfying conclusion.
Students on tangential projects report their findings and often
formulate a fuller experiment.
At sixth-form level, the finding of latitude and longitude
gives practice in use of instruments and geometric concepts.
Size of inaccessible object leads to radius of the earth, height
of cloud base, size of clouds.
Direction of cloud movement
compared to surface wind and nature of wet-bulb and dry-bulb
temperatures noted for general interest but also so that they
are available for discussion of the frictionally induced turning
of the wind, and simple thermodynamics, should these topics
arise.
Water manometer used as an altimeter illustrates
hydrostatic pressure and allows introduction of
height-temperature relations.
The water-barometer is
spectacular.
Analysis of broadcast reports of weather at
coastal stations is used to plan future activity and increase
retention of broadcast forecasts.
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At primary school level, we aim at general awareness:
the
simple sundial, noon and north, that the temperatures of air,
ponds, animals and parked cars are different, how trees bend in
the wind, making simple instruments (alidade, anemometer, wind
vane) that can be decorated.
In our experience such courses offer students scope for
consolidation of existing knowledge and skills, and for
re-orientation and are fun.
There must be time for chatting and
playing games so that science can be seen as p~rt of living.
Tangible evidence of the course, more physical for the younger,
more philosophical for the older, is desirable.
Some 10% of our
ea 100 sixth-form students have subsequently been detected in
maths/physics at university.
Some may have joined the
Meteorological Office but few, if any, have become first-line
researchers.
APPENDIX
List of experiments carried out on courses
Direction of north:
using a magnetic compass and knowing the
magnetic variation, from a map, pole star, sun and clock.
Latitude and longitude:
apparent noon (equation of time) using
altitude of sun observed during the day.
Height of tower:
string, measuring angles and using geometry,
stone dropped from top and terminal velocity, pressure change.
Height of a hill:
from which tower can be seen, or ideally
object of known size (e.g. a Mini) near sea-shore.
Height of a distant hill:
if 50 km away sphericity of earth
causes error of about 200 m, and/or depression below horizontal
of sea horizon seen from top of hill:
radius of earth
determined.
Distance of moon by observing daily parallax.
Jupiter's first four satellites:
position by timing drift
across field of telescope, note orbital motion and verify
Kepler's third law.
Weather maps:
note differences in weather after a holiday
weekend perhaps using inferences from TV and wireless reports;
make your own weather map from BBC reports from coastal stations
in shipping forecast on 200 kHz.
Adiabatic change of temperature:

measured on walk up hill.

Cloud size, height and speed:
photographs and triangulation,
observe shadows, thermodynamic method using dew-point depression
and empirical formula.
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Distribution of cloud:
over hills in morning and evening,
sometimes over coast when we can observe angular elevation of
cloud base and infer a map.
Storm clouds:
observe them coming, flow of air into, distance
and bearing ot thunder and lightning.
Variation of wind with height - first few metres (anemometers
on pole)
- 100 m (kite carrying anemometer)
- 1000 m (speed of cloud shadow).
Wind near hills - strong downslope flow, calm patch to lee of
summit, lens-shaped stationary wave clouds.
Optical phenomena such as rainbows and haloes (see Minnaert's
book 'Light and Colour in the Open Air').
Refraction:
theodolite to observe the effect of refraction on
altitude as sun sets.
Sun illuminating high cloud after the sun has gone below the
horizon.
Solar energy:
radiometers to measure energy output, allow for
atmospheric extinction, infer sun's temperature using Stefan's
law.
Sun spots:

track across disc to see solar rotation.

Net radiation:
net-flux radiometer to measure the difference
between incoming and outgoing energy.
Visibility:
in haze layer one can see the upper parts of
objects better than their lower parts.
Rain:
measure total fall in jam jar, measure diameter of drops
through size of wet patch on blotting paper, fall speed by
observing dashes illuminated by fluorescent light.
Flow down a stream:
measured in different ways, compare with
rainfall over catchment area.
Temperature structure of a pond:
thermometer.

remote-reading thermistor

Waves:
observe phase speed and group speed, note retardation in
shallow water and infer water depth, increase in amplitude near
shore.
Water table:
measure in sandy beach by digging holes, note
changes with state of tide.
Water content of soil:
AC bridge.

using electrical resistance measured by
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Tides:

observe and measure.

Temperature control in man:
thermometer and estimated wind
speed to correlate with wind-chill , influence of colour of
clothing in sunshine , different levels of activity.
Wind forces on man, houses, trees and litter.
Instruments for home construction:
thermal-inertia radiometer,
thermoelectric radiometer (net flux and solar), cup anemomet e r,
fan anemometer, wind vanes, water manometer, sextant,
thermistor-thermometer bridge, thermograph.
Useful instruments, begged or borrowed:
mercury-in-glass
thermometer, aneroid barometer, stopwatch, theodolite.
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A MICROCOMPUTER-CONTROLLED WEATHER DISPLAY STATION
by
DR C N DUNCAN
Department of Meteorology
The University
James Clerk Maxwell Building
King's Buildings
Mayfield Road
Edinburgh EH9 3JZ
Scotland
UNITED KINGDOM

Most educational uses of microcomputers require someone to
work with the computer to achieve results.
The period when noone is available to use the computer is then wasted unless some
other suitable task is given to the machine.
The system
described here, METDADS (Meteorological Data Acquisition and
Display Station) is designed to run unattended and, as its name
implies, it has a dual role.
As a device for acquiring data it
reads a number of instruments at regular intervals and saves the
readings onto a floppy disk.
This satisfies one of the prime
needs in computing projects in schools - a data base of
interesting observations on which a large number of different
programs could act.
However, the second part of the station's
function is more obvious as it displays the readings
continuously.
Not only are the values from the eleven
instruments displayed, but a large number of other quantities
which can be derived from these readings are also shown.
For
example, the wet and dry bulb thermometers are used to find
relative humidity and the maximum ~nd minimum temperature so far
today, yesterday, so far this month and last month.
This everchanging display of weather variables is an excellent
educational tool.
The display is relayed to a number of TV
monitors around a building and raises peoples awareness of and
interest in all aspects of the weather.
As this station uses professional-standard instruments (see
appendix for details) it is likely to be too expensive for
schools or private individuals in its present form but a glance
through back-issues of "Weather", "Wea therwise" or "Practical
Electronics" will reveal a number of suggestions for low-cost
home-made instruments (Hood (1982,1981), Drabbe (1975), Watson
(1973), Hatch (1973)).
This station is intended to minimise the
amount of electronic circuitry by placing most of the required
logic in the microcomputer program.
The program is written in
UCSD-Pascal and is run on an Apple IIe micro-computer but the
principles described here apply to any high-level language or
any suitable micro-computer.
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THE REQUIREMENTS
Anyone designing a weather display station could stipulate
different requirements from those given here.
(See for example
Sparks and Sumner (1984) where very similar hardware to that
described here is used for a data acquisition station with a
separate display and analysis mode.) The only justification for
suggesting that these are reasonable specifications which others
might find useful is that they have arisen through many years of
experience with a similar, but less flexible, station.
The
block diagram in Figure 1 gives a general description of the
structure of this system and each of its components is discussed
below.
Instruments:
Currently only eleven instruments are in
operation: wet and dry bulb thermometers, soil thermometers (at
depths of 2 cm and 20 cm), anemometer and wind vane, shaded and
unshaded pyranometers, nett radiometer, tipping-bucket raingauge
and barometer.
A balance must be achieved between the ability
to add new instruments and the need to purchase an
analogue/digital (A/D) converter which will transform the
signals into numbers.
This system has a 16-channel A/D
converter thus limiting the possible final number of instruments
to 16.
Future expansion might include a grass-level thermometer
and a visibility meter but the upper limit of sixteen
instruments leaves adequate room for expansion.
Signal conditioning unit:
Not all signals from the instruments
are in a form suitable for passing to the A/D converter.
The
signal conditioning unit changes the incoming signals to produce
a linear output in the range 0-5V. This requires amplification
of several signals and a "ramp" for the rainfall (ie voltage
returns to OV whenever it exceeds 5V).
At this stage the
analogue signals are supplied to eleven chart recorders running
continuously at 24 cm/day.
A/D converter:
Many of these are available.
The one used here
is an "Analogic" MP6812 data acquisition system.
This is a 16
channel, 12-bit converter which reads each channel sequentially
(although it can also read specifically addressed channels).
The delay between requesting a signal and receiving it is not
more than 28 microseconds but such high performance is not
essential.
Computer interface:
The data bus from the A/D converter is
interfaced with the computer using a Versatile Interface Adapter
(VIA 6522 chip).
The 12-bit parallel data from the A/D
converter and three control lines which send signals to the A/D
converter are all available on this interface.
In addition, two
interval timers on the 6522 chip form the basis of the system
clock.
The A/D converter and interface can place serious
restrictions on the speed at which data may be acquired.
This
station reads all 16 channels eight times and finds the average
of the eight readings in about 1/10 second.
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Microcomputer:
The Apple IIe has 64K RAM and two disk drives.
Almost all of the memory is required but only one disk drive is
essential, the other is used for archiving observations hourly.
The UCSD Language System must exist on the Apple.
The floppy
disk archive can be used for long term storage or transfer to
other computers.
Video Output:
The output from the microcomputer is a 1 volt
peak-to-peak composite video signal.
This is capable of driving
up to five remote displays at distances of at least 100 metres.
The display used here is monochromatic.
It is a requirement of the system that instruments, or
circuit boards from the signal conditioning unit, can be easily
removed for maintenance without having to close the display
station.
Every instrument can therefore be "switched-off"
interactively by the program.
In order to cope with possible
changes in calibration, either due to ageing or instrument
replacement, it is also possible to change calibration
coefficients interactively. All instrument signals are received
by the computer as integer numbers.
These are converted to real
numbers in appropriate units with a "scale" and "offset"
parameter for each channel, such that:
real number = offset + scale

*

integer number

where the integers are in the range 0 to 4095.
(eg For
temperature the appropriate scale and offset parameters are
0.019536 and -30.0 respectively giving a range of -30C to
+50C).
The quantities appearing on the display greatly outnumber
the instruments since it is possible to show maxima and minima
over selected periods, pressure tendency, rainfall rate or other
time dependent quantities.
These derived quantities must also
be capable of being removed from the display when an instrument
is not operational.
Furthermore, this system has the ability to
start automatically when the power is switched on, allowing it
to cope with power cuts, but this raises the problem of which
derived quantities are reliable if the time is uncertain.
To
deal with this only direct instrument readings, not derived
quantities, are displayed when the system starts automatically.
Derived quantities are restored to the display only after human
intervention has verified their reliability.
Possible errors in
the time are also indicated until this human intervention
occurs.
The display station may operate continuously or, if the
computer is needed for something else, it could be stopped and
restarted later.
This is obviously one way of making use of a
micro-computer which is perhaps only used for an hour or two
each day.
If operated continuously, as METDADS is, then it is
convenient to produce an archive of hourly observations which
form a data set on which climatological statistics can be
performed. One Apple floppy disk holds 272 hours of
observations.
Changes of disks are therefore not required
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The basic structure of METDADS.
A full description
of each block is given in the text.
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frequently and weekend and holiday periods can be covered. When
there is space for only 72 hours on the archive disk an audible
warning is sounded every minute.
THE PROGRAM
The computer program is written in UCSD Pascal with a small
part of the clock in assembly language.
As described here, the
program contains approximately 1300 statements, but details will
not be given here.
The general principles are shown in the flow
diagram in Figure 2.
When the system is operating normally the program
continuously executes the loop indicated by heavy lines in the
diagram.
This causes a cyclic repetition of displayed "pages"
on the video monitors.
Measurements made by the instruments and
the corresponding derived quantities (currently up to 52) are
exhibited in this way.
The derived quantities are a product only of the program
and require no electronics.
Some such quantities are rainfall
rate, pressure tendency, maximum and minimum temperature,
maximum wind gust.
These all require some knowledge of time so
that a clock is an essential part of the system.
As time
keeping is one of the main influences on program design, the
structure of the clock program and the method used for
calculating time derivates are now described.
There are a number of techniques for simulating a clock but
the one employed here is to use a hardware timer to generate
interrupts at 10 second intervals and to keep count of the
number of such intervals.
The hardware timer is on the VIA and
can time any interval in the range from a few microseconds to
about twenty minutes.
Every 10 seconds the computer receives a
signal which tells it to stop doing whatever it is doing and add
one to the number of ten second intervals, thereafter to return
to the postponed operation.
This part of the program is written
in assembly language but the number of ten second intervals is a
variable in the main program from which it is easy to calculate
the time in hours, minutes and seconds.
The calculation of time derivatives (eg rainfall rate or
pressure tendency) which are continuously updated can require a
large amount of memory storage.
Pressure tendency in millibars
per 3 hours could require every pressure measurement in the last
3 hours to be stored.
This program uses a simpler technique
which requires minimal storage - exponential smoothing.
If we
consider pressure tendency as an example, the difference between
the current pressure measurement and the last one (say one
minute earlier) can provide an instantaneous pressure tendency.
This instantaneous tendency is not very useful since the change
in pressure in one minute is likely to be less than the
measurement accuracy of the barometer.
However, if we average
many such instantaneous tendencies a more accurate estimate of
the true tendency is possible, and if we weight each tendency
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such that older weights decrease exponentially the tendency can
be conveniently written as
tendency = a * tendency + (1-a) * instantaneous tendency
where = implies assignment and not equality.
The "time constant" of this exponential filter is t=a/(1-a)
where the units are the time intervals between each
instantaneous tendency calculation.
This program uses a = 0.989
for pressure tendency and a = 0.67 for rainfall rate (time
constants of 90 minutes and 2 minutes respectively). This
exponential smoothing technique is also used to introduce a time
constant to instruments which exhibit noise as a result of being
sampled for only a few microseconds and also to find a timeaveraged wind speed and direction (t=5 minutes).
Other derived quantities which require empirical
approximations are relative humidity, diffuse radiation,
Beaufort force and windchill.
The relative humidity is found
from the wet and dry bulb temperature by calculating the vapour
pressure and the saturation vapour pressure.
Saturation vapour
pressure is obtained using the "Tetens" formula (Tetens 1930,
Haurwitz 1941):
es = 6.11 x 107.5T/(T+237.3)
where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius.
is given by

Vapour pressure

where esCTw) is the saturation vapour pressure at the wet bulb
temperature and Ap is the appropriate psychrometric constant
(0.8mb/C for thermometers in a Stevenson Screen).
Diffuse
radiation is not simply that received by a shaded pyranometer
because the shade ring also excludes some diffuse as well as
direct radiation.
An empirical correction amounting to an
increase of about 10% is applied to the shaded pyranometer.
However, this correction is dependent on solar elevation and a
different factor is used for each month.
(See, for example
Steven and Unsworth 1980.) The Beaufort force is derived from
the wind speed in m/s using:
F = (V/0.836) 2 / 3
Several different empirical relations are available for the
calculation of windchillThe one used here was originated by
Siple and Passel (1945) and is
windchill = (7/6)*(10.45+10*v 1 12 -V)*(33-T)
where V is the wind speed in m/s and T the temperature in
degrees Celsius.
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While integrating solar radiation readings over time is
straightforward, obtaining "normal" figures for comparison is
more difficult as few meteorological stations make such
measurements.
However, a good estimate of the normal monthly
solar radiation can be obtained from records of normal sunshine
hours using techniques such as that described by Monteith
(1966).
Other special features of this program are the handling of
hardware interrupts while disk operations are o~curring and the
speeding-up of the writing of records near the end of very large
text files.
Details of these are probably not of interest to
th~ general reader but the author is willing to provide more
information to anyone carrying out similar tasks.
THE DISPLAY
The greatest benefit of using a program written in a highlevel language to run this display station is that the design of
the display is extremely flexible.
The display described here
has evolved over several previous versions and a new, much
expanded version has just been completed.
The display is
composed of a number of "pages" of information (currently 5).
The pages are not all displayed for equal time periods, two
being displayed for twenty seconds each and the others for only
ten seconds each (this timing is completely independent of the
clock and is controlled by a time-wasting routine which does
nothing).
The two pages displayed for twenty seconds each
contain current meteorological information, Figures 3 and 4.
Two more pages give statistical details, Figures 5 and 6, and
the fifth page can show any message up to twenty lines in
length.
As the contents of these last three pages change
infrequently they are displayed for only a short time.
Each
line of these displays can be switched on or off independently.
If all lines in a section are off then the section title is also
suppressed.
If every line on a page is suppressed then the page
is skipped.
In this way it is possible to reduce the display to
a single page being updated every 20 seconds.
The number of significant figures for every displayed
parameter requires some consideration as the A/D converter may
give a misleading appearance of great accuracy.
Wind direction,
for example, comes from the A/D converter as a number which, if
quoted directly, would imply an accuracy of about 0.1 degrees.
In the display this is rounded off to a more realistic 5
degrees.
This system drives three display monitors at the present
time:
one at the computer, one 10 metres distant and one 110 m
away.
Although the brightness decreases each time an additional
monitor is added the necessary adjustment is well within the
range of the monitor brightness control.
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Figure 3 (above)
"Page 1" of the display, containing current
values from some of the instruments and related
quantities.
(The 'E' after GMT is shown here to
illustrate how possible errors in the time would be
indicated after a power failure . This 'E' is removed when
the clock is set correctly.)
Figure 4 (below)
"Page 2" of the display.
As in figure 3 this
shows only current values and related quantities .
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************************************'
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MIH TEMP THIS MONTH . .... . -0 . 2 c
0 . 0 Ml'I
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5.8 M/ S
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956 W/SQ 1'1
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MAX GUST THIS MONTH ..... . 21. 5 l'l/S
l'l/ S
MAX MEAH WIHD THIS MONTH. 21.2
1091
W/SQ l'I
MAX WIHDCHILL THIS MONTH .

Figure 5 (above)
"Page 3" of the display.
The recent
statistics shown here refer to the previous day and the
extrema recorded so far in the current month.
Figure 6 (below)
"Page 4" of the display, showing last month's
statistics and "normal" statistics for comparison.
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A LOOK TO THE FUTURE
A display of this sort, in a public area, will produce an
endless stream of suggestions about what could be improved or
added.
Anyone designing such a system should consider the
development stage as only part of the process and the response
to suggestions as an equally important part.
The first revision
of this system involved an expansion of the number of derived
parameters available for display from 14 to 41.
Since the
system program is easily changed this major revision took only a
day or two.
Similar reviews are envisaged on an annual basis.
A view farther into the future suggests that some of the
five spare instrument channels should be used.
Three possible
instruments under consideration are a visibility meter, a
soil/grass thermometer and a rainfall acidity meter, but the
hardware limit of sixteen instruments still seems far from being
a serious restriction.
The flexibility of computer based automatic weather
stations suggests possibilities for commercial development.
Using the A/D converter and computer as the only essentials in
the systems, each instrument and its associated signal
conditioning can be included or removed to suit a customer's
requirements.
Similarly, output devices may be interchangeable.
The video display output described here could be replaced by a
data logger using magnetic tape or memory modules, or by a radio
or telephone link to a central point.
This type of modular
construction will lead to relatively low-cost automatic weather
stations with high reliability.
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APPENDIX
The instruments used in METDADS and their respective
suppliers are shown below:
WET AND DRY BULB TEMPERATURE : Thermistors; Meteorology Research
Inc., Altadena, California, USA.
SOIL TEMPERATURE : "K" type thermocouples; R S Components, 13-17
Epworth St, London.
WIND SPEED: Cup anemometer; Meteorology Research Inc.,
Altadena, California, USA.
WIND DIRECTION: Wind vane; Meteorology Research Inc., Altadena,
California, USA.
SOLAR RADIATION : Shaded and unshaded pyranometers; Kipp and
Zonen, Delft, Holland.
NETT RADIATION : Radiation balance meter; Gilbert Photoelectronics Ltd., 180 Twickenham Rd, Middlesex.
RAINFALL : Tipping bucket raingauge; The Digital Raingauge Co.
Ltd., 121 Bucklesham Rd, Ipswich.
PRESSURE : Electronic barometer; KDG Instruments Ltd., Fleming
Way, Crawley, Sussex.
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PROVIDING METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR USE ON MICROCOMPUTERS
by
DR C N DUNCAN
Department of Meteorology
The University
James Clerk Maxwell Building
King's Buildings
Mayfield Road
Edinburgh EH9 3JZ
Scotland
UNITED KINGDOM

The computer games which capture people's imagination and
maintain their interest are not always those which demand the
greatest intellectual effort but are usually those which are
open-ended.
Games in which there is virtually no chance of
winning but there is a recognised improvement in the level of
skill shown by players are very popular.
The same principles
could well be applied to educational computing.
It is not
desirable to ask people to run a program which will take them
through a series of tasks and leave them with the feeling
afterwards that they have explored all that the program is
capable of giving them.
It is a danger of encapsulating
education on floppy disks that knowledge will be perceived as
finite and that mastery of a particular piece of software will
be seen as an 'end' rather than a 'means to an end'.
While the above aims are easy to state they are very
difficult to achieve.
Open-ended programs which get more and
more complex require very skillful programming.
On the other
hand, it is quite straightforward to provide programs which
perform fairly simple tasks involving data analysis and make
their use open-ended by supplying a large amount of data on
which they can operate.
If the programs themselves are written
in a way which permits them t o be used for different purposes by
different groups of people then the whole system should provide
a useful educational tool.
The following is a description of
such a system of programs and data which is currently being
considered for commercial development but it is used here to
illustrate general principles associated with this type of
approach.
The 'micro-pack' could be a set of floppy disks containing
meteorological data, and programs to process the data.
The
disks will be designed for a microcomputer with a single disk
drive and a colour monitor.
One disk will contain all the
programs and the remaining disks will be data disks.
All data
disks will be comp l et el y self - c o ntained such that th e programs
will run equally well with any data disk . This will enable
other data disks to be added to the set at a later data and also
allow sets to be cr e a ted for countries other than the UK.
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Another advantage of self-contained data disks is that if
users choose to write their own programs which access the data
then their programs will also run using any data disk.
To
assist users in program development every data disk will contain
a file of sample programs designed to read each of the different
data file formats.
The programs will not be designed to teach specific aspects
of meteorology but will allow users easy access to the data on
disk.
In this way the 'micro-pack' can be used by teachers and
pupils as an aid to different types of projects (eg comparing
the passage of different fronts, comparing diurnal variations
under summer and winter anticyclones, investigating the changes
in the upper air winds and temperatures around a developing
depression, comparing rainfall received at stations having
different altitudes in the same synoptic situation, studying the
annual variations of temperature, or humidity, or wind speed at
a pair of locations, say, urban/rural, mountain/valley,
coastal/inland).
In addition, some of the data files, eg long
time series, will be suitable for projects unrelated to
meteorology, such as statistical analysis or curve fitting.
DATA DISKS
Several different types of file will exist on each data
disk and it would be desirable to enable the number of different
file types to be extended in the future.
To maintain complete
generality all data disks should contain a 'contents' file.
This will give details of the content of the data files such as
format, time, date, latitude, longitude and altitude of
stations, names of stations and any other information which the
program disk will require in order to provide a friendly 'user
interface' to the data files.
The following are some data file types which would be
useful:
SYNOPS

- full synoptic data plus rainfall, (and sea surface
temperature for ships) for several stations.
Each
file refers to only one observation time but there
will be several such files corresponding to 00,
06, 12 and 18 GMT for several days.

HOURLY

- part of the data from synoptic stations for every
hour over several days.
Each file contains
several types of observation but for only one
station.

UPPERAIR

- winds, temperatures and heights at standard
pressure levels (1000 mb to 100 mb).
Each file
refers to only one time but will contain several
stations.
Separate files will exist for times
corresponding to 00 and 12 GMT on several days.
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TIMESERIES - each file contains a series of observations at
regular intervals for two stations for a period
which will normally be one month but may vary.
Each file will contain only one variable but
several such files may exist with variables such
as temperature, pressure, wind speed, etc.
IMAGE

- each file will be a complete bit-mapped image
which will fill a high resolution graphics screen.
The image may be a weather map composed of
contours or a pseudo-colour satellite image with
areas of solid colour.

With the exception of the TIMESERIES files, every file on a
single data disk will apply to the same 2 or 3 days.
Each of
the data disks will apply to a different type of synoptic
situation.
It is important that any map or geographical
information required by the programs should be stored on the
data disks.
This allows data disks to be completely independent
of the programs to the extent that people from all parts of the
world could exchange data disks if they adhered to a recognised
format and programs written to operate on one disk would operate
successfully on all such disks.
In any case, it is desirable
that the originator of any data disk should provide a file
containing samples of the program segments used to read each
type of file on the data disk into a user's program.
PROGRAM DISK
The use of a single disk drive makes it necessary that the
'micro-pack' will be used by first inserting the program disk
and, on choosing a program from a menu, the program would be
loaded into memory enabling the program disk to be removed and
the required data disk to be inserted.
Each program will only
have access to a limited number of data file types.
The
appropriate file type will be given in the description of each
program given below:
INTRO

- presents a menu and allows the required program to
be loaded.
No data files are used.

INFO

- gives a brief description of the programs on this
disk.
No data files used.

PICTURES

-

a list of all image files on the data
disk and allows them to be presented on a high
resolution colour graphics screen.
Uses IMAGE
files only. Several of the following programs
(indicated by*) should have this program as a
subroutine to allow images to be viewed and then
return to data handling.
In this situation, the
last image viewed should always be retained in the
high resolution graphics area as it is likely that
it will be viewed again, possibly several times.
presen~s
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STATIONS

- *

COMPARE

- *

HORZ

- *

presents a list of all stations (by name,
latitude and longitude) and observation times
available in SYNOPS files.
When one station at
one time is chosen the user is given the option of
producing either a standard station plot, or a
station plot with fewer variables suitable for
younger age groups, on a high resolution screen.
The reduced station plot would show only cloud
amount, wind speed and direction, temperature,
pressure and present weather.
presents a list of stations and observation
times as in STATIONS.
Uses SYNOPS files.
Several
stations or times can be chosen (up to a maximum
of about ten).
Once these are chosen their names
are printed along the bottom of the screen in
preparation for producing 'bar-chart' type
graphics above each station. A menu of variables
is presented and when one is chosen a histogram is
plotted with an appropriate bar above each station
name.
This applies only to variables which have
numeric values such as pressure, temperature, etc.
The possible range of meteorological variables is
such that it is inadvisable to make the range to
be used on these 'bar-charts' fixed for each
variable, eg -30C to +30C for temperature, when
the actual range over a 2 or 3 day period is
likely to be much smaller, say lOC.
For this
reason it will be necessary for each data file to
have its extremes calculated in advance for use
when scaling graphs.
This information could be
kept in the 'contents' file on each data disk.
For variables such as cloud type, present and past
weather the appropriate symbols from the station
plot would be drawn.
For wind, both the speed and
direction would be given as numbers (25kts,
310degs).
The user could continue to choose
different variables for the set of stations or
return to the previous level at which stations and
observation times may again be chosen.
uses SYNOPS files.
One of the observation times
is chosen and a menu of variables is then
presented.
Each time a variable is chosen its
value is shown on a map (in low resolution "block"
graphics) at every one of the stations existing in
the SYNOPS file in use.
Each variable would have
up to ten class intervals and each interval would
be allocated a colour in a 'key' to be drawn
somewhere on the map.
This would allow each
station to be represented by a single block of
colour.
Such a presentation has two obvious modes
of use and both should be incorporated as they
would probably appeal to different age groups.
The first is one in which the user requests, say,
temperature and the key is drawn and the
appropriate colour appears at every station.
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The second would allow the key to be drawn but
would not colour each station. The user would
then choose a value from the key (for temperature
the key might have elements such as '4 10-12C')
and when one range was chosen the stations which
fall into that category are identified, perhaps by
a blinking cursor.
The second mode has the
benefit of interaction while the former allows
horizontal distributions to be identified more
clearly.
[This technique could also be used in
the STATION and COMPARE programs as a means of
presenting the available stations to the user to
choose those he/she requires - a low resolution
map could use a single alphanumeric character at
the location of each station and the user would
use that character to identify the required
station or stations.]
TIMEPLOT

- *

VERTICAL

- *

UAHORZ

- *

uses HOURLY files.
Presents a choice of
stations available with HOURLY files and the user
chooses up to four stations.
The width of the
screen represents time and the period covered will
be between 2 and 3 days.
The four (or less)
station names will appear up the left side of the
screen and a menu will be presented of the
variables available for comparison.
Each variable
will be allocated a colour so that several
variables can be overplotted for comparison.
One
option on the menu will be to clear the variables
already displayed and start plotting afresh.
The
final display will appear as a high resolution
"strip-chart" record with up to four channels.
uses UPPERAIR files.
Similar to COMPARE but the
stations chosen will be from those providing upper
air data.
Up to ten station names along the width
of the screen and standard pressure levels (1000,
850, 700, 300, 200, lOOmb) in the vertical.
The
user would be able to choose to examine
temperature, wind speed, wind direction or height
at each level for all chosen stations.

uses UPPERAIR files.
Similar to HORZ but a
pressure level would be chosen from the standard
levels after an observation time is chosen and
before a menu of variables is presented.
The
menu variables would be restricted to the upper
air variables.

STATISTICS - uses TIMESERIES files.
Presents a menu of
different statistical treatments which may be
applied to each file.
After choosing one, a menu
of all TIMESERIES files on the disk is given and
one is chosen.
(Each file contains 2 stations . )
The statistics menu will be:
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frequency distribution - a plot of frequency
of occurrence against class interval (suitably
chosen, based on the data) for each of the two
stations in different colours. Also shown
will be the mean and standard deviation and
after these are presented the user will have
the option of overplotting a "normal"
distribution with the same mean and standard
deviation (probably using a dashed line in the
same colour).
cumulative distribution - a plot of percentage
of observations below a given value against
the range of values.
Two plots in different
colours for the two stations.
After plotting
the user may type any value in the range and
the percentage of observations falling below
that value at each station will be printed.
After the graphical presentation of statistical
data the user will be given the option of having
the same information presented numerically so that
people involved with numerical projects may take
down the necessary numbers for inclusion in
reports etc.
DISCUSSION

The set of floppy disks described here is only an example
of a way of using a microcomputer to assist in teaching
meteorology.
It allows the computer to be used both as a
conventional computer to analyse and manipulate data and also as
a 'computer aided learning' device which helps to show different
ways of investigating a given weather situation.
This approach
relies fairly heavily on traditional methods of support, ie
teachers and books. Rather than reduce the traditional
resources by trying to simulate them on a computer it is better
to use the computer to do what it is particularly good at handling large quantities of data and producing results in a
clear and easily understood fashion.
There are many ways in which this technique could be
expanded.
If dates for a new data disk were announced in
advance then schools or individuals could make their own
observations for that period and include them in any work done
with the data disk.
It would be possible to exchange data disks
internationally, either through major organisations or even on a
schools 'twining' basis.
People with extensive data collections
could produce their own data disks and make them available to
others.
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SUMMARY
Microcomputers are becoming increasingly available within
schools and society in general. Many schools also possess a
weather station, however rudimentary in form.
The potential
exists for using microcomputers to monitor and analyse local
weather, with the data thus collected being stored for future
recall for teaching purposes.
The Microcomputer Environmental Probes Project (MEPP),
based at Saint David's University College , Lampeter between
September 1982 and September 1983, developed software on a BBC
Microcomputer to enable on-line climatological monitoring of
sensors in the campus weather station.
Data collected by this
system were stored on floppy disc for subsequent analysis and
display.
The hardware system used by the MEPP comprised three
modules:
the microcomputer, the sensors in the weather station,
and an interface box.
The paper describes each component of the
system and discusses the problems involved in the development of
a working system.
The software developed under the auspices of
the MEPP enables collection of data from a variety of sensors.
The data are then stored for future recall.
Further elements of
the software suite provide graphical and tabular analysis of the
data.
A full description of the software suite is presented
with illustrations of its use and applicability in teaching.
El e me nts of the softwa re suite may be of interest to
schools not possessing a full weather station or with
insufficient funds or knowledge/expertise to provide full on-
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line data collection.
The possible development of an off-line
data analysis set-up, using manual data-input to the
microcomputer, utilising the MEPP software, is also explained.
The use that such a software suite could have in teaching is
discussed.
Through the paper, illustrations and examples are taken
from the working hardware system and the software suite in use
at Lampeter.
A MICROCOMPUTER-BASED WEATHER STATION?
Recent advances in microcomputer and microprocessor
technology have meant that for the first time it is now possible
to produce an intelligent, interactive meteorological logging
system using a conventional microcomputer.
There is now a wide
range of microcomputers which may be interfaced with numerous
meteorological sensors, some conventional, others not, at a
relatively modest cost.
Use of a microcomputer to provide such
a sophisticated system offers considerably more than the
conventional data-logger, since additionally the microcomputer
may be used as a powerful analytical tool, to provide a screen
graphical display, and via a plotter, hard copy graphics.
An investigation into the potential of microcomputers for
weather monitoring has recently been conducted jointly by the
Geography Department and Computer Unit at St David's University
College, Lampeter.
In the course of carrying out this
investigation software and prototype hardware have been
developed to permit the archiving of meteorological data from a
wide range of sensors in the weather station, together with
simultaneous or subsequent graphical and numerical analysis and
display.
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
At its most basic the combination of microcomputer,
TV/monitor and cassette recorder/disc drive does not possess
very much potential for linking to the range of meteorological
sensors available.
At best a microcomputer may possess an
analogue input port, as the BBC Model B does, but this limits
input to that from sensors yielding analogue information, for
example those which monitor temperature.
Further, the prospect
of linking the microcomputer directly to sensors via cabling,
even electrically screened, possibly over considerable distances
between microcomputer and weather station is severely restricted
by inevitable interference from background "noise", given the
weakness of the signals generated.
This may mask or corrupt the
analogue signal.
Of more use is the presence of an RS232/V24
(or, in the case of the BBC Model B, RS423) port.
This will
allow the two-way exchange of information so that sensors may be
interrogated by programs running on the microcomputer. Even
this however, suffers from the limitation of "expecting" signals
only in digital form.
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Meteorological sensors also produce information in "binary"
and "event" modes.
"Event" information, in the form of single
impulses, is yielded for example by tipping-bucket raingauges
and run-of-wind anemometers.
For both these types of instrument
software must be written to convert the impulses into the
appropriate, more meaningful, units.
Binary information is
yielded by windvanes, with binary coded information
corresponding to different wind directions.
The problem presented by having three different types of
sensor, each yielding very different modes of electrical signal
is further compounded by the need for duplication of some
sensors.
For example, a standard weather station will possess
at least two instruments generating "event" information,
(anemometer and tipping-bucket raingauge).
In addition there
will generally be a relatively large number of analogue type
sensors. A standard weather station will require temperature
sensors to measure dry bulb, wet bulb, grass, and perhaps earth
temperatures at a number of depths.
Combine this duplication
with the need simultaneously to monitor and convert analogue,
binary and event information into digital form, and further, the
problem of line transmission of data over considerable
distances, and there is a need for an interface "box" between
the sensors and the RS232 port at the microcomputer to collect
data from any number of different types of sensor for passing
into the microcomputer, and to allow for signal conditioning for
the analogue inputs.
This element of hardware can be installed
in the weather station itself transmitting modified and
amplified signals over the line to the microcomputer.
This
leads to the further requirement of weather-proofing for a
sensitive item of equipment.
It may therefore be desirable to
locate it indoors, and probably near to the microcomputer
itself.
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The advantages which a microcomputer-based weather station
possesses over pre-existing systems are considerable, once the
hardware problems have been overcome.
The conventional data
logger removed the need for on-site observation and also
provided a means of frequent monitoring.
Such a system archives
information at pre-set and regular intervals on a tape medium,
for subsequent processing through a computer.
The great
advantage of this system is that it can be made to operate in
remote locations for perhaps weeks at a time.
Because this is
its major advantage it also possesses the distinct disadvantage
that the data are not normally immediately available for
retrieval and analysis.
It is also not interactive and is
'dumb'.
Microprocessor or microcomputer controlled
installations provide the potential for both interaction and
analysis, although they are not as suitable for operation at
remote locations, unless specialised portable variants are used,
such as the Osborne.
However they may be u sed in place of the
traditional meteorological station, although of course, as with
data-loggers, they can only monitor data for weather phenomena
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which may be measured using sensors.
The microcomputer can be
programmed to interrogate combinations of sensors at time
intervals of a few seconds and upwards:
with a convenient
ceiling in meteorology generally at twenty-four hours.
Computation and conversion of data may easily be programmed.
Once data are collected they may be archived on cassette or,
preferably, floppy disc.
Additionally an up-to-date display (or
graph) of current temperatures etc. can appear on a display
TV/monitor and data may be later retrieved, re-displayed and
analysed using the microcomputer itself.
The system ideally requires a microcomputer dedicated to
the task of data collection, certainly if it is to replace (or
more probably, and more wisely, supplement) manually collected
information from the traditional weather station, or to provide
research data for a specific project.
Data thus archived may
then be analysed and displayed using a second microcomputer.
If
only one microcomputer is free for the tasks of collection,
analysis and display, then for a complete daily data archive of
the "nine o'clock" readings to be maintained (the standard
observing hour), there must also be the facility to enable data
to be entered manually via the keyboard.
The software required
by such a system should therefore consist of the following
elements.
i)

Programs to collect information, display it and
archive some or all of it on disc/tape on a daily
basis to simulate the normal manual operation of a
conventional weather station.

ii)

Programs to retrieve the information stored by (i),
which display the information in a convenient
(graphical) form for display purposes.

iii)

Programs which utilize the information collected in
(i) and analyse it for a particular purpose:
for
example, the extraction of daily maxima and minima,
the calculation of monthly means and so on.

iv)

Programs which are "project-oriented", monitor at a
range of very frequent intervals (e.g. every five
minutes), and store the information for later
retrieval.

v)

Programs utilising data collected for specific
research projects as in (iv).

AN OPERATIONAL HARDWARE SYSTEM
Software has been developed at Saint David's University
College, Lampeter to permit the monitoring of a wide range of
meteorological parameters using a BBC Model B microcomputer with
disc drive.
The BBC microcomputer was adopted (i) because of
its widespread introduction into universities, colleges and
schools, (ii) its value for money and its versatility, (iii) the
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flexibility and quality of its graphics, and (iv) its internal
clock which enables accurate timing of sensor interrogation
within the software.
An interface box (MODAS - the "Blue Box")
was developed for the Geography Department at Lampeter by the
University College Swansea Microprocessor Centre to cope with
the wide variety and large number of available sensors in
analogue, binary and event modes.
The prototype MODAS comprises
a modular system of inputs from sensors of each of the three
types handling multiples of eight analogue, five event and four
binary inputs.
All input signals are converted to digital form
for output to the RS423 port at the back of the BBC
microcomputer.
Signals from all inputs are suitably conditioned
so that the final output is in the form of a decimal value which
may be interpreted by software in the microcomputer.
The sensors used with the system were limited both by the
number of inputs available on the prototype MODAS and, for more
expensive equipment, by the instrumentation available.
By the
end of the software preparation period the following were
available and fully integrated for archiving, retrieval and
analysis purposes, with MODAS and the BBC Model B:
i)

Analogue inputs
Dry bulb temperature,
Wet bulb temperature,
Earth temperature at 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60 cm.,
Grass temperature.

ii)

Binary input
Wind vane delivering 16 compass points.

iii)

Event inputs
Reed switch "run-of-wind" anemometer,
Tipping-bucket raingauge.

The instrumentation yielding binary and event information
is standard meteorological equipment and is not unduly
expensive.
However, the temperature sensors used are nonstandard in meteorological use, though cheap (c£6).
These
semiconductor resistors are intended primarily for internal use
so that great care has to be taken, even in non-extreme weather
conditions, when using them outside.
In the Stevenson screen a
"naked" sensor survives for between six and twelve months, based
on the experiences under wet and windy Welsh conditions.
The
preparation of a wet bulb sensor also posed some problems but
the careful addition of a normal termometer wick attached to a
reservoir seems to deliver a wet bulb temperature within +or 0.2 C of the accepted wet bulb value when using a standard
screen hygrometer - however accurate that may be!
Since the
sensor is so small however, care must be taken not to short
between the terminals .
If this happens totally spurious values
are delivered.
For exposed or wet locations it has been found
necessary to insert the sensor, "sensitive" end down, into a
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small test-tube, totally fill the tube with silica gel, and seal
with "Mastic" (the ideal), Araldite or wax.
The analogue input
ports, rather than the individual sensors, can be calibrated
using an ice-water mixture (0 C) and a constant temperature bath
(at above about 50 C) and a suitably protected sensor.
THE SOFTWARE SUITE
Although a direct plot of temperature onto the TV/monitor
screen is possible using software developed at Lampeter,
progress is so slow for a full twenty-four hour plot that this
display is in practice hardly ever used.
Such a display is
better suited to the monitoring of temperature at very frequent
intervals in a laboratory. All other programs cause a standard
text display to appear on the screen. This varies slightly from
one program to another, depending upon the program's function.
The display is strictly for "public" consumption where the
screen merely provides an update on current weather conditions.
Screen updating occurs every five minutes in the standard
archiving program, which actually only archives every hour.
At
other times information is merely displayed.
In addition, at 09.00, maximum, minimum and grass minimum
temperatures and total rainfall for the previous 24 hours are
calculated and archived separately, and current values for wind
direction and speed and air, dew point and earth temperatures
also stored.
Dew point temperature is computed using an
approximation formula correct within normal temperature ranges
to about 0.5 C.
This daily second strata of the data archive
ensures the compilation of a monthly "book" similar to the
conventional booking of data once each day.
In the normal
course of events therefore data are archived every hour, and on
a daily basis incorporating maxima, totals and so on. Both sets
of information may later be retrieved to provide daily or
monthly listings, permit computation of monthly means, extremes
and totals, and produce graphs (Figure 1).
In addition, two further, more specialised groups of
programs have been developed.
The first of these archives air
and dew point temperatures, wind speed and direction and
rainfall for any specified time interval greater than about 25
seconds, and may be sustained for several thousand readings.
The actual upper limit is imposed by the maximum size of a data
file which can be held on a single disc or cassette.
In
practice this is very large indeed:
so large that probably
several week's data could be incorporated into one run.
For
example, the system was on-line collecting data at hourly
intervals for the Christmas closedown period of December 23 to
January 3 1983/84.
The second type of program accesses up to
eight temperature sensors, again at time intervals determined by
the user.
Both archive data at these intervals ready for
subsequent graphical display/print-out using software designed
for use with the relevant data format.
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Figure 1 (above) An exampl e of a monthl y summary display of
daily maximum (top of e ach column) , minimum (bottom of
each column) and grass minimum (lower bar) t e mp e rature for
November 1983.
Figure 2 (below)
Air and d e w-point t e mp e ratur e s at five-minute
intervals f or 10 July 1983 .
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Figure 3(a) (above) Combined five-minute plots for 9 April 1983
- note the arrival of a sea breeze in mid-afternoon.
Figure 3(b) (below) Combined five-minute plots for 10 July 1983
- note the marked fall in temperature associated with a
nearby severe thunderstorm.
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Data retrieval and subsequent display and analysis, has
concentrated on the production of graphs and tables of collected
information.
Use of a BBC Model B microcomputer has meant that
the quality of graphs produced is high.
High resolution
graphics are available using four colours simultaneously.
Lower
resolution graphs (using eight colours) are only used where
there is a need for detailed colour coding of information, for
example, to display earth temperature changes through time.
The software producing the graphs has been designed to
maximise this graphical potential and to provide a wide variety
of different graph combinations from the same data set using a
menu system.
At the most simple level data are displayed on the
screen for only one parameter.
This of course ensures maximum
detail (Figure 2).
The scale used by the x-axis is determined
by the total number of data points in the file (consecutive
files, for example, for different days, may be concatinated
using a further program if required), but the scale of theyaxis depends, for temperature, on the total range of temperature
encountered within the data set being displayed . This the
software automaticaly scales.
For rainfall the length of the yaxis normally corresponds to 5 mm.
However, at times of very
high rainfall intensities the axis is automatically adjusted by
the software to cope with whatever extreme is encountered for
the period.
Figure 2 shows a display of both air and dew point
temperatures at 5-minute intervals, on the same axes.
The
display covers a 24-hour period.
Air temperature is displayed
in red, dew point in blue.
There is a dramatic fall in
temperature in the late afternoon.
Combinations of graphs are shown in Figure 3 (a and b).
In Figure 3a (for 9 April 1983) there is again a notable midafternoon fall in temperature (here dew point is not displayed)
but at the time of the fall in temperature there is a very clear
increase in wind speed from an average around 3 m/s to about 5-6
m/s, together with a marked veer of wind direction from south to
northwest.
These changes indicate the arrival of a sea breeze
at the site.
Lampeter, near the coast of Cardigan Bay,
experiences numerous sea breezes, particularly in spring and
early summer (Sumner 1977).
The apparently wide fluctuation of
wind direction at times of light winds is partially a function
of the poor local exposure, partially the poor low velocity
response of the windvane, and partially the nature of the y-axis
used.
Note that there is a repetition of direction between
north and east. This quadrant was chosen as that with the
lowest overall wind frequency, so that occasions of very marked
swings of the trace across the graph are reduced to a minimum.
Figure 3b shows a more complete display for 10 July 1983
(the temperature trace alone appears in Figure 2).
The very
rapid fall in temperature accompanied by a marked wind squall
and a backing of the wind from southwest to north, but no
rainfall, was the edge of a violent thunderstorm on the Cardigan
Bay coast (Sumner 1984).
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CONCLUSIONS
The prototype microcomputer-controlled weather station
developed at Lampeter has proved a very useful, flexible and
workable system.
The original intention had been simply to
obtain a commercially-produced data-logger system to fulfil some
of the needs of an automated weather station.
Earlier work at
Lampeter however (e.g. Sparks 1982, Sparks and §umner 1982)
investigating the use of microcomputers in Geography, both for
teaching and for research, meant that experience and expertise
was already available and at hand. Given the imminent deluge of
microcomputers into schools, the availability of cheap yet
versatile machines, and the technical possibility of using a
microcomputer as an intelligent, programmable data logger, the
MEPP was inaugurated in October 1982 to develop the software
usable with a microcomputer, a variety of sensors, and an
interfacing "Blue Box".
The results of the work have been
summarised in this article.
Further details can be found in
Sparks (1983) and Sparks and Sumner (1983).
It is emphasised that MODAS (the "Blue Box") is a prototype
piece of equipment and that apart from obtaining a usable
microcomputer controlled weather-station for research and
teaching at Lampeter, the project was also aimed at illustrating
the potential for development along these lines, and the general
usefulness of such a system to teachers and researchers.
Of the
future it must be said that there is every prospect of such
interfaces as MODAS becoming commercially available and at a
lower cost than the prototype MODAS.
MODAS is a sophisticated
example of the interface required.
Less complex interface boxes
to handle a more limited range of sensors are becoming
available.
Software of course will be to a certain extent
machine-dependent on the type of microcomputer used, and on the
range of sensors to be polled.
For those schools unable to contemplate full on-line data
collection, certain software has a manual input facility e.g.
the daily data record.
The input program could be easily
modi}ied to accept a more limited range of data values and thus
be more applicable to the range of instruments normally
possessed by a school.
The system is then similar to that
described in Sparks and Sumner (1982), but running the MEPP
software on the BBC microcomputer.
Such a system could be of
considerable use in the teaching of local weather studies.
The
manual input of data for more regular intervals would seem to be
inappropriate given time and labour constraints.
Once competition and production can occur on a wider scale
then costs will decrease and it is probably that a system will
be marketed at a modest and affordable price.
The potential of
such a cheap, reliable, flexible and useful and informative
setup is considerable for both teaching and research.
In theory
the "taking of readings" manually every morning is a feature of
the past.
In practice however, the total disappearance of such
an exercise so that students and pupils are no longer subjected
to observing temperatures in howling gales and blizzards is
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surely never to be contemplated!
It must be good for their
souls:
in the same way that microcomputer-controlled weather
stations will be a valuable aid to the teaching and
understanding of weather phenomena, as well as for research
purposes.
On the debit side however, there are certain problems,
though these are not insurmountable.
There are inevitably
certain practical limits imposed by microcomputer overheating
and breakdown, by power failures, and by "Acts of God"!
The BBC
microcomputer used at Lampeter has often been left on
continuously for months at a time with no apparent ill effect,
although the poor quality and inconsistency of the power supply,
and a very common tendency towards short duration total power
failures in rural areas such as Lampeter, has turned our
thoughts to the need for a reserve supply.
Unfortunately, the
time of intensive testing coincided with a very thunder-prone
period during 1983, so that this deficiency in the local supply
often severely disrupted data collection and system testing.
Direct lightning strikes on equipment are rare in normal years,
particularly in West Wales.
The one which did occur however,
has also taught us by bitter experience, that suitable
protective measures for this eventuality, too, are highly
desirable! (Sumner and Sparks, 1984).
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THE FUTURE EMERGING FOR THIS LIVELIEST UNIVERSAL SCIENCE
by
DR F W DECKER
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Education
Office of Educational Research and Improvement
US Department of Education
Suite 722, Brown Building
1200 19th Street NW
Washington DC 20208
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

What subject compares to meteorology for its pervading
effects on all life and for incessant and active change? People
have the weather on their minds, judging from the comments when
meeting, opening conversations, and parting with speculations on
the weather.
Small wonder, for the variability of weather in
space and time, as well as the profound impact on plans and
activities of people, must eclipse all other influences of
nature on humanity.
This subject therefore offers a most
natural way to introduce young people to science and to promote
a life-long interest and activity in matters of science and
technology.
Truly a most "lively" science, the study and
appreciation of meteorology constitutes an outstanding means for
engaging even the youngest students in a scrutiny of the world
about them and for developing in people of all ages and
occupations a scientific appreciation of the processes of
weather and the causes and magnitudes thereof.
Convergence of weather study with other subjects and
activities repeatedly produced greater results than the sum of
the separate activities, starting with the invention of the
electric telegraph and the coming of synoptic weather studies
aimed at forecasting.
An isolated academic study of arcane data
prior to the telegraph, meteorology suddenly emerged as a useful
professional field of service when instant exchange of data
occurred.
Similar convergences have more recently occurred
involving radio and radar, computers, photography, astronomy,
space science, and sky aesthetics.
Meteorology today stands in
the convergence zone impacting many other fields and potentially
the common denominator for a large community of human activity
and intellectual specialization.
Where do we find these activities and interests? Not alone
in schools and on the TV news but also in science centers,
clubs, hobby groups, individual sports activities (aviation,
yachting, hunting, fishing, etc.), weather amateurs and
independent weather entrepreneurs, suppliers (manufacturers,
dealers, consultants), and artists of camera, canvass, and
video.
We professional meteorologists often do not learn of the
many other fields of interest and endeavour sharing our
interests in critically observing, recording, and anticipating
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weather phenomena. We do have many fellow weather watchers
pursuing their interests with less help from us than we might
share with them for mutually more gratifying results than in our
present isolation from each other.
These people outside the "official weather services"
include children beginning school along with their teachers,
young people racing ahead in learning a technical mastery
outstripping their teachers and families, the many people having
an avid interest in the peculiar phenomena of weather, the
business and professional people who find alertness to weather
and weather change serves their central occupations, the
innovators who devise equipment and sell it to the many who use
it for weather observing, ~nd the people retired from careers
and making avocational pursuit of weather their prime activity.
The future should see greatly increased popular concern and
activity in our "lively" science . Our modern technological
culture has made us more vulnerable to weather rather than
immune to weather, for at the very least we find it important to
know and to adapt to the changes of weather and to the
conditions prevailing at the moment.
Hence, the future calls
for a serious and purposeful use of weather awareness and
insight as well as the avid avocational and educational interest
in the atmosphere.
To see the future most reliably we should review the past
for clues as to the trends we can project into the future.
A
true watershed for meteorology occurred when Morse invented the
telegraph.
This led to storm warning networks, collection of
synoptic data, and the evolution of scientific forecasting based
on synoptic analysis.
In other fields similar watersheds
occurred.
The coming of radio in primitive form introduced by
Marconi led to amateur radio communication, the crowding of the
spectrum with many spark-gap transmitters, and the consignment
of the spectrum below 200 meters wavelength to the amateurs
("hams").
This coincided with availability of vacuum tube
equipment and the discovery of ionospheric effects with the
"short-wave" long-distance communication.
Commercial
development followed as the amateurs led the way to discovery of
the possibilities.
Today a highly versatile electronics
industry serves the demands of a vast market of radio amateur
customers as one can see from the advertizing featured in the
mass circulation magazines "QST", "CQ", and others serving radio
"hams".
As always, some of these amateur communicators
personally work at the frontier of technical innovation. Their
associations, notably the American Radio Relay League (ARRL),
provide central services to the technical innovators.
Thus, the
laboratory results get into field practice or experiment quickly
because of the free market in ideas as well as equipment and
opportunity available with the allocation of portions of the
radio frequency spectrum to the use of amateurs.
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The corollaries to the case of amateur radio occur today in
such fields as computer technology where "hackers" create and
exchange innovations . Meteorology also has begun to develop
more weather observing sites owned and operated by people for
their personal gratification.
I have learned of such sites when
scouring the countryside for data of importance in resolving
disputed points in courtroom litigation when I actively served
as a forensic meteorologist.
The need for many more weather observing points emerged
from the study of meso- and micro-meteorological phenomena,
notably in the study of downbursts and microbursts by the
pioneering investigators of "wind shear" associated with
aviation disasters.
The partial filling of this need by radar
and satellite coverage of areas of concern simply focusses on
the need for many more surface observing points recording the
orthodox surface weather data.
Recent events and developments which set the stage for a
major expansion of school and popular meteorology include the
following.
(1)
Packet radio communication has emerged for
amateur use as new manufacturers offer equipment enabling
amateurs to communicate using their computers and the very short
wavelengths like 2 meters.
In very brief time intervals using
minimal radio equipment the "hams" now exchange data error-free.
(2) Repeaters ("slave" stations receiving signals and sending
them on beyond the original horizon limit) have recently
carried packet signals 400 miles (650 km) in 5 repeater jumps.
This opens the possibility of local networks exchanging data at
substantial distances.
(3) Weather sensors feeding computers
and thereby archiving data for interrogation by packet radio
have come on the market from at least two firms seeing the
potential in computerized popular meteorology (Heath Co. and
Vaisala).
(4) The drive to "Save 220" among radio amateurs
seeks to populate the allocated 220 Mhz amateur radio band and
thereby fend off commercial intrusion, and the belief grows that
weather amateurs and schools can help this cause by adopting
this band (1\ meters) for packet radio exchange of computerized
school and amateur weather stations. With basic technical
innovation completed, it remains necessary only to adopt
conventions and protocol to assure standardized practices to
maximize the ease of data interchange.
(5) Low-cost satellite
receptors continually enter the market, the orbital and
geostationary receptors on display by Feedback Instruments Ltd
at the RMS-sponsored conference and at the ensuing Summer
Meeting in July 1984 at Oxford providing good examples of
equipment serving schools or individuals.
Lowering prices will
expand the market, and we can expect many individuals to enter
the satellite receptor community with at least an orbital
satellite receptor (cheapest).
(6) Continental coverage of
school districts served from a TV satellite has already come
into reality with an up-link to a geostationary satellite from a
service center location.
This presages GOES satellite reception
and retransmission in processed form for schoolroom use.
Only
one receptor in a school district need redistribute the TV
instructional programs via cable or microwave.
In some cases
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consortia of districts can share the single down-link station
services.
In the US this system operates at Williamsburg, VA,
as Network for Instructional Television (NITV).
(7)
"For
Spacious Skies", an educational and cultural program led by Jack
Borden of Boston, MA, cultivates the aesthetic and cultural
appreciation of the whole sky and its incessant changes.
We
feel reminded of the enthusiasm for the sky of the late
Professor C F Brooks of the Harvard Blue Hill Observatory as
Jack Borden writes, lectures, and stimulates an appreciation of
the sky among the many people who previously gave only a glance
(if that) to the sky.
(8) "Sky alive" instruction even in the
Third Grade has expanded into many schools as the central theme
of the day's instruction.
Eleanor Franey of the Thompson School
in Arlington, MA, has stimulated many other teachers to focus
school experience on the sky.
Thus, her students watch the sky
repeatedly, taking themes from the sky for their art work,
compositions, poetry, computations, etc.
We meteorologists get
reminded by these young observers that the sky contains not only
clouds but also aircraft, birds, smoke plumes, contrails, the
heavenly bodies, the sun, and even the leaves blown around or
the arching tree limbs with seasonal changes.
Thus, nature
study in many ramifications and even preparation for the sunset
or the sunrise phenomena, including meteorological optics, get
into the curriculum.
(9) Science centers operating
independently of but in support of schools now provide expert
services for the teachers and students visiting them.
Thus, the
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI) provides an example
of such services for classes brought to OMSI by bus.
In School
District 11 of New York City in the Bronx a science center
weather station provides on-station experiences for students at
the Fifth Grade level when bussed to the science center, while
the teachers get special consultation for follow-up action at
their own classrooms provided by the professional meteorologist
at the center.
The high school students in the weather club at
the center provide mentor functions for the Fifth Graders, since
these weather club members by this articulation advance in their
own study of the weather and ability to explain it.
This Bronx
science center as part of the public school system serves a
total of 22 elementary schools bussing their students to the
weather station at the center for a scheduled period of
experience which they could not get at their own schools except
at much greater cost and uncertainty of enough meteorologists
available.
Predictions of the future based on the activities in
meteorology and related specialties must take cognizance of the
fact that we meteorologists have many allies, just as Morse
(famous American painter at New York University) in providing
the telegraph made himself an ally of our forbears like Joseph
Henry. Our allies today include the computer experts, the
science center leaders, the radio amateurs trying to "Save 220",
the instructional television developers, and the enthusiastic
appreciators of the sky like Jack Borden and Eleanor Franey.
We
also have the amateur or specialized users of meteorology in
their own pursuits as part of the meteorological community.
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These include yachtsmen, aviators, suppliers of equipment, and
science educators, among others.
We have a need within
meteorology to recognize, welcome, and host these diverse
interests whom we might overlook if we think of meteorology
strictly in terms of orthodox weather service systems. Given a
wider and growing appreciation of the professional function of
joining forces with our natural allies, some forecasts would
seem quite probable, and all of them point to much more weather
awareness among all people.
A great increase in the number of observing points can
occur with the installation of weather observing sensors and
computer archiving at schools.
Alliance with the radio
communication enthusiasts in faculty and student body should
produce packet radio data networks in school districts or
consortia of districts.
Repeater stations will assure exchange
of data when larger area coverage will help describe a given
situation.
A non-government system of observing will develop
thereby which can augment the national meteorological service
network, and the value of the "amateur" or "school" net will
persuade official national services that mutual free exchange of
data will provide benefits for all concerned.
A flowering of activity focussed on the sky will develop as
unique hobby interests of research value emerge, such as
lapse-time photography (film or video), still photography art.
Discoveries of atmospheric systems and processes will occur
as the dense network data reveal them, just as the downburst got
recognised finally as detailed data came under scrutiny.
These
new phenomena will dictate some changes of the observing system,
possibly also making possible a change of air traffic control
doctrines to allow for the phenomena and the predictability of
them as revealed by the dense network of school and other
stations providing data by packet radio.
Perhaps the most important feature of the emerging school
and popular meteorology will appear in the increasingly avid
interest in all matters of science and mathematics.
No longer
will the aphorism apply that "Everyone talks about the weather,
but no one does anything about it." We in a sky-alive and
weather-aware population will indeed do plenty about the
weather!
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APPLICATION OF PROAM FOR
TEACHING METEOROLOGICAL ANALYSIS
by
DR D R SMITH
Department of Geosciences
Purdue University
Geosciences Building
West Lafayette
INDIANA 47907
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

As meteorological data acquisition and transmission has
become increasingly more automated, meteorological analysis has
undergone dramatic changes.
To keep pace with these advances,
techniques for teaching meteorological analysis must also be
modified.
When I took my first course in meteorological
analysis over 12 years ago, the standard operating procedure was
to distribute several strips of teletype paper with data from
many surface stations to each student, and then we were told to
plot the data and perform the surface map analysis.
Such an
approach, due to limitations in time and computer resources,
precluded performing certain kinds of meteorological analysis.
In this paper I would like to discuss a software package that we
have developed at Purdue University that enables a more complete
analysis of surface meteorological data, and how we have
incorporated this package into our academic program.
The software package is called PROAM - which stands for the
Purdue Regional Objective Analysis of the Mesoscale.
PROAM
consists of a series of programs which take surface
meteorological observations from a regional area and processes
the data for analysis of mesoscale disturbances.
There are four
primary functions performed by the PROAM package:
1.

2.
3.

4.

The surfa~e teletype data is edited for the
geograhic 1 area of interest;
The non-u iform data is then interpolated onto a
uniform network of grid points covering this area;
After the measured observations are gridded, several
variables, including derivative quantities, are
computed (e.g., convergence and vorticity);
Lastly, the objectively analyzed fields are contoured
and plotted onto the appropriate geographical
background map.

The input data for PROAM are surface meteorological
observations from a regional area of approximately 1000 km by
1000 km.
The variables used are hourly measurements of
temperature, dew point temperature, wind speed, wind direction
and altimeter setting.
The output from PROAM are grid point
data for both observed and derived quantities (water . vapor
mixing ratio, wind components, vorticity, convergence, etc.).
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The interpolation algorithm used is a modified version of
the Barnes scheme (1964, 1973).
It uses a Gaussian
(exponential) weighting function, with the option to make
several passes through the data for improved response.
The
radius of influence surrounding any grid point can expand to
allow a specified minimum number of observations to be included
in the interpolation.
The filter parameter is chosen in an
interactive mode to permit the desired spectral response.
[A
more complete description of the analysis routine can be
obtained by referring to Snow, et al (1983) or Smith and Leslie
(1984)].
Figure 1 shows the flow of the process from collection of
the data to the final contoured maps.
The surface data is taken
from the FAA 604 teletype circuit.
This data is put into an
observations file either manually or via microcomputer.
The
data editor routine (DATAED) then takes this file along with a
file of all station locations and the appropriate input
parameters and generates an edited data set for future
processing.
A plotted map of the observations is also generated
for hand analysis (See Fig.2).
The edited data set becomes input for an interactive
routine called STARTR. The student interactively specifies
several parameters that define the geographical area, the grid
spacing and the analysis parameters used in the interpolation
process.
This process is interactive in order to permit
selection of the desired spectral response for specific
wavelengths. A temporary data set is produced which is then
stored for later processing by the objective analysis scheme
(PROAM).
PROAM then generates an output data set of grid point
values for 19 different arrays.
These arrays are then printed
for immediate inspection.
The output data set is stored on
permanent disk for future processing.
The final step in the process is the graphical display of
the gridded arrays.
NICEMAP takes the grid point values and
plots contours onto a map background of the desired geographical
region.
Figure 3 gives several examples of the output generated
by NICEMAP.
NICEMAP makes use of graphical software written at
the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, CO.
PROAM has several advantages as a classroom instructional
tool:
1.

2.

The data editor generates a map with plotted surface
data which is legible and easily reproducible for each
student.
This map can then be used for routine
subjective analysis.
It also removes the tedium of
having each student plot the data themselves.
It generates grid point data.
This is a definite
advantage because it facilitates the computation of
non-measured variables (e.g.
moisture variables) and
quantities requiring derivatives (e.g. convergence and
vorticity).
For example, in teaching severe weather
analysis the convergence of low level moisture is a
very important quantity that is not easily determined
by inspecting facsimile products.
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STEPS IN PRODUCING OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF SURFACE DATA
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Surface map generated by PROAM . Plotting model for
each station includes temperature in °F (upper left) ,
dew point temperature in °F (lower left), pressure
encoded (34 = 1003.4) in mb (upper right), wind
direction along wind barb as drawn from station
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3.

It generates contoured variable field.
Currently up
to 19 different contoured fields can be produced on
the appropriate map background.
The major advantage
to having the contoured plots is that it allows the
students to focus their attention on interpretatiun of
the respective features of the fields.
A second
advantage is that by having transparencies of the
plots, students can overlay several fields
simultaneously.
This is particularly helpful in the
diagnosis of severe weather events where low level
moisture, stability, pressure and wind fields are
combined to determine areas of potential convective
activity.

Use of this package enables the development of several
skills involving the disciplines of computer science,
mathematics and meteorology.
These skills include:
Computer programming
File manipulation
Computer graphics
Data handling and filtering
Interpolation technique
Subjective and objective analysis
Interpretation of data fields
Nowcasting of meteorological events
PROAM is currently used in three of our synoptic
laboratories as an analysis tool.
With the acquisition of a new
minicomputer system and several output display devices we plan
on using some variation of this package even more.
Furthermore,
there are several other courses which involve some
meteorological analysis that offer the potential for
incorporation of the PROAM package.
In conclusion, we have developed a package of
meteorological software that assimilates surface data from the
604 teletype circuit, plots it onto charts with the appropriate
map backgound.
The package also performs an objective analysis
of the data over a mesoscale region and generates contoured
plots of several fields of data.
This package has been used in
teaching meteorological analysis in three synoptic laboratory
courses.
We anticipate additional implementation into several
other courses in the near future.
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SPREADING OF METEOROLOGICAL LITERACY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
by
A-K MALLOUHI
Training Expert/Project Manager
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INTRODUCTION
Proper education is the process by which a child develops
into a good adult by learning about his environment.
Meteorological events are the closest and most frequent
experiences anyone encounters in his daily life.
Any schooling
which does not give the student some basic ideas of meteorology
would be incomplete.
Meteorology was initially begun to be studied for avoiding
ship and human losses on the high seas. The advent of aviation
rendered highly necessary the study of meteorology as a science.
The need for increasing production of food and renewable energy
have made meteorology not only a theoretical subject but also a
practical one.
Nowadays there is hardly any activity which does
not require meteorological data.
The developing countries constitute a big majority and
cover a very large fraction of the global population.
In these
countries development activities are being undertaken in an
intensive way and in many diverse fields.
All these economic
activities can be organised in an efficient manner by taking
into account the role of meteorology on the various activities.
This is known to the scientific community, but is not realised
to the desirable extent by the public in general and the policy
makers in particular. As children are the future citizens of a
country, the development of consciousness of environment of
which weather is a major constituent must begin at the school
stage itself.
To carry out with confidence, popularization of the role of
meteorology in day-to-day and economic activities, it is
necessary to have competent Meteorological Services whose
advice, forecasts, data, etc., can be highly relied upon.
The
Meteorological Departments have to depend on school recruits for
performing basic meteorological functions and for the building
of future manpower.
Therefore, teaching of meteorological
topics in a proper way in schools is highly necessary.
A wide perspective in transferring the right kind of
meteorological knowledge to various classes of persons like
students, laymen, administrators and professionals is necessary
for drawing up a basic plan detailing what to teach and to whom.
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To realize the above, some basic suggestions are made in
the light of my experience in teaching meteorology and related
basic sciences in various fields and at various levels in
developing countries.
METEOROLOGICAL SCHOOL EDUCATION
The subjects to be taught and the manner of teaching them
vary with the level of schooling.
In most of the developing
countries, the schooling is done in three stages namely primary,
intermediate and secondary. Meteorological topics must be
taught in the same manner as sciences and follow the same
logical development namely facts, comprehension, principles and
basic laws.
Acquiring knowledge of theories and real insight of
meteorology should be left to professional and university
students.
The emphasis should be, in general, on facts in
primary schools, comprehension and principles in intermediate
schools and basic laws in secondary schools.
The teaching, as
in science, should be such as to make the student inquisitive
and pose questions for understanding his experiences.
Some aspects relating to meteorology (like weather, climate
and seasons) and weather elements are routinely mentioned in an
elementary way in school text books under science and geography.
Some basic definitions and measurement techniques of weather
elements are also dealt with under physics education in schools.
In many developing countries intermediate and secondary school
leavers are recruited by meteorological courses. The general
experience is that such students do not have a basic knowledge
of meteorological elements and considerable efforts have to be
expended to prepare the students for following the elementary
courses.
Based on the above consideration, a plan for meteorological
education of school students, mainly in developing countries, is
given below.
In this, elementary and routine matters have been
included only to ensure continuity and logical development of
the topics.
The emphasis in topics is on their relevance to
meteorological and weather phenomena.
Topics to be Taught:
Details of meteorological topics to be taught under
science, physics, chemistry and geography at specialised levels
of schooling are given in Tables I, la and lb.
Table I details the meteorological topics to be taught in
schools and the subjects under which and levels of schooling at
which these topics are to be taught.
The upper part of the
Table gives the basic meteorological topics.
These are to be
taught under science, physics or geography at all levels of
schooling.
The lower part of the Table details complementary
topics which are to be taught only in secondary shoals.
The
subject under which each topic is to be taught is shown therein.
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Table la has been arranged such that:
A horizontal reading of the topics over pages 201 to
205 gives the reader an idea of how the topics can be
developed and taught with progressive schooling.
A vertical reading gives the reader a comprehension of
the various topics that can be covered at a given
level of schooling.
The vertical presentation ~ssists
in including the topics suitable in comprehensive text
books for primary, intermediate and secondary
schools.
The sequence of teaching topics namely facts,
comprehension, etc., as suggested in the opening
paragraph of this section, has largely been followed.
However, some deviations in sequences of the nature of
topics have been occasionally resorted to allow for
logical development of the topics.
Table lb mainly gives details of the complementary topics
enumerated in Table I.
It is necessary for students to learn
these so as to realise to some extent the role of the
meteorological aspects in certain applied fields.
Methods of Teaching and Educational Aids:
Meteorological school education should be as for formal
science education.
In older times the emphasis was solely on
the instructor. At present the methods aim at involving the
students actively in the learning process.
This is done through
discussions and deductions, demonstrations, field trips and
project work.
In the early school stages, the emphasis should
be on non-instrumental observations of weather phenomena.
The
next stage should concentrate on instrumental measurements and
on recognising and recording the various grades of weather
phenomena as and when they occur. After this some trips to
observatories and weather offices may be arranged. Where the
school can set up a small observatory of its own, the students
may be given project work in observing and recording simple
weather elements and weather phenomena.
To carry out the above, the following educational aids
would need to be provided:The primary need is for a written text, which is
scientifically correct and has a logical sequence but
at the same time uses simple language so that the
meaning is clear to the reader.
In case of translations emphasis should be on
conveying the correct and proper meaning as in the
original text.
For this the wordings, if necessary,
should be quite elaborate.
The translation is better
done with advice of bilingual, professional
meteorologists .
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To the maximum extent possible, the phenomena or
subject matter under description must be illustrated
with examples from nature or from daily experience.
Well prepared slides, films, maps and posters may be
used to visually acquaint the students with the
phenomena being taught.
Scientific films or video tapes demonstrating the
teaching or meteorology of various weather phenomena
must be prepared to help school teachers in imparting
meteorological education.
Where feasible, facilities should be created in the
school laboratory for conducting experiments relating
to typical weather phenomena.
Whenever feasible, a small meteorological observatory
may be established in school premises with assistance
from the meteorological office.
Teachers:
Teachers are most important in the proper spreading of
meteorological education, and one is immediately confronted with
the question as to who will teach the teachers?
Initially, meteorological personnel may visit schools
to give lectures to the teachers on meteorological
topics.
Special and specific short term courses may be
conducted locally in meteorological training schools
for school teachers in the teaching of meteorological
topics.
The trainers of school teachers from the
Meteorological Departments should be themselves
trained specially for the purpose, in suitable
institutions and in Regional Training Institutes
sponsored and supervised by WMO.
The WMO Regional Training Institute should prepare
curricula and provide facilities for training of
personnel in teaching meteorological subjects in
schools.
For this, the Training Institutes should be
suitably strengthened, staffed and supervised by WMO
so that they gain the confidence of the Member States
in the region and can meet their needs in the proper
training of meteorological educators in schools.
POPULAR METEOROLOGICAL EDUCATION
The level of literacy of the public is quite modest in
developing countries.
However, development in agriculture and
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other fields show that if people are properly educated to
develop an enthusiasm for modern innovations and developments
they can respond extremely well to benefit from modern
technology.
The same applies to the development of weather
consciousness among the public.
For this the public may first
be informed of the nature of the environment in which they live
and the importance of the atmosphere as the most important
constituent of the environmental complex.
Secondly, they may be
told of the effects of harmful weather phenomena and how weather
forecasts can help save life, property, time and energy.
Thirdly, they may be apprised as to how weather forecasts are
issued.
Fourthly, the variety of weather and climate found on
earth may be briefly mentioned and the importance of local
climate and factors influencing them may be emphasised.
Fifthly, use and benefits of meteorological data in economic
activities may be elaborated to them by choosing subjects which
are as close as possible to the common experience of the public.
Finally, the international nature of meteorological phenomena
and the role of WMO in international co-ordination in
meteorology may be emphasised.
Subject and Topics to be Taught:
The subjects and topics to be taught under each subject are
given in Table II, which is self explanatory.
Methods of Education and Education Aids:
UNESCO's Experimental World Literacy Programme has brought
out the limitation of formal education in meeting the learning
needs of the rural public as mentioned in Development
Communication Report No.21 of January 1978 of the Academy for
Educational Development, USA.
Non-formal education becomes
necessary to teach the public the benefits of meteorology.
Non-formal education which is meant to complement
schooling, such as articles in newspapers, also has
limitations since only urban, literate population can
benefit by it and it cannot educate the rural adults
who are mostly illiterate.
Radio would appear to be a better medium of non-formal
education as the advent of cheap transistor sets have
phenomenally increased radio listeners in villages.
The expansion of small powered radio stations
broadcasting local programmes is also of considerable
help.
However, even in service oriented advisoryforecasts, the use of radio alone does not have the
desired impact.
TV, on the other hand, would appear to be the best
medium as the occurrence of weather phenomena,
procedures for avoiding their harmful effects, etc.
can be demonstrated with help of pictures, posters,
slides, films, etc.
The audio-visual presentation
will leave a great impact on the minds of audience if
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the language in pictorial captions and in displayed
explanations is in local language.
Some countries
have used the medium of TV serviced by geostationary
satellite for educating the public and this may be
used for meteorological education.
Exhibitions have a great attraction for the public.
Efforts may be made to organise exhibitions in cities
and village fairs on meteorological 1tems. The
exhibits must be carefully prepared and properly
displayed to attract public interest.
Important occasions like the World Meteorological Day
may be used to publish interesting articles on
specific meteorological themes, modern developments in
meteorology and applications of meteorology in
economic and human activities, in all feasible
information media.
The lexicon of meteorology for radio broadcasts and
telecasts should be so formulated that the forecasts
could be framed in a language which is clear and is
easily understood by the listening public.
Subject Matter Specialists:
Many categories of persons have routine professional
contacts with the public.
Therefore, public education in
meteorology may not be confined to meteorologists.
A wide class
of people like school and college teachers, extension workers in
agriculture, public health and water resources, engineers,
mediamen, etc. should be closely involved in spreading
meteorology-education among the public.
Such personnel will
form the Subject Matter Specialists in meteorology.
They would
include interpretation of meteorological broadcasts, telecasts
and advice and meteorological topics, in their talks/briefings
to the public.
PLAN OF IMPLEMENTATION THROUGH WMO AND UNESCO
The proposals made in this paper may need to be modified
and adapted for real-time use.
Therefore, a committee may be
constituted from amongst the participants to examine and
finalise the proposals as follow-up action of the conference.
The finalised proposals may be sent to WMO and UNESCO for
review and joint action to give a final shape to the proposals.
The finalised proposals may be circulated by WMO and UNESCO
to Member States with a recommendation for formation of national
coordination committees of meteorologists and educational
authorities for the implementation of the proposals.
A working group may be jointly constituted by WMO and
UNESCO for the preparation of suitable teaching materials in the
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form of texts, slides, posters , maps , films and video tapes preferably in all the working languages of the United Nations.
This may be circulated to Members for adaptation for local use.
WMO may arrange for the implementation of the above plan
through WMO Regional Training Institutes for training national
personnel for teaching meteorology in schools and to the
public.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
For starting and strengthening of the Meteorological
Services in developing countries, one has to rely on a large
number of intermediate and secondary school leavers for
performing basic functions and for build-up of manpower.
Some topics related to meteorology are dealt with in text
books under physics, science and geography.
These are of
elementary nature.
Even the 1973 UNESCO Reference Book for
Science Teaching in schools does not adequately deal with the
role and relevance of meteorological elements in weather
phenomena.
The experience of the technical assistance projects of WMO
is that due to poor knowledge in meteorology, the school leavers
have to be educated intensively for considerable periods of time
before they can commence even elementary courses in meteorology.
This leads to considerable loss of time and money and also makes
the school recruits move away from a career in meteorology.
Most of the benefits of meteorology are indirect.
Meteorological education of the public would be highly useful as
they can then use the existing weather aids in a better manner
and press the policy makers to provide increased and sustained
funding for better and more weather services.
Meteorological education of students and the public should
follow a standard pattern as disjointed and fragmentary learning
would serve little purpose and would be wasteful of time and
money.
In many developing countries the Meteorological Services
are not able to take full advantage of the advances in the field
of meteorology in the recent years.
This is due to lack of
qualified manpower which is the most preoccupied solicitude of
all developing countries.
The build-up of qualified manpower in
a planned manner is hampered by the poor knowledge of
Meteorology of recruits and the rather ordinary type of postrecruitment meteorological education they receive and/or can
absorb.
In the light of the above standard proposals for teaching
meteorological topics under various school subjects, joint
action by WMO and UNESCO for the implementation of such
proposals in Member States are called for.
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TABLE I
METEOROLOGICAL SCHOOL EDUCATION
TOPICS
BASIC
METEOROLOGICAL
TOPICS

COMPLEMENTARY
METEOROLOGICAL
TOPICS

SUBJECTS

SCHOOLS

2 .1.1

Temperature variation in earthatmosphere system

Science or Physics Primary , InterGeography
mediate, Secondary

2 .1. 2

Atmospheric pressure

Science or Physics Primary, Intermediate , Secondary
Geography

2 .1. 3

Atmospheric moisture

Science or Physics Primary, InterGeography
mediate, Secondary

2 .1. 4

Winds

Science or Physics Primary, InterGeography
mediate , Secondary

2.1. 5

Radiation

Physics

Secondary

2 .1. 6

Pollutants

Chemistry

Secondary

2 .1. 7

Climatological summaries

Geography

Secondary

2 .1. 8

Weather phenomena affecting
human activities

Geography

Se condary

2 .1. 9

Satellite meteorology

Physics

TABLE Ia
BASIC METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR SCHOOL EDUCATION
PRIMARY SCHOOLS - SCIENCE SUBJECTS
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.1.4

AIR TEMPERATURE (FACTS)
1.

Feeling of heat and cold at different hours and
places and on different days.

2.

Adaptation to temperature variation by
clothing.

3.

Means for determining level of heat
(thermometers).

4.

Day and night and seasons.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (FACTS)
1.

Existence of air.

2.

Composition of air.

3.

Definition of atmosphere.

4.

Weight of column of air.

ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE (FACTS)
1.

Existence of moisture in air.

2.

States of moisture and their interchange.

3.

Sources of moisture.

WINDS (FACTS)
1.

Presence of wind.

2.

Wind speed and direction.
(Continued)
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TABLE la (Continued)
BASIC METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR SCHOOL EDUCATION
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS - SCIENCE OR PHYSICS SUBJECTS
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.1.4

AIR TEMPERATURE (PRINCIPLES AND COMPREHENSION)
1.

Basic principles of thermometry.

2.

Temperature scales (Celsius, Fahrenheit and
Kelvin).

3.

Temperature scale conversion.

4.

Maximum, minimum and ordinary thermometers.

5.

Meteorological meaning and measurement of
surface air temperature.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (PRINCIPLES AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Definition of atmospheric pressure.

2.

Measurement of atmospheric pressure - the
barometer.

3.

Variation of pressure with height.

ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE (PRINCIPLES)
1.

Definition of wet bulb temperature, dew point,
vapour presure, relative humidity.

2.

Measurement of air humidity - psychrometers and
hygrograph.

3.

Transformation of states of water and their
energy relationships.

WINDS (PRINCIPLES)
1.

Measurement of wind - anemometer, wind vane and
anemograph.

(*CANNOT BE TAUGHT EARLIER)
(Continued)
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TABLE Ia (Continued)
BASIC METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR SCHOOL EDUCATION
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS - GEOGRAPHY
2 .1.1

AIR TEMPERATURE (FACTS)
1.

2.

2.1. 3

2 .1.4

Physical factors affecting local temperature.
1.1

Latitude.

1. 2

Altitude.

1.3

Topography.

Change of seasons.

ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE (FACTS*)
1.

Genera of clouds.

2.

Lightning and thunder.

3.

Fog and mist.

4.

Water cycle.

WINDS (COMPREHENSION)
1.

Forms of winds.

2.

Estimation of wind speed and direction.

(*CANNOT BE TAUGHT EARLIER)

(Continued)
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TABLE la (Continued)
BASIC METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR SCHOOL EDUCATION
SECONDARY SCHOOLS - PHYSICS
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.1.4

AIR TEMPERATURE (BASIC LAWS)
1.

Diurnal variation of surface air temperature.

2.

Temperature variation in the vertical.

3.

Temperature recorders.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (BASIC LAWS)
1.

Factors affecting pressure measurement.

2.

Measurement of height by pressure difference the altimeter.

3.

Pressure in relation to wind movement - Buys
Ballot's law.

ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE (PRINCIPLES* AND BASIC LAWS)
1.

Variation of atmospheric humidity.

2.

Mechanism for various types of precipitation.

3.

Measurement of precipitation.

WINDS (BASIC LAWS)
1.

Factors affecting wind movement - pressure,
coriolis force, friction and differential
heating.

(*CANNOT BE TAUGHT EARLIER)

(Continued)
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TABLE

!~

(Continued)

BASIC METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR SCHOOL EDUCATION
SECONDARY SCHOOLS - GEOGRAPHY
2.1.1

AIR TEMPERATURE (FACTS*)
1.

2.1.2

2.1.4

Effects of modifying factors on local
temperature
1.1

Mountain ranges

1 2

Nearness to large natural areas like
seas, lakes, frosts and permafrost

1 3

Ocean currents.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (FACTS* AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Diurnal change of pressure.

2

Distribution of pressure horizontally

3.

Surface weather charts

WINDS (FACTS* AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Diurnal variation of wind

2.

Local winds - land and sea-breeze and mountain
and valley winds.

(*CANNOT BE TAUGHT EARLIER)
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TABLE Ib
COMPLEMENTARY METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR
SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION

SUBJECT
2.1.5

Topics

2.1.6

Topics

SUBJECT
2.1.7

Topics

PHYSICS
RADIATION (PRINCIPLES* AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Solar radiati0n - nature and factors
affecting receipt.

2.

Earth radiation.

3.

Disposal of solar radiation - influence of
types of surface.

4.

Measuring instruments - actinograph and
radiometer.

5.

Usefulness of radiation data.

SATELLITE METEOROLOGY (PRINCIPLES* AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Definition of Satellite - geostationary
satellite.

2.

Need for and use of satellite in
meteorology.

3.

Some examples of use of satellite
information in weather forecasting.

CHEMISTRY
POLLUTANTS (FACTS* AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Definitions of atmospheric pollutants.

2.

Major air pollutants.

3.

Sources of air pollution.

4.

Effects of air pollutants.

5.

Concentration of pollutants in relation to
weather.
(Continued)

(*CANNOT BE TAUGHT EARLIER)
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TABLE lb (Continued)
COMPLEMENTARY METEOROLOGICAL TOPICS FOR
SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION

SUBJECT
2.1.8
Topics

2.1.9
Topics

GEOGRAPHY
CLIMATOLOGICAL SUMMARIES (PRINCIPLES* AND COMPREHENSION*)
1.

Means and frequencies.

2.

Graphs and histograms.

3.

Examples of presentation
of local climate.

4.

Climatological maps.

WEATHER PHENOMENA AFFECTING HUMAN ACTIVITIES (FACTS*)
1.

Various types of storms.

2.

Frost.

3.

Floods.

4.

Droughts.

5.

Wind and water erosion.

(*CANNOT BE TAUGHT EARLIER)
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TABLE II
3.1

Subjects and Topics for Popular Meteorological Education

Subject

3.1.1

Topics

Subject

3.1.2

Topics

Subject
Topics

3.1.3

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
1.

Day and night and seasons caused by
Earth's movements.

2.

Land, water and mountains of Earth.

3.

Earthquakes and volcanoes.

4.

Presence and composition of air and the
extent of the atmosphere.

5.

Parameters of atmosphere - temperature,
humidity, pressure and wind.

6.

Plant and animal worlds.

7.

Water and carbon cycles in
earth-atmosphere system

HARMFUL WEATHER PHENOMENA
AND ISSUE OF FORECASTS
1.

Scales of weather phenomena.

2.

Havoc caused by storms, floods, droughts,
heatwaves, frost, etc, and benefits of
early warnings against them.

3.

Some typical forecasts issued by
meteorological departments - forecast of
maximum and minimum temperature and
precipitation for tourism and public,
frost warnings to agriculture, warnings
for water reservoirs operations, route and
aerodrome forecasts for aviation, advice
for agricultural operations.

MECHANISM OF WEATHER FORECASTS
1.

Synoptic surface observations of temperature, pressure, wind, moisture,
precipitation, etc, and upper air
soundings.

2.

Collection of weather data at a central
office.

3.

Prep a r ation and anal ysis of weather maps.

4.

Framing of warnings and their issue
through various information media.
(Continued)
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TABLE II (Continued)
3.1

Subjects and Topics for Popular Meteorological Education

Subject

3.1.4

Topics

Subject

3.1.5

Topics

Subject
Topics

3.1.6

VARIATION OF WEATHER AND CLIMATE
1.

Variety of climates found on Earth and
basic reasons for the same.

2.

Local climate and factors affecting them.

3.

Modification of local climate.

USE AND BENEFITS OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
1.

Assessment, development and use of water
resources.

2.

Crop planning, avoidance of pest,
diseases, frost pockets, etc.

3.

Mitigation of air pollution

4.

Planning of urban layout, aerodromes,
roads, factories, energy-appliances, food
godowns, animal houses, tourism,
sanatoria etc.

5.

Some examples of benefits from weather
services and data found in developed
countries.

INTERNATIONAL CO-ORDINATION IN METEOROLOGY
AND THE ROLE OF WMO

1.

International nature of weather events.

2.

Need for simultaneous and standard
observations and organised international
exchange of meteorological data.

3.

Role of WMO
(a) International collaboration to lay
down standards for meteorological
observations and data exchange.
(b) Global research programme.
(c) World Weather Watch and World Climate
Programmes.
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BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN METEOROLOGY AND PUBLIC CONCEPTIONS
ABOUT WEATHER:

SUGGESTIONS FOR USING VISUAL MATERIALS
by
MS J CRAIG
Skyart Productions
PO Box 342
Islington
Ontario
CANADA M9A 4X3

This is not the paper I intended to give here today.
I was
going to start from the premise that the goal of education
should be to make the subject relevant to the learner; that the
educator should first determine what the learner wants to know,
and only then consider what he needs to know.
Not a bad
premise, generally, but problematic when you apply it to
meteorology, for weather is relevant to the public (or learner)
quite without the intervention of meteorological educators.
Evangelista Torricelli, back in the seventeenth century,
envisioned us "submerged at the bottom of an ocean of the
element of air"(l).
The thin skin of atmosphere which makes life possible is
with us everywhere, yet it is taken for granted.
As Eric Sloane
has said, "Our forefathers and men of ancient times had no
weather maps, but they were, in the actual sense of the word,
far more air-minded than we are"(2).
Perhaps this larger, all-encompassing relevance of sky and
weather has been suffocated by the exigencies of modern-day
life.
Some say we have lost our weather wisdom because it is no
longer necessary, what with air conditioning and improved
housing and transportation.
All we need, according to them, is
access to weather forecasts to allow us to plan activities, and
to warn of severe conditions.
But weather has far more immediate, direct influence on us
than this view admits.
The changing faces of sky affect our
plans, our moods, our health, and our whole appreciation for
infinitely varied beauty.
In dwelling on the narrower sense of weather information as
it relates to planning outdoor activities much of what has been
written about public needs has identified the weather forecast,
in applying to each man's daily life, as the major vehicle for
educating the public. Critics have often zeroed in on forecast
terminology as the villain in public misunderstanding of weather
information.
They advise that special effort should be made to
use simple language to convey this information, in the hope that
the public will understand better if shielded from the
complexities of meteorology.
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Yet these simple terms, removed as they are from an
understanding of weather processes, become "sheer, cloudy
vagueness"(3) to the public precisely because the
man-in-the-street can feel no connection to the meteorology
behind them, and has lost his appreciation of his own
connectedness to the sky.
He has no context in which to
understand the weather forecast.
As Bernol said, "to a large
extent science has become detached from popular consciousness,
and the result is very bad for both"(4).
It might be useful to expand our awareness of what the
public wants to know by going beyond forecast requests to an
understanding of the questions people ask about weather.
A
survey of these questions could provide information very helpful
in planning meteorological education.
But this alone would not
be enough.
Relevance, as Edward Quinn has said, "is not a special
quality in objects, in people, or even in the present or future.
It is a quality perceived by the mind which enables a man to
understand the present and past as one fabric of experience in
which he shares"(5).
It is useful, then, in approaching the subject of
meteorological education, to start by looking at it from outside
the confines of meteorological, or even educational, wisdom, to
understand how weather can and should be approached in the
context of our "fabric of experience".
Both meteorologists and laymen share in this fabric and it
is in this common experience, rather than in the differences,
that we should be looking to bridge the gap between meteorology
and public conceptions about weather.
One aspect of our shared experience is that we all live in
an information society wherein the volume and complexity of
facts hurled at us daily has numbed us into ignoring all that we
do not appreciate as being meaningful to us.
This has meant
narrowing our vision to the point where we no longer see our
surroundings, no longer ask questions about what is always
there.
The layman hands over responsibility for weather
knowledge to the expert, and the meteorologist complies.
Because the public expresses its interest in weather
through requests for forecast information meteorologists have
failed to recognize the opportunity underlying these requests of
using everyone's immediate, personal relationship to the
atmosphere as a means of building curiosity to understand it
better.
Instead, much of our energy, time, and resources have
been invested in building more sophisticated forecasting
capabilities.
This is all well and good for the development of meteorology, but it may, unfortunately, have alienated the public even
further from weather, because meteorologists have accepted the
role of middleman in man's relationship to what surrounds
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him, and reinforced the notion that meteorological knowledge is
accessible only to the privileged few.
As well, the stress on application and technological
development in the field has buried meteorology in its own
information explosion.
The scientist responds by narrowing his
focus to increasingly specialized areas of enquiry, losing sight
of the context in which weather manifests itself, and immersing
himself in technical details that allow him little time to take
an overview of his efforts.
As William Corliss has said, "modern meteorological
literature tends heavily toward mathematical modelling and
theory as opposed to eye-witness accounts of strange
phenomena"(6).
And surely, too, as Ruskin stated, "these
questions about movement lead partly far away into high
mathematics", but the meteorologist need not be "a slave to the
barrage of weather map material and mathematical data that
bombards him from all over the world"(7).
He still can look out
the window, as can anyone.
What we all share, educator and learner, meteorologist and
public, is a direct sense experience of weather, and a failure
to appreciate it fully in recent years.
Bertrand Russell said that "it is necessary to bridge the
gap between the world of physics and the world of sense"(8), and
I feel that meteorology should, by its nature, do this more
easily than other physical sciences, - because man experiences
weather immediately, primarily, and continuously through the
world of sense.
But even with this shared experience of weather we will not
get far in educating the public about it unless we change our
approach from information to enquiry.
Information is
essentially passive.
What we want is an enquiring society, not
an information society.
If we spoonfeed the public with weather
information we will never arouse their, or even our own,
curiosity and excitement about this "grandest production of
collaboration in all of nature"(9).
If we want curiosity, excitement, and involvement in
weather and sky we should be approaching the subject as a quest,
an adventure. We should all, meteorologist and layman alike, be
asking questions, not passively accepting what comes our way.
Unless a man is prepared to ask questions about the sky, his
direct experience of weather, all the meteorological information
poured on him will have no fabric to absorb it.
As Lewis Thomas
recommends, "the best way to interest ... people in science is
to teach not only what is known, but also what is unknown.
There should be courses dealing systematically in 'informed
bewilderment'"(lO).
How, then, do we encourage an "informed bewilderment" about
weather? We can apply what we know about meteorology to what
we, and anyone else, can see happening in the sky, to what
everyone can perceive and wonder at himself.
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Approaches to stimulating interest in weather which makes
use of what we all can see and feel are most likely to succeed,
and those which instill an attitude of "informed bewilderment",
a curious questioning of everyday sky scenes and weather
processes, are most likely to build a lifelong enthusiasm for
meteorology.
Exploring weather visually does both.
There isn't a formula in any physics book that could
adequately relate information about motion, change, or structure
to someone's imagination or understanding without using a
photograph, diagram, or schemata.
Most people, including
meteorologists, do not have that practical link between what
they learn in a textbook and what they can see outdoors.
As
Napier Shaw said, "weather is the work of an accomplished
dramatic artist, and for its display pictures are more potent
than formulae"(ll).
Perhaps we have allowed the complexity of meteorology to
cause us to shy away from trying to convey its intricacies to
the uninformed, but precisely because it is so complex, and
precisely because we understand so much less than we know about
it, we should be able to arouse people's curiosity by appealing
to the mysteries behind everyday experience.
Weather is change,
and as a result, its impact on our senses is strong and
immediate.
Not only does a picture tell a thousand words, it raises a
great many questions.
Although much can be achieved in
meteorological education by being available to answer questions
as people experience sky, as on field trips, even more can be
accomplished through the use of sky photographs and time-lapse
films in combinat~on with schematic diagrams and satellite
photos.
A photograph allows us to stop action at crucial
transitional stages; it allows us to see the dynamics of
weather, to appreciate the actual physical changes that produce
what we experience in sky-watching.
By matching sky photos to satellite pictures of the larger
weather system we can begin to stimulate questions about weather
processes on a larger scale; and by using schemata we can break
down the elements bearing on a specific weather situation to
provide some answers.
A great deal has been said at this conference about using
computers as visual aids in meteorological education.
Admittedly, some possible uses are exciting, but I feel that we
need to make a distinction between passive, informing uses and
active, enquiring ones.
Computer graphics, although
increasingly popular in the educational field, are no more an
incitement to learning than a typewriter is an inspiration to
writing.
They are simply tools for conveying information .
On the other hand, an animated computer simulation of
weather which would allow anyone to conduct the weather,
orchestrating the many variables which determine local effects,
would be a very active, involving way of opening people's eyes
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to the complexities and mysteries of meteorology.
I hope such a
product will one day be available, but we always have available
to us another means of allowing people to feel their
connectedness to weather - the sky photograph.
These speak not only to our questions about the science of
sky; they also capture the beauty, the complexity, the variety
of "this pageant which has been transforming yesterday into
tomorrow ever since the world began"(12).
People who might not easily respond to something presented
as SCIENCE are drawn into studying the workings of weather
through the beauty and drama of sky scenes. They represent an
opportunity to discuss what would otherwise be very difficult.
They are a means by which we can bring information into the
mainstream arena of thought, allowing us to popularize the idea
of sky without demeaning it in the least.
Sky photographs are not the be-all-and-end-all of
meteorological education, but I believe they are the yeast,
which in arousing curiosity and excitement, will allow other
educational approaches to form into a palatable loaf.
Science, approached with enthusiasm and a sense of wonder,
is the highest form of art.
Sky photographs can inspire this
wonderment, starting people on their quest to understand the
ocean of air around them.
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SOME THOUGHTS CONCERNING THE TEACHING
OF OBSERVATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METEOROLOGY
by
DR J T SNOW
Department of Geosciences
Purdue University
Geosciences Building
West Lafayette
Indiana 47907
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

INTRODUCTION
Meteorology is a science based on careful observation of
physical phenomena.
Consequently, it is very important that
individuals pursuing meteorology either as a profession or as a
secondary interest have an appreciation for the techniques used
to collect and analyze data concerning such phenomena. At
Purdue University, we have a diverse undergraduate student
population that includes not only our atmospheric science and
agricultural meteorology majors, but also many others who are
pursuing studies in engineering, the physical sciences ,
agriculture, and aviation.
Many of these students are
interested in the weather and in meteorological phenomena as
applied to their chosen fields.
To provide an opportunity for these students to gain
experience with observations and measurements , our atmospheric
science program has been actively developing a two course
sequence in observational and experimental meteorology.
It is a
few of our experiences with the development of the first course
in this sequence that are described here.
It is planned that
this first course will be a requirement for our professional
undergraduates beginning in 1985, to be taken in their fifth
semester.
It will also be open to others as an elective . To
support this program, we have been developing both a traditional
laboratory in our department, and a full-equipped meteorological
field facility.
The former is used primarily for demonstrations
and student experiments focusing on basic physics (e.g.,
convective heat transfer and Stokes' Law of Drag).
The latter
is used to introduce the students to some of the challenges ·
involved in making meteorological observations under field
conditions .
OBJECTIVES
In undertaking the development of this first course , we have had
three objectives . These are:
a.

To introduce the fundamentals of observational
technique.
These include such points as maintaining
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all data in a hard bound field notebook, the proper
exposure of instruments, and the idea of standard
observing methods.
For the latter, we have drawn
heavily on Federal Meteorological Handbook No. 1:
Surface Observations, and other official documents.
b.

To stress proper reduction of the collected data to
useful form, including the identification of errors,
the propagation of error through calculations, and the
development and use of confidence intervals for
experimental results.
This builds on work the
students have previously had in their physics
laboratories.

c.

To build in previous laboratory experiences in
chemistry and physics, carrying over and applying this
material to meteorology.

COURSE STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION
Our semester is sixteen weeks in length, with the last week
being reserved for final examinations.
As presently structured,
the course consists of a one-hour classroom session on Monday,
and three-hour laboratory sessions on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons.
Each student attends the Monday session and one of
the laboratory sessions.
Enrollment is limited to 20 students
per semester, as we can accommodate at most 10 students per
laboratory session.
To accomplish the course objectives, we have the students
perform a series of thirteen experiments.
These are about
equally divided between field and laboratory.
Experiment titles
are shown in Table 1.
Some of these take more than one week and
a few are done concurrently.
On most of them, the students work
in teams of two, though each student does a write-up.
In selecting these experiments, we have focused on ones
that appear to offer maximum opportunity for hands-on activity
while providing insight into basic physical processes. Many
simple, but valuable field experiments can be accomplished using
conventional meteorological equipment.
Apparatus to which we
introduce the student early in the course include the standard
cotton region instrument shelter with liquid-in-glass
thermometers, hygrothermographs, barographs and barometers, rain
gauges of various types, and the standard evaporation pan.
We
also use a simple 3-cup anemometer.
Many of these instruments
are suitable for discussing such basic observational concepts
such as proper exposure and reading errors.
We qualitatively
explain the functioning of each instrument (the detailed
physical analysis is reserved for a second course).
One of the
advantages gained in using conventional instruments is that they
are for the most part sufficiently simple in principle of
operation that students are able to grasp the physical processes
behind the making of the measurement.
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TABLE 1

A.

Experiment Titles

Field Experiments
Surface Observations Using Conventional Equipment
(first period at the field facility, plus a few
minutes at the beginning of each subsequent visit).
Project : Comparison of Daily Maximum and Minimum
Temperatures at Field Facility with those Measured at
the Nearby FAA Office).
The Hygrothermograph (one full period, plus a few
minutes at the beginning of subsequent visits over a
six week period).
Measurement of Atmospheric Radiation.
Boundary Layer Wind Profile.
Surface Energy Budget and Sub-Surface Temperature
Profile.

B.

Laboratory Experiments
Stokes' Law of Drag.
Heat Transfer in Still Air.
Heat Transfer in Moving Air.
Thermocouples and Temperature Measurement.
Analysis of Time Series (Hygrothermograph and
Barograph Traces).
The Vapor Pressure of Water.
The Velocity of Sound in Air.
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Commercially available instruments for measuring solar and
terrestrial radiation are a bit more sophisticated, even though
the fundamental principles are often very simple.
(Almost all
rely on the incoming radiant energy heating a surface whose
temperature is then sensed electrically.) Perhaps use of a
mock-up of the instrument or a much simpler device (such as the
devices exhibited by Dr JS A Green at this conference) to
illustrate the basic concepts would be advantageous.
The most sophisticated electrical sensor we introduce in
this first course is the copper-constant and thermocouple
(thermistors would do equally well).
The students have heard
about thermocouples in physics, but normally have not used them.
As an example of our approach, I will describe in some detail
the exercise in which we begin working this these sensors.
We
first examine thermocouples in the laboratory using an ice bath
for the zero-point reference.
In this introductory experiment,
the students check the behaviour of the measuring junction by
immersing it in a water bath that is gradually heated.
This
activity offers an opportunity to discuss the impact of reading
errors of the liquid-in-glass thermometers used to monitor the
temperatures of the water baths on the calibration of the
thermocouples.
Also, since the relationship between
thermocouple output and temperature is nearly linear over the
atmospheric range, the idea of a least-squares fit of the center
to a straight line to obtain a calibration curve can be
introduced.
(A microcomputer can be used to good advantage
here.) At the outset we give the students a table of output
values extracted from manufacturers' literature so that they can
continually check their work.
The calibrated thermocouples are
then retained by the student groups and used in later heat
transfer experiments.
We continuously try to tie the experiments to meteorology.
In some cases, particularly with the field work, the connection
is obvious.
In others, some discussion is necessary.
To
continue my example, during the initial period with the
thermocouples, we also demonstrate a 10-junction copper-constant
thermopile (which will be used later in a field experiment)
measuring the temperature difference between the room and the
bottom of a chest-type freezer.
This is a good time to talk
about winter temperature inversions and some of the difficulties
to be encountered in measuring the near-surface temperature
profile with thermocouples.
We then follow this with a third
experiment/demonstration focusing on determining the vertical
profile of temperature in the freezer.
This in turn provides a
nice introduction to the uncertainties in the determination of
lapse rates.
As noted above, we do occasionally make use of small
computers.
However, we have found that in this first course, it
is best to direct the students attention toward the instruments
and the measurements.
We set no programming requirements on the
students as we have observed a number of individuals devoting a
large amount of their time to "perfecting" programs while
neglecting other, more relevant activites.
In a course of this
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type, it appears that the best use for the microcomputer is as a
data reduction tool.
We have developed courseware to allow the
student to quickly fit straight lines to data, to fit a
log-linear wind profile, and to carry out simple statistical
analyses.
An important use is to extract uncertainties and
confidence intervals from the data sets.
We have also found it important to show the student that
care and precision are needed in making even the simplest of
measurements.
In an experiment currently under development, we
have the student work with a standard dipstick rainguage and a
standard evaporation pan.
(This exercise particularly appeals
to agricultural students.) The fundamental measurement is one
of length - the depths of water in both the gauge and the pan.
The student quickly learns that accurate readings are necessary
to get reasonable values for the evaporation.
This activity
also illustrates the joinining of several meteorological
variables (wind, water and air temperatures) to understand the
evaporation process.
LESSONS LEARNED
The following points have been established concerning the
development and teaching of a first course in observational and
experimental meteorology. While applying specifically to this
effort at Purdue University, it is likely that they have some
general applicability.
Each experiment should complement work the students have
previously done in physics laboratories and/or in other
meteorology courses.
Given the three hours per week available
for the laboratories, there is not sufficient time to teach a
great deal of new physics. Rather, the emphasis must be on the
art and science of the data collection and reduction processes.
Each experiment must have a concrete goal clearly
understood by the students before the field activity begins.
Since many students lack confidence in their laboratory
abilities, having clearly established objectives helps them get
started. A good handout describing the experiment and stating
the procedure in some detail is mandatory in a first course.
This should be passed out one week in advance of the activity.
A short class session a day or two in advance of the laboratory
session to go over the handout is very productive, as it reduces
the amount of actual lab time spent on preparatory discussion.
This gives the student the maximum amount of time to carry out
the activity.
Instructions must be kept reasonably simple.
Provide
physical background material as required, but focus on the
actual activity as much as possible.
Where they are not
obvious, clearly state the meteorological implications of the
exercise.
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Field observations require practice.
A portion of the
course should be given over to collecting a multiweek data set
of some atmospheric variable.
The temperature and relative
humidity record obtained with a hygrothermograph is a good
example of this.
By devoting the first 20 or 30 minutes after
arrival in the field to changing charts and checking readings,
the students gradually build up skill.
Permanently bound notebooks must be used for all work.
Demand a good quality write-up of each activity~ Make this
point early on and stay with it . Remember that a quick
turnaround on grading will be necessary to give the students the
required feedback.
Initially, some students will likely require
extensive cooking.
Limit the use of the microcomputer.
Place it in the role
of another tool, albeit a powerful one.
Don't use it for data
collection in a first course - the students need to get the
"feel" of how the various instruments work.
Avoid exercises
which require the student to do programming.
Use "canned"
computer programs to aid in data reduction.
Development of student self-confidence is necessary .
Select experiments that the majority of students can reasonably
be expected to complete in the allotted time and which they can
write up properly in one or two evenings.
A review of their
previous physics laboratories may be helpful.
Using honors
undergraduates to test an experiment before it was used in class
was found to be most helpful in identifying problem areas .
Faculty members should do the experiment the day before the
students go to the field.
This may reveal last minute problems,
and will also provide a data set for comparison with those of
the students.
The teaching of the field phase is labour intensive.
Five
or six students are the most a faculty member or a teaching
assistant can handle at one time.
Some experiments will require
extensive set up time.
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Observations on the BBC Scotland Weather Watchers Network
and its working relations with professional meteorologists,
the media and the general public, are used to illustrate the
problems and potentialities for such Networks.
This paper aims to give a brief introduction to ways in
which BBC Radio Scotland and BBC Radio Solway were able to make
use both of round-ups of reports from a Network of Weather
Watchers and to use Weather Watchers for their entertainment
value during the first three months of 1984. Short edited
extracts from broadcasts were used to illustrate different kinds
of contributions from Weather Watchers.
Other issues were also raised.
The most important of these
concerned meteorological policy and wider weather and climate
related problems where amateur and professional meteorologists
in the Network felt they had a special contribution to make
towards improving the media's handling of weather matters and
popular education.
Participants at the International Conference on School and
Popular Meteorological Education received copies of the 6-page
Questionnaire (and explanatory Notes) completed by Weather
Watchers as well as a standard letter to anyone who expressed
interest in the venture.
In addition copies were circulated of
a slightly shortened version of a Report to the BBC written at
the end of March. This indicated some of the options and
choices for the Network and the media in the future.
INTRODUCTION
We talk to our friends and to complete strangers about the
weather because we are aware that everyone knows enough about it
to make some response.
At one level it is an almost completely
safe subject.
With sport, religion or politics one cannot be
completely sure which side the other person is backing, but with
the weather you won't really offend your farming friends by
saying how much you have been enjoying a summer heatwave just
when they need rain, or by remarking to the lifeboat crew about
last night's amazing storm which you watched through double
glazed windows and which they experienced live at sea.
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Whichever way we experience the weather it remains a
constant source of fascination, amusement, frustration and
physical challenge, but above all its changeability is a
constant stimulus to us all. Our inability to control it
ensures that in spite of improved forecasts the weather will
continue frequently to ~urprise us.
There are very few countries where this is more so than
Scotland with its enormous variety of topographical impacts on
local weather conditions - large variations in rain and snowfall
within short distances, cloud breaks to the lee of high ground,
the vagaries of the Haar spreading inland over Eastern Scotland,
persistent valley frost pockets in Winter, local winds and their
effects on the drifting of snow.
One thing that is certain is
that however good a forecaster one is, one will never get it
right for everyone in Scotland.
The telephone provides an instant way of checking with
someone else what their weather is like compared with your own.
If it is different and you want to travel from one place to
another and know people along the route, there is nothing to
stop you from making a series of calls and establishing whether
there is a sensible pattern from which you can interpolate the
overall conditions along the rest of your intending route.
Some
more calls to people within a few scores of kilometres of your
route can then give you enough information to attempt your own
prediction of how conditions may vary over the next few hours.
Put this into the context of the general situation over the
country and take into account the official forecast and you are
well on the way to making a confident decision about whether to
travel now or to wait till some later time.
It all sounds very easy.
Then why is it that people don't
do this? For a start, even if you did know lots of people along
your intended route you might not have all their 'phone numbers
to hand or know who was likely to be in and would not mind being
disturbed if you did 'phone.
To complicate matters further,
some might want to have a long chat about other things, not to
mention having a word with the rest of the family.
Switch on the Radio for the general forecast and you've
just missed it and there isn't another for four hours.
Try your
local radio station.
It may provide a local weather forecast
every half hour, but how are you to know whether or not they are
simply repeating a forecast that they themselves copied hours
earlier from the 6-hourly up-dated post office pre-recorded
service? Try to get hold of the latest synoptic observations,
satellite pictures or quarter-hourly cloud radar precipitation
intensity print-outs and you are really up against problems.
No wonder people have not been all that enthusiastic about
following this particular route towards improving local weather
Nowcasting. What this Paper attempts to show is that Nowcasting
can be done.
The media in general and particularly radio now,
and perhaps TV in the future, are able to provide a focus and
the resources for weather watching networks to begin to become
nowcasting networks.
These should open up a whole new potential
for popular education about weather dynamics and forecasting.
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Also, better informed discussion of weather related policy
issues would follow.
BBC SCOTLAND
Most of its thousand or more journalists, presenters,
technicians, film editors, secretaries and producers are encased
in a large building in Glasgow only a few tens of metres above
sea level and with a view of less than 200 met~es out of the
windows.
Presenters such as Jimmy Mack and Ken Bruce sit with
their backs to the window preparing questions to ask the next
person to be hustled in for a live interview.
The Producer is
much too busy to notice much of what is going on outside or be
thinking about what is happening a few hundred kilometres away.
The vast bureaucracy of the Broadcasting Corporation is most
concerned that everything goes as smoothly as possible for predetermined schedules. The last thing that anyone wants is to
have their carefully made plans disrupted by someone else's
weather.
So, how was it that Radio Scotland took the risk of
giving our Network access to so many of its broadcasts last
winter?
During recent years a growing number of amateur weather
observers have been expressing a need to improve the quality and
reliability of weather news reporting through the media.
This
popularising of weather items in the media was seen as an
important step towards reawakening public interest in weather
processes and how to make the best use of official weather
forecasts.
During the severe weather of December 1981 and January 1982
a network of some 200 weather observers came into being in the
north-east of England.
Snowstorms were tracked across the
region.
Snow depths were reported.
Details were given of
flooding, storm damage and a string of broken weather records.
This Network provided highly interesting broadcasting on the
Leeds commercial radio station, Radio Aire.
It also gave a new
immediacy to watching how forecast conditions actually
developed.
Towards the end of 1983 the BBC decided to launch an even
more ambitious scheme to link amateur and professional weather
observers throughout Scotland.
By August 1984 the BBC Scotland
Weather Watchers Network had grown to a total of over 300
locations.
The actual number of people taking part is, in fact,
many hundreds more than this because at most locations several
people are involved - families, neighbours, schools and
colleges, coastguard shifts, fleets of lorry and van drivers,
staff at highways depots, mountain rescue teams, police
stations, or just several people in the same village or farming
community.
During the severe weather in January and February great use
was made of the Network to provide a very up-to-date picture of
actual weather conditions in Scotland and to use this
information for "Nowcasts" (how weather conditions were likely
to develop over the next few minutes and hours).
As the number
of people in the Network has grown it has become possible to
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follow significant weather changes across the country more and
more accurately - e.g. on the evening of February 20th 1984:
the leading edge of the snowstorms to within less than 15
kilometres and 10 minutes as they moved north and north-east at
about 60 KPH from south-west Scotland.
Many Weather Watchers have taken part in the Jimmy Mack and
Ken Bruce Shows (or at least their reports have been quoted in
these), McGregor's Gathering, the Tom Ferrie Show and other
Programmes.
Much useful information has been passed on to BBC
Radio Scotland News and Current Affairs programmes as well as to
BBC TV News, whose offices happened to be just along the
corridor from the Weather Watchers Desk.
Several exchange arrangements have been growing - most
notably with the Glasgow Weather Centre (and other
Meteorological Office stations in Scotland) and with the
Automobile Association concerning weather and road conditions.
In the north-east of Scotland there has been close cooperation
with Trevor Appleton from the meteorological consultants,
"Oceanroutes", who has been helping Grampian TV to set up a
similar Network to provide them with weather reports between
1000 and 1600 on weekdays.
As more Weather Watchers are being put into contact with
one another they are being asked to help find others to fill
gaps in the Network and to increase coverage in the vicinity of
main routes which are particularly vulnerable to severe weather.
Possibilities are also being investigated for providing low-cost
instruments to a standard that would be adequate for nowcasting
purposes but not necessarily up to official Met Office
climatological requirements.
The Questionnaire and information sheets which are sent to
intending Weather Watchers have to request a considerable amount
of information to ensure the efficient operation of the
Network's nowcasting service.
It is essential to know when
people are available and details of site and instrument
reliability.
In addition we request information which enables
Weather Watchers to decide which others in the Network they wish
to contact.
Those who want to learn more can get in contact
with those who want to teach.
Similarly the Network can be used
by those who want to share common concerns about the weather's
impact on various human activities.
Regional groupings can form
with their own local coordinators in order to swing into action
when local community radio stations need to do special
programming during severe weather conditions.
However, this is all looking to the future and first we
should look back over some of the lessons learnt from last
winter's experiences.
How difficult it was all going to be was
really brought home on the afternoon of Monday, January 16th.
In Glasgow the sky had just cleared behind an occluding
front which had been thrown a short way ahead of the centre of
an intense low moving east across southern Scotland.
Pressure
had begun to build quickly over Ireland. Westerly winds of at
least force 10 were beginning to be reported from northern
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Ireland by midday and clearly south-west Scotland was threatened
with one of its worst gales for years.
Weather Watchers swung into action with telephone links to
Radio Solway in Dumfries and from there a special line was
arranged to the broadcasting studios in GlasgowBut in Glasgow
no-one wanted to know . Snowstorms on recent days had been
newsworthy but momentarily it now looked as though milder
weather had arrived and the wind fallen quite light.
Fortunately, in the south-west of Scotland the gales took an
hour or so to develop to their full ferocity.
People took
precautions . Around 100,000 trees were brought down in the
forests of Dumfries and Galloway as winds gusted to 80 knots.
No people were killed and damage otherwise was not unduly severe
Nevertheless, this was a good instance of a kind of
situation where people who might be travelling to an area
affected by storms needed to be warned of what was happening on
national radio whilst on local radio there should have been a
frequently up-dated service as severe conditions spread across
the region.
However, the storms arrived at a time when Radio
Salway would not normally have been broadcasting and there was
no provision for a specially designated wavelength on which to
provide emergency weather information .
This was a missed opportunity, but on many other occasions
the Network was able to follow through a good Meteorological
Office forecast with detailed step by step accounts of how the
predicted conditions were developing.
In fact, on the very next
Monday morning at 0730 on Radio Salway listeners heard the Met
Office's Glasgow Weather Centre forecaster, Jim McGhie, saying
that an area of snow was spreading slowly into southern and
central Scotland and would continue for much of the day giving
moderate to heavy snowfalls.
Motorists were specifically warned
to expect bad road conditions particularly with strengthening
south-easterly winds likely to cause drifting on the main A75
Carlisle to Stranraer road.
(NOTE:
On this and subsequent extracts from tapes the content
is considerably precised.
Direct quotation are used only where
these might have a particular interest to the reader.)
At 0745 we had the first round-up of Weather Watchers
reports on Radio Salway.
The general situation was explained in
more detail than on the preceding forecast pointing out how the
snow was actually arriving initially as rain in the far southwest of the region.
However, between Newton Stewart and New
Galloway south eastwards to the coast at Kirkcudbright very fine
snow was just starting to fall.
To the east and north-east of
this there was a band about 50 kilometres wide with no
precipitation;
but then over and to the east of the A74 Glasgow
to Carlisle road quite heavy snow was falling with reports of up
to 5 or 6 centimetres of new snow associated with a band of
showers which had moved east overnight across the Galloway
Hills, New Galloway and Carsphairn.
These were now slowing up
as the winds began to pick up from the south-east ahead of the
main area of rain and snow approaching from the south-west.
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Iain McConnell of Radio Solway asked specifically about
conditions on the A74.
In reply it was explained that with the
temperature about -l°C and the wind beginning to freshen,
reports were beginning to come in of moderate drifting of the
new snow.
This could be expected slowly to worsen.
However,
the main stress for listening Weather Watchers was put on the
need for them to watch for the signs of the main snow area
reaching then from the south-west.
On the Jimmy Mack Show on Radio Scotland at 0900 we started
giving the first half hourly to hourly reports on fast worsening
conditions.
The snow showers near t he A74 had drifted a little
further east with locally heavy reports around Jedburgh in The
Borders . The extent of the band of dry weather was detailed as
extending south-eastwards from Glasgow and Ayr to Carlisle and
Dumfries.
To the south and south-west of this area mostly light
to moderate snow was now falling and with everyone reporting
strengthening winds in the past hour the importance of watching
for drifting was particularly stressed. Mention was also made
of the uncertainty as to timing and north-eastwards spread of
the snow area.
By 1000 the overnight snow showers had almost died out and
the main attention turned to the snow area spreading from the
south-west which had suddenly begun to become much heavier
during the preceding half hour, with rates of about 5
centimetres per hour.
The leading edge of the snow area was
also advancing much faster and a brief explanation was given of
how this can happen.
So that people further north, who had had
the worst snowstorms on previous days, did not feel they had
been forgotten, specific mention was made of how much better
their weather now was than down in the south and looked like
staying that way.
Snowfall rates between 1000 and 1200 were in the order of
10 centimetres per hour over several parts of south-west
Scotland with moderate drifting.
Dumfries and Galloway rarely
experience large snowfalls except over the mountains.
Many
roads were impassable for several hours and some were blocked
for a couple of days.
However, with people having been so well
warned disruption was kept to the minimum.
As conditions
worsened people were ready to take evasive action.
Schools
closed and pupils were got home safely.
Three days later on Thursday January 26th with heavy
continuous sleet reported from the Isle of Man even at sea level
and gale force easterly winds over the Irish Sea at 0600, the
forecaster at the Glasgow Weather Centre had good reason to be
making dire warnings of renewed snowstorms over the south and
south-west of Scotland.
The forecast does not just warn of the
likelihood of further heavy snowfall and drifting but gives the
listener every reason to think that temperatures will hover
close to freezing before dipping again to -2°C giving a
penetrating frost and continued drifting in the strong wind.
The Education Department immediately ordered schools not to
open and many people did not attempt to go to work.
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By 1000 Weather Watchers were beginning to provide the
first hint that all was not going as expected . No more than a
centimetre of snow had fallen and even the spread of places
approaching that depth was patchy, whilst except in the far
south-west there had been no significant increase in the wind.
I tried to make the most of one report of heavier snow during
the past half hour in Denholm in the Borders, but it was obvious
from my tone of voice that I was unconvinced that heavy snow was
going to develop generally.
During the next round-up of Weather Watchers it quickly
became evident that the snow had stopped again at Denholm and
turned to light intermittent rain on the Salway coast.
However,
what was really significant was that rain was now being reported
all along the east coast from Berwick to Stenton Primary School,
near Dunbar.
This was soon followed by reports even from
Weather Watchers at 200 to 300 metres above sea level that snow
was turning to light sleet with the sun faintly visible through
altostratus and scudding stratus clouds.
In spite of all the
indications that air being drawn in from the east was a couple
of degrees warmer than during the snowstorms three days earlier,
the official forecast supplied to the BBC for 1300 still
continued to warn of heavy snowfalls and drifting.
This particular instance does raise a number of problems
which need a lot more discussion before next winter. The BBC is
the state radio outlet for the official national forecasting
service.
But what should happen when the reports from the BBC's
Network of Weather Watchers all indicate that weather conditions
are not developing as predicted? And then what should happen if
the Met Office is reluctant to change its forecast till
absolutely sure that it is wrong?
This problem will occur again in the future.
There are now
far more Weather Watchers than Met Office synoptic weather
observing stations in Scotland.
Many are in areas poorly
covered by the Met Office except for climatological purposes.
Also, Weather Watchers are not tied to fixed reporting times.
For all these reasons Network members will quite frequently be
first to pick up both unexpected and very localised developments
in weather conditions .
On the occasion of the January 26th snowstorms that did not
materialise as expected, some of the key reports were from
people near the east coast from Edinburgh south-eastwards.
One
such was from Stenton Primary School, near Dunbar . Stenton is
one of over 20 schools, 10 field studies and outdoor centres and
half a dozen individual school pupils under 16 who are full
participants in the Weather Watchers Network.
For 8 and 9 year olds such as Matthew Teill, Aileen
Halliday, Neil Buchanan and Helen Dobson the snowstorms during
January provided the raw material for one of many much enjoyed
school weather projects.
Children do come over well on the
radio and the most innocently made comment may turn out to be
the cause of much local mirth for months to come!
The
children's broadcast started with Matthew describing where
Stenton is, its size, local views and the proximity of the
Lammermuir Hills.
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Next Aileen Halliday was asked about what she said in her
letter to the BBC.
She explained about her snow depth and
temperature measurements every day.
Their weather project
continues but the main interest was engendered by January's
severe conditions.
When asked about why it is important to know
about what the weather is doing Aileen answers "The weather's
important to everything.
It stops us going on our cycle run
because it's too cold, and this is why we don't like the cold."
Hers and the other children's pleasure at being associated with
the Weather Watchers Network is very obvious.
Neil Buchanan wasn't able to send the BBC a letter because
he was cut off by the snow - on the Monday night it started to
snow and it blew all over the place with big drifts.
When asked
how many sheep his shepherd father looked after Neil replied "I
don't think I can tell you that!" However, once back at school
again after the snowstorms he described how the school's faulty
wind vane was replaced by an 'anemometer' they had made
themselves.
Helen Dobson liked looking through a microscope at the snow
because it "looked funny".
She ended by telling about their
exchange of weather information with Iona Primary School 200
kilometres away on a small island off the west coast of
Scotland.
Road conditions were of great importance during the winter.
Another Weather Watcher who featured several times was Tom
Fletcher, storeman at the Fettercairn Roads depot at the
southern end of the notorious B974 road from Fettercairn to
Banchory which can easily get blocked by drifting snow at the
454 metres high Cairn O'Mount.
As drivers come in for salt and
grit, people like Tom are in a good position to hear what is
going on around their area.
Also, during severe conditions
they are not under quite such pressure as those directing
operations.
Tom touches on the difficult problems that occur
each year when reports from Highways Departments, Police and
motoring organisations may give conflicting information.
Sometimes there is a simple meteorological explanation and here
the Network coordinator at the Radio or TV station can throw
valuable light on the situation.
On several occasions when police and Edinburgh Newsroom
reports have been out of date or inaccurate it has been possible
for the Weather Watchers Network to check this information. e.g.
on one occasion when the A93 was claimed to be blocked due to
snow this turned out to be a 10-minute hold up due to a minor
accident in Braemar.
Because light snow was falling at the time
it was mistakenly presumed that the road was blocked by snow.
Also it was possible to check more accurately which previously
blocked roads, or stretches of roads, had been reopened.
A more typical use of Weather Watchers in light
entertainment programmes is that of Alick Nicholson from South
Uist in the Outer Hebrides in March enjoying the start of one of
the best springs of the century, whilst the mainland of Scotland
was still waiting patiently for winter to end.
As a taxi driver
Alick is in a good position to keep in touch with his local
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weather conditions
He has excellent visibility in all
directions - very important for giving advance warning of
weather approaching from the west
Finally, just to show what the public's favourite Scotsman
BBC TV weather forecaster, Ian Mccaskill, thinks of his job and
the potential of our kind of Network operation , we had a good
example of how Met Office trained weather forecasters can be
just as entertaining as any of our Weather Watchers!
However,
coming through the humour was the clear message that we both
worked for big organisations that were not necessarily as quick
as they should be in their responses.
Yet in spite of the
frustrations one might feel with one another's organisations
there was every reason at the practical level why we should
cooperate as closely as possible.
THE BALANCE BETWEEN HIGH TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN VALUES IN WEATHER
NETWORKING
A major reason for the Weather Watchers Network coming into
being has been that the technology of satellite meteorology
computerised forecasting and automatic weather stations is far
beyond the means and capabilities of most amateur weather
observers.
Our Network is rediscovering how to tap in to local
weather knowledge and then use this to provide both entertaining
broadcasts and reliable nowcasts of weather conditions up to
about 3 hours in advance during severe and hazardous weather .
It is important that the human attributes of networks such
as our own should be taken advantage of by the media whenever
possible.
However, we realise just how important it also is
that we should make use of the best possible 'appropriate
technology' for speeding up communiction within the Network and
transmitting relevant weather reports to radio listeners and TV
viewers.
In particular it is felt that far more work should now
be going into studying ways of presenting on TV much more
localised weather information, including visual displays showing
the changing states of road and rail conditions as well as some
aspects of sea and air conditions.
In order to do this we are not only talking of inputs from
many hundreds of Weather Watchers throughout Scotland but also
from police, highways departments, transport concerns, motoring
organisations and many others who could be coordinated to feed
information into a central computer graphics store for broadcast
on television.
The technology for much of this already exists ~
automatic interrogation of modems on people's phones , the
necessary computer programmes for analysing reports and the
computer graphics for its display on TV.
But before any of this
can be used, the slow and painstaking task of building up the
human networks of those who will be equipped to feed in reliable
reports must go ahead.
Eventually it is these people who will
form the basis of the kind of near instant displays of actual
conditions that the public is now demanding from television.
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Thus the main focus of the Network so far has been to find
answers to public criticism of the style, content and
presentation of weather reports and forecasts on radio and TV.
Towards this end work continues on improving the operational
efficiency of the Network and convincing people in the media of
its capabilities.
However, there were a variety of other
reasons for its coming into being which also have a bearing on
broader aspects of meteorological education.
The media, for a start, comes in for criticism from
meteorologists for its tendency to sensationalise the reporting
of severe weather, making out that every storm that does damage
or blizzard that blocks roads is 'exceptional', 'freak' or
'record breaking'.
Conversely it is accused of being slow about
giving adequate warning of the expected onslaught of hazardous
weather or the gradual build up of high fire risk and drought
conditions.
Successive governments have been criticised on all aspects
of the funding of meteorological, applied and local weather
forecasting research and development.
The main argument put
forward is that this is extremely low compared with the benefits
that would come from increased expenditure.
The value of
resulting services is estimated often to be more than ten times
the cost of basic R & D plus the cost of operating resulting
services.
In other words there has never really been an
effective lobby in Britain to press governments and political
parties to give proper priority to long term strategies for
developing applied weather forecasting and nowcasting services
to meet both commercial and general public needs.
One
educational role for our Network might well be to try and ensure
that the electorate is better informed on this kind of
'meteorological policy' issue.
A particular cause of puzzlement and misunderstanding is
the UK Government's present policy of privatisation as it
relates to commercial criteria being applied to the operation of
traditionally state operated meteorological services.
Extremely
few commercial forecasting alternatives operate in mainland
Britain. Therefore, the effects of market forces have never
really been tested in this field in the UK.
An argument used by
the Met Office has been that the public needed to have a single
authoritative forecast and would be confused by conflicting
forecasts from different sources.
However, this is obviously
already a cause of concern at least in Scotland where it is
often pointed out how frequently London Weather Centre forecasts
on Radio 4 conflict with BBC Scotland's Glasgow Weather Centre
produced forecasts.
Another growing cause of public concern is the feeling that
all forms of meteorological information are not readily enough
available to the public (See INTRODUCTION).
In particular two
issues which are getting raised more than others at present are
those of ' Acid Rain ' and the ' Nuclear Winter ' .
In the case of Acid rain people simply are not prepared to
wait five years before any of the special observations or
findings for the Acid Rain Study are made public.
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Meteorologists in particular would like to know quickly of
instances of high rainfall acidity if only to analyse likely
trajectories of the air drawn into the precipitation generating
system.
Secrecy may be justifiable on grounds of established
research procedures but it is not conductive to public education
in an area where many people in Scotland at least want to see
action much sooner than 5 years hence.
The Royal Meteorological
Society is to be congratulated on including 'Acid Rain' in the
programme for its 1985 Summer Meeting, to be held in Edinburgh.
Another even more sensitive area is that of meteorologists'
potential conflicts of loyalty when working for military
projects.
The reasons for secrecy are obvious when one is
working e.g. on micro-climatic peculiarities for a defensive
artillery emplacement, but it is a very different matter when
the issue at stake is that of a possible climatic disaster and
associated ecological break down following nuclear war.
The
threat of a 'Nuclear Winter' is only a theory, but it is being
taken sufficiell'tly seriously for a $50 million research
programme to have been announced in the USA.
If this and independent research that hopefully will be
started in other countries shows that there is an unacceptably
high risk of such a disaster, should such knowledge be kept a
secret within previleged military circles or should it be made
public? It is the Author's view that public acceptance of
nuclear deterrence is very finely balanced and depends on the
possibility of 'post-war' recovery.
Doctors and farmers are
throwing increasing doubt on this.
What meteorologists say
could well tip the balance.
There might be a very real conflict
of loyalties amongst government employed meteorologists.
Conversely, others committed to oppose all nuclear weapons might
be tempted to abuse their professional position and make
unsubstantiated claims before adequate testing and examination
of the 'Nuclear Winter' hypothesis has taken place.
Those of us who are in the front line of providing material
for the media have a very special responsibility towards how we
use the media to educate listeners, viewers and readers about
the complexities of these difficult but vitally important
issues.
CONCLUSIONS
The Network develops organically, responding to needs and
demands as perceived by its members.
It is people in the Network who determine how it is used
rather than any plan imposed from outside.
The Network itself provides a forum which can influence
media policy on many matters relating to weather forecasts,
weather news broadcasts and the discussion of weather related
policy issues.
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Communications technology is always in danger of getting
into the hands of a small number of people who want to control
other people's lives.
Networks such as our own provide some of
society's checks against this happening.
Our Network provides a structure for the kind of access
broadcasting which is the stated policy both of the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and the Independent Broadcasting
Authority (IBA).
A hierarchical organisation is vulnerable to the loss of
its head but , once established, a Network can continually
regenerate itself.
FOOTNOTE
The Weather Watchers Network in Scotland is still very much
at the stage of increasing its numbers to a point where it can
follow weather down to the nearest 10 kilometres and 10 minutes
in at least all the main urban areas and have ample reserve
people in all the remoter areas to be sure not to miss any major
development.
A series of meetings have been taking place to discuss how
the Network can be put to best possible use during the coming
winter.
One of the hardest decisions facing the Network is
whether to remain exclusively with its original sponsor, the
BBC, or to develop an independent identity which will enable it
to provide services to any part of the media and to other bodies
on a subscription basis.

If the former course is to be taken then the BBC would need
to invest in a properly equipped "Weather Operations/Snow Line
Control Room.
(See:
Page 5 of the "Report" to the BBC).
Otherwise there are those who feel that in order to provide the
best possible service to the public as a whole, Network members
should now be pressing for a "Weather Incidents Control Room"
(See:
Page 6 of the "Report") which would be available to any
part of the media.
More recently a third option has begun to be
discussed - namely, what contribution our Network could ever
make if local Weather Radio were to be established in Scotland
along similar lines to that in the USA.
If either of the latter policy options were to be accepted
many other public bodies, emergency services, etc would need to
be involved in planning and establishing these latter options.
However, which ever course is taken, all those who have taken
part in the initial experiment to set up the Network can feel
assured not only that it has been fun but that they have set
something in motion which will prove of great value in the
future.
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WHO NEEDS TO KNOW WHAT ABOUT WEATHER
by
PROFESSOR A M LUCAS
Centre for Science and Mathematics Education
Chelsea College
University of London
Bridges Place
LONDON SW6 4HR
UNITED KINGDOM

We all experience the weather, and if the stereotypic
English conversation is to be believed, those of us in this
country all experience talk about the weather.
But do those
experiences ensure that we understand weather? The theme of
this conference assumes that they do not.
The conference also
assumes that there is value in enhancing understanding.
In this
paper I will examine what types of value there may be in
understanding meteorology; that is in being scientifically
literate about the weather.
I start with two main assumptions.
The first, that
meteorology is a science and therefore analyses of the idea of
general scientific literacy should apply in its case, is one
that most conference members will share.
The second, that a
non-meteorologist can contribute something worthwhile, is more
debatable.
But I am an example of the success, or otherwise, of
informal out-of-school sources of information about weather
systems in producing literacy in this area.
I suppose that my
last formal instruction was about 25 years ago in geography
lessons, and much of that I remember has little explanatory
power.
I have to make a very conscious effort to remember that
the rules I learned, such as 'Stand with your back to the wind,
and the lower pressure is on your right', may not apply in this
hemisphere.
And I am much more comfortable making predictions
from an Australian weather chart than from those I see here.
I
suppose I have learned patterns, not principles.
Analyses of 'Scientific Literacy'
'Scientific literacy' is a term that has been used as a
slogan in writing about science education, but has no
universally agreed meanings.
Miller (1983), however, provides
an account that is representative and useful for our purposes.
He argues that to be scientifically literate a person must have
'an understanding of the norms of science and knowledge of major
scientific constructs' as well as an 'awareness of the impact of
science and technology on society and the policy choices that
must inevitably emerge'. He reports analyses of the 1979
National Science Foundation survey of adults, and shows that
only 7 percent of the US adult population could be considered
scientifically literate, and most of those were college educated
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males over 35.
Even among graduates, only 25 percent met the
criterion used.
His criteria for each component were not very stringent.
For example, the test of 'major scientific constructs' was
whether the respondents reported that they had a clear
understanding of one of the terms 'radiation', 'GNP' or 'DNA',
and at least a 'general sense' of another.
Even among the 18
percent of the population the Miller describes as belonging to
the attentive public for science (those who are sufficiently
interested in the progress of science to follow it in the media
by reading magazines like National Geographic or Psychology
Today and watching Nova specials on TY), only 30 percent were
scientifically literate by his very weak criterion.
What lessons can be learned from Miller's conception of
scientific literacy? If we accept his three components, what
would count as minimal competency when applied to meteorology?
First, let us take Miller's criterion of the norms of
science.
Would meteorologists subscribe to his view that being
literate in this area means to understand either that scientific
research progresses by the testing of hypothesis leading to the
development of theory, or that science requires open-minded
investigation, or that it uses controlled experiments? I assume
that the first two are relevant, but I am not sure about the
third.
What counts as a 'controlled experiment' in meteorology?
Perhaps the randomised silver halide seeding studies in
rainmaking? Or laboratory studies of adiabatic temperature
change? Or comparative studies of forecasting techniques? My
understanding of the nature of much of the research activity of
meteorologists suggests that the most common form of
investigation uses 'natural experiments', and involves testing
of models against the behaviour of natural, unplanned events.
An insistence on the 'controlled experiment' as a necessary
condition would be unduly restrictive.
If we do accept that for me to be meteorologically literate
I must know something of its norms as an investigative
discipline, then it follows that I must be presented with
examples of the work of meteorologists.
This means more than
seeing pictures of people launching and tracking met. balloons,
being shown satellite images and other tools of the trade.
Just
as histology is more than microscopes, microtomes and
micrographs, meteorological research is more than anemometers,
barometers, hygrometers and thermometers.
It includes the logic
of mathematical modelling, of statistical interpretation, and of
the testing of multivariate models by continual refinement to
produce an increasingly good fit with observation.
The problem
is how to convey these relatively abstract methodological
principles.
We know that many people have difficulty even with
the comparatively straightforward controlled experiment of the
'keep all else constant and change one variable at a time' type
(see , for example , Driver , et.al. , 1984).
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Second, what are the scientific constructs of meteorology
that we would wish to use if we are to assess people's second
component of scientific literacy? Perhaps ideas of pressure
systems, fronts and the direction of air flow are appropriate.
But what of explanatory ideas such as Coriolis effects,
adiabatic temperature change, the interaction of topography with
pressure systems, and the differential heating and cooling of
air over water or land and its effect on local and global
weather systems? And, if we succeed in getting these general
ideas across as the explanations of weather, will that inhibit
an understanding of the role of mathematical modelling and the
interrelationship of complex data that seems, to a layman, to be
entailed in modern meteorological research?
Third, meteorology is not immune from Miller's final
component of scientific literacy.
It does impinge on social
issues; like all science it cannot be value free. Indeed the
history of meteorology is a history of scientific understanding
applied to and driven by practical ends. Maury's charts cut
sailing time from England to Australia from about 125 to under
100 days in the 1850s; the investigation of the great storm that
wrecked the allied fleet on the Black Sea in 1854 during the
Crimean War lead to telegraphic weather services, and, of
course, the benefit of forecasts to aviation are well known.
These effects appear benign and devoid of objectionable
implications, but the understanding of the frontal systems
developed from the work of the Bergen school was an important
part of the chemical warfare system in the First World War, and
aviation meteorology was importantly developed during the
Second.
Interventionist meteorology also has its policy and
social issues.
The potential for litigation over weather
modification is exemplied by disputes between different
interests over rainmaking.
Corbridge and Moses (1970) provide
an account of litigation between resort owners in the Catskills
and the City of New York.
So, if we want the public to meet
Miller's third category, we must ensure that they are aware of
the uses of weather knowledge and the policy choices that an
ability to modify the weather brings with it.
But Miller's account of scientific literacy does not help
us to decide what aspects of the meteorological enterprise,
which concepts used to describe and explain the weather, or what
types of policy issues we should emphasise in planning our
formal and informal instruction. He tells us what areas need
attention, but not what criteria to use in selecting from all
the possible methods, facts and issues we could include.
So far I have been writing as if there is a single set of
answers to these questions, if only we could find the correct
criterion. But Shen (1975) reminds us that lay citizens may
need scientific literacy for more than one purpose.
He
distinguishes three types of need, and classifies scientific
literacy into practical, cultural and civic literacy.
This
classification is based on the use tha~made of the
knowledge.
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Someone with practical scientific literacy, Shen argues,
has the kind of scientific and technical knowledge that can be
put to immediate use to solve practical problems.
For example,
a sailor able to predict local weather patterns will be making
practical use of his meteorological knowledge, as might a farmer
deciding to cut hay.
To Shen, the purpose of civic scientific literacy is to
'enable the citizen to become more aware of science and science
related issues so that he and his representatives can bring
commonsense to bear upon those issues' . The relationship of
this view to the third aspect of Miller's account is obvious,
although Shen makes explicit the expectation that the awareness
that Miller discusses will actually be used.
I suppose that
voter decisions about the development of large scale cloud
seeding operations is a clear example of this type of scientific
literacy, but so is the decision to lobby for the development of
research into the tracking of tornadoes and tropical hurricanes.
Although this type of research has practical aims, the support
of policies that would put money into such activities is an act
of civic faith.
If they are to make judgements about the
relative value of different allocations of resources, then
citizens need sufficient knowledge of the basis of the
methodology, of the 'reasonableness' of the proposals, and of
the possible consequences, good and bad, to make their decisions
on grounds that approach the rational.
They need to be sure
that the crystal balls that meteorologists use are sunshine
recorders, not aids to prescience.
Cultural scientific literacy is somewhat more nebulous.
In
Shen's view those who are literate in this way are 'motivated by
a desire to know something about science as a major human
achievement'.
They are interested in science as an explanation
of the world about them, not in terms of its immediate practical
usefulness.
While it is perhaps unreasonable to expect all the
general public to 'follow scientific development as a leisure
activity almost as avidly as they follow professional football,
tennis or chess tournaments' (Segrest, 1973), there are indeed
many who are up-to-date in one or more areas of science.
They
read New Scientist, are part of the very large audience for the
Australian Broadcasting Commission's radio Science Show
(Webb, et.al., 1980), or watch the TV documentary series such as
Life on~h, The Sky at Night, or the magazine programmes such
as Tomorrow's World.
Although they will attend to many of the
same reports as those politically active in issues related to
science and its applications, their motivation is to know, not
to act.
Keen hobbyists are likely to fall into this category
too - those who keep rainfall, temperature and pressure records
at home, out of interest rather than as an aid to deciding when
to add water to their garden.
Notice that it is my motivation, not my activity, that
distinguishes me as culturally, civically or practically
literate in an area of science. Notice also tha t t he se ends are
not mutually exclusive.
I may sometimes use at a practical
level some information, about a method of investigation or about
some concept, that I sought out or assimilated for purely
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cultural ends, and I may use practically derived knowledge for
civic purposes.
Different knowledge for different purposes
Shen's analysis helps us derive some criteria that we can
apply to Miller's three dimensions of scientific literacy.
We
do not need, and should not attempt, to derive an all-singing,
all-dancing meteorological 'curriculum' for the schools or the
public. When we have a clear idea of the learners' needs we
will be in a position to derive our instructional goals.
Let us take me as an example of a suburban commuter,
typical of many people in the developed countries.
I now live
in an Outer London borough, and commute to work nearer the
centre of London.
In my case I also have a garden, designed for
low maintenance, and a small, usually struggling, vegetable
plot.
I like to get out into the countryside when I am able, to
visit reserves, woods and commons. My ten year old is a keen
birdwatcher, and we sometimes choose our outings to suit her.
What does my family need to know about the weather at a
practical level as we go about our daily lives? For the past
few years one of my daughter's routine morning questions has
been 'What is the weather going to be like today?'
She reacts
badly to answers such as 'Frontal troughs over W Britain will
move gradually NE' that I can read from the top of the weather
information in my copy of The Times or The Guardian.
'That's no
good!
I want to know what to wear.
Is it going to rain? How
hot will it be?'
The rest of the family share these needs.
I
might have an additional desire to know what the weather outlook
is for the next few days as I decide whether I can risk leaving
the lawn hoping it will not be too wet to cut at the weekend.
Should I water the vegetable plot today, or will there be enough
rain tomorrow? Is it reasonable to plan to visit the Sussex
coast tomorrow? Our practical day to day needs are for
informative predictions, not explanations. What we listen for
are the predicted temperatures and information about the
likelihood of rain.
I had similar needs when I lived in the
Adelaide Hills, but different in detail.
In the summer I wanted
to know what the predicted wind direction would be and its
strength, cumulating into bush fire risk prediction.
This type of information does need some intellectual
processing, but the amount of background information is minimal.
I have to know what it 'feels like' in a temperature of 25°C,
and what the effect of heavy thunderstorms is likely to be on
the roads and viaducts en route to work.
But before we dismiss
this type of information as trivial and commonplace, remember
that Wober & Gunter (1981) found that many of the adults in
their sample, which was biased toward the better educated, could
not relate temperature range (Celsius or Fahrenheit) to the
appropriate clothing to wear, or their likely feelings of
discomfort or comfort.
For example, respondents were generally
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able to place fewer than half of their estimates correctly when
asked to estimate temperatures associated with verbal weather
descriptions such as 'cold, warm clothing needed'.
Let us not
aim too high, without first making sure that the immediate needs
of many people are met.
Perhaps I would be in a better position to serve my
practical ends if I understood the basis of th~ forecasts.
I
might be able to accept the variations from the predictions if I
knew the uncertainties in the models used, or at least that they
were uncertain.
And I might be able to make better decisions if
I had more knowledge of the local implications of observable
changes in cloud formation, temperatures and pressures.
So,
perhaps, there is a need for basic information about the nature
of weather even for my practical needs.
How much, and what
type, is a question for meteorologists to decide, from first
principles of meteorology and from some empirical evidence
concerning the way people use the data and ideas that they
have.
Certainly if I am to be culturally literate about
meteorology I need to understand the meanings of the basic terms
used to describe the structure of the weather on both local and
global scales.
I need to understand the idea of pressure cells,
of precipitation nuclei, of the physics of fluids (convection
for example), and I must understand the basis of the way in
which the data are gathered and assembled to explain and predict
weather patterns.
Some of this information will help those who
mainly seek practical help, but much of it will require me to
have some idea of the basic physics and chemistry of the
atmosphere if I am to be able to easily follow the articles in
the semi-popular press.
When assessing what to include in the basic conceptual kit
to enable lay persons to follow meteorological developments it
is important to remember that we are not trying to get every
member of the public to a minimum lev~ Here we are looking at
what we need to provide that small number who decide to
concentrate their intellectual interests in this aspect of
science. Few, if any, of us will be equally literate in all of
the areas of science that are not our speciality, and neither
will we all be equally literate in all areas of literature, of
politics (both local, national and international) , of
recreational mathematics, of the various social sciences and
fine arts, all of which compete for our attention and claim
importance for their discipline.
Not all of us wish to, or can,
spread our cultural activity over all possible areas of human
knowledge.
The implication of this realization is that we do
not have to cater for everyone when deciding what are the basics
for cultural literacy. We are trying to select those aspects
that will provide a grounding, a framework, that will enable the
people who develop an interest to go as far as they wish.
What need to be made accessible to everyone are the basic
tools to open a window into the first of the nested black boxes
that comprise the discipline.
Once the structure of the main
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box is understood, the possibilities of the further exploration
are up to the individual, provided that at least some members of
the discipline provide the translation codes to enable the key
to the succeeding layers to be found.
Unless this is done,
meteorologists will find themselves seen, correctly, as
operating in an arcane and esoteric secret society.
At first sight, all of these arguments apply to civic
scientific literacy too.
People who are going to have an
impact, directly or indirectly, on policy developed to guide
research investment or the application of a science ought to
know a great deal about the subject.
But I do not think that
that follows.
They need to know enough about the subject to be
able to ask intelligent questions, to detect when the proponents
and antagonists are departing from the realm of proof into
speculation masquerading as proof, and to judge the likely
consequences of decisions that are made.
They need not be
experts in the field, but experts in relating one field to
another.
This means, I believe, that what is needed is a good
understanding of the logic of inquiry of the field.
To me this
is more important than knowing the argument that is used to tie
together the current understanding of the discipline, what
Schwab (1963) called 'the rhetoric of conclusions' of the
discipline. Clearly the conceptual structure of the descipline
is important in any discussion of the implications of research
proposals or the application of knowledge to new areas.
But, I
believe, mostly on the basis of experience with students, from
primary school pupil to PhD candidate, that it is much easier
for a person to learn the set of concepts when needed than to
understand the basis on which the theories were developed.
The
ideas of uncertainty, of correlation, of cause, of inference and
randomness, of fallibility of instrumentation and observation,
are much more difficult to teach to school children,
undergraduates and research students then are explanations that
take for granted the absolute reliability and validity of facts
and concepts.
So, if I want to have my research future in the
hands of people who are sufficiently interested in the
developments of science to wish to become involved as
proponents, devil's advocates, or antagonists in policy debates,
I would try to ensure that they had a clear idea of the internal
logic of my subject.
If you want me to have civic meteorological literacy, then
make sure that I know how you collect your data, how you relate
one datum to another, and what your methodological assumptions
are like.
I do not need technical detail of the design of the
radar systems used to track rain squalls, but I do want to know
that this is how you do it, and the difficulties of
distinguishing artifacts in the system.
I suspect that this is
the greatest challenge to those attempting to ensure that
adequate and appropriate educational material is produced. But
I am confident that it can be done, if we realize that is what
we are trying to do, and bring it to the the fore, rather than
assume it will become clear as the results of the research are
described.
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We also need to consider what else the civically literate
person needs to have to develop the necessary skills of
judgement and debate.
In my opinion the most important point to
develop is an awareness of the interconnectedness of phenomena.
For example, ideas derived from meteorology are relevant in the
discussion of the effects of increasing carbon dioxide
concentrations on climate, on the effects of deforestation , and
the suggestions of a 'Nuclear Winter', as well as the assessment
of risk in planning adequate urban infrastructures to cope with
the '50-year storm'.
If my analysis of the demands of civic
meteorological literacy are acceptable, then meteorological
educators need to develop techniques for explaining how research
is conducted, how forecasts are made, and how meteorological
ideas and concepts are used in other areas of life and in other
research areas.
Opportunities to comment on the implications of
decisions of public policy, from the siting of power stations to
the design of urban roadworks and the development of
agricultural projects, must be seized.
They should be used not
only as occasions for private input into policy committees, but
also as times when information can be provided to the relevant
public.
But avoid the dogmatic assertion of conclusions,
emphasising instead the nature of the evidence that leads to the
conclusion and the possible limitations on the interpretations.
Application of Shen's general analysis to a particular
discipline shows that there is an overlap and interdependence in
the needs that people have for information and knowledge whether
they seek practical, cultural or civic literacy.
But there is a
difference in emphasis and the degree of understanding required
for each.
The minimum need for practical literacy is knowledge
of the personal meaning of the predictions made by the
forecaster.
This minimum knowledge might be enhanced by the
knowledge of the foundation concepts that are required for both
cultural and civic literacy.
The civic literate needs in
addition an understanding of the interaction of meteorological
ideas with other areas of natural and social sciences.
This
understanding will add to cultural literacy, but is not
primarily important.
Thus, in deciding on a programme of
education, it will be necessary to keep the three groups in
mind, designing 'activities' for each group's specific purposes.
If possible, an activity should serve more than one group, but
the temptation to provide for the issues central to the needs of
the cultural group, because they overlap the needs of the other
two, should be avoided.
On the one hand, more information than
many people in the practical group want will be provided, with
the possible consequence of convincing them that 'meteorology is
much too complicated and I can't understand any of it'.
On the
other, the civic group will not be shown the limitations and
difficulties of the external application of meteorological ideas
if they obtain mainly an internalist account.
The challenge of
deciding what specific information is needed for each group is a
task for someone who knows more meteorology than I have been
exposed to.
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Sources of learning
We learn about meteorological phenomena from both formal
and informal sources, and the informal sources differ in the
degree that they intend to teach and the degree to which people
intend to learn from them.
We also need to distinguish between
the school level courses that are de facto part of the common
curriculum of the school, and those parts, like the Associated
Examination Board's 0-level course in Meteorology, which are
available only as elective courses.
The elective courses are
not a major component of the education system, and should not be
the main target for creating awareness in the population at
large.
They may act as an important signal that a subject is
considered sufficiently important for an examination board to
mount an examination, but they will be a minority activity as
far as the totality of the school population is concerned.
The informal sources of learning are likely to be the most
important in the long run:
for these are the routes that adults
can use to gain up-to-date ideas, building upon or replacing the
facts they were taught at school.
However, what we can gain
from informal sources is influenced by what we already know, and
it is important that a sound foundation is provided at school,
or in accessible semi-formal out-of-school sources.
In this
section I will outline a method of analysis which I have
recently used as a basis of a general review of informal science
learning (Lucas, 1983, 1984), and suggest some general
principles of effective provision that seem to arise from
exerience in other areas of science.
In addition, the
implications of this analysis for the type of provision made at
school level will be explored.
Much of this analysis is
speculative for there are many unanswered questions about the
effectiveness of different sources of learning.
Informal learning can take place from sources, such as
displays in museums, that deliberately set out to inform, for
example the satellite imaging system in the London Science
Museum where the picture is built up as it is received and there
is some information about the use of these images in forecasting
provided in a label.
Learning can also be based on more
accidental sources, such as the descriptions of the conditions
leading to tropical storms in Conrad's Typhoon.
Of course, it
is possible to deliberately seek out information from sources
that do not intentionally set out to inform.
Brimblecombe and
Ogden (1977), for example, describe the use of fictional sources
in helping students understand weather systems and their
interaction with pollution.
But it is also possible to learn a
great deal from casual reading without any prior intention to
seek information.
I recently learned something of the structure
of tornadoes from a journalist's piece mainly concerned with his
feelings and personal experiences when he joined meteorologists
chasing tornadoes in the Texas Panhandle (Hauptman, 1984).
The difficulties with such sources are obvious. Learning
is haphazard;
it may be inaccurate, the information may have
been modified for artistic reasons or it may be merely mistaken.
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(For example, Piggy, in William Golding's Lord of the Flies,
could not have used his glasses to light fires, a central part
of the plot, because he is short sighted;
his lenses must have
been diverging lenses. Many of my physicist friends have
never noticed this, and feel somewhat embarrassed when it is
pointed out to them.) But we can internalise such information,
and act as if it were correct.
The challenge to the formal part
of the schooling system is to ensure that those of us who do not
have very much formal training are given sufficient grounding to
be able to assess whether the information is reasonable when we
come to use it.
There are difficulties too with the deliberate provision of
information in places such as museums and in the media.
We know
that a very powerful influence on the effectiveness of displays
is the information that the viewer/visitor/reader brings to the
display.
For example, in the evaluation of the Origin of
Species exhibition at the British Museum (National History),
Griggs and Rubenstein (1983) showed that even the minimal
background provided by a CSE in biology was an advantage in
learning about the exhibition theme.
This has two implications
for those who are attempting to improve meteorological literacy .
Firstly, it is necessary to make some assumptions about the
background of the likely users.
Secondly, it is necessary to
provide some 'hooks' that will let the user connect the message
to what is already known.
Professional technical terminology,
for example, needs to be used carefully so that the terms convey
meanings similar to those intended by the communicator.
Ryder
(1982) provides examples of the impressions of the structure of
the reactor that some adolescent viewers gained from the
discription in a piece of news film about the Three Mile Island
reactor incident.
It is clear that many of his respondents were
mapping the relatively simple terms used onto their own
experience and producing coherent, but incorrect, images.
The
term 'cell' when used in descriptions of the structure of the
atmosphere may convey an incorrect image to a biologist, and a
quite different one to people who think of 'cells' as chemical
systems generating electrical current.
We need to be conscious
of our use of metaphor.
But, perhaps most importantly, we need to have an idea of
the questions that our audience are seeking to have answered.
Crane (1982), in a review of the 1981 BBC 2 series 'Under the
Weather', comments that 'the producers had not decided for whom
the programmes were intended.
Certainly the series did nothing
to inspire the potentially interested layman.' Crane concluded
the review by writing, '"The sort of questions which I would
have liked answered", said the wife of one professional
meteorologist, "are what makes it rain and snow, and why do the
forecasts sometimes go badly wrong"'.
The studies of the general provision of informal science
education, in museums and in the electronic and other media,
that have already been done, suggest that the provisions must
provide some conceptual orientation devices, that will help the
user relate the information to the purpose that it was intended
to serve, and to relate the separate pieces of the exhibit,
programme or article to each other.
The use of explicit
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questions seems to be a promising technique of orientation.
There is some sparse evidence, and certainly a strong belief
among professionals, that devices that promote discussion among
the viewers and users help to clarify concepts, but we have to
beware of the possibility that promoting discussion may be
encouraging the sharing of mutual ignorance.
Studies of science
writing (Grunig, 1980) suggest that whether the content is
relevant to the perceived situation of the reader is more
important in determining comprehension than the style of the
story. But we do know that analogies and parables help people
who are actively communicating about science to understand it
better.
In general, audience studies suggest that the way in
which readers use information is a function of their level of
involvement with the situation. While they may process
information that happens to come their way, they will
internalize little of it unless they are curious about the
scientific problem.
Weibe (1969), in an older study than
Grunig's and from a different psychological perspective, reaches
similar conclusions about television viewers:
"Most of those
who tune into a science series already understand science at
about the level presented in the series ..... People hear what
they can comfortably accommodate in the context of their present
knowledge and very little more".
The other relevant generalization from media studies is
that the better educated tend to take their science information
from print media, rather than television, with television having
its main impact when discussing events, the issues of the
present moment.
In this respect, it is an ideal medium for
those concerned with civic science literacy, and it is perhaps
no accident that the programme in 'Under the Weather' that Crane
judges most successful was the discussion of the possibility of
a 'greenhouse effect' from the increased concentration of Carbon
Dioxide that may result from the burning of fossil fuels.
In
other words, just because television is a pervasive medium it is
not necessarily the one that has to be used as the vehicle of
first resort for all forms of scientific literacy.
We also need
to beware of assuming, as Rowe (1982) apparently does, that the
presence of a television series encourages public interest.
Even if there were a monthly programme like The Sky at Night it
would not necessarily generate interest.
Certainly the interest
in natural history in the United Kingdom predates the rise of
television (see, for example, Barber, 1980).
The implications of this view are that at school a solid
conceptual framework needs to be provided, a framework that can
aid the assimilation of new information and provide a means of
assessing its validity, especially of that which is attained
from accidental sources such as television drama and literature.
I believe, but cannot support with data, that an emphasis on
broad conceptual themes, and an appreciation of the nature of
meteorological evidence, is most likely to result in an
intelligent critical consumption of the informal science and
science-like fare offered us.
I also believe that it is the
school's responsibility to provide aids, in the form of learning
strategies, skills in information seeking, and an approach to
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knowledge, that will help citizens build their individual
'cultural raft' (Ryder, 1982) from the isolated pieces of
information that each will acquire during life.
When planning
school teaching strategies it is important to remember that the
pupils already have some ideas about the causes of weather.
While I know of no specific research studies into the beliefs
that are common in this area, I do know that in every area that
has been looked at there are a number of alternative
explanations for phenomena that learners hold (see, for example,
Driver and Erikson (1983), for a review of this literature.)
It
may be important to develop explicit reference to the views that
pupils already hold when teaching ideas of meteorology in
school, especially to the children studying the core of the
secondary school curriculum in geography and science classes.
It is also necessary to cope with the difficulties pupils find
in applying ideas from one area of the curriculum to another.
I
remember having great difficulty in a science class when
teaching 12-year olds about air pressure.
One of the fairly
bright ones asked me to explain what he thought was an
inconsistency between what I had been doing and what he was
doing in geography lessons.
He asked, "Why are high pressure
areas usually associated with warm weather?"
(This was in
Southern Australia and this is the generalization that he had
drawn.)
"Shouldn't it be the other way around?" "Why?", I
asked.
"Because warm air is less dense, therefore it will have
less pressure".
That caused me trouble, and I doubt whether I
could answer it now, except by pointin~ou"t:that his
generalization was a bit suspect, and reminding him that winter
high pressure systems bring cold frosty weather.
My point is
this, people do try to fit their observations and knowledge
together, and it is not only from out-of-school sources that the
apparently conflicting information comes.
To conclude, iet us examine the most ubiquitous source of
meteorological information, the weather forecast, in the light
of my analysis.
I will take two newspaper versions, from The
Times and the Daily Mirror, and some television forecasts,----ule
one at the end of the BBC's '9 O'Clock News' and one from
Breakfast Television.
The most immediate difference between the two newspaper
forecasts is in the amount of space that is devoted to the
weather information in the two papers.
The Times for 4th June
1984 has 78 column cm;
the Daily Mirror has 2.5.
The Times has
two maps, one for the British Isles, the other for Europe and
the North Atlantic, as well as additional information recording
the main weather details for 50 localities around Britain and 96
localities around the world, including places on each continent
other than Antarctica.
More importantly, separate forecasts are
given for the several regions of Britain, as well as an outlook
for the next two days and information about sea passages.
I
suspect, however, that most readers will be interested, like my
daughter, in the practical information of forecast temperatures
and the possibility of rain.
Perhaps the r eade r s of The Times
are expected to be those who will be travelling across the seas,
and this information is provided as a practical benefit to them.
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How many readers will be able to interpret the weather charts?
I certainly would not be satisfied if that was all that was
given to me;
I think that I remember that an occluded front
usually has increased uplift and therefore heavy rain may fall;
but on the chart I am looking at it also appears that the fronts
are stationary, since the symbols appear on both sides of the
line. Given that information I'm not sure how to interpret the
map. And in any case I have not sufficient knowledge to
translate the very general information in the North Atlantic map
into precise information of use to me in London.
I have not
been brought up here, and I do not have a proper understanding
of the patterns of the weather that are caused by English
topography or the effect of being on an island to the west of a
land mass.
(My schoolboy knowledge of the British climate is in
terms of the location of the cotton on one side and wool on the
other of the Pennines, yet every time I've been in Manchester it
has been fine and I'm usually drenched in Leeds.
My experience
does not fit with the generalizations I was taught.)
The BBC main weather bulletin also provides the weather
chart, plus a satellite photograph, and a commentary that
purports to explain the reasons for the forecast by reference to
features on the chart or the cloud formation, all of which have
to be taken for granted as reasonable explanations.
There is
insufficient time to explain why the front will bring wet
weather, or fine as the case may be.
At best, if we pay
attention, we are given a correlational account;
when the front
moves across it brings rain.
This is only useful in the
locality to which the information applies.
It does not help me
develop my cultural literacy sufficiently well to enable me to
appreciate the theoretical interest in the patterns, or to get a
feel for the likely vertical as well as horizontal air movements
that are taking place.
The Breakfast Television forecast gives
the viewers only information, without any pretence at
explanation.
This is the complete dialogue for one of these forecasts:
Presenter:

Let's see if there is going to be any weather at
all today.
Where's Philpott? He's hidden over
there somewhere.
Forecaster:
Ye-s. Apart from this beastly wind down the East
Coast, here in the Channel, a very pleasant day
really;
a little bit cool, but in fact up here in
the North West not so cool, really quite pleasant.
Presenter:
Jolly good.
I'm sorry I wasn't listening, and
anyway there was a camera between you and me.
(The forecaster points to a map with highly stylized sun and
wind symbols.
There is no precise forecast temperature data, or
wind strength information.)
In none of the regular forecasts, including the radio ones
that I have not considered here, is there any evidence that the
citizen is required to do any processing of the information
other than to make the type of decisions discussed in the last
section.
If the concern of the meteorologists is to give a
deeper understanding of the weather for practical ends, then I
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suspect that the attempt will fail.
Paradoxically, the better
the ability of the meteorologist to provide accurate forecasts,
the less there is a need for the public to pay attention to the
signs of change, of cloud formations, of wind directions, of
temperature changes over short periods of time.
All that is
necessary is the ability to recognise the implication of a
forecast temperature, wind speed and direction, and
precipitation patterns. But if the concern is to create a
better understanding so that meteorologists will be understood
and supported in their activity, that is civic literacy, then
pretending that more knowledge will give practical advantage is
deceitful and likely to be counterproductive.
My message is, know why you want the public to be better
informed, why the public might want to be more knowledgeable,
and which purpose you are attending to with particular
activities. Above all, don't try to do everything at one time,
whether it is at school, in television programmes, or in the
press and popular books.
Use the most appropriate source for
the particular purpose.
Then there is a chance that some people
will appreciate meteorologists, appreciate that the weather is a
complex pattern of events strongly influenced by particular
circumstances modifying general principles, and appreciate that
the knowledge that we have has enabled us to make major
decisions, of peace and war, of commerce and recreation, of
personal and public importance, with some reasonable chance of
being correct in the short term.
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PUBLIC WEATHER LITERACY WORLD-WIDE:

STRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE

After lunch on 4th July Mr M J Connaughton, Dr F W Decker
and Ms M E Voice reviewed the sessions of the conference which
they had chaired.
Then, together with Mr JM Walker and under
the chairmanship of Dr E W Bierly, they led an open discussion
aimed at formulating proposals for the promotion of school and
popular meteorological education world-wide.
The discussions
ranged widely, the main conclusions being as follows:
In school and popular meteorological education much
depends upon the enthusiasm of individuals
A great deal
of progress towards the goal of adequate public weather
awareness and literacy world-wide can be achieved through
this enthusiasm being infectious.
In all parts of the world there is a need to convince
administrators, government officials, professional bodies,
learned societies and indeed all concerned with education
that public weather awareness and literacy ought to be
improved.
The onus is very much on meteorologists,
particularly those who are enthusiastic about school and
popular meteorological education, to stimulate interest in
the atmosphere and its behaviour and to explain why there
is a need to improve public weather awareness an~iteracy
world-wide.
The reasons why are outlined in the
Conference Declaration agreed by participants during the
afternoon of 4th July (see page 252).
Meteorology is so complex that a full understanding of the
subject cannot be accomplished without a thorough
grounding in mathematics and physics.
Such expertise is
beyond all but a few members of society.
There should be
no attempt to teach meteorology to all and sundry.
There
is a need to determine precisely what the populace ought
to know about atmospheric behaviolir-;-distinguishing
carefully between meteorology and meteorological
awareness.
The difficulties of teaching meteorological
principles should not be underestimated.
Endeavours to improve public weather awareness and
literacy should be aimed largely at children.
The
emphasis should be upon exciting curiosity about the
weather, developing an enquiring mind, encouraging
observations and generating a sense of wonder at
atmospheric behaviour.
As Dr Green has shown (see pp
148-151), much can be achieved with an imaginative
approach and simple equipment; and, as Mr Bowman has found
(see pp 71-72), it is possible to teach some weather
science conceptually to even the least
intellectually-gifted pupils.
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To a considerable extent children's studies of weather and
climate should form part of a programme of environmental
education.
Interest in weather and its vagaries might be
stimulated by studies of relationships between agriculture
and the weather, gardening and the weather, pollution and
the weather, and so on.
It might also be stimulated by
studies of the weather to be expected in various holiday
localities or the effects of weather on sporting
activities.
For examination purposes meteorology has traditionally
formed part of geography, and this will continue to be so
for the foreseeable future.
Indeed, without geographers
comparatively little meteorology would be taught in the
schools, colleges and universities of the world.
Nevertheless, there are compelling reasons for integrating
meteorology into the science curriculum (see pp 250-251).
Meteorology is not only a component of geography but also
a branch of physics.
As a means of linking geography and
physics through the teaching of meteorology, the public
examination discussed by Dr Milford (see pp 73-78)
represents an important development.
To improve weather literacy among the general public there
is a need for courses of various kinds, programmes on
radio and television, articles in magazines and
newspapers, and suitable books, pamphlets and leaflets.
When addressing the general public, as Mrs Holford
stressed (see pp 110-111), simple language must be used
and jargon avoided.
At the professional level there is
much scope for upgrading education in applied meteorology
by means of seminars, workshops, training material and
other literature.
As Mr Hunt (see pp 113-116) and Mr Chaplain (see pp 221-232)
have demonstrated, pupils in schools and members of the
general public can be used effectively as voluntary
observers for providing spatial and temporal resolution of
day-to-day weather patterns.
Sometimes, as Mr D E Pedgley
(see Weather 26, 1971, pp 412-444) and the late Professor
F H Ludlam have showed so well (see Weather 16, 1961,
p152), they can also be enlisted as observers in
scientific research projects.
Whatever the level of meteorological education, correct
concepts must be taught.
Thus, it is important that
books, visual aids, computer software and so on do not
contain misconceptions or outmoded ideas.
Moreover, in
addition to being taught correct concepts themselves,
teachers must be kept abreast of developments in
understanding of atmospheric behaviour.
Climate, cultures, educational systems and other local
circumstances vary from country to country.
So too do
approaches to meteorological education. Accordingly, a teaching
technique which is appropriate in one country may not be in
another.
Nevertheless, there is much in education that is
generally applicable.
To aid communication of ideas and
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otherwise help promote school and popular meteorological
education conference participants agreed to the formation of an
International Education Committee, consisting of a Secretary and
General Co-ordinator (Mr J M Walker) and about ten Regional
Correspondents.
The role of a Correspondent was considered to
be as follows:
to act as a regional co-ordinator, keeping in touch with
Mr Walker and with persons already known to be interested
in promoting school and popular meteorological education,
particularly those who attended the Oxford Conference;
to spread ideas and enthusiasm as widely as possible and
otherwise promote school and popular meteorological
education whenever and wherever possible.
For his part, Mr Walker agreed to keep in touch with
Correspondents regularly and to issue a newsletter from time to
time.
APPENDIX
The following topics are suitable for inclusion in the
school science curriculum because they serve to stimulate
observation and scientific reasoning among pupils and help bring
physics and everyday life together:
(i)

Observations and their analysis
The use of instruments - precision and accuracy;
Principles of instrument design;
Construction of simple instruments;
Exposure and representativeness of the instrument site;
Setting up of a small weather station;
Data collection (manually, by chart recorders, by
computer);
Simple quality control procedures;
Presentation of observations (graphs, wind-roses);
Statistics of local weather - correlations and regressions
between variables;
Analysis of observations (e.g. by statistical techniques
and graphical representation - ideal computer
applications).

(ii)

Laboratory demonstrations
Many topics which are studied in physics courses can be
shown to have relevance to everyday life when related to
the 'weather machine'.
Examples are convection,
condensation and electromagnetic radiation.
Laboratory
demonstrations should be backed up with observations of
atmospheric behaviour outdoors.
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(iii) Experimental projects
Some local meteorological phenomena can be investigated
using relatively crude equipment.
Examples are:
raindrop
size-spectra (using filter paper), and eddying around
buildings and vegetation (using soap bubbles or smoke).
Profiles of wind and temperature (the latter above and
below ground) can also be studied, using inexpensive
commercially-available instruments.
Such investigations
can form well defined projects which can be completed in a
limited period.
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PUBLIC WEATHER AWARENESS AND LITERACY
- A CALL FOR GLOBAL ACTION
Realising the all-pervasive effect of weather and climate
upon human activity, the growing need for informed decisions
about the atmospheric environment and the requirements of all
countries for scientifically informed and trained people, those
who attended the First International Conference on School and
Popular Meteorological Education agreed that concerted efforts
should be made to upgrade public weather literacy world-wide.
Adequate awareness and understanding of weather and climate
improves the quality of life and helps to mitigate the effects
of weather-related hazards.
This statement is a call for action by governmental
agencies, professional societies, other organisations and
individuals to work towards improved general weather literacy.
Recommended courses of action include:
the promotion and support of educational activities at
all levels, particularly by UNESCO and the World
Meteorological Organization, the aim of these
activities being to produce an informed public capable
of understanding, interpreting and applying weather
information appropriate to their needs and interests;
the widest possible dissemination of up-to-date
information on weather and climate by the World
Meteorological Organization and national weather
services, as well as by other governmental,
non-governmental and private bodies, the information
to be provided for public and educ~tional use and to
include weather maps and forecasts, observational data
and satellite imagery;
efforts specifically directed towards educating the
general populace for the purpose of bringing about
adequate preparedness for and response to hazardous
weather;
the provision of clearing-house services for the
sharing of information, techniques and resources that
can be used in the formal and informal education of
the general public on weather and weather-related
matters;
the support of activities that foster an interest in
and appreciation of weather and climate by the general
public, interested amateurs and educators.
Pe rc ei v ed a dditional b e n e fit s fro m the act ions o u t li n e d are
greater interest in the practical applications of science and
mathematics in schools and a broader scientific appreciation by
the general public.
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NJIHIA, J K - Kenya Meteorological Department, P 0 Box 30259,
Nairobi, KENYA
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OBASI, PROFESSOR G 0 P - Secretary-General , World Meteorological
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COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
SOME MANUFACTURERS-DEMONSTRATED WORKING EQUIPMENT;
SUPPLIED CATALOGUES OR LEAFLETS

OTHERS

FEEDBACK INSTRUMENTS LTD
Park Road, Crowborough, East Sussex, TN6 2QR, UK
Low cost weather satellite receiver and display
CASELLA LONDON LTD
Regent House, Britannia Walk, London Nl 7ND
A range of simple meteorological instruments for schools.
VECTOR INSTRUMENTS LTD
113 Marsh Road, Rhyl, Clwyd, LL18 2AB, UK
Microcomputer weather station
F. DARTON AND CO LTD
Vale Road, Bushey, Watford, WD2 2HG, UK
Meteorological instruments and recorders
BRANNEN THERMOMETERS LTD
Cleator Moor, Cumbria, CA25 5QE, UK
Low cost simple meteorological instruments
UKW TECHNIK
West Germany (T. Bittan)
Low cost satellite receiving system
ATLANTIC SURPLUS SALES
3730 Nautilus Avenue, Brooklyn, NY, USA
Low cost satellite receiver and facsimile recorder
ALDEN INTERNATIONAL S.A.
117 N. Main Street, Brockton, Mass. 02403, USA
Weather chart recorder kit
HESTAIR HOPE LTD
St Philips Drive, Royton, Oldham, OL2 6AG, UK
Suppliers of weather instruments to educational establishments
MUNRO-SESTREL LTD
Loxford Road, Barking, IGll 8PE, UK
Manufacturers of a wide range of meteorological instruments
GRADKO LTD
77 Wales Street, Winchester, S023 7RH, UK
Suppliers of meteorological instruments and recorders
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NON-COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
UNIVERSITY OF DUNDEE
Department of Electronic Engineering, Dundee, UK
Summary of products available from archives of satellite
imagery, with display of typical products which can be supplied
NENE COLLEGE
Moulton Park, Northampton, NN2 7AL, UK
Use of a BBC microcomputer to receive information from
meteorological satellites
ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS
Cannon House, Priory Queensway, Birmingham, B4 6BS, UK
RoSPA project sheet No 2 - Weather
DR D J SCHOVE
St David's College, Beckenham, Kent, BR3 3BQ, UK
Display material associated with "Historical Series of Weather
Observations as an Educational Resource"
DR J S A GREEN
Old House, Church Lane, Claxton, Norwich, NR14 7HY, UK
Display related to mathematics and physics in the open air;
improvisation - conventional instruments used in unusual ways or
made from unusual materials
ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
Bracknell, UK
Display of posters showing activities on Field Study Courses at
Nettlecombe, Malham and Gibraltar Point
MR C FLOOR
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, De Bilt, The
Netherlands
Display material associated with "The Rainbow in the Classroom
of the Primary School"
DR GEOFF JENKINS/ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
Demonstration of ideas for the use of a BBC microcomputer as the
basis for an automatic weather station
UNIVERSITY OF READING
Department of Meteorology, Reading, Berkshire, UK
Posters showing aspects of meteorological research
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SLIDE SETS
COMMON GROUND
Longman House, Harlow, Essex, CM20 2JE, UK
(i)
(ii)

Basic Meteorology
The Weather Map

VISUAL PUBLICATIONS LTD
197 Kensington High Street, London W8 6BB , UK
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Britain: Weather (1) and (2)
The Earth without Man : Climatic Regions
Elements of Climate:
Introductory Series

DRAKE EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
St Fagans Road, Fairwater, Cardiff, CF5 3AE, UK
Our Weather
FOCAL POINT AUDIO-VISUAL LTD
251 Copnor Road, Portsmouth, P03 5EE, UK
(i)
(ii)

Clouds and the Weather
Observing and Forecasting the Weather

DIANA WYLLIE LTD
19a Warwick Avenue, London W9 2TS, UK
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Unstable Weather
Stable Weather
Weather Study with Satellites

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
James Glaisher House, Grenville Place, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RG12 lBX, UK
Meteorology from Space
AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTIONS
Hocker Hill Hous~, Chepstow, Gwent, NP6 5ER, UK
Britain's Weather
R K PILSBURY
Nyetimber, Uplands Road, Totland, Isle of Wight, P039 ODU, UK
Black-and-white cloud photographs
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FILMS AND VIDEOS
VIEWTECH AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA
122 Goldcrest Road, Chipping Sodbury, Bristol, BS17 6XN, UK
(i)
(ii)

The Earth:
The Earth:

Its Water Cycle
Its Atmosphere

EFVA NATIONAL AVA LIBRARY
Paxton Place, Gipsy Road, London, SE27 9SR, UK
(i)
(ii)

The Water Cycle
What Makes Weather

WALTER A BOHAN CO
2026 Oakton Street, Park Ridge, Illinois, 60068, USA
Understanding Weather Systems
CHRISTIAN ZICK
Freie Universitat Berlin, Hochschulfilmreferat FU,
Malteserstrasse 74-100, Berlin 46, FRG
The Meteosat Film
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANISATION
Case Postale No. 5, CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

It's an Ill Wind
Surviving Cyclones
The Atmosphere in Motion
The Origins of Weather

BBC TV EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
Wood Lane, London Wl2, UK
Here is the Forecast

SATPACK
ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
James Glaisher House, Grenville Place, Bracknell,
Berkshire, RG12 lBX, UK
(I) :

(II):

18-19 October 1979
13-14 May 1979
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MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY
GPO Box 1289K, Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia
Demonstration of meteorology teaching programmes on an Apple II
developed for upper secondary/lower tertiary'education years
UNIVERSITY OF WALES INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
Department of Maritime Studies, Colum Drive , Card i ff , CFl 3EU,
UK
Demonstrating a weather map package for an RML 380Z
microcomputer, illustrating some of the problems encountered in
its development
HEINEMANN COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION LTD
22 Bedford Square, London , WClB 3HH, UK
Demonstration of two packages for the RML 380Z microcomputer
(a)
(b)

climate
weather

BBC 'B', APPLE II AND RML 380Z MICROCOMPUTERS WERE HIRED FROM
CARDIFF MICROCOMPUTERS LTD OF AYLESBURY
BOOKS
LADYBIRD BOOKS LTD
P 0 Box 12, Beeches Road, Loughborough, Leicestershire,
LEll 2NQ , UK
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Learnabout : Volcanoes and other natural phenomena
Leader:
Air
Leader:
Water
Junior Science : Air
Conservation : Energy

METHUEN EDUCATIONAL LTD
North Way , Andover, Hampshire , SPlO 5BE, UK
Atmosphere, Weather and Climate
THE RESOURCE CENTRE
Back Hill, Ely, Cambridgeshire , CB7 4DA, UK
Weather Workshop
LONGMAN GROUP LTD
Fourth Avenue, Harlow, Essex, CM19 5AA, UK
Discovering the Weather
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CHARLES E MERRILL CO
1300 Alum Creek Drive, P 0 Box 508, Columbus, Ohio 43216-0508,
USA
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Meteorology
Atmosphere
Focus on Earth Science (Teachers Resource Book +
Annotated Edition)

CICERONE PRESS
Harmony Hall, Milnthorpe, Cumbria, LA7 7QE, UK
Mountain Meteorology
BLACKIE AND SONS LTD
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow , G64 2NZ, UK
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Winter , Spring, Summer and Autumn
Patterns in Britain
Patterns around the World
Sparks : l(rain), 2(snow), 3(wind), 4(sun)
Introductory Science (12): Our Environment
Nature's Seasons

J WILEY AND SONS LTD
Baffins Lane, Chichester, Sussex , P019 lUD, UK

The Science and Wonders of the Atmosphere
THAMES & HUDSON LTD
30 Bloomsbury Street, London WCl, UK
World Climatology:

the Weather, the Environment and Man

GEORGE PHILIP AND SON LTD
12-14 Long Acre, London, WC2E 9LP, UK
(i)
(ii)

Meteorology at Sea
Wind Strategy
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A weather satellite receiving system
at a really down to earth price.
A low cost, easily installed and operated system for the reception of
visible and infra-red images from polar orbiting and geostationary satellites.
The satellites provide continuous images of the earth showing cloud cover,
movement of clouds (from which wind speed and direction can be estimated) and
information on the temperatures of the atmosphere, the oceans and land surfaces.

The WSR513/515 system has facilities to give a selected 'close up' of part of the
total image and is able to store three pictures which can be recalled from memory
and displayed in sequence to show the movement of weather systems. An output to
a video cassette recorder is provided.
Expansion of the system is allowed
for by additional interface cards
which include hard copy video and fax
recording, cassette tape storage and
computer controlled colour
enhancement.
The WSR513 gives dynamic
impact to the study of:

Geography
Meteorology
Oceanography
Environmental Sciences
Earth Sciences
Satellite Communication
The system is currently being used
by the BBC and other television stations
to enhance their on screen weather
forecasting.
Feedback Instruments Limited
Park Road, Crowborough, E. Sussex, TN6 20R,
Tel: (08926) 3322. Telex: 95255

-FEEDBACK
Please send me further information on the WSR513/ 515 system.
Name: _ _ _ _ __ __ __
Position: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Organisation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Windspeed and
Direction sensors
ANEMOMETERS:
A 100
Porton Anemometer
- d.c. output.
- pulse output.
contact closure.

WINDVANES:
W200 Porton Windvane
- d.c. output.
W200P - potentiometer.
W200G - digital encoder.
SRW1 - self-referencing.

Air Temperature
sensor
T301

Microcomputer
system
. ~~
\,/ •' V

The New A 101 M low cost
pulse output anemometer
and W200 G/R encoder
windvane are easily
connected to
microcomputers for real
time analysis or logging of
wind data.

~

Vector Instruments

113 Marsh Road Rhyl Clwyd LL 18 2AB
Tel Rhyl (0745) 50700 Telex 667325 667461
(Attn Vector) COMCAB G

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY - TEACHING AIDS
WALLCHARTS:
BP Clouds I
BP Clouds II

Formation and types of clouds
Relationship between clouds
and different weather types
Bartholomew's Weather Map - Cloud photographs ,
satellite photographs, TV symbols ,
shipping forecast areas,
climatology of the UK, etc.

£ 1 . 90

RUNNING A SCHOOL WEATHER STATION:

£0.75

Hints to schools

YOUR OWN WEATHER MAP AND "METMAPS":
For drawing
weather maps using data from BBC
Shipping Bulletins

£ 1. 90

£1.60

£5. 35
+ £ 1. 20
per pad
of 24
Metmaps

SATELLITE PACKS :
I: (October situation) & II: (May situation)
To help in - the understand1n~-apprecfation
and application of weather satellite pictures

£2.10 ea
or
£3.70
per set
of two

SLIDE SETS:
Observing and Forecasting the Weather a set of 20 slides with a 16-page supporting text

£ 9.

Meteorology from Space a set of 12 slides with a 14-page supporting text

£ 5. 25
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All prices include postage, packing and VAT (where applicable).
Substantial discounts are given to Members of the Society.
Orders and further information from the Executive Secretary,
Royal Meteorological Society, James Glaisher House , Grenville
Place, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 lBX.
SCHOOL CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP
The Society is keenly interested in the educational aspects of
meteorology and welcomes schools as Corporate Members.
The
subscription is £20 pa.
For this schools will receive a copy of
"Weather" every month and any of their teachers/pupils may
attend the Society's meetings on the same basis as Fellows.
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WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
WMO publishes Technical Notes, Guides and Training Publications
covering all aspects of meteorology and operational hydrology.
catalogues of
WMO Publications may be obtained from the WMO Secretariat at the address given
below.

The following is a list of WMO Training Publications:
Sw. frs.
240 258 -

266 -

327 -

364 -

382 -

432 -

434 489 -

492 493 -

551 593 -

626 -

*)

E

Compendium of Meteorological Training Facilities.
1982 ed. E.*)
Guidelines for the Education and Training of Personnel
in Meteorology and Operational Hydrology. 1977 ed. E-F.
Compendium of Lecture Notes for Training Class IV
Meteorological Personnel.
Volume II : Meteorology. 1984 ed. E.
Compendium of Lecture Notes in Climatology for Class IV
Meteorological Personnel. E-S.
Compendium of Meteorology for Use by Class I and Class II
Meteorologial Personnel:
Volume Is
Part 1 - Dynamic Meteorology. E-S.
Part 2 - Physical Meteorology. E-F-S.
Part 3 - Synoptic Meteorology. E.
Volume II:
Part 1 - General Hydrology. E.
Part 2 - Aeronautical Meteorology. E-S.
Part 3 - Marine Meteorology. E-F.
Part 4 - Tropical Meteorology. E.
Compendium of Lecture Notes for Training Personnel in
the Application of Meteorology to Economic and Social
Development. E-F-S.
Proceedings of the WMO/IAMAP Symposium on Education and
Training in Meteorology and Meteorological Aspects of
Environmental Problems. E.
Compendium of Lecture Notes in Marine Meteorology for
Class III and Class IV Personnel. E-F-S.
Compendium of Training Facilities in Environmental
Problems Related to Meteorology and Operational Hydrology. E.
Lectures on Forecasting of Tropical Weather, including
Tropical Cyclones with Particular Relevance to Africa. E.
Proceedings of the Meeting on Education and Training in
Meteorological Aspects of Atmospheric Pollution and
Related Environmental Problems. E.
Lecture Notes for Training Class II and Class III Agricultural Meteorological Personnel. E.
Lecture Notes for Training Class IV Agricultural Meteorological Personnel. E.
Lectures Presented at the Seminar on Radar Meteorology,
Erice, Italy. E.

English,

F

French,

S

Spanish.

WMO Publications may be ordered from:
World Meteorological Organization
P. o. Box No. 5
CH-1211 GENEVA 20, Switzerland

so.-20.--

33.-20.--
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Automatic Weather Station

* Continuous gathering of data & processing for
average values, maxima and minima
* Totalize events and time their duration
Porton
wind-vane
±320°

s

Porton anemometer
0.1to25m / s

Solarmimeter
0 to 999 .9
Watts /m 2
(0-1001Tlv)

Dome Solarimeter
-inclined
0 to 999.9 Watts / m '·

PRT air temperature
±99 .90°

Rainfall
tiltingbucket
0 .5 mm

c

Humidity probe with
calibration capsules
0 to 99% RH
Ml MINILOG
* 12 channels analog
16 counter-timers
8 output lines
*Signal conditioning
for sensors
*Calibration of
sensors (span I offset)
* Formatted report
with selectable
interval of 1 up to
1OOO minutes
* RS232C serial I/ O
*Local area ringed
network using pair
of input and output
wires between
Minilogs

Modem
optoisolated

Manometer
0-1500
millibar

HX20 cpu
printer &
cassette

LINTRONIC SYSTEMS
54-58 Bartholomew Close, London EC1 A 7HB
01-606 0791/2 Tix: 888657 Lessop G

